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Executive Summary: Valley to Mountain Alternatives Analysis Report
Introduction

Study Area

This Executive Summary describes the
process by which a Locally Preferred
Alternative (LPA) was recommended
for the Valley to Mountain Alternatives
Analysis (AA) Study.

The study area for the Valley to
Mountain AA Study is located in the
communities of Snyderville and Park
City in Summit County, Utah, located in
the Wasatch Mountains 30 miles east of
Salt Lake City.

The Valley to Mountain AA evaluated
the benefits, costs, and impacts of
implementing a transitway on State
Route (S.R.) 224, the main highway into
the heart of Park City, Utah.

The study was initiated to identify a
transit alternative that best meets the
transportation needs of the local
community in terms of technical
feasibility, costs, and benefits.
The study was led by Summit County in
cooperation with several project partners:
Park City, the Utah Department of
Transportation (UDOT), the Utah
Transit Authority (UTA), Salt Lake City
Corporation, and the Wasatch Front
Regional Council.

Snyderville and Park City are both
active communities and popular
recreation destinations. As a major
seasonal tourism destination, there is
considerable fluctuation in the study
area’s population, activity, and travel
patterns throughout the year.
Summit County’s strong economy and
desirable location have led to sizeable
growth in the numbers of both jobs and
visitors. Over the last decade, the
number of jobs available in Summit
County increased by at least 40%.
However, neither Snyderville nor Park
City has enough affordable housing to
meet the needs of lower-income
workers, who therefore must commute
to work from outside the county.
Every day, over 13,000 employees who
live outside Summit County commute
into the county for work, while another
12,700 people leave Summit County for
work elsewhere, mainly in Salt Lake
County.
Between 2010 and 2015, daily vehicle
trips on S.R. 224 increased by about
11%, and projections indicate that this
upward trend will continue.
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Project Process and Public Outreach
The Alternatives Analysis was a
20-month collaborative effort among
Summit County and the other project
partners. Key staff from each partner
entity staffed the project partner steering
committee that met throughout the AA
process to guide the project.
The process also included coordination
with other local policy groups and
public outreach to the community at
large.
The process included two formal online
public meetings during each of the
Level 1 and Level 2 screening phases as
well as an open-house-format public
meeting and a small focus group
discussion during Level 2 screening.
The goals of the public and agency
involvement process were to raise
awareness about the study and to have
an informed local community and
government leadership to help make
decisions regarding the recommendation
and implementation of an LPA.
The process was open to ensure that
interested parties could be involved in
planning. Stakeholders had an
opportunity to direct the project purpose
as well as review and comment on the
proposed transit technology and
alignment alternatives at key milestones
during the study.

Overall, people felt that congestion on
S.R. 224 is a primary issue in the
community that should be addressed.
Whether stakeholders support or oppose
continued growth in Summit County,
growth is also an issue that should be
managed to protect natural resources
and maintain the character of the
community.
The majority of stakeholders who
participated in the online public
meetings and who attended the open
house and focus group believed that
better transit service and options will
help solve congestion and mobility
issues in the project study area.

Purpose and Need
What Is the Problem?
 S.R. 224 experiences traffic
congestion during peak weekday
hours and high levels of congestion
for extended periods every weekend,
regardless of the season.
 There are deficiencies in both transit
infrastructure and transit service
(coverage, reliability, frequency,
access, and performance) in the study
area.
 Delays due to traffic congestion
decrease mixed-flow transit vehicles’
likelihood of maintaining a reliable
schedule.
 UDOT allows Park City Transit bus
drivers to drive on the shoulders of
S.R. 224 during certain periods.
When buses are using the shoulders,
there’s less room on S.R. 224 for
bicyclists, disabled vehicles,
emergency vehicles, and construction
staging.
 Adding significant capacity to
S.R. 224 to support single-occupancy
vehicles is unlikely because of
environmental and public policy
constraints coupled with the
decreasing availability of parking in
and around Park City.
 Special events and seasonal visitor
traffic will continue to overwhelm
parking capacity in and around Park
City unless there are alternatives to
auto travel.
 Much of the S.R. 224 corridor is rich
in natural resources that the project
partners want to protect.

What Is the Purpose of
the Study?
The purpose of the Valley to Mountain
AA Study is to enhance multimodal
transportation choices and
sustainability and to promote system
efficiencies in the S.R. 224 corridor
and in Park City.
Park City’s existing bus service on
S.R. 224 has become even more
successful with the introduction of the
Electric Xpress bus service between the
Kimball Junction and Old Town Transit
Centers. Now the project partners would
like to strengthen their commitment to
transit on S.R. 224.
The study is specifically intended to
meet the following goals:
 Increase person-throughput capacity
on S.R. 224 during peak periods
(seasonal traffic, daily peak periods,
and special events) while avoiding
excessive road widening.
 Improve the reliability and reduce the
travel time of transit service on
S.R. 224.
 Increase the attractiveness and
effectiveness of transit by separating
transit vehicles from other traffic all
day over the full length of S.R. 224.
 Support healthy communities, best
environmental practices, and the
sustainability goals of the
community.
 Develop an alternative that fits the
character and scale of the community
and is environmentally and
aesthetically acceptable to the public.

 Complement local and regional
remote parking.
 Provide a transit investment that
meets today’s needs and can expand
for future growth.
 Support local and regional
transportation plans for a long-term
express transit service strategy in on
S.R. 224.

How Is This Study
Different from Other
Studies?
The Valley to Mountain AA builds on
previous planning efforts including the
2015 Mountain Accord Transportation
Blueprint and the 2016 Park City and
Summit County Short-Range Transit
Development Plan, both of which
recommended further studying fixedguideway transit service and/or bus
rapid transit on S.R. 224.
Most notably, the Valley to Mountain
AA builds on the recent success of the
Electric Xpress bus service on S.R. 224.

AA Study Process
In conjunction with the project partners,
the study team developed evaluation
criteria based on the AA’s purpose,
goals, and objectives that was then used
to screen a wide variety of transit
technology options for S.R. 224
between Kimball Junction and
downtown Park City. (The technology
options studied might also work for
Interstate 80, which will be studied in
the future.)
Once the transit technology options
were screened, the study team
conducted a second screening to
determine the footprint within the
S.R. 224 corridor for the transit
solution’s alignment.
The study team then evaluated the costs
and benefits of the remaining
technology options combined with the
various alignment configurations to
determine the best alternative to
recommend as the LPA.

Screening the Universe of
Technology Options
(Level 1 Screening)
The project partners analyzed the
universe of possible technologies in an
effort to reduce the technology options
to two or three of the most feasible and
prudent options. The following universe
of transit technology options was
analyzed:
 Hybrid/electric bus rapid transit
 Rapid streetcar/light rail transit
 Aerial transit
o Tram
o Gondola
 Automated guideway transit
o Personal rapid transit
o Group rapid transit
 Monorail
 High-speed rail
o Rapid rail transit
o MAGLEV (magnetic levitation)
o Hyperloop

Screening Technology and
Alignment Options
(Level 2 Screening)
The study team used a collaborative,
iterative process, based on discussions
with the project partner steering
committee and input from the public, to
narrow, or screen, the initial universe of
technology options to the two most
promising options for S.R. 224. These
two technology options were:
 Hybrid/electric bus rapid transit (BRT)
 Rapid streetcar/light rail transit (LRT)

Next, the study team considered the
footprint for three potential alignments:
down the center of, running on one side
of, or running on both sides of S.R. 224.
The study team analyzed the benefits,
costs, and impacts of BRT and rapid
streetcar/LRT in the S.R. 224 corridor
for the various alignment
configurations.

The total alignment of the LPA is about
6 miles long with stops at Olympic
Parkway, Canyons Resort Drive,
Bobsled Boulevard, and Thaynes
Canyon Drive. The LPA consists of
dedicated transit lanes on both sides of
S.R. 224 that operate with the direction
of traffic.

By looking at two technology options
and three potential alignments, the study
team evaluated various alternatives.
Each alternative’s benefits, costs, and
impacts were comparatively evaluated
against those of each other alternative.

The project partners acknowledge that
these concepts are outside the service
areas for Summit County’s metropolitan
planning organization (MPO) and UTA,
but the transit concepts would provide
important connections between the
MPO’s service area and the growing
Wasatch Back (the east side of the
Wasatch Range).

This evaluation demonstrated that BRT
on both sides of S.R. 224 was the
strongest alternative. Public feedback
from two online public meetings, an
open house, and a focus group
supported this conclusion.

Locally Preferred
Alternative
Recommendation

The new route would serve the Kimball
Junction Transit Center and eventually
connect to a new transit center on
Bonanza Drive just south of Kearns
Boulevard (S.R. 248).

As one of the earlier steps on the way to
implementing a transitway, the AA
process is designed to study a corridor
at a fairly high level. Future phases of
the project, such as environmental
clearance, permitting, and design, will
study the LPA in greater detail.
UDOT develops a long-range
transportation plan (LRP) every 4 years
to summarize the anticipated needs of
Utah’s transportation system for the
next 25 to 30 years. Several transit
concepts are included in the 2015 LRP.

Screening Summary

After reviewing the screening results
and receiving feedback from the project
partner steering committee and the
public, the project partners unanimously
recommended Alternative 2, which
would implement BRT on both sides of
S.R. 224, as the LPA.

Next Steps

An S.R. 224 transit corridor project is
included in the 2015 LRP as an
unfunded transit concept with transit
“mode undetermined” from Kimball
Junction to Park City.
The LPA would have the following
approximate costs:
 Capital cost: $62 million
 Operating cost: $3 million
The project partners agreed that, if
warranted, transit service on S.R. 224
could become a center-running facility
in the future, since enough right-of-way
would be preserved.

The project partner representatives from
Summit County and Park City will
present the LPA recommendation to
their respective councils for adoption.
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1

Introduction

Summit County and Park City, along with project partners
including the Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT), the
Utah Transit Authority (UTA), Salt Lake City Corporation, and the
Wasatch Front Regional Council (WFRC), conducted an 18-month
study to evaluate the transportation connections between the Salt
Lake Valley and the greater Park City area.

Who are the project partners?
The project partners for the
Valley to Mountain Alternatives
Analysis Study are Summit
County, Park City, UDOT, UTA,
Salt Lake City Corporation, and
WFRC.

The Valley to Mountain Alternatives Analysis (AA) Study is a
coordinated approach to implementing premium transit on State
Route (S.R.) 224 in Summit County, Utah, in an effort to enhance
multimodal transportation choices, increase sustainability, and promote system efficiencies—while
maintaining the area’s small-town feel without widening roads. The study focused on S.R. 224
between Kimball Junction and Park City. The study identified and compared the costs, benefits, and
impacts of a range of premium transit alternatives in order to enhance the quality of life for Summit
County residents and maintain Park City’s status as a world-class resort community.
This Alternatives Analysis Report discusses the technology options and transit alignment that were
evaluated through stakeholder and public participation and screening of various initial alternatives.
At the conclusion of the alternatives-development and screening process, the study team
recommended a Locally Preferred Alternative (LPA) for implementation as a project for construction.
The goal for the AA study is to reach decisions that will ensure the project is supported as it
advances into later project-development processes. The study hasn’t resolved all of the project
details but has addressed many of the details and issues that were key to identifying the most viable
alternative (the LPA). These additional details and issues will be addressed during the next phase of
the study and through continued community involvement and input provided by the project partner
steering committee.

1.1

What’s an Alternatives Analysis?

An AA is a locally managed study process that uses local
information related to regional travel patterns, problems, and
needs to arrive at a Locally Preferred Alternative that represents
the preferred transit solution. This information is typically
generated as part of the metropolitan transportation planning
process. For Summit County, this information has been gathered
during the Mountain Accord planning process as well as recent
and past planning studies conducted by Summit County, Park
City, and UDOT. For Summit County and Park City, this
information has been gathered during past systems planning
efforts by WFRC, which is Summit County’s metropolitan planning
organization, and by Summit County and Park City’s
transportation departments.

What’s an Alternatives
Analysis?
An AA is a locally managed
study process that uses local
information related to regional
travel patterns, problems, and
needs to arrive at a Locally
Preferred Alternative that
represents the preferred transit
solution.

Over the last few years, transit has been considered in greater detail between Salt Lake City and
Park City, within Park City, and specifically along S.R. 224. Consequently, the project partners
decided to focus the initial AA phase primarily on S.R. 224 between Kimball Junction and downtown
Park City, since that’s the main gateway to Park City. At times, a trip between Kimball Junction and
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Park City can take more than 40 minutes, whereas the trip takes 15 to 20 minutes during non-peak
times (Thomas and others 2016).
The AA identified and compared the costs, benefits, and impacts of a range of transit alternatives
along S.R. 224. Future phases of the study might also include a more in-depth look at Interstate 80
(I-80) and connections between the Salt Lake Valley and Park City as well as future connections
between S.R. 224 and existing and proposed park-and-ride lots in and around Park City.
The AA process defined the purpose of and need for premium
What process was used for
transit on S.R. 224. It also provided an overall framework and
the Valley to Mountain AA
measures for evaluating technology and alignment alternatives
Study?
and recommending an LPA. The framework developed for the AA
The framework developed for the
process and presented in this report was prepared following the
AA process and presented in this
Federal Transit Administration’s guidance Procedures and
report was prepared following
Technical Methods for Transit Project Planning. However, the AA
the Federal Transit Administration’s guidance Procedures and
process is no longer mandated or managed by the Administration,
Technical Methods for Transit
giving greater flexibility in approach to local agencies. The goal of
Project Planning.
an AA is still to streamline the planning and environmental
screening processes by comparing transit project alternatives,
potential costs, funding options, community benefits, economic
development, and mobility for users of a proposed project while also considering high-level
environmental effects of the alternatives.
The work conducted for the AA process builds on previous planning efforts in the region and most
notably builds on the success of the Electric Xpress bus service currently operating on S.R. 224. The
AA process has involved extensive collaboration between government jurisdictions and stakeholders
in multiple communities. For over 10 years, representatives of agencies and districts responsible for
plans and policies in the study area have been considering significant transit improvements to serve
anticipated growth in this area—growth in households, employment, and the number of automobile
trips, as well as seasonal population fluctuations. These efforts led to the Valley to Mountain AA
process. (For a definition of the study area, see Section 2, Study Area and Corridor.)
The AA process included extensive input from the project partners, the public, and other
stakeholders. Building on previous planning efforts, the study team developed a Purpose and Need
Statement and then developed a set of alternatives that were reviewed and screened with the goal
of recommending the most technically, financially, and operationally feasible transit alternative that
supports the study’s purpose.
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The evaluation process has been organized to present
technical information to decision-makers to help them make
decisions at key points. Recommendations for key decisions
were made through the project partner steering committee
with input provided during two key public outreach
opportunities (Level 1 and Level 2 screening), which together
included two online public meetings, an open-house-style
public meeting, and a focus group. The sequence of activities
for the AA process is illustrated at right.
The alternative that remains at the end of the AA process is
referred to as the Locally Preferred Alternative. This
alternative defines the technology, alignment, and termini for
the project that will be constructed. Ultimately, the goal of the
AA process is to position the Valley to Mountain AA Study for
its next steps, which include in-depth analysis of the LPA and
identifying a path toward funding and implementation.

1.2

Public and Agency Involvement as Part of the Alternatives
Analysis Process

Public and agency involvement was an important part of the AA process. The study team developed
and implemented a comprehensive public involvement plan and program, which is described in
Section 6. A project partner steering committee consisting of representatives from Summit County,
Park City, UDOT, UTA, Salt Lake City Corporation, and WFRC served as an advisory group that
reviewed technical information produced during the study and provided valuable comments and
suggestions throughout the study. The committee continues to provide a valuable review of the
study’s methods and findings.

1.3

Outcome and Next Steps

The outcome of the AA process is an LPA that meets the purpose of the study, provides a good
balance in meeting project goals, and presents a competitive project for either local or federal
funding. The LPA will be advanced to more-detailed technical analysis and be compared to the
No-Action Alternative as part of the environmental clearance process during the preparation of an
environmental document for the project. As shown in Figure 1-1, the level of design detail conducted
for an AA is still a higher-level, conceptual design. Detailed design would be completed during the
next phase of the planning process: preliminary engineering.
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Figure 1-1. Planning Process and Design Detail during an AA Process

Source: FTA 2004
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One important issue to be resolved is the southern terminus of the
alignment and how it might tie into existing and future transit
service in Park City. The Electric Xpress and other Park City
buses currently serve an existing transit center in Park City’s Old
Town. Eventually, the LPA selected in the study will likely
terminate at a proposed new transit center on Bonanza Drive just
south of Kearns Boulevard (S.R. 248). From there, riders would
take a neighborhood transit connection to Old Town, Deer Valley,
or another destination.
The intent of this new proposed transit center is to keep traffic out
of Old Town and to also provide a major transit hub in the center
of what Park City plans to be a major development that will include
affordable and employee housing and other mixed uses.

What is Park City’s Old Town?
Old Town is a lively gathering
place for both locals and tourists.
Restaurants, galleries, and
boutiques fill historic buildings
that once housed saloons and
boarding houses. Historic Main
Street in the heart of Old Town
has been Park City’s prime
shopping district since the 1800s,
when merchants began catering
to the town’s founding miners.

The AA study will conclude with local decisions regarding the preferred transit technology and
preferred alignment for the project. Technology refers to the transit technology to be advanced for
implementation. Alignment refers to the footprint and running-way configuration along S.R. 224 used
to provide for premium transit service. The goal for the AA study is to reach decisions that will
ensure the project is sustainable as it advances into later project-development processes.

1.4

Appendices to This Report

The following supporting documentation is provided as appendices to this report:
A. Preliminary Ridership Forecasting Memorandum
B. Financing/Funding Evaluation
C. Level 1 Screening Matrix
D. Level 2 Screening Matrix
E. Capital and Operating Cost Evaluations
F. Preliminary Traffic Effects Summary
G. Preliminary Design Plan Sheets
H. Public Engagement and Public Meeting Summary
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2

Study Area and Corridor

2.1

Study Area

The study area for the Valley to Mountain AA Study is the
What’s the study area for the
communities of Snyderville and Park City in Summit County, Utah.
Valley to Mountain AA Study?
The study area is located in the Wasatch Mountains 30 miles east
The study area is the communof Salt Lake City. The unincorporated area of Snyderville stretches
ities of Snyderville and Park City
throughout much of the west side of Summit County and includes
in Summit County, Utah.
the residential and commercial districts along S.R. 224. The
municipal borders of Park City extend north and south from upper
Deer Valley to the edge of Park Meadows and east and west from the McPolin Farm to Quinn’s
Junction (Figure 2-1).
Primary access to Park City’s Old Town is limited to two state highways known as “gateway
corridors” to Park City: S.R. 224 and S.R. 248. S.R. 224, a four-lane arterial road, is the major northsouth route that connects the heart of the Park City community, including Main Street, Deer Valley
Resort, and Park City Mountain Resort, with key Snyderville destinations such as Canyons Village at
Park City and Kimball Junction as well as I-80 and the Salt Lake Valley (Figure 2-1). S.R. 224 also
provides a connection to the Deer Valley ski area to the southeast and connects to S.R. 248, a
three- to five-lane highway connecting Park City to U.S. Highway 40 (U.S. 40) in Park City. S.R. 224
is also the single busiest route for Park City Transit and is the alignment corridor that the project
partners chose to focus on for this AA study.
Although Snyderville is officially outside the Park City limits, Snyderville addresses carry the name
Park City. Because Park City and Snyderville are interconnected through the resort industry and
related sectors, the two areas are faced with similar challenges regarding growth. The two
jurisdictions have cooperated on critical issues such as open space, recreation planning, and transit,
including the popular step of expanding the Park City bus system into Snyderville (Hamburger 2017).
Snyderville and Park City are both active communities and popular recreation destinations
throughout the year. As major destinations for seasonal tourism, there is considerable fluctuation in
each community’s population, activity, and travel patterns throughout the year. The area in and
surrounding Park City is dominated by a number of distinct destination areas including Park City’s
Old Town and multiple ski and resort communities.
Park City, Snyderville, and the surrounding areas have experienced considerable growth in recent
years, and this trend is expected to continue. Both communities are seeing the expansion of resorts,
the proliferation and intensification of special events, the continual expansion of existing residential
and commercial development, and plans for new development. All of these activities bring more and
constant traffic into the area.
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Figure 2-1. Study Area
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2.2

Study Corridor (S.R. 224)

S.R. 224 is a gateway to world-class travel destinations and also a
gateway to burgeoning residential and commercial development,
as shown in Figure 2-2. S.R. 224 is a state-owned facility that
serves as the key artery into Park City’s Old Town and two of the
major economic drivers in the region: Park City Mountain Resort
and Deer Valley. Several key destinations are reached via
S.R. 224 including Canyons Village at Park City, the Utah Olympic
Park, Swaner EcoCenter, and the Kimball Junction commercial
centers. S.R. 224 is also a key corridor in one of the potentially
largest re-use projects in Park City—Bonanza Park.

What’s the extent of the study
corridor?
The study corridor extends from
the new Kimball Junction Transit
Center on the north to a
proposed new transit center on
Bonanza Drive near Munchkin
Road in Park City, a distance of
about 6 miles.

The northern terminus of the study corridor is the new Kimball
Junction Transit Center, located behind the Summit County Library at 1885 W. Ute Boulevard in
Kimball Junction. The southern terminus is about 6 miles south at a proposed new transit center on
Bonanza Drive near Munchkin Road in Park City.
S.R. 224 is a major arterial with two through lanes in each direction and a center lane with turn lanes
and landscaped center medians. Travel lanes are about 12 feet wide, and 10-foot shoulders are
typical. The posted speed limit is varies between 45 and 55 miles per hour (mph) between Kimball
Junction (I-80) and Meadows Drive, decreasing to 35 to 40 mph south of Meadows Drive. The road
is classified by UDOT as Access Category 3, which is appropriate for highways that have a high
speed and high traffic volumes. S.R. 224 accommodates inter-regional travel while also providing
direct access to adjacent land uses, commercial nodes, and neighborhoods.
Travel demand in Snyderville is focused onto S.R. 224 because of
mountainous geography, exceptional tourism due to world-class
recreation and cultural opportunities, an increase in jobs and
housing, the highway’s proximity to a major urban area, and the
area’s limited road network.

What is travel demand?
Travel demand is the expected
number of transportation trips in
an area. Travel demand can be
met by various modes of travel,
such as automobile, bus, light
rail, carpooling, and bicycling.

The annual average daily traffic (AADT) on S.R. 224 is about
33,000 vehicles per day. During the winter months (December
through March), daily traffic volumes increase by 12% to 20%
above the AADT, reflecting increased ski tourism, as shown in
Figure 2-3. The summer travel season in July and August also experiences a spike in traffic. The
spring and fall “shoulder season” months typically experience a decline in the number of vehicles
and overall travel demand.
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Figure 2-2. S.R. 224 Corridor
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Figure 2-3. Seasonal Variation in Annual Average Daily Traffic
on S.R. 224
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The 0% line represents the annual average daily traffic on S.R. 224, which is about
33,000 vehicles per day.

The Snyderville Basin General Plan (Snyderville Basin Planning Commission and Summit County
Council 2015) identifies several Neighborhood Planning Areas in the basin, including Kimball
Junction, Central Basin, and Canyons. The Kimball Junction neighborhood is the designated Town
Center in the Snyderville Basin and is the focal point for living, working, shopping, and
entertainment. According to the General Plan, Kimball Junction serves as a vital hub and
employment center of the area. The plan states, “It is important that the Town Center should remain
an economically and socially viable area at Kimball Junction that promotes a sense of place and
community identity that supports the mountain resort economy of the Snyderville Basin.”
The Central Basin neighborhood is located south of Kimball
Junction on both sides of S.R. 224 and consists mainly of
residential subdivisions with a few small pockets of neighborhood
commercial and institutional uses. The east side of S.R. 224 is
mostly flat in this area, while the area to the west has more varied
topography. The character of S.R. 224 changes considerably at
the intersection of S.R. 224 and S.R. 248 (Kearns Boulevard),
where businesses front onto the street with little setback, the
shoulders become minimal, and the pedestrian/bicycle
infrastructure is inadequate. Although there are sidewalks on both
sides of S.R. 224, there is no buffer or park strip to protect
pedestrians from the more than 30,000 cars and trucks that travel
S.R. 224 each day on average.

What are the existing and
projected traffic volumes on
S.R. 224?
Currently, more than 30,000 cars
and trucks travel S.R. 224 each
day on average. Traffic volumes
on S.R. 224 are projected to
increase to about 42,000 to
44,000 vehicles each day on
average by 2040.

Based on data from UDOT’s automatic traffic record station near Canyons Resort Drive in
Snyderville, traffic on S.R. 224 has grown at an average annual rate of 1.5% since 2003 (Avenue
Consultants 2014; Hales Engineering 2015). Traffic volumes on S.R. 224 are projected to increase
to about 42,000 to 44,000 AADT by 2040, as suggested by historical growth rates and a regional
travel demand model that accounts for anticipated land use changes (Figure 2-4).
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Figure 2-4. Historical and Forecasted AADT
on S.R. 224
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SR224: Canyons to Meadows
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Canyons Resort Drive to Meadows Drive in Snyderville

S.R. 224 routinely experiences peak-period traffic congestion
associated with commuter travel, which is typically southbound in
the morning and northbound in the evening. Special events and
ski resort traffic also contribute to short-term traffic congestion,
which can be exacerbated by inclement winter weather that
effectively reduces the capacity of S.R. 224. Vehicle capacity on
S.R. 224 is constrained at traffic signals, particularly on the north
and south ends of the study area where multiple signals are close
to each other.

What is level of service?
Level of service is a measure of
the operating conditions on a
road or at an intersection. Level
of service is represented by a
letter “grade” ranging from A
(free-flowing traffic and little
delay) to F (extremely
congested, stop-and-go traffic
and excessive delay).

According to recent traffic studies, the Kimball Junction area,
including the traffic signals at I-80, Ute Boulevard, and Olympic
Parkway, currently operate at level of service (LOS) D or E during the PM peak period. The project
partners expect that, as travel demand continues to grow in the study corridor, peak-period traffic
congestion will get worse.
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The traffic signals on S.R. 224 use a “traffic-adaptive” operating system that responds to traffic
demand by adjusting timing settings in real time. UDOT allows Park City Transit bus drivers to
operate its Route 7 and 10 buses on the northbound shoulder of S.R. 224, reducing travel time along
the corridor for transit. Recently, Park City Transit has been approved to operate the Route 7 and
Route 10 buses on both shoulders. Travel delays are also caused by non-reoccurring incidents,
such as vehicle collisions or vehicles leaving the roadway. Emergency response personnel routinely
close S.R. 224 to traffic to manage crashes.

2.3

Existing Transit Services in the Study Area and Corridor

2.3.1

Regular Bus Service

Transit service in Park City began in the winter of 1975–1976 and has grown to provide robust, free,
fixed-route and demand-response services to Park City and Snyderville. Fixed-route service is
provided through two schedules—winter and non-winter (spring, fall, and summer)—each of which is
tailored to the seasonal variations experienced in such a resort-oriented town. Demand-response
service is available for seniors and people with disabilities and is offered throughout Summit County.
A major theme established in Park City’s 2011
Traffic and Transportation Master Plan
(Summit County 2009) was a multimodal
approach to traffic management on gateway
corridors such as S.R. 224 and S.R. 248 to
avoid traffic problems that put quality of life in
conflict with economic and tourism priorities.
Park City Transit provides free fixed-route and
demand-response bus service within Park City
and has contracted with Summit County to provide fixed-route and demand-response services in
Snyderville. Existing transit service consists of 11 bus routes including a year-round trolley service
on Main Street. These bus routes serve Park City’s Old Town and residential neighborhoods in Park
City and Snyderville, including Kimball Junction, as well as Park City Mountain Resort, Deer Valley
Resort, and Canyons Village at Park City.
Deer Valley, the Park City Resort base area, and Canyons Village at Park City have the highest
number of lodging and visitors, and Park City Transit has developed a system that serves these key
locations. Figure 2-5 shows the existing transit service routes in the study area.
The main bus routes serving the study area are the Route 7 Kimball Junction West (Pink Route) and
the Route 10 White Electric Xpress. Traditionally, Route 7, the route that serves the Jeremy Ranch
and Pinebrook neighborhoods to Park Meadows in Park City via S.R. 224, has had the highest
ridership in the entire transit system. Since 2014, UDOT has allowed Park City Transit bus drivers to
operate the Route 7 buses on the shoulder of northbound S.R. 224 for about a 1-mile stretch
between Cutter Lane and Newpark Boulevard between 1 PM and 8 PM when travel speeds are
below 20 mph. At other times, the buses use the regular travel lanes. The use of the shoulder allows
transit service to be more reliable, particularly during special events or peak times of congestion.
According to Park City transportation officials, buses using the shoulder save about 8 minutes
commute time on average (McNaughton 2015). The concept of legitimizing dedicated bus lanes on
S.R. 224, as opposed to using the shoulder in certain locations, has been included in many past
plans, including Park City’s 2011 Traffic and Transportation Master Plan.
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Figure 2-5. Existing Transit Service Routes in the Study Area
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2.3.2

Electric Xpress

The Electric Xpress bus route, which started
service in June 2017, is the first free, electric,
battery-powered express bus route in the nation.
The route offers a 15-minute trip via S.R. 224
directly between Park City’s Old Town Transit
Center and the new Kimball Junction Transit
Center, located behind the Summit County
Library. The Electric Xpress departs the Old Town
Transit Center every 10 minutes, 7 days a week
from 7 AM to midnight. Stops include the Canyons
Transit Hub, Fresh Market, and the Old Town Transit Center with connections to the Park City–Salt
Lake City (PC-SLC) Connect service (see Section 2.3.3, Priority Express Treatments along
S.R. 224), Pinebrook, Jeremy Ranch, and Highland Estates/Silver Summit.
The new buses used on the Electric Xpress route are all electric and purely battery-powered,
embodying Summit County and Park City’s commitments to energy efficiency and sustainability
while providing more options for transit riders. Like the Route 7 buses, the Electric Xpress buses use
the shoulders in order to maintain travel time and 10-minute headways. Park City will be
implementing traffic signal priority in the coming months so that a traffic light will stay green if a bus
needs to get through.
Eighty percent of the cost of the electric buses was funded with a federal grant. The other 20% came
from the transit tax that was passed last year.
This new service is very successful. Ridership has increased each month since it’s been in service,
jumping from about 6,900 riders per month in June 2017 to 35,000 riders per month in July and over
40,000 riders per month in August.

2.3.3

Priority Express Treatments along S.R. 224

Shoulder Running. Building on Park City’s successful
implementation of express transit service along S.R. 224, Park
City staff continue to identify and implement additional solutions in
order to further increase the mobility and accessibility provided to
residents, employees, and visitors using transit.

Currently, Park City buses are
allowed to operate on the
shoulders of S.R. 224 in both the
northbound and southbound
directions between MP 8.30 and
MP 11.15.

As noted in Section 2.3.1, Regular Bus Service, UDOT has
allowed Park City Transit bus drivers to operate the Route 7 buses
(as well as the Electric Xpress buses) on the shoulder of northbound S.R. 224 for about a 1-mile
segment between Cutter Lane and Newpark Boulevard between 1 PM and 8 PM when travel speeds
are below 20 mph. At other times, the buses use the regular travel lanes. Using the shoulder allows
transit service to be more reliable, particularly during special events or peak times of congestion.
According to Park City transportation officials, buses using the shoulder save about 8 minutes
commute time on average (McNaughton 2015).
Park City and UDOT recently reached a revised agreement related to the operation of city buses on
S.R. 224 in order to further improve the quality of service provided by Park City Transit between
Park City and Kimball Junction. The revised Transit Lane Operation Agreement permits Park City
Transit buses to operate on the shoulders of S.R. 224 in both the northbound and southbound
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directions between milepost (MP) 8.30 (roughly White Pine Canyon Road) and MP 11.15 (Olympic
Parkway/Newpark Boulevard). Previously, the bus was able to run in only the northbound shoulder.
This agreement has two key modifications from past agreements: it allows Park City Transit buses to
operate on the shoulder of this segment of S.R. 224 in both directions rather than just the
northbound direction, and it allows buses to operate on the shoulder 24 hours a day rather than just
between 1 PM and 8 PM. These modifications facilitate improved travel times and allow the buses to
maintain their 10-minute headways. There are no seasonal or time limitations with these shoulderrunning modifications.
Transit Signal Priority. UDOT and Park City staff have
developed a cooperative agreement related to traffic signal
operations on S.R. 224. Traffic Signal Priority (TSP) systems
coordinate traffic signal operations to either hold a green light
longer or to cut a red light cycle short in order to allow transit
vehicles equipped with a TSP system to pass through signalized
intersections more reliably, while still balancing the needs of and
impacts to general-purpose traffic.

What is a pedestrian HAWK
beacon?
A pedestrian high-intensity
activated crosswalk, or HAWK,
beacon is a special type of
beacon used to warn and control
motorists at marked, unsignalized
crosswalks to assist pedestrians
crossing a street or highway at a
marked crosswalk.

The TSP agreement is consistent with UDOT Policy 06C-18,
which identifies relative levels of prioritization for transit and
emergency response vehicles. As of December 2017, the TSP
system was being installed at all traffic signals along S.R. 224, including the pedestrian HAWK
beacons.

2.3.4

Kamas Commuter

Bus service is also available on S.R. 248. The Kamas commuter bus currently runs three times in
the morning and three times in the evening with stops in Kamas, Deer Mountain, Park City Medical
Center, People’s Clinic, Park City High School, Park Avenue Condos, and the Old Town Transit
Center. Ridership on the Kamas commuter bus increased from 345 riders per month in June 2017 to
more than 1,200 in August.

2.3.5

PC-SLC Connect

UTA began operating its PC-SLC Connect
service, a route that connects Park City with Salt
Lake City, in October 2011. The route was the
result of a joint effort between Park City, Summit
County, and UTA.
Until recently, PC-SLC Connect buses originated
in Park City at the Old Town Transit Center (with
some departures originating at Deer Valley during
the winter) and traveled along S.R. 224 to I-80.
Stops included Fresh Market, the Canyons Transit
Hub, Kimball Junction, Newpark Center, and the Jeremy Ranch park-and-ride.
Recently, UTA has changed the PC-SLC Connect service based on the addition of the Electric
Xpress service (see Section 2.3.2, Electric Xpress). PC-SLC Connect buses now originate at the
Kimball Junction Transit Center and travel along I-80 with only two stops in Summit County: the
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Kimball Junction Transit Center and the Jeremy Ranch park-and-ride (select trips only). In Salt Lake
City, the PC-SLC Connect stops at key locations including the University of Utah and Parley’s Way.
Fares are $4.50 each way, and free transfers are permitted to and
from local UTA buses, TRAX (a light rail service in Salt Lake City),
and Park City Transit routes. In the summer, buses operate only
on weekdays, but weekend service is offered in the winter. The
service is designed to accommodate commuters during the week
as well as visitors on weekends during the peak winter season.
Ridership on the PC-SLC Connect is highest during the winter
season as employment needs increase in Park City. The service
operates 3 morning and 3 round trips and operates about 17 oneway trips per hour in the winter and 8 in the summer (Park City
Municipal Corporation and Summit County 2016). Ridership has
increased from about 5,200 riders per month during the winter of
2011–2012 to about 6,000 during the winter of 2015–2016
(Appendix A, Preliminary Ridership Forecasting Memorandum).
Ridership data following the changes to the service in the summer
of 2017 aren’t yet available.

2.3.6

How else did the study team
evaluate PC-SLC Connect?
Although not the primary focus of
this AA study, the study also
considered an operating plan for
the PC-SLC Connect that would
work most effectively with transit
service on S.R. 224. The study
team preliminarily identified
potential operating plans from
S.R. 224 via I-80 to the Salt Lake
City International Airport, downtown Salt Lake City, and other
locations. For more information,
see Section 5.4, Salt Lake City–
Summit County Transit
Connection.

Demand Response Service

Demand response service in the study area is offered through two options: ADA paratransit service
and Dial-A-Ride.
The paratransit service operates throughout the study area and is available to ADA-eligible people,
including the elderly and people with disabilities. The service hours are consistent with the fixedroute service described in Section 2.3.1, Regular Bus Service, in accordance with ADA requirements.
The Dial-A-Ride program is offered to the general public and serves primarily the Quinn’s Junction
neighborhood located along U.S. Highway 40 east of Park City. This area has a number of activity
centers, including the Park City ice arena and sports complex, the National Ability Center, Park City
Medical Center, Summit County Public Health Center, and the People’s Health Clinic. Dial-A-Ride
service is offered between 8:00 AM and 9:00 PM in the summer and between 8:00 AM and
11:00 PM in the winter, with a 2-hour advance reservation required. Pickups and dropoffs are
available at designated stops in the study area (Snyderville Basin Planning Commission and Summit
County Council 2015).

2.3.7

Other Transit and Ridesharing Options

There are numerous additional transportation providers in the study area. Many of these are private
services, such as private airport shuttles and taxicab companies that use vehicles ranging from town
cars to large vans and small minibuses.
Commuters in Summit County and beyond also have ridesharing options. Two of these options are
UTA’s vanpool program, which is available to Park City and Snyderville Basin employers, and All
Resort Express, which provides airport transfers and charter services between the study area and
Salt Lake City (Snyderville Basin Planning Commission and Summit County Council 2015).
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2.3.8

Park-and-Ride Lots

Given the unique character and popularity of Park City’s Old Town area, demand for parking in Old
Town, and primarily along Main Street, has been an ongoing issue that highlights the existing
inefficiencies with the parking system and its management. Of particular concern has been
employee parking and high demand during special events. According to Park City’s Downtown and
Main Street Parking Management Plan, Park City aims to develop a comprehensive approach that
seeks to better manage the existing parking supply while creating a package of recommendations
that can support broader transportation solutions being developed as part of other city studies.
New, practical service designs have been recommended as
part of the Park City and Summit County Short-Range Transit
Development Plan (Park City Municipal Corporation and
Summit County 2016). These plans include intercepting “daytripper” auto traffic at park-and-ride lots at Interstate 80 and
U.S. 40 and then routing those visitors to some form of express
service that features exclusive right-of-way for transit to major
destinations in Park City.

What is a day-tripper?
As used in this report, a day-tripper
is someone who drives to Park City
during the day but doesn’t stay in
the area overnight.

The goal of these intercept lots is to capture vehicles before they reach either Kimball Junction and
S.R. 224 or the Park City municipal limits on S.R. 248. These intercept lots, combined with
connections to transit service such as that proposed on S.R. 224, would provide visitors with
predictable, efficient, and affordable alternate transportation to their destination when linked with
both priority and rapid transit service. The plans also include another park-and-ride lot near Ecker
Hill Middle School. Additionally, UDOT recently approved expanding the Jeremy Ranch exit on I-80
to accommodate additional traffic created by the park-and-ride lot. In general, the idea is to keep as
many cars as possible outside Kimball Junction and Park City.
Figure 2-6 shows current and proposed park-and-ride lots in the study area. Connections from these
current and proposed park-and-ride lots to the new Kimball Junction Transit Center on the north end
of the study corridor, or to the proposed transit center on the south end of the study corridor will be
studied in subsequent phases of the AA study.
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Figure 2-6. Current and Proposed Park-and-Ride Lots
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2.3.9

Bonanza Park

Bonanza Park is identified in both Park City’s 2014 General Plan and its 2011 Traffic and
Transportation Master Plan as a more formal transit transfer location servicing S.R. 248 as well as
S.R. 224. To facilitate the future Bonanza Park transit hub, Park City acquired several parcels in the
Bonanza Park area of Park City. The parcels are bounded by Deer Valley Drive to the south, Kearns
Boulevard/S.R. 248 to the north, Park Avenue/S.R. 224 to the west, and Bonanza Drive to the east.
Park City’s primary intent for Bonanza Park is to create a long-sought-after arts and culture center as
well as a secondary transit hub. The current proposal envisions relocating the Sundance Institute
and the Kimball Arts Center to this area as two anchor tenants that would support artists’ space,
additional retail and commercial space, and affordable housing.
Additionally, Park City proposes to construct an intermodal transit hub as well as a parking structure
to support parking demand for the land uses described above. The proposed Bonanza intermodal
transit hub would replace the existing Old Town transit center and would be used as a feeder station
from which local, frequent circulator service would bring people to Old Town, Deer Valley, and other
destinations.
Figure 2-7 shows proposed improvements stemming from Park City’s 2011 Traffic and
Transportation Master Plan, including the future Bonanza Park transit hub.
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Figure 2-7. 2011 Proposed Transportation Improvements
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2.4

Regional Transportation Planning

Many plans and studies completed over the last several years
Summit County, Park City, and
discuss the growing traffic congestion along key corridors in Park
the local Council of GovernCity and the need for a more robust public transit system in Park
ments have committed to
City and especially on Park City’s gateway corridors. Between
collaboratively finding effective
solutions to current and future
2010 and 2015, daily vehicle trips on S.R. 224 and S.R. 248
traffic congestion on S.R. 224.
increased by 9% and 12%, respectively, for an average of 10.5%.
UDOT estimates that traffic during those same years increased by
15% between Parley’s Summit and Jeremy Ranch on I-80—the
primary interstate connecting to S.R. 224 at Kimball Junction (Thomas and others 2016). Summit
County, Park City, and the local Council of Governments have committed to collaboratively finding
effective solutions to current and future traffic congestion.
To this end, the Summit County Council formed a subcommittee to identify transportation projects
that would be cost-effective and implementable, and the Park City Council formed a subcommittee to
analyze available mechanisms to fund transportation projects. As part of this collaboration, the
Summit County and Park City subcommittees recommended seven projects for increased bus
frequency or service which, when combined, are projected to keep over 18,000 cars off the road in
Summit County and Park City per year. The #1 project on this list is express bus service on S.R. 224.

2.4.1

Regional and Local Plans

The most recent plan intended to guide the improvement and
The Park City and Summit
expansion of transit frequency and service in western Summit
County Short-Range Transit
County is the Park City and Summit County Short-Range Transit
Development Plan serves as the
Development Plan. This plan is intended to ensure that the overall
source of much of the demographic information presented in
public transportation system continues to improve; remain
this AA report.
accessible, sustainable, and multimodal; evolve with available
technology; and ultimately serve residents, commuters, and
visitors. According to the plan, transit infrastructure improvements
on S.R. 224 could better serve both residents and tourists and could attract new riders to the transit
system so that congestion can be reduced. Such improvements could also provide improved
connectivity between existing and proposed transit-supportive land uses and other modal transportation systems, including Park City’s free-fare transit system and UTA’s PC-SLC Connect service.
The Park City and Summit County Short-Range Transit Development Plan serves as the source of
much of the demographic information presented in this AA report. The following sections describe
that plan and other adopted plans or documents that set the goals and objectives for the short- and
long-term futures of transportation in the study area.

Park City and Summit County Short-Range Transit Development Plan (2016)
The emphasis of the Short-Range Transit Development Plan is western Summit County, specifically
Snyderville and the S.R. 224 corridor, where the most severe traffic exists. As described in the plan,
traffic on S.R. 224 is increasing as a result of growth in the area and the large influx of day-trippers
and longer-term visitors going through Kimball Junction. A key goal emerging from the Short-Range
Transit Development Plan was to review the potential for enhanced express or bus rapid transit
(BRT) corridors, with the plan specifically citing enhanced transit service with increased frequencies
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on S.R. 224 from Kimball Junction. An additional goal emerging from the plan was reducing the use
of cars through strong transit and expanded parking at Kimball Junction. According to the plan,
increased express bus service on S.R. 224 is estimated to remove about 5,460 cars from this road
per year.

Abridged Snyderville Basin Long-Range Transportation Plan (2015)
The Abridged Snyderville Basin Long-Range Transportation Plan notes that this region is growing
rapidly and will continue to have an increased demand for travel and transportation facilities. The
plan highlights the fundamental link between land use and transportation and establishes a vision for
a “safe, convenient, and efficient transportation system for the Snyderville Basin that incorporates
various technologies of travel including automobiles, public transportation, bicycles, pedestrians, and
other innovative and futuristic technologies.”

Downtown and Main Street Parking Plan (2016)
Park City is addressing the demand for parking in the downtown core and on Main Street in Old
Town through a comprehensive planning approach toward parking management.

Entry Corridors Management Strategic Plan (2006)
Park City’s Entry Corridors Management Strategic
Plan sets forth objectives for managing
transportation and traffic along major entry
corridors into Park City, including S.R. 248. One
of the key objectives identified in the strategic plan
is to “gain a thorough understanding of volumes
and travel patterns that make up the current and
future traffic conditions along the entry corridors.”
Another key objective is to “ensure [that the]
current capacity of entry corridors [is] utilized
effectively before expanding roads or related
infrastructure.”

I-80 Jeremy Ranch Exit; MP 141 Planning
Study (2015)
UDOT and Summit County conducted a planning study for the Jeremy Ranch exit on I-80, including
intersection design options for the on and off ramps and frontage roads. Previous studies have been
completed for this area, including a study in June 2007, a follow-up study in June 2009, and a more
recent traffic signal warrant for the ramps. The recommendations of these studies were not mutually
supported by UDOT and Summit County due to these stakeholders’ concerns about the effects of
traffic on the I-80 highway and ramps and the County’s ultimate vision for this area. The goal of the
planning study was to identify a solution that would meet the needs of both stakeholders. The study
recommended solutions that will provide an acceptable level of service for the Jeremy Ranch exit
through 2040. The final recommendation was for one large roundabout on each side of I-80 that ties
the frontage roads with the on and off ramps.
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Mountain Accord Transportation Blueprint
The Mountain Accord participants developed proposed transit actions on S.R. 224. These proposed
actions would provide a competitive alternative to autos in the Park City area, support diversified
economic development, protect the community character of Park City, reduce the adverse impacts of
parking in Park City, support land use goals for reduced sprawl and concentrated development,
connect economic nodes with fast, reliable, and competitive transit service. Alternatives that were
proposed for further consideration as part of the blueprint included light rail transit and BRT in an
exclusive guideway on S.R. 224.

Park City 2030 (2012)
Park City 2030 is a strategic framework for Park City Municipal Corporation and the community to
ensure that the Community Vision to “Keep Park City, Park City” is protected and holds true in 2030.

Park City General Plan (2014)
The Park City General Plan includes the theme of expanding the
presence of public transit in order to reduce auto traffic. Goal 3 of
the General Plan specifically focuses on transit, speaks to the
need for continued and expanded transit, and directly informs the
purpose and goals of the Valley to Mountain AA Study: “Park City
will encourage alternative technologies of transportation on a
regional and local scale to maintain the small-town character.” The
following sub-goals further inform the purpose and goals of the
Valley to Mountain AA Study:

What is Complete Streets?
Complete streets is a
transportation policy and design
approach that requires streets to
be planned, designed, operated,
and maintained to enable safe,
convenient, and comfortable
travel and access for users of all
ages and abilities regardless of
their mode of transportation.

•

Goal 3-B: Prioritize efficient public transportation over
widening of roads to maintain the small-town experience of
narrow roads, modest traffic, and Complete Streets.

•

Goal 3-C: Public transportation routes should be designed to increase efficiency of passenger
trips and capture increased ridership of visitors and locals.

Park City Housing Needs Assessment (2016)
According to the Park City Housing Needs Assessment, the future need for affordable housing in
Park City isn’t driven by demographic projections but rather by the need to provide additional
affordable housing for the existing workforce, reduce commuting and traffic congestion, and expand
housing opportunities for households below Park City’s median income.

Park City Municipal’s Long-Term Strategic Plan (No Date)
The City Council of Park City Municipal Corporation developed three critical priorities that guide
decision-making and provide the structure for ensuring that incremental, measurable steps are taken
to achieve the community’s vision and values. The critical priorities are housing, with a focus on
middle-income, attainable, and affordable housing; transportation, with a focus on congestion
reduction; and energy, including energy conservation, renewable energy, and carbon reduction.
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Park City Traffic and Transportation Master Plan (2011)
Park City’s Traffic and Transportation Master Plan is intended to address the multimodal
transportation needs of Park City through 2040. The plan describes a series of strategies that
embrace a multimodal approach for the mid-term and long-term transportation network that is less
reliant on single-occupant vehicles.

Park City Transportation Demand Management Plan (2016)
This plan is geared toward reducing vehicle-miles traveled, related congestion, and the
environmental impacts of single-occupant vehicles in Park City during peak days and peak hours.
The plan provides a list of strategies, projects, performance measures, and next steps to implement
a transportation demand management program that will improve the city’s transportation network.

Bonanza Park – The Evolution of Place (2012)
To implement its vision to develop an arts and culture center in the
Bonanza Park area, Park City created the Bonanza Park – The
Evolution of Place plan. The plan takes a form-based code
approach to land development in the Bonanza Park area of
downtown Park City and includes a proposed future transit hub in
this area.

S.R. 224 Corridor Study (2012)

What is form-based code?
Form-based codes are
alternative or replacements for
conventional zoning. A formbased code is a landdevelopment regulation that
controls building form first and
building use second, with the
purpose of achieving a particular
type of “place” or built environment based on a community
vision.

The S.R. 224 Corridor Study examined how to plan for all
technologies of travel along S.R. 224 (vehicle, transit, pedestrian,
and bicycle) in terms of both short-term and long-term
recommendations. The study report explained that, without
improvements to the transportation system, traffic and
maintenance-related problems on S.R. 224 can be expected to worsen.

S.R. 248 Corridor Plan (2009)
An initial concept study for the S.R. 248 corridor recommended a
four-lane roadway with high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) and bus
lanes within the existing roadway footprint. Currently, UDOT, in
partnership with Park City, is conducting an Environmental
Assessment to evaluate the long-term transportation needs on
S.R. 248 between S.R. 224 and U.S. 40 and to identify and refine
solutions to address those needs. UDOT and Park City intend to
further develop the concepts in the corridor plan, verify the needs,
and identify and refine solutions that will address the existing and
future transportation needs in and adjacent to the S.R. 248
corridor. Multimodal and transportation demand management
alternatives are being analyzed.
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Snyderville Basin General Plan (2015)
The Snyderville Basin General Plan calls for promoting a variety of transportation alternatives that
provide convenient, reliable, and efficient services that meet the travel requirements of users. The
plan also calls for addressing regional trips through mass transit as well as developing mass transit
along S.R. 224. The Snyderville Basin Transportation Plan calls for infrastructure and service
improvements, and multimodal and express service (with infrastructure improvements) on S.R. 224.

Summit County Climate Action Plan (2015)
Summit County has engaged in climate action planning to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and
effects on climate change, as well as to plan for an economically vibrant, environmentally healthy,
and socially responsible future. Ultimately, the goal is to reduce emissions by 15% in 15 years. This
action plan consists of robust transportation strategies including expanding regional transit and using
alternatively powered vehicles.

Summit County Long-Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) (2015)
This LRTP guides investment in Summit County’s transportation system for the next 25 years
(2015–2040). The plan defines an overarching vision of the region’s future transportation,
establishes goals and objectives that will lead to achieving that vision, and allocates projected
revenue to transportation programs and projects consistent with the goals.

Utah’s Unified Plan (2011–2040)
Utah’s Unified Plan identifies the planned highway and transit projects across the state and for each
region. Major highway projects identified in Summit County include widening and making bicycle and
safety improvements to S.R. 32, upgrading I-80, and widening S.R. 248 and S.R. 224. Transit
projects identified for Summit County include improvements between downtown Salt Lake City and
Park City’s Old Town.

2.4.2

Other Regional Action Planning

The following groups in the region, among others, have undertaken similar efforts to inventory,
report, monitor, and take actions to reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
•

Park City. In 2009, Park City was the first community in Utah to conduct a baseline greenhouse
gas inventory for the entire community. Park City has also implemented various measures to
mitigate its internal carbon footprint.

•

ParkCityGreen.org. This website is a community resource for environmental information
created by Park City Municipal Corporation and The Park City Foundation. The site includes a
calculator for users to estimate their carbon footprint, educational tips to help users reduce their
environmental impacts and save money, and challenges and user commitment options.
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3

Purpose of and Need for the Study

A Purpose and Need Statement describes the reasons for
proposing a study and the underlying needs for a study. Defining
the purpose of and need for a study is a critical step in that it
guides the development and evaluation of alternatives. Once the
study is completed and a specific project alternative is selected for
implementation, the Purpose and Need Statement, based on local
input, lays the foundation for either local project review under a
state environmental process or under federal review of the project
as part of the National Environmental Policy Act.

What is a Purpose and Need
Statement?
A Purpose and Need Statement
describes the reasons for
proposing a study and the
underlying needs for a study.
Defining the purpose of and
need for a study is a critical step
in that it guides the development
and evaluation of alternatives.

The current study’s Purpose and Need Statement includes goals
and objectives, which focus on related issues that reflect the
environmental, community, and transportation values described in the various guiding documents
discussed in Section 2.4, Regional Transportation Planning. The Purpose and Need description and
analysis that would be developed for a subsequent project and its environmental review process
would be based on the information provided here.

3.1

Purpose and Goals of the Study

The purpose of the Valley to Mountain AA Study is to enhance
multimodal transportation choices and sustainability and to
promote system efficiencies in the S.R. 224 corridor and in
Park City. Park City’s existing bus service on S.R. 224 has
become even more successful with the introduction of the new
Electric Xpress bus service. Now the project partners would like to
further strengthen their commitment to transit on S.R. 224. The
study is specifically intended to meet the following goals:

What is the purpose of the
Valley to Mountain AA Study?
The purpose of the AA study is
to enhance multimodal transportation choices and sustainability
and to promote system efficiencies in the S.R. 224 corridor and
in Park City.

•

Increase person-throughput capacity on S.R. 224 during peak
periods (seasonal traffic, daily peak periods, and special
events) while avoiding excessive road widening.

•

Optimize the overall capacity of S.R. 224.

•

Improve the reliability and reduce the travel time of transit service on S.R. 224.

•

Increase the attractiveness of transit by separating transit vehicles from other traffic all day over
the full length of S.R. 224.

•

Complement local and regional remote parking and reduce the number of cars coming into
Park City’s Old Town.

•

Provide a transit investment that meets today’s needs and can expand for future growth.

•

Support local and regional transportation plans for a long-term express transit service strategy
on S.R. 224.

•

Support healthy communities, best environmental practices, and the sustainability goals of the
community.

•

Develop an alternative that fits the character and scale of the community and is environmentally
and aesthetically acceptable to the public.
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3.2

Need for the Study

The transportation needs in the study area are based primarily on existing system deficiencies;
increasing roadway congestion and expected future travel demand that will result from projected
growth in employment, tourism, development in the study area, and seasonal population
fluctuations; and the project partners’ desire for the study area to comprise more-livable communities
supported by a multimodal transportation system so that travelers increasingly choose transit over
auto travel. Specifically, the Valley to Mountain AA Study is a result of the following conditions:
•

S.R. 224 experiences traffic congestion during peak weekday hours and high levels of
congestion for extended periods every weekend, regardless of the season. This congestion
occurs because peak hourly traffic volumes routinely exceed 1,800 vehicles per hour, which
approaches the maximum directional vehicle capacity of about 2,100 vehicles per hour.

•

There are deficiencies in both transit
infrastructure and transit service (coverage,
reliability, frequency, access, and
performance) in the study area.

•

Delays due to traffic congestion decrease
mixed-flow transit vehicles’ likelihood of
maintaining a reliable schedule. Currently, the
Route 7 and Route 10 buses run in the
shoulders of S.R. 224 in both the northbound
and southbound directions for about 2.75
miles during periods of congestion. For the
other 3.25 miles of S.R. 224, the buses travel
with other traffic.

•

When the buses are using the shoulders, there’s less room on S.R. 224 for bicyclists, disabled
vehicles, emergency vehicles, and construction staging. If vehicles pull onto the shoulder for
emergency purposes, buses have to maneuver around them. Similarly, buses must yield to
bicyclists using the shoulder. A greater concern is shoulder width. Ten-foot-wide shoulders are
typical along S.R. 224, which is nearly the width of most buses.

•

Adding significant capacity to S.R. 224 to support single-occupancy vehicles is unlikely because
of environmental and public policy constraints coupled with the decreasing availability of parking
in and around Park City.

•

Special events and seasonal visitor traffic will continue to overwhelm parking capacity in and
around Park City unless there are alternatives to auto travel.

•

Much of the S.R. 224 corridor is rich in natural resources that
the project partners want to protect. The Park City area is a
national and international resort destination. The largest effect
on the Wasatch Back is visitor and auto traffic. Thus, a
transportation solution that consolidates some of these trips or
provides a direct transit connection between attractions on
S.R. 224 can reduce auto traffic, help preserve natural
resources, and help improve the quality of life for both
residents and visitors.

What is the Wasatch Back?
The Wasatch Back is on the
eastern side of the Wasatch
Range, while the Wasatch Front
is on the western side. Summit
County and Park City are on the
Wasatch Back, while Salt Lake
City is on the Wasatch Front.
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4

Regional and Local Demographics and Trends

Regional and local demographics set the context for why a transit-improvement project is needed in
the study area. Summit County, Utah, is located in the Wasatch Mountains about 30 miles east of
Salt Lake City. The area, particularly Park City, is famous for its skiing opportunities and is becoming
increasingly known for a variety of other recreational, cultural, and historical resources and events.
Park City and Snyderville are dominated by resort and destination-based areas including two distinct
ski resorts with three base areas, a historic downtown, and housing and lodging to accommodate
these destinations.
As major destinations for seasonal tourism, Park City and Snyderville experience considerable
fluctuation in population, activity, and travel patterns throughout the year. According to the Park City
Chamber of Commerce (2015 Park City and Summit County Economic Profile), the peak winter
season (from mid-December to mid-April) has over 40% of the total overnight visitors in the area for
the entire year. This impact, coupled with day-trip skiers from the Salt Lake City area, creates a
substantial traffic burden on S.R. 224.
The study team used the 2015 Abridged Snyderville Basin Long-Range Transportation Plan, the
2016 Park City and Summit County Short-Range Transit Development Plan, and the 2016 Park City
Housing Needs Assessment (see Section 2.4.1, Regional and Local Plans) as the basis for the
demographics discussion in this AA report.

4.1

Population

There are two distinct population groups in the study area: the local resident population and the
visitor population. Park City had about 8,300 year-round local residents in 2016. The city limits end
roughly at the McPolin (white) barn located adjacent to S.R. 224, and the jurisdiction changes to
unincorporated Summit County. The majority of the study corridor and resident population is located
in Snyderville.
Table 4-1 lists the local resident population in Summit County. As shown in the table, about 24,000
people live in the study area (Park City and Snyderville), or 67% of Summit County’s population. The
population of Summit County has grown by less than 1% over the last 4 years. However, Park City
has experienced 6% growth in population since 2010. According to growth projections made by the
Governor’s Office of Planning and Budget, Summit County’s population growth through 2020 will be
nearly double the state average of 2.2%, and, by 2040, Summit County (including Park City) is
projected to have 71,000 people.

Table 4-1. Resident Population in Summit County
Population
Park City

2010

2014

2016a

7,558

8,058

8,299

Snyderville

16,000

16,500

NA

Total in study area
(% of Summit County)

23,558
(65%)

24,558
(67%)

NA

Summit County

36,324

36,483

40,307

Source: Park City Municipal Corporation and Summit County 2016
a Population estimates
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Table 4-2 shows Park City’s overnight visitor population compared to the local resident population.
During peak winter and summer seasons, visitors outnumber residents. This influx of visitors has
significant effects on the population profile of the study area. Many areas in which large hotels are
located have very few full-time residents. The population density profile, when including visitors and
winter employees, looks markedly different during the off-peak season compared to peak seasons.

Table 4-2. Overnight Visitor Population in Park City in 2014
Overnight
Visitors
per Day

Residents

Total Population
(Visitors + Residents)

Overnight Visitors
as Percent of
Total Population

9,656

7,962

17,618

55%

Winter (Dec–Apr)

13,783

7,962

21,745

63%

Summer (Jun–Sep)

10,113

7,962

18,075

56%

6,081

7,962

14,043

43%

Season
Annual average

Shoulders (Apr–Jun, Sep–Dec)

Source: Park City Municipal Corporation and Summit County 2016

4.2

Minority Population

The resident population of Park City is predominantly white and non-Hispanic, and a sizeable share
of residents are of Hispanic origin. According to the 2000 U.S. Census, the Hispanic population in
Park City was 1,448, or nearly 20% of the population. By 2010, the Hispanic population had
increased to 1,819, or 24%.
In2010, one in eight households in Park City consisted mostly or entirely of people who are Hispanic
or Latina/Latino, largely of Mexican origin. The typical Hispanic household had a median household
size of 4.8 persons. Ninety-two percent of Hispanic households in Park City were renters, and half of
all Hispanic households were living below the poverty line (Park City Council 2016). These
population characteristics produce conditions that are important considerations for housing and
transportation policy.

4.3

Transit-Dependent Population

The Transit Dependence Index is a measure of the relative concentrations of transit-dependent
populations (youth, elderly, people with disabilities, and zero-car households). Figure 4-1 shows the
Transit Dependence Index for the study area. Several areas along S.R. 224 have a high percentage
of residents who are transit-dependent, areas including the Kearns Boulevard corridor, Kimball
Junction, Silver Springs, and Park Meadows areas.
As part of developing the Park City and Summit County Short-Range Transit Development Plan,
Park City used the 2013 American Community Survey 5-year estimates to analyze the locations of
low-income people to ensure that vulnerable groups weren’t disproportionately affected by service
adjustments. Figure 4-2 shows the concentration of households below the poverty line in the study
area. As shown in the figure, a large number of households below the poverty level are located
adjacent to or near S.R. 224.
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Figure 4-1. Study Area Transit Dependence Index
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Figure 4-2. Study Area Households below the Poverty Level per Square Mile
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4.4

Travel and Tourism and Special Events

Tourism is the largest single component of the economic base in Summit County. In 2014, it
provided about 8,889 jobs in travel and recreation-related employment, nearly half of total
employment. Visitor spending is estimated at well over $500 million annually. Total tourism‐related
tax revenues increased by 8.5% in 2015, with Park City’s resort community sales tax providing sales
tax revenues of over $12 million (up from $11 million in 2014), the restaurant sales tax bringing in
$2.4 million in 2015 (an increase of 7% over 2014), and transient room tax revenues increasing
9.4% to over $7.3 million (Park City Chamber of Commerce, Convention & Visitors Bureau 2016).
In addition, Park City is home to many special
events that create a large demand and ridership
for the existing transit system and require
additional planning, operations, and staffing.
Some of the annual events in Park City that attract
this demand are the Sundance Film Festival, the
FIS Freestyle Ski World Cup, Utah Winterfest,
4th of July celebrations, the Utah Symphony and
Utah Opera Deer Valley Music Festival, the
Kimball Arts Festival, and Savor the Summit (Park
City’s largest outdoor dinner party).
These events typically attract up to an additional 45,000 visitors to venues that don’t have enough
on-site parking to accommodate them. Historically, Park City has been able to use a network of
public and private parking facilities to accommodate the increased demand for parking during special
events (Summit County 2009).
Park City Transit provides increased levels of service during major events in order to provide a better
experience for visitors and to offset traffic and parking issues. Due to limited parking in the Old Town
area of Park City, many single-day events and parades (Miner’s Day and Independence Day)
require event-goers to park in remote lots and use transit to access the event.
The number of daily and overnight visitors to the study area attributed to travel, tourism, and special
events continues to increase. Summit County transportation officials estimate that, during the winter
season of 2015–2016, these visitors more than doubled the population of Park City at any given
time. Even during the “shoulder seasons” (April to June and September to December), visitors
account for more than 40% of the total population.
Between 2010 and 2015, daily vehicles trips on
S.R. 224 increased by 9%. UDOT estimates that,
between Parley’s Summit and Jeremy Ranch on
I-80—the primary interstate connecting to
S.R. 224 at Kimball Junction—traffic during those
same years increased by 15%.
In addition, Summit County officials estimate that
travel times from Kimball Junction to Park City
often take over 40 minutes due to congestion for a
trip that takes 15 to 20 minutes during non-peak
times. This congestion occurs because peak hourly traffic volumes routinely exceed 1,800 vehicles
per hour, which approaches the maximum directional vehicle throughput of about 2,100 vehicles per
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hour, thus slowing traffic down considerably (Fisher and others 2016). When the weather conditions
are bad, speeds become slower and travel times become even longer.

4.5

Housing

In the United States, housing and transportation costs are often
the two largest expenditures for households. For those who need
affordable housing, it’s often located outside the area where the
jobs are, and this separation of jobs from affordable housing
drives up employees’ transportation costs and negates the
savings on housing.

Affordable housing continues to
be lacking in Park City. As a
result, many of Park City’s
professional and service staff
have moved to places such as
Heber City, Oakley, Coalville,
and Kamas.

Affordable housing continues to be lacking in Park City. According
to the Park City Board of Realtors’ 2016 Second Quarter Statistics
report, property values have increased by about 7% annually since 2012. Between November 2016
and November 2017, the median price of a single-family home within the city limits increased by 19%.
Both Park City and Summit County officials have committed to address the deficit of affordable
housing. As of January 2017, Summit County had 412 existing deed-restricted affordable-housing
units, with an additional 568 affordable or employee deed-restricted units planned, including 300
units at Silver Creek Village and 268 at Canyons Village at Park City.
Similarly, Park City has identified a goal of generating 800 new affordable-housing units in order to
ensure that 20% of the workforce can afford to live locally. The city has slightly more affordablehousing units than the county, with 497 existing deed-restricted affordable-housing units and nearly
90 more under construction or approved.
As a result, many of Park City’s professional and service staff have moved to places such as Heber
City, Oakley, Coalville, and Kamas (Huang 2016). According to a December 2016 City Council staff
report from Park City’s affordable-housing program manager, about 15% of Park City’s workforce
lives within the city limits, and another 17% live in Snyderville, Kimball Junction, Silver Summit, or
Jeremy Ranch. Sixty-eight percent of Park City’s workforce (8,170 people) commute into Park City
from outside Summit County, with a large percentage coming from Salt Lake County (Park City
Council 2016). This mostly-commuter workforce is a major contributor to traffic congestion,
particularly during the busy winter tourist season.
The breakdown of annual wages for the 8,170 commuters is as follows:
•

40% have incomes at or below 30% of the area median income (AMI) (annual household
incomes less than or equal to $26,500 annually)

•

32% have incomes between 31% and 60% of the AMI (annual household incomes between
$26,501 and $60,000)

•

28% have incomes above 60% of the AMI (annual household incomes greater than $60,000)
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4.6

Jobs and Employment

Summit County’s strong economy and desirable location has led to large growth in both jobs and
visitors. Over the last decade, the number of jobs available in Summit County has grown by about
40%, while the number of jobs statewide (recognizing Utah as the fastest growing job market in the
nation) has increased by 15%. Because of the aforementioned lack of affordable housing stock to
meet the needs of our workers, more people are commuting into Summit County from points outside.
Both anecdotal evidence and census data show that significantly more people work in Summit
County, but live outside the County and vice versa, than both live and work in Summit County
(Radke and Rodriguez 2017).
When nearby transit options connect residents with a large share
When nearby transit options
of the region’s jobs, those residents are far more likely to use
connect residents with a large
transit. In the transportation research literature, this is known as
share of the region’s jobs, those
employment accessibility. Summit County is a major visitor
residents are far more likely to
use transit.
destination and subsequently a major employment destination.
Over the last decade, the number of jobs available in Summit
County has increased greatly, by at least 40%, while the number
of jobs statewide (recognizing Utah as the fastest-growing job market in the nation) has increased by
15% (Thomas and others 2016).
Based on 2013 data released by the Utah Department of Workforce Services, about 24% of the
nonfarm jobs in Summit County are in the accommodation and food services sector. Other tourismrelated industries—the arts, entertainment and recreation sector and the retail sector—also topped
the list at about 15% of all nonfarm jobs for both sectors.
A list of the top employers in Snyderville from 2013, as shown in Table 4-3, further supports these
data. Of the top 15 employers in Snyderville, more than half are related to the tourism industry,
either directly (such as Park City Mountain Resort/Canyons Village at Park City) or indirectly (such
as food establishments). Of the top 15 employers, 5 are located in the Kimball Junction
neighborhood planning area, 3 are located in the Canyons neighborhood planning area, and 1 is
located in the Utah Olympic Park neighborhood planning area, meaning that 9 of the 15 largest
employers are accessed from S.R. 224.
Also note that employment numbers are disaggregated by employer rather than employment center.
That is, multiple employers listed in Table 4-3 might be located in the same employment center.
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Table 4-3. Top 15 Employers in Snyderville in 2013
Neighborhood
Planning Area

Sector

Employer

Employees

Canyons Village at Park City

Accommodation and food services

Canyons

500–999

Backcountry.com Inc.

Retail trade

Kimball Junction

250–499

CFI Resorts Management

Real estate and rental and leasing

Canyons

250–499

Triumph Gear Systems

Manufacturing

East Basin

250–499

All Seasons Resort Management, Inc.

Real estate and rental and leasing

Central Basin

100–249

Dakota Mountain Lodge

Accommodation and food services

Canyons

100–249

Glenwild Golf Club, LLC

Arts, entertainment, and recreation

North Mountain

100–249

McDonald’s

Accommodation and food services

Kimball Junction

100–249

Park City Fire Service District

Public administration

Bitner Road

100–249

Promontory Development, LLC

Arts, entertainment, and recreation

East Basin

100–249

Smith’s Food and Drug Centers

Retail trade

Kimball Junction

100–249

The Home Depot

Retail trade

East Basin

100–249

Utah Athletic Foundation

Arts, entertainment, and recreation

Utah Olympic Park

100–249

Walmart

Retail trade

Kimball Junction

100–249

Whole Foods

Retail trade

Kimball Junction

100–249

Source: Summit County 2014

Because Summit County lacks available housing stock to meet the needs of workers, more and
more people are commuting to Summit County from areas outside the county. Every day, thousands
of workers from outside the study area come to work in Summit County. Table 4-4 shows where
people who work in Summit County live. As shown in the table, 60% of employees who work in
Summit County live outside the county. This is a significant percentage that adds significant daily
traffic to the county’s transportation system. Of the out-of-county commuters, 51% come from Salt
Lake County, 33% from Wasatch County, and 16% from other counties.

Table 4-4. Locations of Residences of People Who
Work in Summit County
Location of Residence

Percentage

Percentage

Summit County

40%

Outside Summit County

60%

Salt Lake County

51%

Wasatch County

33%

Other counties

16%

Source: Park City Municipal Corporation and Summit County 2016
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4.7

Land Use

For the purpose of analyzing travel patterns, major land uses are identified as origins, from which a
concentrated transit demand is generated, and destinations, to which transit riders are attracted.
These origins and destinations include major attractions and tourism locations, educational facilities,
human service agencies, medical facilities, schools, and major shopping destinations.
Snyderville and Park City have many tourism-based attractions stemming from two ski resorts,
Olympic training facilities, recreational areas, cultural areas, and the restaurant and retail
opportunities in Park City’s Old Town. Included in these tourism-based attractions are the recreation
centers in Park Meadows and Kimball Junction, which are frequented by locals and tourists alike.
Figure 4-3 shows all of the major trip generators along S.R. 224.

4.8

Regional Travel Patterns

Summit County, and Park City in particular, is a major visitor
destination and a major employment center. Every day, thousands
of workers from outside the study area come to work in Summit
County. Table 4-4 above shows where people who work in
Summit County live. As shown in the table, 60% of employees
who work in Summit County live outside the county. Of the out-ofcounty commuters, 51% come from Salt Lake County, 33% from
Wasatch County, and 16% from other counties.

4.9

Summit County, and Park City in
particular, is a major visitor
destination and a major
employment center. Every day,
thousands of workers from
outside the study area come to
work in Summit County.

Intercounty Travel and Transit

Serving intercounty travel demand with transit is difficult due to long travel times. Data from the 2012
Utah Household Travel Survey (Fehr & Peers 2017a) indicate that people are willing to travel longer
and farther for work and recreation (21–26 minutes), but other trip types tend to be relatively short
(8–14 minutes). It takes at least 14 minutes to drive the 16 miles from the mouth of Parleys Canyon
to Kimball Junction, which consumes well over half the “travel budget” for a typical work trip. The
major destinations in Salt Lake County (for example, employment centers downtown and University
of Utah) require at least another 10 minutes of driving. Although Kimball Junction has a
concentration of land uses, key destinations in Park City also require additional travel that exceeds
the normal travel budget.
I-80 in Parleys Canyon isn’t currently “congested” by standard metrics of traffic volume to roadway
capacity. However, steep grades and the substantial number of trucks cause travel speeds in the
eastbound right lanes to decrease, particularly near the East Canyon and Lambs Canyon exits. The
difference in travel speeds between slower and faster vehicles is one of the most important
operational issues in Parleys Canyon; the speed difference creates congestion and can contribute to
crashes. Currently, UDOT is addressing this problem by using a variable-speed-limit system and
building an additional climbing lane in problematic segments.
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Figure 4-3. Major Trip Generators in the Study Area
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The current PC-SLC Connect transit service in Parleys Canyon serves the roughly 130 daily persontrips using express coaches, which represent 0.3% of intercounty person-trips. Given the
expansiveness of the study area, the dispersed destinations, and the current traffic conditions on
I-80, transit travel times aren’t currently reasonable compared to driving for most travelers.
As traffic levels increase in Parleys Canyon, congestion could influence drivers to switch to transit,
particularly if the transit service had a travel time or reliability advantage relative to the generalpurpose lanes.
The project partners believe that, in the short term, express coach service between Salt Lake County
and Summit County is the appropriate mode for meeting the study goals for the following reasons:
•

Lack of congestion on I-80

•

Long distance with few intermediate stops

•

Relatively low existing ridership

4.10

Demographic Summary

As demonstrated by the description of the study area and corridor
demographics in Sections 2 and 4, there is a need for higherquality transit service in along S.R. 224. Park City and Summit
County have invested extensively in robust transit along S.R. 224,
and, with every addition to the system (electric buses, extended
opportunities for buses to use the shoulder, and Traffic Signal
Priority), ridership improves.

Park City and Summit County
have invested extensively in
robust transit along S.R. 224,
and, with every addition to the
system, ridership improves.

Transit is an important component of what makes S.R. 224 function and is critical to the future vision
for the corridor. Improved transit will help S.R. 224 accommodate future employment growth and
increasing traffic from seasonal population fluctuations and special events and will make the study
area a more vibrant place to live and work.
Close to the S.R. 224 corridor are transit-dependent populations clustered around Kearns
Boulevard, Kimball Junction, Silver Springs, and Park Meadows areas. Furthermore, S.R. 224
carries one of the highest levels of bus ridership of any corridor in the Park City Transit service area,
with average weekday ridership of over 1,300 boardings per day as of August 2017 (Knox 2017).
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5

Alternatives-Development and Screening Process

The alternatives-development and screening process that was used for this study included several
steps (Figure 5-1). After defining the purpose, goals, and objectives of the desired transit project, the
next step was to identify the universe of technologies. That list was then refined based on input from
the project partner steering committee.
Next, a screening (Level 1 or initial screening) based on general quantitative and qualitative
evaluation measures was performed to refine the universe of technologies further to identify the
most promising set of technology alternatives to carry forward for more-detailed study.
A final (Level 2) screening evaluation was then performed on the smaller set of technology options
and various alignment alternatives—or “footprints”—within the S.R. 224 corridor to identify and
recommend a single technology and alignment. This final alternative is the Locally Preferred
Alternative (LPA).

Figure 5-1. Overview of the Alternatives-Development
and Screening Process

Universe of Technologies
Level 1 (Initial) Screening
for Technology
Level 2 (Final)
Screening for
Technology and
Alignment

LPA
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5.1

Universe of Technologies

In coordination with the project partners and based on the study’s purpose, goals, and objectives,
previous planning documents, and the project partners’ wish to consider innovative technology, the
study team agreed to analyze the following universe of technologies to reduce the technology
options to two or three of the most feasible and prudent technology alternatives for the S.R. 224
corridor. This section describes the various technology options that were analyzed.
•

Hybrid/electric bus rapid transit

•

Monorail

•

Rapid streetcar/light rail transit

•

High-speed rail

•

Aerial transit
o
o

•

Tram
Gondola

o
o
o

Rapid rail transit
MAGLEV
Hyperloop

Automated guideway transit
o
o

5.1.1

Personal rapid transit
Group rapid transit

Hybrid/Electric Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)

•

Typically includes dedicated lanes for bus travel, transit signal priority, and articulated or highercapacity buses.

•

Uses stations that are similar to those of a light-rail transit system.

•

Can use combination hybrid electric technology or full electric bus for lower emissions.

•

Batteries are recharged through a connection to a charging system on the route or at the garage.

•

Lower-than-current emissions (if hybrid electric) or zero emissions (if full electric).
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5.1.2

Rapid Streetcar/Light Rail Transit (LRT)

•

Medium-capacity, higher-speed service applicable in both urban and suburban settings.

•

Operates on steel rails and is powered by electricity from an overhead wire.

•

Non-overhead wire battery options are becoming popular.

•

Operates in an exclusive right-of-way, but LRT vehicles are typically heavier than rapid streetcar
vehicles and have a larger capacity.

•

A variation is advanced rapid transit, which is a driverless system powered by a third rail.

•

LRT can run at a higher speed than rapid streetcar and has wider required vertical and
horizontal turning radii.

5.1.3

Aerial Transit – Tram and Gondola

•

Aerial tram vehicles are supported by a fixed cable and transported by a moving cable.

•

Aerial trams are typically used in areas of steep terrain.

•

Gondolas differ from trams in that they run continuously in a circulating system, slowing (but
never stopping) at stations.

•

Compared to gondolas, aerial trams provide lower line capacities and higher wait times and are
unable to turn corners.
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5.1.4

Automated Guideway Transit – Personal Rapid Transit (PRT) and
Group Rapid Transit (GRT)

•

Automated driverless vehicles that operate on their own exclusive fixed guideway.

•

Often elevated above the ground on steel or concrete columns.

•

Can run along or adjacent to street rights-of-way and over structures.

•

Speed, spacing, and other functions are automatically controlled.

•

Can provide either scheduled or on-demand service to stations depending on need.

•

PRT vehicles typically carry three to six passengers.

•

GRT vehicles are larger and are intended to move groups of riders with common origins and
destinations.

5.1.5

Monorail

•

Self-propelled vehicles that are supported and guided by a single (elevated) guideway beam
or rail.

•

Typically, linked vehicles that run on rubber tires and receive electrical power for propulsion and
vehicle operation from the fixed guideway.

•

Straddle-beam design is the most widely used.

•

Series of smaller tires clamp around the beam, providing general stability and also helping to
guide the carriages.

•

Most monorails are powered by electric motors fed by dual third rails or contact wires.
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5.1.6

High-Speed Rail (HSR) – Rapid Rail Transit, MAGLEV, and
Hyperloop

•

HSR is a type of passenger rail that operates significantly faster than traditional rail traffic
(typically 150 to 220 mph).

•

HSR alignments typically consist of two tracks and must be grade-separated.

•

Almost all high-speed lines are electrically driven via overhead cables.

•

HSR stations are typically spaced 10 miles apart or more.

•

There are several technologies in the HSR category, including rapid rail transit, MAGLEV, and
hyperloop.

Rapid Rail Transit
•

Conventional steel rail–based technology that features vehicles 50 to 75 feet long, without
articulations, that can be combined into long trains operating at high speeds.

•

Power is usually obtained from overhead wires or a third rail.

•

This technology is similar to the service being planned by the California High Speed Rail
Authority.
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MAGLEV
•

MAGLEV (magnetic levitation) is a technology that keeps a vehicle vertically separated from its
running surface; the vehicle is guided and propelled by repulsive or attractive magnetic force.

•

Trains hover above tracks or guideways and run at speeds of 300 mph.

•

Requires exclusive running-way for the entire length of its route.

•

MAGLEV stations are typically spaced every 2 to 10 miles apart.

•

Low-speed MAGLEV (about 60 mph) is currently being tested.

Hyperloop
•

Uses electric propulsion to accelerate a passenger vehicle through a tube in a low-pressure
environment.

•

Autonomous vehicle levitates slightly above the track and glides at faster-than-airline speeds
over long distances.

•

Hyperloop is still in the testing phase.
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5.2

Level 1 Screening: Screening for Technology

For the Level 1 (initial) screening, the study team evaluated the
What is Level 1 screening?
universe of technology alternatives described in Section 5.1 using
defined criteria, shown in Table 5-1, to eliminate technologies that
For the Level 1 (initial)
screening, the study team
would be unsuitable for the S.R. 224 corridor. The initial criteria
evaluated the universe of
were developed by the study team based on the study’s purpose
technology alternatives to
and goals and were verified in coordination with the project
eliminate technologies that
partners during a workshop in September 2016 (for a description
would be unsuitable for the
of the workshop, see Section 6, Public Involvement Activities).
S.R. 224 corridor.
The evaluation criteria were mostly qualitative and were intended
to eliminate technology alternatives that had fatal flaws, didn’t
meet the study’s purpose and goals, or didn’t have project partner or public support.
Among the proposed technology screening criteria were the consistency of the technology with the
study area’s operating environment and right-of-way, including the required stop spacing and vehicle
speed; the visual and aesthetic compatibility of the technology with the study area; the vehicle
capacity, expandability, and fleet size requirements of the technology; the cost of the technology;
and the maturity of the technology.
Much of the scoring was qualitative based on the study team’s review of comparable peer systems
for comparison measures where applicable. Screening measures included a review of available
demographic data, geographic information systems (GIS) data, local documents, field
reconnaissance, project partner and public feedback, ability to meet the study’s purpose, and
consistency with the study’s goals. One of the screening criteria—financial practicability and
fundability—required an in-depth review of peer systems, which is discussed in Section 5.2.1,
Funding Potential.
Technology alternatives were scored from 1 (substandard performance) to 3 (optimal performance)
based on the criteria and were screened to produce a short list of technologies. The screening
criteria and associated purpose elements, along with their evaluation measures, are listed in
Table 5-1.
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Table 5-1. Screening Criteria, Purpose Elements, and Evaluation Measures for Level 1 Screening
Screening Criterion

Purpose Elements

Evaluation Measures

Community Fit and Benefit

• Purpose 1: Increase person throughput capacity on S.R. 224 during
peak periods (seasonal, daily peak, and special events) while avoiding
excessive road widening.
• Purpose 2: Improve the quality and reliability of transit service along
the S.R. 224 corridor to promote the use of transit and active
transportation while de-emphasizing single-occupant-vehicle trips.
• Purpose 4: Support healthy communities, best environmental
practices, and the sustainability goals of the community.
• Purpose 5: Develop an alternative that fits the character and scale of
the community and is environmentally and aesthetically acceptable to
the public
• Purpose 8: Support local land use goals and concentrated
development by connecting economic nodes.
• Purpose 9: Provide a competitive transit alternative to the automobile
in the S.R. 224 corridor.

• Does the technology meet the desires of the
stakeholders and public?
• Is the technology compatible with the environment
and community character?
• Will the visual and aesthetic changes due to the
technology infrastructure requirements within the
project area have an effect on the community’s
context and identity?
• Does the technology support the environmental and
sustainability practices and goals of the community?

Maturity/Ease of Implementation

• Purpose 2: Improve the quality and reliability of transit service along
the S.R. 224 corridor to promote the use of transit and active
transportation while de-emphasizing single-occupant-vehicle trips.
• Purpose 3: Increase the attractiveness of transit by introducing priority
express service in the S.R. 224 corridor.
• Purpose 7: Provide a transit investment that meets today’s needs and
has the ability to expand for future growth.

• Has the technology been implemented extensively in
other areas of Utah, the country, or the world?
• Can the technology be operational by 2030?

Financially Practicable/Fundable

• Purpose 3: Increase the attractiveness of transit by introducing priority
express service in the S.R. 224 corridor.
• Purpose 5: Develop an alternative that fits the character and scale of
the community and is environmentally and aesthetically acceptable to
the public.
• Purpose 7: Provide a transit investment that meets today’s needs and
has the ability to expand for future growth.
• Purpose 9: Provide a competitive transit alternative to the automobile
in the S.R. 224 corridor.

• Is the technology fundable?
• Does the technology far exceed the highest level of
transit investment made in Utah or the nation?
• Are there innovative funding mechanisms available?

(continued on next page)
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Table 5-1. Screening Criteria, Purpose Elements, and Evaluation Measures for Level 1 Screening
Screening Criterion

Purpose Elements

Evaluation Measures

Iconica

• Purpose 2: Improve the quality and reliability of transit service along
the S.R. 224 corridor to promote the use of transit and active
transportation while de-emphasizing single-occupant-vehicle trips.
• Purpose 4: Support healthy communities, best environmental
practices, and the sustainability goals of the community.
• Purpose 5: Develop an alternative that fits the character and scale of
the community and is environmentally and aesthetically acceptable to
the public.

• Will the technology provide a unique passenger
experience?
• Is the technology a national/international draw?

Consistency of the Technology with
the Project Area’s Operating
Environment

• Purpose 3: Increase the attractiveness of transit by introducing priority
express service in the S.R. 224 corridor.
• Purpose 5: Develop an alternative that fits the character and scale of
the community and is environmentally and aesthetically acceptable to
the public.
• Purpose 7: Provide a transit investment that meets today’s needs and
has the ability to expand for future growth.
• Purpose 8: Support local land use goals and concentrated
development by connecting economic nodes.

• What is the minimum length needed for
acceleration/deceleration of the technology?
• What are the typical running speeds and stopping
distances of the technology?
• Is the technology appropriate for the corridor?

Conceptual Costs

• Purpose 3: Increase the attractiveness of transit by introducing priority
express service in the S.R. 224 corridor.
• Purpose 7: Provide a transit investment that meets today’s needs and
has the ability to expand for future growth.

• What is the relative capital, operating and
maintenance cost of the alternative?

Environmental Issues

• Purpose 1: Increase person throughput capacity on S.R. 224 during
peak periods (seasonal, daily peak, and special events) while avoiding
excessive road widening.
• Purpose 4: Support healthy communities, best environmental
practices, and the sustainability goals of the community.
• Purpose 5: Develop an alternative that fits the character and scale of
the community and is environmentally and aesthetically acceptable to
the public.
• Purpose 9: Provide a competitive transit alternative to the automobile
in the S.R. 224 corridor.

• Environmental issues will vary according to
technology. Compare preliminary possible impacts
to the natural and built environment – what are the
noise and vibration, air quality, visual, and aesthetic
impacts?
• Does the proposed technology improve the quality of
the natural environment with a minimum of harmful
impacts?

(continued on next page)
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Table 5-1. Screening Criteria, Purpose Elements, and Evaluation Measures for Level 1 Screening
Screening Criterion

Purpose Elements

Evaluation Measures

Right-of-Way/Physical Constraints
and Engineering Feasibility

• Purpose 1: Increase person throughput capacity on S.R. 224 during
peak periods (seasonal, daily peak, and special events) while avoiding
excessive road widening.
• Purpose 5: Develop an alternative that fits the character and scale of
the community and is environmentally and aesthetically acceptable to
the public.
• Purpose 9: Provide a competitive transit alternative to the automobile
in the S.R. 224 corridor.

• What’s the average cross section required for the
technology’s infrastructure?
• Is there sufficient cross section to accommodate the
technology and passenger facilities without
excessive roadway widening?
• Are the technology and passenger facilities able to
be accommodated off-corridor without conflicts?

Stopsb

• Purpose 1: Increase person throughput capacity on S.R. 224 during
peak periods (seasonal, daily peak, and special events) while avoiding
excessive road widening.
• Purpose 6: Complement local and regional remote parking.
• Purpose 7: Provide a transit investment that meets today’s needs and
has the ability to expand for future growth.
• Purpose 8: Support local land use goals and concentrated
development by connecting economic nodes.
• Purpose 9: Provide a competitive transit alternative to the automobile
in the S.R. 224 corridor.

• What is the average stop spacing for the
technology?
• Are frequent stops more important than fast travel
time?

Land Use and Economic Effectsb

• Purpose 6: Complement local and regional remote parking.
• Purpose 7: Provide a transit investment that meets today’s needs and
has the ability to expand for future growth.
• Purpose 8: Support local land use goals and concentrated
development by connecting economic nodes.

• Does the technology promote positive land use and
economic effects?
• Does the technology support concentrating land
uses?
(continued on next page)
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Table 5-1. Screening Criteria, Purpose Elements, and Evaluation Measures for Level 1 Screening
Screening Criterion

Purpose Elements

Evaluation Measures

Responds to and Facilitates
Planning and Sustainability Goals

• Purpose 1: Increase person throughput capacity on S.R. 224 during
peak periods (seasonal, daily peak, and special events) while avoiding
excessive road widening.
• Purpose 2: Improve the quality and reliability of transit service along
the S.R. 224 corridor to promote the use of transit and active
transportation while de-emphasizing single-occupant-vehicle trips.
• Purpose 4: Support healthy communities, best environmental
practices, and the sustainability goals of the community.
• Purpose 6: Complement local and regional remote parking.
• Purpose 8: Support local land use goals and concentrated
development by connecting economic nodes.
• Purpose 9: Provide a competitive transit alternative to the automobile
in the S.R. 224 corridor.

• Is the alternative consistent with adopted
local/regional plans?

Capacity

• Purpose 1: Increase person throughput capacity on S.R. 224 during
peak periods (seasonal, daily peak, and special events) while avoiding
excessive road widening.
• Purpose 2: Improve the quality and reliability of transit service along
the S.R. 224 corridor to promote the use of transit and active
transportation while de-emphasizing single-occupant-vehicle trips.
• Purpose 9: Provide a competitive transit alternative to the automobile
in the S.R. 224 corridor.

• Using peer systems, what is the relative passenger
carrying capacity of the technology?

Expandability

• Purpose 1: Increase person throughput capacity on S.R. 224 during
peak periods (seasonal, daily peak, and special events) while avoiding
excessive road widening.
• Purpose 7: Provide a transit investment that meets today’s needs and
has the ability to expand for future growth.
• Purpose 9: Provide a competitive transit alternative to the automobile
in the S.R. 224 corridor.

• Does the technology have the ability to be
expanded?
• Are there proprietary aspects to the technology that
could affect future expansion?

(continued on next page)
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Table 5-1. Screening Criteria, Purpose Elements, and Evaluation Measures for Level 1 Screening
Screening Criterion

Purpose Elements

Evaluation Measures

Fleet/Scalability

• Purpose 1: Increase person throughput capacity on S.R. 224 during
peak periods (seasonal, daily peak, and special events) while avoiding
excessive road widening.
• Purpose 2: Improve the quality and reliability of transit service along
the S.R. 224 corridor to promote the use of transit and active
transportation while de-emphasizing single-occupant-vehicle trips.
• Purpose 3: Increase the attractiveness of transit by introducing priority
express service in the S.R. 224 corridor.
• Purpose 5: Develop an alternative that fits the character and scale of
the community and is environmentally and aesthetically acceptable to
the public.
• Purpose 7: Provide a transit investment that meets today’s needs and
has the ability to expand for future growth.
• Purpose 9: Provide a competitive transit alternative to the automobile
in the S.R. 224 corridor.

• How many vehicles would be needed in the fleet?
• Is the fleet able to be scaled over the short term?
• Is the fleet able to be scaled seasonally and for
special events?

Safetyb

• Purpose 2: Improve the quality and reliability of transit service along
the S.R. 224 corridor to promote the use of transit and active
transportation while de-emphasizing single-occupant-vehicle trips.
• Purpose 4: Support healthy communities, best environmental
practices, and the sustainability goals of the community.
• Purpose 7: Provide a transit investment that meets today’s needs and
has the ability to expand for future growth.
• Purpose 9: Provide a competitive transit alternative to the automobile
in the S.R. 224 corridor.

• Does the technology already meet applicable US
safety codes?
• Are the demonstrated accident rates for the
technology already in place?
• Is there a method of addressing emergency egress
for the vehicle and guide way?

Maneuverability

• Purpose 5: Develop an alternative that fits the character and scale of
the community and is environmentally and aesthetically acceptable to
the public.

• What are the minimum turning radii and maximum
vertical grades that the technology is able to
achieve?
• Is the technology able to manage inclement
weather?

a
b

This criterion was removed as a screening criterion per the September 2016 project partner screening criteria workshop.
This criterion was moved to Level 2 screening per the September 2016 project partner screening criteria workshop.
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5.2.1

Funding Potential

At this stage of the study, the project partners didn’t need to have a defined funding strategy.
However, as the project partners explored technology alternatives, it was important to identify
potential realistic funding sources and strategies to help the partners understand the funding realities
and shortfalls in an effort to guide the selection of technology and ultimately an LPA. The study team
believed that, by framing past project financial strategies in their context, the project partner steering
committee would be able to put potential financial strategies for funding the selected project in
perspective.
The study team looked at 24 comparable projects including 6 rapid streetcar/LRT projects, 5
hybrid/electric BRT projects, 5 aerial transit projects, 4 automated guideway transit/monorail
projects, and 4 HSR (including hyperloop) projects from across the country and world to better
understand how these different technologies are funded. As shown in Table 5-2, the study team
found that the majority of projects are funded through federal, regional/local, and public-private
partnership sources.

Table 5-2. Overview of Sources of Funding for Comparable Transit Projects

The majority of hybrid/electric BRT and rapid streetcar/LRT projects received anywhere from 25% to
80% of their capital costs from federal sources (New Starts/Small Starts plus other federal programs
such as Transportation Investment Generating Economic Recovery, or TIGER, grants). The
remainder of the costs were covered by state, regional, or local sources such as local sales tax,
general funds, and bond proceeds.
The study team found that the major sources of revenue for capital and operation and maintenance
(O&M) costs for the more-innovative transit projects across the country were funded almost entirely
by public-private partnerships, though two projects (the Skytrain Evergreen Extension in British
Columbia, Canada, a driverless rapid transit extension project, and the California High Speed Rail
Project) were funded entirely through a combination of federal, state, and regional/local sources.
The study team presented the financial strategies to the project partner steering committee as well
as county council members in attendance at the September 2016 workshop.
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Table 5-3 summarizes the funding sources for the comparable projects used in the financial strategy
analysis. This information was consequently used in the qualitative analysis of funding potential for
Level 1 screening. The Preliminary Funding Study presentation is presented in Appendix B,
Financing/Funding Evaluation.

Table 5-3. Detailed Sources of Funding for Comparable Transit
Projects by Technology
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5.2.2

Level 1 Screening Results

The universe of technologies included all technologies that the project partners were interested in
screening at a high level to determine whether they met the study’s purpose and goals and whether
they fit into the S.R. 224 corridor and community context. Based on Level 1 screening, including
public input through an online public meeting that was held during December 2016–January 2017
(see Section 6, Public Involvement Activities, for public involvement details), the technology options
selected to move forward into Level 2 screening were BRT and rapid streetcar/LRT. These options
advanced because they best meet the purpose of the study, fulfilled the spirit of the study goals, and
best meet the other screening criteria listed in Table 5-1 above.
The automated guideway transit, monorail, and HSR options were screened out based on vehicle
speed, travel time, station spacing requirements, cost, funding ability, aesthetics, study area and
corridor context, sustainability, and public opinion. In addition, the potential environmental impacts
from these technologies would be greater, since these technologies couldn’t easily fit in the space
within or near the S.R. 224 right-of-way and would require off-corridor alignments, The project
partner steering committee agreed that off-corridor alignments wouldn’t fit in the context of the study
area, would be too disruptive to the community and environment, and wouldn’t fulfill the intent of the
study’s purpose and goals; therefore, no off-corridor alignments were studied in Level 2 screening.
The aerial transit option screened favorably in Level 1 screening, but the project partners agreed that
aerial transit wouldn’t fit the S.R. 224 corridor context. Aerial transit connections from park-and-ride
lots to the S.R. 224 corridor might be considered in future phases of the study.
Table 5-4 shows screening results for technology (Level 1 screening) that the study team presented
to the project partner steering committee. The full Level 1 screening analysis that includes details for
each rating is included in Appendix C, Level 1 Screening Matrix.
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Table 5-4. Level 1 Evaluation Matrix for Technology
System
Characteristics

Evaluation Criterion

Hybrid/Electric
BRT

Rapid
Streetcar/LRT

Aerial Transit

AutomatedGuideway
Transit

Monorail

High-Speed Rail

Guideway

Rubber tire

Steel wheels on
rails

Fixed cable or
moving cable

Rubber tires or
steel wheels

Rubber tires on
single beam

Steel wheels on
rails or other

Typical corridor
length

2–15 miles

2–15 miles

0.5–10 miles

0.5–5 miles

1–10 miles

5–150 miles

Typical corridor width
including guideway

25 feet

30 feet

30–40 feet
(at towers)

30 feet

20–25 feet

75–100 feet

Capacity per vehicle

60–80 per bus

80–150 per rail
vehicle

4-30 per gondola

35–60 per rail
vehicle

80–150 per rail
vehicle

80–150 per rail
vehicle

Speed

25–55 mph

25–55 mph

25–55 mph

25–55 mph

25–55 mph

75–200 mph

Power supply

Hybrid electric or
battery

Overhead electric
or battery

Overhead electric

Third rail or
overhead electric

Third rail

Third rail or
overhead electric

Operating
environment

Mixed traffic or
semi-exclusive at
grade

Mixed traffic or
semi-exclusive at
grade

Exclusive aerial

Exclusive elevated
or at grade

Exclusive elevated

Exclusive elevated
or at grade

Stop spacing

0.5–1 mile

0.5–1 mile

0.5–2 miles

0.5–2 miles

0.5–2 miles

2 miles or longer

Capital cost

$25M per mile

$75M per mile

$30M per mile

$125M per mile

$150M per mile

$300M per mile

Fleet type

40–60-foot bus

60–120-foot rail
vehicle

8–12-foot gondola

25–40-foot
autonomous rail
vehicle

30–120-foot rail
vehicle

90–120-foot rail
vehicle

Implementation

2–7 years

4–10 years

3–7 years

4–10 years

7–10 years

8–20 years

Measure

Ratingb

Rating

Rating

Rating

Rating

Rating

Community Fit and
Benefit

Meets community
goals and objectives

3

3

2

1

1

1

Maturity/Ease of
Implementation

Can technology be
operational by 2025

3

3

3

2

2

1

Financially
Practicable/Fundable

Funding potential

3

2

3

2

1

1
(continued on next page)
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Table 5-4. Level 1 Evaluation Matrix for Technology
System
Characteristics

Hybrid/Electric
BRT

Rapid
Streetcar/LRT

Aerial Transit

AutomatedGuideway
Transit

Monorail

High-Speed Rail

Consistency

Is technology appropriate for corridor/
speed/stopping
distance

3

3

3

3

2

1

Conceptual Costs

Order of magnitude

3

2

3

2

1

1

Environmental Issues

Potential
environmental issues

3

3

2

2

2

1

Right-ofWay/Physical
Constraints/Engineeri
ng Feasibility

Right-of-way required

3

3

3

3

3

1

Responds to and
Facilitates LongRange Planning
Goals

Consistency with
adopted local/regional
plans

3

2

2

2

2

2

Capacity

Relative passenger
carrying capacity

3

3

3

3

3

2

Expandability

Ability to be
expanded

3

2

2

2

2

1

Fleet and Scalability

Number of vehicles
and ability to be
scaled over time

2

3

2

3

3

1

Safety

Safety standards/
accident rates/
emergency egress

3

3

3

3

2

1

Maneuverability

Minimum turning
radii/ability to manage
steep grades/
inclement weather

3

3

3

3

2

1

38 advanced

35 advanced

34 advanced

31 eliminated

26 eliminated

15 eliminated
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5.3

Level 2 Screening: Screening for Alignment and
Technology

For the Level 2 (final) screening, the study team screened various
alternative alignments along the S.R. 224 corridor that used BRT
and rapid streetcar/LRT technologies. The new route would serve
the Kimball Junction Transit Center, located behind the Summit
County Library, and eventually connect to a new transit center on
Bonanza Drive just south of Kearns Boulevard (S.R. 248) in Park
City. The total alignment would be about 6 miles long with stops at
Olympic Parkway, Canyons Resort Drive, Bobsled Boulevard, and
Thaynes Canyon Drive.

What is Level 2 screening?
For the Level 2 (final) screening,
the study team screened various
alternative alignments along the
S.R. 224 corridor that used BRT
and rapid streetcar/LRT
technologies.

The Level 2 screening criteria were based on more-rigorous and mostly quantifiable measures of
how well the alternatives would avoid and minimize impacts to the natural and human environments.
This level of screening also relied on more-detailed definition of alternatives, conceptual-level
engineering, order-of-magnitude capital and operating costs, potential ridership, and traffic effects.
Region-wide travel technologies and incremental data-driven methods were used. In addition, the
study team developed an interactive map that showed detailed alignments within the S.R. 224
corridor. This map allowed the study team, the project partner steering committee, and the public to
view the alignments within the corridor context and allowed the study team to assess high-level
environmental and community impacts.
The following three alternative alignment options were considered in Level 2 screening and are
described in the sections below:
•

Alternative 1: Center-Running Transit

•

Alternative 2: Side-Running Transit (Both Sides) (directional lanes provided on each side of
S.R. 224)

•

Alternative 3: Side-Running Transit (West Side) (both lanes provided on the west side of
S.R. 224)

For Alternatives 1 and 3, two different technologies were analyzed: rapid streetcar/LRT and BRT.
For Alternative 2, only BRT was analyzed in an effort to reduce environmental effects along the
S.R. 224 corridor as much as possible. Each alternative assumed that the route would operate
between the Kimball Junction Transit Center located at 1899 W. Ute Boulevard and the proposed
new transit center at the intersection of Bonanza Drive and Munchkin Road in Park City. Additional
stops were assumed at the following locations:
•

Olympic Parkway

•

Canyons Resort Drive

•

Bobsled Boulevard

•

Thaynes Canyon Drive

Sections 5.3.1 through 5.3.4 discuss the general characteristics of a transit running-way and the
three alignment alternatives that were considered.
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5.3.1

Characteristics of a Transit Running-way

Two primary parameters for transit planning are (1) transit vehicles’ level of separation from other
traffic and (2) running-way treatments or markings to differentiate a transit running-way from general
travel lanes. Whether dedicated transit lanes are center-running or side-running, they provide
continuous and exclusive facilities for transit. When transit vehicles operate in their own lane, they
can operate faster, more reliably, and more safely than transit vehicles operating in mixed-flow
lanes. Facilities with dedicated transit lanes can accommodate higher peak-period loads and can
operate at shorter headways. Further, by deterring the entry of other vehicles into the exclusive
transit facility, dedicated transit lanes help reduce transit delays related to interference from other
traffic.
Since dedicated transit lanes exclude other traffic, they’re easy to coordinate with traffic signal
priority. Dedicated transit lanes help improve transit speed, reliability, and safety because they
physically separate transit vehicles from the general stream of traffic, thereby eliminating the
potential for general traffic to encroach on the transit lanes. However, at-grade exclusive transit
lanes do interact with other traffic at cross streets and driveways.
Dedicated transit lanes are equally applicable to buses and rail transit and give bus and rail travel
modes a prominent place within the streetscape, promoting the quality of the transit line and system
and reinforcing the service (NATCO 2016).
The running-way characteristics of the proposed transit
improvement on S.R. 224 would be further defined once the LPA
is selected and more-robust design is completed. For now, the
study team assumed that the transit alternatives evaluated during
the AA would be separated from other vehicle traffic through the
addition of exclusive at-grade transit lanes that would be mostly
accommodated within the existing S.R. 224 right-of-way.

The running-way characteristics
of the proposed transit improvement on S.R. 224 would be
further defined once the LPA is
selected and more-robust design
is completed. For now, the study
team assumed that the transit
alternatives evaluated during the
AA would be separated from
other vehicle traffic.

Although the details of the transitway would be further defined
during the preliminary engineering phase of the project, the study
team assumed that appropriate paving material would be used to
support rails and delineate the rail lanes for all LRT/rapid streetcar
alternatives. Differentiating the appearance of the running-way for an LRT/rapid streetcar system is
more straightforward, since rails and catenary poles and wires would be visible. However, for
LRT/rapid streetcar, some type of transitway protection to prevent or discourage intrusion by other
vehicles would need to be considered. The study team also assumed that a BRT running-way could
be differentiated in a number or ways including pavement markings, lane delineators, alternate
pavement material and texture, and/or alternate pavement color.
S.R. 224 would need to be widened to some degree in order to accommodate the dedicated transit
lanes while maintaining the general lane capacity of the roadway and ensuring that adequate
shoulders are maintained for safety and storing snow. However, far less widening would be required
for dedicated transit lanes compared to adding more general-purpose travel lanes.
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5.3.2

Alternative 1: Center-Running Transit

The center-running transit line would operate in dedicated transit lanes in the center of S.R. 224.
Service would start at the Kimball Junction Transit Center, loop around Ute Boulevard, and run south
on S.R. 224 to Kearns Boulevard (S.R. 248). The dedicated lane would follow Kearns Boulevard to
Bonanza Drive, ending at a new transit station on Bonanza Drive near Munchkin Road (Figure 5-2).

Aspects of Center-Running Transit
•

Center lanes and stations are highly visible.

•

Eliminates conflicts with right-turning vehicles and bicycles, people being dropped off, deliveries,
and auto breakdowns along the roadway edge.

•

Generally gives exclusive signal phasing for transit vehicles.

•

Breaks up wide streets in a way that can improve pedestrian crossings.

•

Requires left-turn restrictions. Left turns from the center transit lane add significant safety and
operational issues for high-frequency transit service, but left turns may be permitted at times of
day with longer headways.

•

Intersections require turning provisions to avoid conflicts with the through movements of transit
vehicles.

•

The configuration of the station platform must be compatible with the characteristics of the transit
vehicles. Center platforms might reduce the overall space occupied by stations, while rightboarding stations allow the use of transit vehicles with typical door configurations.

•

Typically, a buffer is used to delineate the transit lane and the adjacent mixed-traffic lane to
provide additional clearance. The transit lane can be further separated from general traffic with
rumble strips or concrete curb, though in a wintry environment such as the S.R. 224 corridor,
concrete curbs aren’t recommended due to the problems they create for snowplows.
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Figure 5-2. Alternative 1: Center-Running Transit

Cross-section of center-running BRT

Cross-section of center-running streetcar/LRT
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5.3.3

Alternative 2: Side-Running Transit (Both Sides)

This alignment would place dedicated transit lanes on both sides of S.R. 224. Southbound transit
would run west of S.R. 224, and northbound transit would run east of S.R. 224. The transit lanes
would run from Kimball Junction to Kearns Boulevard. Southbound transit would turn left at Kearns
Boulevard and continue in a dedicated side-running lane to the new transit station on Bonanza
Drive. Northbound transit would depart the Bonanza Drive station in regular traffic lanes, merging
into the dedicated northbound lane just before reaching the intersection of Kearns Boulevard and
S.R. 224 (Figure 5-3).
For this alternative, only BRT is considered to minimize impacts.

Aspects of Side-Running Transit Lanes (Both Sides)
•

Curbside transit lanes can be implemented with varying levels of separation, thereby increasing
service capacity and allowing riders to board directly from the curb.

•

Fewer left-turn restrictions compared to center-running transit lanes.

•

Buses often share transit lanes with right-turning vehicles which can slow buses down.

•

Special design attention must be given to right turns from streets with side-running transit lanes.

•

At intersections with a high volume of turning movements, the side-running lane might need
to end to maintain traffic flow.

•

When it snows, lanes must be cleared so that plowed snow doesn’t block the lane for transit
vehicles. Stop locations must also be kept completely clear of snow at boarding areas.

•

Because bus stops are typically located directly on the adjacent sidewalk, stops must leave
enough room for waiting passengers and passing pedestrian traffic and are often less visible
than center-running stations.
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Figure 5-3. Alternative 2: Side-Running Transit (Both Sides)

Cross-section of side-running BRT
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5.3.4

Alternative 3: Side-Running Transit (West Side)

The west-side-running transit line would operate in an exclusive at-grade, two-way transitway on the
west side of S.R. 224. Service would start at the Kimball Junction Transit Center, loop around Ute
Boulevard, and run south on S.R. 224 to Kearns Boulevard. Between Kearns Boulevard and the
Bonanza Drive station, the transit vehicles would use the regular traffic lanes (Figure 5-4).

Aspects of Side-Running Transit (West Side)
•

Configured to operate in completely separated running-ways on the west side of S.R. 224.

•

Includes bidirectional service on the west side of S.R. 224.

•

Side-running transitways maintain the enhanced capacity and flow of fully separated transitways
while enabling pedestrians to board directly from the sidewalk.

•

Could offer an opportunity to create enhanced boarding areas and buffer active users from
vehicle traffic.

•

Compared to center-running transitways, side-running transitways can reduce conflicts
associated with pedestrian crossings and left-turning traffic

•

Right turns across the transitway would need to be managed and potentially prohibited in some
locations.

•

To avoid conflicts with transit vehicles, left- and right-turning traffic across the transitway would
be either prohibited or accommodated using turn lanes with dedicated traffic signal phases.

Figure 5-4. Alternative 3: Side-Running Transit (West Side)

Cross-section of west-side-running BRT

Cross-section of west-side-running streetcar/LRT
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5.3.5

Level 2 Screening for Technology

The technology alternatives (BRT and rapid streetcar/LRT) that advanced from Level 1 (initial)
screening were evaluated in more detail in Level 2 (final) screening. The Level 2 screening
evaluation criteria were more quantitative than the initial screening evaluation criteria and were
intended to help identify the best technology alternative for the LPA. Table 5-5 lists the final
screening evaluation criteria for technology.

Table 5-5. Level 2 Screening Evaluation Criteria for Technology
Criterion

Measurement

Capacity

Passengers per hour (both directions)

Vehicle lifespan

Lifespan per vehicle (years)

Fleet

Number of vehicles

Capital cost

Cost per mile

Operating cost

Cost per mile/per revenue hour

Interline/interoperability potential

Ability for other technologies and services to operate

Environmental issues

Potential environmental issues

The BRT and rapid streetcar/LRT technologies screened similarly, with BRT slightly screening
higher than rapid streetcar/LRT. This outcome is primarily the result of the increased costs
associated with rapid streetcar/LRT and the dedicated right-of-way required for the track guideway.
The study team agreed that both technologies would be screened with the various alignment options
in some form to better determine which technology would be recommended as the LPA. Table 5-6
shows the Level 2 screening matrix for technology.
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Table 5-6. Level 2 Screening Matrix for Technology
Mode Characteristic

Hybrid/Electric BRT

Rapid Streetcar/LRT

Guideway

Rubber tire

Steel wheels on rails

Capacity per vehicle

80 per bus

150 per rail vehicle

Speed

25–55 mph

25–55 mph

Power supply

Hybrid electric or battery

Overhead electric or battery

Fleet Type

60-ft bus

90-ft rail vehicle, possible two-car trains

Implementation

2–7 years

6–10 years

Evaluation Criterion

Measure

Rating

Capacity

Passengers per hour (both directions)

2

960

3

3,600

Vehicle lifespan

Lifespan per vehicle (years)

2

12

3

40

Fleet

Number of vehicles

3

8

3

8 or 16 (if two-car trains)

Capital cost

Cost per mile

3

$10 million–$25 million

2

$35 million–$75 million

Operating cost

Cost per mile/per revenue hour

3

$7.37 / $100.62

2

$8.03 / $154.43

Interline/interoperability
potential

Ability for other modes and services to
operate

3

Can share same guideway

2

Can share same guideway but can’t
interline

Environmental issues

Potential environmental issues

2

Traffic, resources, property
acquisition

2

Traffic, noise and vibration,
resources, property acquisition

Community fit and benefit

Community support for mode

3

TBD by online open houses

2

TBD by online open houses

Total rating
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5.3.6

Level 2 Screening for Alignment and Technology

The study team evaluated BRT and rapid streetcar/LRT technologies along with the various
alignments in Level 2 screening. The Level 2 screening evaluation criteria for alignment and
technology were more quantitative than the Level 1 screening evaluation criteria and were intended
to identify an LPA. Table 5-7 lists the Level 2 screening evaluation criteria.

Table 5-7. Level 2 Screening Evaluation Criteria for Alignment and Technology
Criterion

Measurement

Destinations

Does the alternative miss any major destinations?

Travel time

What is the relative travel time of the alternative?

Capital cost

What is the capital cost of each alternative?

Operating cost

What is the annual operating cost of each alternative?

Ridership

What is the ridership for each alternative

Cost/benefit

What is the cost/benefit of each alternative? (capital + operating cost/ridership)

Traffic impacts

What are the traffic operation issues associated with each alternative? (VISSIM
simulation at S.R. 224/S.R. 248 intersection)

Right-of-way/physical constraints

What are the physical constraints of each alternative? Does the alternative
require additional right-of-way?

Transit access

Does the alternative provide adequate transit access?

Interline/interoperability potential

Does the alternative have the ability to be integrated with existing transit
systems in the corridor and study area?

Park-and-ride access

What are the park-and-ride access points for each alternative?

Weather/wind/grades

Is the alternative affected by weather/wind or grade issues?

Environmental issues

Will the alternative affect environmental resources including historic properties,
floodplains, wetlands, open space, residences or businesses?

Community fit and benefit

Is there community support for the alternative?

The following three alternatives, two of which (1 and 3) include two different technology options
(1a/1b and 3a/3b), were screened during the Level 2 screening for alignment and technology:
•

Alternative 1a: Center-Running Transit with BRT

•

Alternative 1b: Center-Running Transit with Rapid Streetcar/LRT

•

Alternative 2: Side-Running Transit (Both Sides) with BRT (directional lanes provided on each
side of S.R. 224)

•

Alternative 3a: Side-Running Transit (West Side) with BRT (both lanes provided on the west side
of S.R. 224)

•

Alternative 3b: Side-Running Transit (West Side) with Rapid Streetcar/LRT (both lanes provided
on the west side of S.R. 224)

Table 5-8 shows the Level 2 evaluation matrix for alignment and technology. The sections below
describe the screening criteria and results for the three alternatives. The full Level 2 screening
analysis that includes details for each rating is included in Appendix D, Level 2 Screening Matrix.
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Table 5-8. Level 2 Evaluation Matrix for Alignment and Technology
Alternative 1a:
Center-Running
BRT

Alternative 1b:
Center Running
Streetcar/LRT

Operating Plan

10-minute peak,
20-minute off-peak

10-minute peak,
20-minute off-peak

10-minute peak,
20-minute off-peak

10-minute peak,
20-minute off-peak

10-minute peak,
20-minute off-peak

Guideway

Center-running
double guideway

Center-running
double guideway

Side-running split
guideway

Side-running double
guideway

Side-running double
guideway

Linear distance

6 miles

6 miles

6 miles

6 miles

6 miles

Guideway width

24 feet

28 feet

12 feet each side

24 feet

28 feet

Operating environment

Exclusive

Exclusive

Exclusive

Exclusive

Exclusive

Stop spacing

About 1 mile

About 1 mile

About 1 mile

About 1 mile

About 1 mile

Alignment
Characteristics

Evaluation Criterion

Measure

Alternative 2:
Side Running
(Both Sides) BRT

Alternative 3a:
Side Running
(West Side) BRT

Alternative 3b:
Side Running (West
Side) Streetcar/LRT

Ratingb

Rating

Rating

Rating

Rating

Destinations

Destinations served

3

2

3

3

2

Travel time

Travel time (minutes)

3

3

3

3

3

Capital cost

Total capital cost

2

1

3

2

1

Operating cost

Annual operating cost

3

2

3

3

2

Ridership

Ridership estimate

2

2

2

2

2

Cost/benefit

(Capital + operating cost)
÷ ridership

3

1

3

3

1

Traffic impacts

Level of service (LOS)

2

2

3

1

1

Right-of-way/physical
constraints

Locations

3

2

3

1

1

Transit access

Transit access points

3

1

3

3

1

Interline/inter-operability
potential

Ability for other
modes/services to
operate

3

1

3

3

1

(continued on next page)
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Table 5-8. Level 2 Evaluation Matrix for Alignment and Technology
Alignment
Characteristics

Alternative 1a:
Center-Running
BRT

Alternative 1b:
Center Running
Streetcar/LRT

Alternative 2:
Side Running
(Both Sides) BRT

Alternative 3a:
Side Running
(West Side) BRT

Alternative 3b:
Side Running (West
Side) Streetcar/LRT

Measure

Ratingb

Rating

Rating

Rating

Rating

Evaluation Criterion
Park-and-ride access

Park-and-ride access
points

3

1

3

3

1

Weather/wind/grades

Specify locations

3

2

3

3

2

Environmental issuesa

Potential environmental
issues

2

2

3

2

2

Community fit and
benefit

Community support for
alignment

2

2

3

1

1

Total

37

24

41

33

21

a
b

See Table 5-18, Preliminary Environmental Effects of the AA Alternatives, for more detail regarding potential environmental issues.
For rating details, see Appendix D, Level 2 Screening Matrix.
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Destinations
This section describes the major destinations served by each alternative and analyzes the ability of
each alternative to serve each destination. Kimball Junction Transit Center, Canyons Transit Hub,
and the future Bonanza Drive Transit Center are identified as the major destinations on S.R. 224
between the south and north ends. All of the BRT alternatives had optimal ratings because each had
the flexibility to serve the major destinations on S.R. 224, and all alternatives were able to easily
reach the proposed stations.
The two LRT alternatives had lower ratings based on the inability of LRT to deviate from an S.R. 224
rail transitway to serve the Canyons Transit Hub. A large amount of right-of-way, including a large
amount of the Canyons Golf Course, would need to be acquired in order to have a rail spur off of
S.R. 224 up to the Canyons Transit Hub. Without a rail spur, rail passengers would be forced to
transfer to a shuttle bus to get to the Canyons Transit Hub or cabriolet.

Travel Time
A key goal of the AA study is to provide a competitive transit
alternative to automobiles on S.R. 224. All of the alternatives had
optimal ratings because each has a similar travel time of 15–16
minutes (Table 5-9). This optimal rating is based on the use of
dedicated transit lanes for each alignment as well as the traffic signal
optimization and transit signal priority on S.R. 224. Such optimization
efforts are already underway on the Electric Xpress route.
Based on the travel time, all alternatives offer a competitive
substitute to automobiles as well as to buses operating mostly in
mixed-flow traffic, especially during periods of congestion when travel
time between Kimball Junction and Park City’s Old Town in the
general-purpose lanes can take over 40 minutes.

Table 5-9. Travel Time
by Alternative
Alternative

Travel Time
(minutes)

1a

16

1b

15

2

16

3a

16

3b

15

Capital Cost
Capital costs were generated for each of the alternatives using the Federal Transit Administration’s
Standard Cost Category workbooks. The workbook methodology includes the following cost
categories that are applicable to the BRT and rapid streetcar/LRT alternatives:
•

Stops: Stops, shelters, platforms, and passenger amenities

•

Support facilities: Maintenance and storage facility, shops, and administration buildings

•

Sitework and special conditions: Demolition, clearing, earthwork, utilities, civil improvements,
roadway improvements, curb, gutter, sidewalk, and paving

•

Systems: Traffic signals, communications, and fare collection

•

Right-of-way: Purchase or lease of land

•

Vehicles: Vehicles and spare parts

•

Professional services: Preliminary engineering, final design, program management,
construction management, insurance, permits, and inspections

•

Project reserve: Unallocated contingency

Alternative 2 had an optimal rating because it had the lowest capital cost as a result of adding
dedicated lanes to the existing highway configuration. The remainder of the BRT and rapid
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streetcar/LRT alternatives received lower ratings because they require two-way transit guideways,
which require substantial capital costs, especially for the rail alternatives.
Table 5-10 shows the planning-level capital cost estimates for each alternative. Appendix E, Capital
and Operating Cost Evaluations, includes more detail regarding the planning-level capital cost
estimates.

Table 5-10. Planning-Level Capital Cost of Alternatives
In millions of year-of expenditure dollars

Cost
Capital cost

Alternative 1a:
CenterRunning BRT

Alternative 1b:
CenterRunning
Streetcar/LRT

Alternative 2:
Side-Running
(Both Sides)
BRT

Alternative 3a:
Side-Running
(West Side)
BRT

Alternative 3b:
Side Running
(West Side)
Streetcar/LRT

$62

$227

$52

$57

$222

Operating Cost
Annual operating costs were generated for each alternative using a cost-per-mile multiplier for BRT
and rapid streetcar/LRT. All of the BRT alternatives had optimal ratings because each had a
reasonable operating costs for the level of service provided. This outcome is primarily a function of
the relatively short corridor (6 miles), limited stop locations, and number of vehicles required.
The following operating assumptions apply to all alternatives:
•

Number of trips: 204 trips (both directions)

•

Frequency: 15-minute frequency (all-day peak)

•

17-hour service span (7 AM to midnight)

•

Annual multiplier: 300 days

Table 5-11 shows the planning-level annual operating cost estimates for each alternative. Appendix E,
Capital and Operating Cost Evaluations, includes more detail regarding the planning-level operating
cost estimates.

Table 5-11. Planning-Level Annual Operating Cost of Alternatives
In millions of year-of expenditure dollars

Cost
Operating cost

Alternative 1a:
CenterRunning BRT

Alternative 1b:
CenterRunning
Streetcar/LRT

Alternative 2:
Side-Running
(Both Sides)
BRT

Alternative 3a:
Side-Running
(West Side)
BRT

Alternative 3b:
Side-Running
(West Side)
Streetcar/LRT

$3.9

$6.6

$2.9

$2.9

$6.6
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Ridership
This section describes the potential ridership for each alternative. There are always multiple reasons
and justifications for investing in a major transportation project, but use of the transportation system,
whether measured in riders on a transit line or cars on a highway, is always at or near the top of
the list.
Two mode-neutral methods were used to analyze the
alternatives and technologies. (Note that the AA study used
a mode-neutral demand analysis that brackets a range of
ridership that warrants high-frequency transit but not
necessarily high-capacity transit—for example, LRT.) The
first method used trip tables generated from the Mountain
Accord travel demand model. The second method used a
transit elasticity–based approach based on the Transit
Cooperative Research Program’s (TCRP) TCRP Report
118: Bus Rapid Transit Practitioner’s Guide.

Table 5-12. Average Ridership
Estimate for All Alternatives

a

Opening-Year
Forecast (2020)a

Future-Year
Forecast (2040)

1,100–1,700

1,700–3,100

Based on the two methods (trip tables
and transit elasticity), opening-year
ridership is forecasted to be between
1,100 and 1,700 boardings per day.

Table 5-12 shows the average daily ridership estimate for all alternatives.

Trip Table Method
The study team used future-year 2040 winter weekday outputs from the Mountain Accord travel
demand model to assess travel demand along the S.R. 224 corridor. Traffic analysis zones along the
corridor were combined into seven area zones to estimate trip demand. Although this provides a
forecast of total trips along the corridor, it doesn’t provide a forecasted ridership estimate. All of
these trips could be candidates for transit, but it’s unreasonable to assume that 100% of these trips
would be made using the selected project. The Park City and Summit County Short-Range Transit
Development Plan states that the current transit mode split is 3.34% and that peak mode share is
4.90% (Park City Municipal Corporation and Summit County 2016). Mode share could be higher on
this specific corridor due to the unique nature of the proposed service. Therefore, a mode share of
5.79% was assumed.
These forecasts reflect base conditions. However, the day of
week, season, and special events can all have significant effects
on Park City’s transit ridership. Historical ridership data suggest
that weekend ridership can add 18% to total automatic passenger
counting system (APC) counts. Winter operations have 65%
higher APC counts, and special events have 125% higher APC
counts. When the higher counts are added to the base core
ridership, this suggests that the peak potential ridership is
between 2,600 and 5,400 daily riders.

What is the trip table method?
With the trip table method, the
study team used future-year
2040 winter weekday outputs
from the Mountain Accord travel
demand model to assess travel
demand along the S.R. 224
corridor.

To develop opening-year forecasts for 2020, the 2040 forecasts
were reduced by 1.8% per year. This reduction rate was developed by comparing the number of trip
ends at station areas in the 2040 model run with the trip ends from a baseline 2011 model run. The
annual growth rate was then used to back out 20 years of growth to arrive at a 2020 forecast. Using
this method, base opening-day ridership is forecasted to be between 540 and 1,110. Future 2040
base ridership is forecasted to be between 850 and 1,760.
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Transit Elasticity Method
A transit elasticity approach uses the percentage change in ridership resulting from each 1% change
in transit service and the observed percentage change in ridership (Litman 2017). For the current
study, elasticity factors for travel time and service frequency were used based on elasticity factors
cited in TCRP Report 118. For this analysis, transit passenger origin/destination pairs from the 2011
Park City and Summit County Short-Range Transit Development Plan were used to identify existing
ridership patterns along the S.R. 224 corridor.
To determine the existing transit travel time, the Pink Line route
What is the transit elasticity
schedule was used to estimate the average end-to-end travel time
method?
between Kimball Junction and the S.R. 224/S.R. 248 intersection.
A transit elasticity approach uses
The schedule suggested a travel time of about 25 minutes. To
the percentage change in
estimate future travel times for the streetcar/LRT alternatives, the
ridership resulting from each 1%
study team used rail speed calculator in the Wasatch Front
change in transit service and the
Regional Council/Mountainland Association of Governments’
observed percentage change in
travel demand model. The proposed route was divided into six
ridership.
segments. The distance, cruise speed, number of signals, track
bends, acceleration/deceleration, and dwell time at stations were
used to determine the average speed and number of minutes needed to traverse the route. A similar
method was used to estimate BRT speeds by segment, but changes in acceleration/deceleration
speeds were made to reflect the different technology. In addition, the study team assumed that BRT
would have more delay associated with traffic signals.
The existing headway of the Pink Line route is every 20 minutes, or three buses per hour in each
direction. The study team assumed that a minimum headway for all alternatives would be 10
minutes, or six buses per hour in each direction. TCRP Report 118 states that a complete BRT
system could also increase the base ridership up to 25%, which is more than that obtained from
elasticity computations based on the features listed in Table 5-13.

Table 5-13. BRT Features for Increased Ridership
Feature

Description

Running-ways

Grade separated

Stations

Unique design, illuminated, security phones, climate controlled,
include passenger amenities and services

Vehicles

Unique design, wide multi-door configuration, low-floor or high
platform boarding

Service patterns

All day service span, high-frequency service, clear and simple pattern,
off-vehicle fare collection

Intelligent Transportation
Systems (ITS) applications

Passenger information at stops, passenger information on vehicles

Branding

Vehicle and stations are branded, brochures/schedules are branded

For this analysis, the study team assumed that an LRT system would also achieve similar ridership
benefits based on these components. Ultimately, the transit elasticity forecasting approach estimates
an opening-year ridership number between 1,700 and 3,100 depending on the mode and assumed
base ridership. Based on the two methods (trip tables and transit elasticity), opening-year ridership is
forecasted to be between 1,100 and 1,700 boardings per day. More information is available in the
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Valley to Mountain Transit Ridership Forecasting Methodology and Results Technical Memorandum
in Appendix A, Preliminary Ridership Forecasting Memorandum.

Cost/Benefit
Cost/benefit was determined by adding the annualized capital cost and annual operating cost, then
dividing by ridership. This calculation identifies a cost per user that can be used to compare the
alternatives. All of the BRT alternatives (1a, 2, and 3a) had optimal ratings because each had a
relatively low cost per user. The LRT alternatives (1b and 3b) had the lowest ratings because of their
relatively high cost per user. This is not unexpected given the ratio of capital and operating costs.
Table 5-14 shows the cost per user for each alternative. Appendix E, Capital and Operating Cost
Evaluations, includes more detail regarding this preliminary cost/benefit analysis.

Table 5-14. Cost per User for Each Alternative
Annualized
Capital
Costa

Annual
O&M
Cost

Annualized
Capital +
O&M Cost

Daily
Boardings

Cost per
User

$62,169

$3,405

$2,938

$6,343

1,110

$5.71

1b: Center-Running Streetcar/LRT

$227,474

$12,460

$6,610

$19,070

1,110

$17.18

2: Side-Running (Both Sides) with
BRT

$51,873

$2,841

$2,938

$5,779

1,110

$5.21

3a: Side-Running (West Side) with
BRT

$57,021

$3,123

$2,938

$6,061

1,110

$5.46

3b: Side-Running (West Side) with
Streetcar/LRT

$222,326

$12,178

$6,610

$18,788

1,110

$16.93

Alternative
1a: Center-Running BRT

a

Capital
Cost

The annualized capital cost is based on a 50-year amortization of costs at a 5% interest rate.

Traffic Impacts
The study team examined the traffic impacts of the transit alternatives at two key locations: the
Kimball Junction area and the S.R. 224/S.R. 248 intersection.

Kimball Junction
The AA study team qualitatively evaluated the effect of the various
alternatives on traffic conditions at the Kimball Junction area as
part of screening. A complete traffic evaluation would need to be
completed during the next phase of the study. Instead, the study
team used information from a 2014 traffic study completed by
UDOT (Avenue Consultants 2014) that evaluated the traffic
conditions in the Kimball Junction area, specifically S.R. 224
between I-80 and Olympic Parkway. The associated study report,
Kimball Junction Traffic Evaluation, provides relevant conclusions
regarding existing and future traffic conditions in the Kimball
Junction area.

Without any transportation
improvements in the Kimball
Junction area, the expected
growth in travel demand will
exacerbate the existing congestion issues, leading to longer
delays and vehicle queues and
potentially a longer peak traffic
period.

The Kimball Junction Traffic Evaluation documented PM peak-period congestion, including long
vehicle queues on S.R. 224 that regularly extend from Ute Boulevard to Olympic Parkway. The high
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volume of north-south through movements are given priority in terms of signal green time, resulting
in vehicle queues and delay for conflicting traffic movements (northbound and southbound left turns)
and intersection side streets (Olympic Parkway and Ute Boulevard).
According to the Kimball Junction Traffic Evaluation, the traffic movements that would be affected by
any of the transit alternatives are currently operating at an acceptable level of service (LOS D or
better). The northbound left turn at the S.R. 224/Olympic Parkway intersection serves 175 vehicles
during the PM peak hour with an average delay of 39 seconds (LOS D thresholds are 35–
55 seconds). The eastbound right turn at the S.R. 224/Ute Boulevard intersection serves 66 vehicles
during the PM peak hour with an average delay of 11 seconds (LOS B thresholds are 10–
20 seconds). With a 10-minute headway, the transit vehicles would contribute 6 vehicles per hour to
the intersection, which would have a negligible effect on delay for those movements and the
intersections overall in the short term.
Without any transportation improvements in the area, the expected growth in travel demand will
exacerbate the existing congestion issues, leading to longer delays and vehicle queues and
potentially a longer peak traffic period. The Kimball Junction Traffic Evaluation evaluated a variety of
alternatives, and UDOT has acknowledged the need for improvements by including an interchange
upgrade project for the Kimball Junction area in UDOT’s 2015–2040 Long-Range Transportation Plan,
but no capacity-enhancement projects are planned for this area in the short term.
Given that the proposed transit route could ultimately extend to beyond the Kimball Junction Transit
Center, and given the uncertainty regarding the future roadway configuration in the Kimball Junction
area, the study team assumed that the BRT alternatives would function in mixed-flow vehicle lanes
in the short term, and the future routing and potential bus-only lane configuration would be
reconsidered later. The LRT alternatives are more complicated, since they would require their own
dedicated guideway on opening day. Because of that, the study team assumed that the traffic
impacts of the LRT alternatives would be greater than the BRT impacts on this segment of S.R. 224.

S.R. 224/S.R. 248 Intersection
Using VISSIM traffic simulation software and the delay and level
of service thresholds specified in the Highway Capacity Manual
(TRB 2010), the study team computed the delay and level of
service for the S.R. 224/S.R. 248 and Bonanza Drive/S.R. 248
intersections for the transit alternatives. Table 5-15 and
Table 5-16 show the PM peak-hour delay and level of service for
existing conditions and for conditions in 2040, respectively.

Enhancing the transit experience
and providing a competitive
alternative to driving would
encourage more people to use
transit and would somewhat
reduce the number of singleoccupant vehicles on the road.
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Table 5-15. PM Peak-Hour Level of Service under Existing Traffic Volumes
Level of Service / Seconds of Delay per Vehicle
Alt. 1
Background

Alt. 2

Alt. 3

No
Preemption

With
Preemption

With
Preemption

With
Preemption
Mixed Flow
on S.R. 248

With
Preemption

Intersection
S.R. 224/S.R. 248

C / 31.3

C / 34.7

C / 33.8

D / 43.0

D / 35.6

D / 36.8

Bonanza Drive/
S.R. 248

D / 48.7

D / 49.7

E / 64.8

E / 58.4

E / 54.7

F / 63.8

Source: Fehr & Peers 2017a

Table 5-16. PM Peak-Hour Level of Service under 2040 Traffic Volumes
Level of Service / Seconds of Delay per Vehicle
Alt. 1
Background

Alt. 2

Alt. 3

No
Preemption

With
Preemption

With
Preemption

With
Preemption
Mixed Flow
on S.R. 248

With
Preemption

Intersection
S.R. 224/S.R. 248

F / 189.6

F / 203.8

F / 203.5

F / 220.4

F / 205.7

F / 212.8

Bonanza Drive/
S.R. 248

E / 68.3

E / 67.2

E / 68.8

E / 70.4

E / 69.2

E / 65.9

Source: Fehr & Peers 2017a

As shown above in Table 5-15, all alternatives operate at an acceptable level of service (LOS D or
better) at the S.R. 224/S.R. 248 intersection under existing traffic conditions. Traffic impacts are
reported in terms of vehicle delay averaged for all vehicles over the 1-hour analysis period.
Fundamentally, all alternatives with a dedicated transit phase increase average vehicle delay
because there’s less overall time in the signal cycle allocated to vehicles when time is allocated to a
transit phase.
Although total average delay is reported in Table 5-16 above, in reality, not all vehicle movements
would be affected equally, because not all movements would conflict with the dedicated transit
phase. As shown in Table 5-17, Alternatives 2 and 3 would each have four conflicts with the traffic
movements through the S.R. 224/S.R. 248 intersection, whereas Alternative 1 would have two
conflicts. Therefore, Alternatives 2 and 3 would cause more vehicle delay at the S.R. 224/S.R. 248
intersection than would Alternative 1. Comparing Alternatives 2 and 3, Alternative 2 would cause
slightly more overall delay than Alternative 3 due to its conflict with the northbound right-turn
movement through the intersection. A summary of the VISSIM microsimulation results is included in
Appendix F, Preliminary Traffic Effects Summary.
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Table 5-17. Alternatives’ Conflicts with an Exclusive Transit Phase at
the S.R. 224/S.R. 248 Intersection
Movement
Direction
Through

Demand
Volume (vph)
1,112

Conflict with Exclusive Transit Phase
Alt. 1

Alt. 2

Alt. 3

Conflict

Conflict

Conflict

No conflict

Conflict

No conflict

Northbound
Right turn
Subtotal

321
1,433

Left turn

407

No conflict

No conflict

Conflict

Through

663

No conflict

Conflict

Conflict

Southbound
Subtotal

1,070

Left turn

286

Conflict

Conflict

Conflict

Right turn

530

No conflict

No conflict

No conflict

Westbound
Subtotal

816

Source: Fehr & Peers 2017b
vph = vehicles per hour

The study team tested having the transit vehicles preempt general traffic at both intersections
(S.R. 224/S.R. 248 and Bonanza Drive/S.R. 248) with Alternative 1 to see how this would affect
traffic. As seen above in the Table 5-15 and Table 5-16, such preemption would have minimal effect
on the S.R. 224/S.R. 248 intersection and would cause increased overall delay at the Bonanza
Drive/S.R. 248 intersection. If key vehicle movements operate concurrently with the dedicated transit
phase, delay for that movement can improve, and, vice versa, vehicle operations can degrade with
preemption when key movements are in conflict with the dedicated transit phase. Considering that
providing preemption for the transit vehicles generally replicates the “worst-case” scenario for
vehicle traffic at the intersections, preemption was assumed when simulating all of the alternatives.
For Alternative 2, the southbound-to-eastbound bus movement in a dedicated transitway requires a
dedicated signal phase that stops important traffic movements (southbound through, northbound
right turn, and westbound left turn), resulting in increased vehicle delay. To mitigate this impact, a
variant of Alternative 2 could use the general-purpose lanes to make the southbound left turn. Note
that this would result in additional delay and reliability concerns for the transit vehicles. This routing
strategy is more suitable for BRT options than for LRT options.
Another variant of Alternative 2 uses dedicated transit lanes on S.R. 224 that end on Kearns
Boulevard (S.R. 248), so the BRT vehicles would operate with general-purpose traffic on S.R. 248
between S.R. 224 and Bonanza Drive. Potential spot improvements could improve transit speed and
reliability at this intersection depending on the final design.
As shown above in Table 5-16, all alternatives would operate at LOS F under future (2040) traffic
volumes. However, traffic conditions without the addition of transit (that is, background conditions)
are also projected to operate at failing conditions in 2040. The transit alternatives would create
further delay under already failing conditions.
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The transit alternatives would have the following other general effects on traffic:
•

With Alternative 1, a center-running transit facility would requires more restrictions (for example,
center medians or curbs) to turning movements.

•

With Alternative 2, outside transit lanes would allow vehicle movements to operate concurrently
with the predominant movements, thereby minimizing the need to use transit-only traffic signal
phases.

•

There are 39 driveways, 16 unsignalized side streets, and 14 signalized side streets along
S.R. 224 in the study area. Alternative 1, a center-running transit facility, would mostly eliminate
conflicts with right-turning vehicles and bicycles, though some left turns might be restricted. For
Alternatives 2 and 3, right-turning vehicles would share the transit lane for permitted right turns
and access to driveways.

•

Although it isn’t considered a stand-alone congestion reduction strategy, enhancing the transit
experience and providing a competitive alternative to driving would encourage more people to
use transit and would somewhat reduce the number of single-occupant vehicles on the road.
Quality transit also complements other congestion-reduction strategies per the Park City Traffic
and Transportation Master Plan (Park City 2011).

•

Transit delays are normally associated with stops, traffic signal delays, and traffic congestion.
However, transit vehicle traffic flow would be improved by removing buses from congested
traffic, implementing traffic signal priority measures to minimize signal delay, and reducing the
number of stops for the new transit facility.

•

Dedicated transit lanes reduce travel times in general by about 1.5 to 2 minutes per mile. The
actual time savings are greatest when the predominant traffic speeds are the slowest, such as
during peak periods and special events.

•

General traffic improvements and road geometric design would be coordinated with transit
service to improve the overall efficiency of the S.R. 224/S.R. 248 intersection.

Right-of-Way/Physical Constraints
All three alignments were designed to a level to conservatively determine right-of-way requirements
(that is, determine the maximum amount of right-of-way required) and conduct a fatal flaw analysis.
It’s important to note that the level of design completed was a high-level, preliminary design intended
for screening purposes. Preliminary design plan sheets are included in Appendix G, Preliminary
Design Plan Sheets.
Right-of-way and physical constraints were identified for each of the alternatives. Alternative 1a
(BRT) and Alternative 2 both received optimal ratings because each has right-of-way or physical
constraints but no major fatal flaws. Most of these issues could be addressed in subsequent design
phases. One issue identified in particular was the potential turning radius from S.R. 248 to Bonanza
Drive, depending on the final terminus selected in this area. Another issue was potential access to
I-80 depending on future modifications to the I-80 interchanges by UDOT. Alternative 3 (both
Alternatives 3a and 3b) had the lowest rating because of turning radii issues, not just at the
S.R. 248/Bonanza Drive intersection but also at the S.R. 224/Olympic Parkway and S.R. 224/
S.R. 248 intersections.
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Transit Access
Transit access was rated for each of the alternatives relative to
With regard to transit access, all
existing transit service and existing and future transit centers. All
of the BRT alternatives had
of the BRT alternatives (Alternatives 1a, 2, and 3a) had optimal
optimal ratings based on access
ratings based on access to existing transit service such as Electric
to existing transit service; the
LRT alternatives had lower
Xpress and PC-SLC Connect. BRT screened better than LRT
ratings.
since BRT could easily deviate from the S.R. 224 corridor to reach
locations such as the Canyons Transit Hub or park-and-ride lots.
In addition, the BRT alternatives would easily serve the Kimball
Junction Transit Center as currently configured and the proposed Bonanza Drive Transit Center. The
LRT alternatives had lower ratings because LRT wouldn’t directly serve the Canyons Transit Hub off
Canyons Resort Drive. If LRT were selected, a circulator would likely need to be put in place to take
transit users from the LRT to the Canyons Transit Hub, or the Canyons Transit Hub would need to
be relocated. In addition, LRT would have poor access to the Kimball Junction Transit Center as it’s
currently configured.

Interline/Interoperability Potential
Interline/interoperability is the ability for other technologies and
With regard to interline/
services to operate in the dedicated transit lanes on S.R. 224
interoperability potential, all of
identified for each alternative. All of the BRT alternatives had
the BRT alternatives had optimal
optimal ratings for this category because it’s possible to operate
ratings, while the LRT
alternatives had lower ratings.
other technologies and services in the dedicated transit lanes.
However, greater coordination would be needed for operating
bus/rail in the same dedicated transit lane. The LRT alternatives
had lower ratings because it’s difficult to integrate rail and other modes in a dedicated rail guideway.
It’s more common for other technologies and /services to operate in bus lanes rather than in transit
lanes that have fixed-guideway transit.

Park-and-Ride Access
Existing and future park-and-ride access was evaluated for each
With regard to park-and-ride
alternative. Summit County and Park City have expressed a
access, all of the BRT
desire to connect future transit service in the S.R. 224 corridor
alternatives had optimal ratings,
with a remote park-and-ride lot that captures ridership before
while the LRT alternatives had
lower ratings.
Kimball Junction. All of the BRT alternatives had optimal ratings
for this category because there are no park-and-ride lots as part of
the alternatives definition, but considerations were given to future
park-and-ride lots along I-80, and the BRT vehicles could easily access those ancillary parking lots.
The LRT alternatives were given a lower rating because a transfer would be required for riders to
connect to a different mode in order to reach the park-and-ride lots.

Weather/Wind/Grades
One of the more demanding aspects of Park City Transit’s service is that it operates in three different
seasons: winter (mid-December to mid-April), summer (June to mid-September), and the shoulder
seasons (April to June and September to December). The winter season poses particular challenges
since snow and ice, combine with heavy passenger loads, can make it difficult for transit vehicles to
operate and for riders to access buses and bus stops.
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Potential issues for weather, wind, and roadway grades were identified for each alternative. All
alternatives would require considerations for snow removal and the slight grade change between
S.R. 224 and the Kimball Junction Transit Center. The Electric Xpress buses are currently handling
the grades and navigating snow and wind along the route without issue. The BRT alternatives all
received the highest ratings. In the BRT configurations, the snow plowing would still operate the
same way. Additional grading outside the shoulder would be accommodated to ensure the proper
snow storage needed.
In general, rail systems do well in snow and ice. An LRT guideway wouldn’t need to be plowed. For
LRT, the weather-related problems usually come from the overhead catenary wires. When a
significant amount of snow or ice is expected, Park City Transit could operate trains that are
equipped with a device that removes any ice from the overhead catenary wires that supply power to
the LRT vehicles. In addition, Park City Transit could also use switch heaters that warm the track
switch and prevent ice and snow buildup from freezing the switch and making it inoperable.

Environmental Issues
As part of Level 2 screening, the study team used GIS data
With regard to environmental
provided by Park City and Summit County to evaluate and
issues, Alternative 2 would have
quantify the potential environmental impacts of each alternative
the least overall environmental
alignment and technology option. This GIS information was
impacts, primarily because it
would require the least amount
supplemented by aerial photographs and online maps published
of overall design acreage.
by the U.S. Geological Survey. From these data, the study team
created environmental constraints maps to assist in its fatal-flaw
analysis and to identify environmental areas of concern. The study
team used its knowledge of these environmental areas of concern to try to avoid or minimize impacts
during the development of the alternative alignments. The resources analyzed were historic
properties, conservation easements and open space, wetlands, floodplains, and impacts to homes
and businesses.
At this point in the AA study, there don’t appear to be any fatal environmental flaws or impacts that
can’t be mitigated. As shown in Table 5-18, Alternative 2 would have the least overall environmental
impacts, primarily because it would require the least amount of overall design acreage. As shown in
the table, property impacts would likely occur from any of the alternative alignments; however, during
the final design phase, these impacts could likely be minimized or avoided by slight design shifts.
The LPA design will be more detailed and defined during the next phase of study so that a more
exact location of the facility is known in relation to properties and environmental resources. Without
aerial surveys and with the alternatives still being broadly defined, detailed impacts can’t yet be
identified. However, in the context of an AA, the issues shown in Table 5-18 have been identified
and would need to be studied in more detail during the next phase of the study.
In addition, the LPA will need to be further evaluated with respect to low-income and minority
populations, socioeconomics, wildlife and biology, and noise and vibration impacts as well as visual
impacts and changes to access.

Community Fit and Benefit
Online public meeting #2 was held in October and November 2017. An open-house-style public
meeting was held at the Summit County Library located in Kimball Junction on December 5, 2017.
Although there wasn’t a consensus on an alignment, the public slightly favored Alternative 2.
Alternative 3 was least preferred and therefore scored the lowest for this screening criterion. A more
detailed discussion regarding the overall public involvement efforts for the project is included in
Section 6, Public Involvement Activities.
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Table 5-18. Preliminary Environmental Effects of the AA Alternatives
Unit
Resource

Alternative 1a:
Center-Running
BRT

Alternative 1b:
Center-Running
Streetcar/LRT

Alternative 2:
Side-Running
(Both Sides)
BRT

Alternative 3a:
Side-Running
(West Side)
BRT

Alternative 3b:
Side-Running
(West Side)
Streetcar/LRT

Historic Properties
Historic landmarks

Number

0

0

0

0

0

Historic significant sites

Number

0

0

0

0

0

100–year floodplains

Acres

3.21

3.26

2.47

4.72

4.83

500-year floodplains

Acres

5.94

5.96

2.57

4.52

4.54

Conservation easements

Acres

0

0

0

0.30

0.33

Open space

Acres

0.02

0.05

0.09

1.75

2.06

National Wetlands Inventory wetlands

Acres

0.16

0.16

0.22

0.48

0.50

Other environmental resources

Acres

5.94

5.97

1.66

7.20

7.41

Estimated strip takes

Acres

42.64

43.12

26.95

31.43

32.52

Estimated unique parcels affected

Number

95

95

93

93

92

Preliminary relocations: direct impact to structures
(transit right-of-way over structure)

Number

3

3

2

5

5

Preliminary potential relocations: transit right-of-way
within 15 feet of a structure

Number

5

5

6

9

9

Floodplainsa

Open Space

Wetlands and Other Environmental Resources

Parcel Impacts

Relocationsb

Total impactsc

Acres

15.27

15.40

7.01

18.97

19.67

Total acreage required for alternative

Acres

87.29

88.02

43.00

53.12

54.64

a
b
c

The southwest side of S.R. 224 near the McPolin barn is in a 100-year flood zone.
Relocations and potential relocations are preliminary and would be verified during the environmental documentation phase of the selected project.
Total resource impacts not including parcel takes.
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5.3.7

Comparison of Alternatives

All of the alternatives were evaluated based on both qualitative and quantitative measures that
allowed the study team and project partner steering committee to compare the alternatives and
determine the most appropriate alternative to be advanced to environmental screening in the next
phase of this study.
In many categories, the three alternatives with their options ranked similarly. When considering
future ridership, impacts to the local community and region, costs, land use and development, and
public support, each alternative has both advantages and disadvantages.
The full results of the Level 2 screening are included in Appendix D, Level 2 Screening Matrix. The
recommended LPA is identified in Section 7, Locally Preferred Alternative Recommendation.

5.4

Salt Lake City–Summit County Transit Connection

The primary focus of the Valley to Mountain AA Study is developing transit alternatives on S.R. 224
between Kimball Junction and Park City in Summit County. However, the project partners have a
longer-term goal, which is to provide an improved transit connection between Salt Lake City and
Summit County. This section provides information about a potential bus alternative that could be
integrated with the AA study’s recommendations for transit on S.R. 224 in Summit County.

5.4.1

Existing Transit Service

UTA operates PC-SLC Connect, which provides transit service between Salt Lake City and Kimball
Junction via I-80. This service is a partnership among UTA, Summit County, and Park City. PC-SLC
Connect includes the two routes shown in Table 5-19. The PC-SLC Connect route map from UTA is
shown in Figure 5-5.

Table 5-19. PC-SLC Connect
Route

Description

Weekdays

Weekends

901

Meadowbrook Station to Kimball Junction Transit
Center

2 trips in each direction

4 trips in each direction

902

Salt Lake Central Station to Kimball Junction Transit
Center via University of Utah

8 trips in each direction

2 trips in each direction

PC-SLC Connect previously served the Old Town Transit Center in Park City but was modified to
terminate at Kimball Junction after the Kimball Junction Transit Center opened. Passengers can
transfer to the Electric Xpress at this location for transportation to Park City.

5.4.2

Travel Markets

PC-SLC Connect serves several travel markets between Salt Lake City and Summit County.
However, it doesn’t serve the Salt Lake City International Airport and doesn’t serve downtown Salt
Lake City directly via I-80. Route 902 originates in downtown Salt Lake City at Salt Lake Central
Station but deviates to the University of Utah campus before accessing I-80 at the base of Parleys
Canyon.
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Figure 5-5. PC-SLC Connect Route Map
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The existing PC-SLC Connect service doesn’t effectively serve the visitor travel market in Summit
County since it doesn’t connect to the Salt Lake City International Airport. A direct bus connection from
the Salt Lake City International Airport via I-80 could be made with minimal investment and would
leverage planned transit improvements on S.R. 224 in Summit County.

5.4.3

Future Transit Service

This section identifies potential new bus service between the Salt Lake City International Airport and
Summit County. This service could be branded as PC-SLC Connect or as a new bus service. It could
terminate at the Kimball Junction Transit Center, similar to PC-SLC Connect, or could terminate at the
future Bonanza Drive Transit Center and use the proposed dedicated transit lanes on S.R. 224. The
operating plan could be a combination of both, in which some trips terminate at Kimball Junction and
other trips are interlined with existing transit service on S.R. 224.
Table 5-20 shows the operating plan options and cost estimates for potential new bus service between
the Salt Lake City International Airport and Summit County. The cost estimates were developed using
the cost per revenue-mile ($7.36) identified in UTA’s Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (UTA 2016).

Table 5-20. Salt Lake City–Summit County Transit Options
Option

Miles

Trips

Cost per
Mile

Days

Operating
Cost

1A: SLC Airport – Kimball Junction TC

32.0

68

$7.36

300

$4,804,608

1B: SLC Airport – Kimball Junction TC

32.0

48

$7.36

300

$3,391,488

2A: SLC Airport – Kimball Junction TC – Bonanza TC

38.0

68

$7.36

300

$5,705,472

2B: SLC Airport – Kimball Junction TC – Bonanza TC

38.0

48

$7.36

300

$4,027,392

TC = Transit Center; SLC = Salt Lake City

Option 1 identifies new bus service between the Salt Lake City International Airport and the Kimball
Junction Transit Center, whereas Option 2 identifies new bus service between the Salt Lake City
International Airport, the Kimball Junction Transit Center, and the future Bonanza Drive Transit Center
and uses the proposed dedicated transit lanes on S.R. 224.
Two operating plan options are shown for each route option. Operating plan A provides 30-minute
frequency and matches the current 17 hours’ service span provided by Electric Xpress. Operating plan B
provides 30- to 60-minute frequencies over a 14-hour service span. The annual operating cost is
determined by using an annual multiplier of 300 days.
Overall, the proposed S.R. 224 transit improvements and the location of the Kimball Junction Transit
Center provide maximum flexibility in terms of future operating plan scenarios for an improved transit
connection between Salt Lake City and Summit County. In addition, as suggested in Park City’s ShortRange Transit Development Plan, once express transit service is implemented on S.R. 224 and once a
more robust park-and-ride lot is created near I-80, the PC-SLC Connect could terminate at the park-andride lot. Riders could then seamlessly transfer to a waiting BRT vehicle for the rest of the trip, allowing
UTA to double the number of trips and possibly destinations served by the PC-SLC Connect service.
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6

Public Involvement Activities

The Valley to Mountain AA Study was conducted to educate and
inform the project partners and stakeholders and to involve them in
the decision-making process. The stakeholders include not only
residents of the study area but also visitors to the study area. The
public involvement process for the AA study included social media,
news articles, and two online public meetings. In addition to the
general public involvement process, the AA study was coordinated
through monthly meetings and key milestone workshops with the
project partner steering committee.

What was the goal of the
public involvement program?
The goal of the public involvement program and process was
to have an informed local community and government leadership to help make decisions
regarding the recommendation
and implementation of an LPA.

The public outreach process was structured and implemented to
ensure that all relevant factors were considered, including the affected community’s concerns and issues
related to the study’s purpose and need, technology choice, alignment and engineering choices, and
preliminary environmental and social effects of the alignment and technology choices.
The goal of the public involvement program and process was to have an informed local community and
government leadership to help make decisions regarding the recommendation and implementation of an
LPA. The public and agency involvement process is open to ensure that interested parties have an
opportunity to be involved in planning. Stakeholders had an opportunity to direct, review, and comment
during key milestones in the AA process.
Several methods for engagement were used to provide multiple avenues for receiving public guidance.
Specific activities included meetings and workshops with project partner representatives, workshops with
project partner elected officials, meetings with key stakeholder groups, city and council meeting updates,
two online public meetings, and an open-house-style public meeting.
The following sections summarize the public involvement work done for the AA study. More information
is provided in Appendix H, Public Engagement and Public Meeting Summary.

6.1

Stakeholders

Several groups of stakeholders were identified for the AA study.
Project Partners. A collaborative, multijurisdictional approach was used for the Valley to Mountain AA
Study, which allowed the study team to draw from the collective knowledge and expertise of staff
members and elected officials representing the project partners. Meetings of these groups coincided
with key decision points including developing study goals and objectives, developing evaluation criteria,
initial corridor and technology screening, reviewing detailed alternatives, and recommending an LPA to
be forwarded to the Summit County and Park City Councils for adoption.
The project partner steering committee consisted of staff representatives from all of the project partners:
Summit County, Park City, UDOT, UTA, Salt Lake City Corporation, and WFRC. The steering committee
gave technical input to the study team and helped resolve technical issues in the committee members’
respective fields. The project partner steering committee unanimously agreed on the LPA
recommendation, and this LPA recommendation will eventually be advanced to the county and city
councils for adoption.
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Two workshops at the beginning of each screening process were held with the steering committee, and
invitations were extended to public policy leaders closely involved in the study. The results of those
workshops are described below. In addition, the project partners met several other times at key
milestones during the AA process.
Study Area Public. Public engagement efforts targeted citizens of Park City and Summit County,
existing Park City transit riders, people who drive S.R. 224, commuters, employers, businesses, the
Park City Chamber (including local tourism interests), developers, property owners and property
managers, trucking companies, and contractors building in the area.
Policy Leaders. Summit County Council and Park City Council members participated in two key
workshops held at the beginning of each screening process. Other policy leaders included the Summit
County Commission and mayor, the Park City mayor, state legislators (including area senators and
representatives and those who serve on the transportation interim committee), the UTA Board of
Trustees, and executive leadership of partner agencies.
Other Stakeholders. Other stakeholders interested in the study included Mountain Accord and Central
Wasatch Commission members, environmental advocacy or interest groups, active-transportation
groups (such as cycling groups), recreation interests, and resource agencies.

6.2

Project Partner and Public Participation Process

Several engagement tools were used during the course of the AA process, including several project
partner steering committee meetings, two project partner/policy leader screening workshops, two online
public meetings held during Level 1 and Level 2 screening, an open-house-style public meeting held
during Level 2 screening, and a focus group conducted prior to the LPA recommendation.

6.2.1

Level 1 Screening – Project Partner Participation

The study team, project partners, and some public policy leaders
participated in a Level 1 screening criteria workshop in September
2016. The objectives of the workshop were to:
•

Review and verify the project goals.

•

Gather input on the modal alternatives recommended to move
forward in Level 1 screening.

•

Gather input on the proposed evaluation criteria for the Level 1
screening process.

How did the project partners
participate in Level 1 screening?
The study team, project partners,
and some public policy leaders
participated in a Level 1 screening
criteria workshop.

The initial screening criteria for Level 1 technology screening were developed by the study team and
developed directly from the study goals, which flowed from the purpose of the study. The criteria were
verified in coordination with the project partner steering committee as well as elected officials during the
steering committee workshop via a dot exercise that was used to help the project partners see the
group’s immediate reactions to the proposed Level 1 screening criteria.
For the dot exercise, participants placed dots on large scroll exhibits of the proposed screening criteria
to indicate whether they were in favor of or against the proposed screening criteria. A green dot meant
that a participant agreed with the criterion and was in favor of using it for Level 1 technology screening,
a red dot meant that a participant didn’t agree with the criterion and didn’t want it used for Level 1
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screening, and a blue dot meant that a participant either needed more information about the criterion or
didn’t have a strong feeling about whether it should be used for Level 1 screening.
Photos of the dot exercise are provided below (Figure 6-1 and Figure 6-2). Based on the results of the
dot exercise and a discussion that followed the exercise, the project partners agreed to move Stops,
Land Use and Economic Effects, and Safety to Level 2 screening. The project partners agreed that
Iconic wouldn’t be used as a screening criterion at either level.
Based on the project goal and evaluation criteria recommendations from the project partners and public
policy leaders, the study team subsequently moved forward with Level 1 screening. In November 2016,
the study team and project partner steering committee together reviewed the initial results of the Level 1
screening process, approved the Purpose and Need Statement, and approved the technology options
that would be further evaluated during a public comment period.

Figure 6-1. Dot Exercise for Level 1 Screening Criteria (1 of 2)
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Figure 6-2. Dot Exercise for Level 1 Screening Criteria (2 of 2)

6.2.2

Level 1 Screening – Public Participation

As part of Level 1 screening, the study team collected public input on
the purpose and need and transit technologies that were developed in
conjunction with the project partners.

Online Public Meeting #1
To encourage participation from a wide set of stakeholders across a
large geographic area, as part of Level 1 screening, the study team
developed an online open house, which was hosted at the website
ValleyToMountainStudy.com. The online open house website
contained the following content:

How did the public participate
in Level 1 screening?
As part of Level 1 screening, the
study team collected public input
on the purpose and need and
transit technologies that were
developed in conjunction with
the project partners.

•

Background of the Valley to Mountain AA Study

•

Purpose and Need Statement with opportunities to comment on both the purpose and need

•

Technology options with opportunities to comment on each one
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The public provided input on the initial set of technology options through the online open house, which
was held from December 13, 2016, through February 1, 2017. In addition to educating the public and
asking for public opinion on the technology options, during the online open house, the study team also
presented the study’s purpose and goals and described the need for improvements in the study area.
The opportunity to comment during the online open house was advertised through the following
methods:
•

Display ads in the Park Record

•

A news article in the Park Record on December 27, 2016 (the online version of the story linked to
the online open house, generating nearly half the comments received)

•

Announcements using project partners’ communication outlets; Park City, Summit County, WFRC,
Mountainland Association of Governments, and Mountain Accord shared the link on their websites
and in their newsletters and/or social media channels (Figure 6-3)

Figure 6-3. Requests for Public Input during the Online Open House for Level 1 Screening

Screenshots of a Park Record online article (left) and a Facebook post by WFRC (right) promoting the opportunity to
comment during the online open house for Level 1 screening.

Comment Statistics
The comment period for Level 1 screening lasted from December 13, 2016, through February 1, 2017.
During the comment period, the online open house website received:
•

974 page views

•

852 sessions

•

656 unique visitors

•

137 comments

Although about half of the website visits were from Salt Lake County and half from Summit County,
Wasatch Back participants were much more likely to comment, making 69% of the comments received
(Figure 6-4).
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Figure 6-4. Comments Received by Area during
Level 1 Screening

Comments Received by Area

7% 2%
Wasatch Back
Unknown

22%
69%

Wasatch Front
Out of State

Summary of Comments on the Study’s Purpose and Need
Overall, about two-thirds of the participants in the online open house voiced some type of agreement
with the study’s Purpose and Need Statement. The remaining third were split equally between
(1) comments that were neither supportive nor nonsupportive and (2) comments that were clearly not
supportive of the Purpose and Need Statement. Nonetheless, there was strong agreement that:
•

Congestion on S.R. 224 is an issue that should be addressed (this was unanimous).

•

Whatever solution moves forward, it’s important to protect the natural resources and character of the
mountain community.

•

The proposed solution should discourage use of single-occupant vehicles.

•

Current and future growth needs to be addressed.

•

Participants were in moderately strong agreement that S.R. 224 shouldn’t be widened. However,
about 20% of participants felt very strongly that widening S.R. 224 would solve its congestion
problems.

Participants expressed a mixed reaction to:
•

Improving transit service. About two-thirds of the participants believed that better service and
better transit options would help solve issues in the study area, while one-third believed that a transit
solution wouldn’t be supported by the public or wouldn’t work.

•

Parking. While many participants felt that parking should be addressed, there were differences in
opinions on how it should be addressed. Some believed that parking options should be increased,
while others felt that parking should be disincentivized or eliminated.

•

Land use. Those who supported the land use aspect of the Purpose and Need Statement felt that
the community needs a transportation network that supports current and future development. Those
who didn’t support this aspect of the statement felt that improvements to the transportation network
would encourage more growth, which they oppose.
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Participants cited the following reasons for not supporting the Purpose and Need Statement:
•

Some felt that the study should address the broader transportation network, especially S.R. 248 and
connections from the Salt Lake Valley to Kimball Junction/Park City.

•

A few requested more-detailed information, such as what’s causing the congestion.

•

Some participants opposed additional growth in the community and felt that improvements to the
transportation system would encourage more growth.

Comments on Transit Technology Options
Participants in the online open house ranked each potential technology option on a sliding scale of 1 to
5. A rating of 1 means the technology would not fit the Purpose and Need at all; a rating of 5 means the
technology would fit very well. Averaged together, participants’ ratings were as follows:
•

Hybrid/electric BRT: 3.2

•

Rapid streetcar/LRT: 3.1

•

Aerial transit: 2.0

•

Monorail: 1.9

•

Automated guideway transit: 1.8

•

High-speed rail: 1.5

Many comments focused on making transit service more convenient and appealing; otherwise, it might
not be supported. Several participants also commented on the need to have parking options that work
with whatever technology option is selected. Hybrid/electric BRT seemed like the obvious and
economical choice to many participants. Some commenters liked its low impact, non-permanent
infrastructure requirements. Others liked that it’s scalable.
To some participants, light rail or streetcar seemed more publicly appealing than buses. They liked the
fact that light rail can run in inclement weather. Their concerns with light rail were cost and the time to
implement it.
Participants were largely split on aerial transit. Some felt that it would be a “signature item” that would
set Park City apart from other destinations and would fit in with the ski culture. Others felt that it would
affect the area’s viewshed (the natural environment that’s visible from one or more viewing points).
Some commenters felt that high-speed rail would be a better solution for connecting from Kimball
Junction to the Salt Lake Valley rather than from Kimball Junction to Park City. Several felt that the highspeed options wouldn’t fit the size and character of the community.
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Although roadway improvement options aren’t part of this AA process, many public meeting participants
commented for widening S.R. 224 and many commented against it. Also, many participants thought that
additional roadway, interchange, and traffic signal improvements were necessary, such as the following:
•

Improve the signals on S.R. 224 at Kimball Junction and I-80.

•

Build an overpass from S.R. 224 with a direct connection to I-80 (rather than signalized).

•

Consider low-cost, low-impact, and short-term solutions.

•

Address parking issues.

•

Work with employers to develop solutions for commuter traffic.

•

Tax vehicle/single-occupant use.

•

Increase police patrols and enforce traffic laws.

Comments Organized by Corridor Users
Participants in the online open house had the option to check boxes for the primary reason they use
S.R. 224. They were allowed to check more than one box. The following is a breakdown of reasons
selected by participants:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recreation
Day-to-day errands
Retail
Work
School
Other (not specified)

84%
77%
58%
58%
17%
20%

Eleven participants marked only the “recreation” box. Recreation was the only S.R. 224 use for which a
number of participants marked it as their only reason for using S.R. 224. Recreation-only users rated
BRT higher than the average participant at 4.0 compared to 3.2. Recreation-only users were the least
likely of users to report that they drive alone, although a significant number report that they do.
Otherwise their responses weren’t significantly different from those of other S.R. 224 users.
Respondents who marked “work” as one of their primary uses of S.R. 224 marked each technology
option except monorail slightly lower than the average participant. The “work” participants were more
likely to report that their primary mode of travel on S.R. 224 is to drive alone. They also reported cycling
as their primary mode slightly more frequently than other road users. Otherwise their comments were
typical compared to those of other participants.

Comments by Agreement with Purpose and Need
Participants in the online open house who made a clear comment of agreement with the Purpose and
Need Statement (such as “Yes” or “I agree”) rated all technology options slightly higher than average,
following the same pattern of preference. Otherwise their comments were typical.
Participants who made a clear comment of disagreement (such as “No” or “I disagree”) rated each
technology option much lower than average (all below 2.0 out of 5) but followed the average pattern of
preference. They were more likely than average to report driving alone as their primary mode of travel
and much less likely to report carpooling or transit as a primary mode (they ranked transit at 1.2 out of 5
compared to the average participant’s rating of 2.1). Their comments reflect that they don’t support
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transit, don’t believe others will support transit, and don’t agree with spending a large sum on
infrastructure improvements.

Summary of Public Comments during Level 1 Screening
Most participants in the online open house thought that BRT or rapid streetcar/LRT was the best
technology for S.R. 224. Congestion is widely recognized as an issue that should be addressed. Many
participants commented for widening S.R. 224 and many commented against it. Also, many participants
thought that, in addition to a transit project, additional roadway, interchange, and traffic signal
improvements were necessary.

6.2.3

Level 2 Screening – Project Partner Participation

Like during Level 1 screening, project partner input, along with
technical analysis, helped the study team develop several alternative
alignment scenarios for transit improvements on S.R. 224 between
Kimball Junction and Park City’s Old Town. Although the Level 1
screening criteria were mostly qualitative, the Level 2 screening
criteria were more quantitative and were intended to assess the
performance of the various alignment and technology alternatives
against the study goals. The basic framework from which the study
team developed the Level 2 screening criteria came from the Federal
Transit Administration’s guidance for alternatives analysis, including:

How did the project partners
participate in Level 2
screening?
Like during Level 1 screening,
project partner input, along with
technical analysis, helped the
study team develop several
alternative alignment scenarios
for transit improvements on
S.R. 224.

•

Effectiveness – the extent to which each alternative meets
established goals and objectives, including transportation and sustainability goals.

•

Impacts – the extent to which the project supports economic development, environmental or local
policy goals;

•

Cost-effectiveness – to show the trade-off between the effectiveness of an alternative and its
capital and operating costs.

•

Financial feasibility – the ability to obtain the financial resources needed to build and operate an
alternative.

•

Equity – the distribution of costs and benefits

Within the above framework, the study’s goals were used to establish the specific evaluation criteria that
would be evaluated to satisfy the study’s purpose. The Level 2 screening criteria were verified in
coordination with the project partner steering committee during a project partner steering committee
workshop in June 2017. At the June 2017 workshop, the study team and project partners not only
verified the Level 2 screening criteria but also agreed on the basic definition of three alignment runningways—that is, center-running, side-running on both sides of the road, and side-running on one side of
the road—the alignment termini, the number of stations and stops and their locations, operating plan
assumptions, and other key screening criteria assumptions.
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6.2.4

Level 2 Screening – Public Participation

Public participation for Level 2 screening was conducted in late 2017
both online and in person. The public was invited to provide input on
the alignment options through an online open house at
ValleytoMountainStudy.com or in person at the Park City Library on
December 5, 2017. The comment period for Level 2 screening lasted
from September 22 to December 12, 2017. Between the online and
in-person open houses, 374 total comments were received.

Online Public Meeting #2

How did the public participate
in Level 2 screening?
Public participation for Level 2
screening was conducted both
online and in person. Between
the online and in-person open
houses, 374 total comments
were received.

To encourage participation from a wide set of stakeholders across a
large geographic area, as part of Level 2 screening, the study team developed an online open house,
which was hosted at the website ValleyToMountainStudy.com. The online open house website was
available for review and comment between September 22, 2017, and December 12, 2017, and
contained the following content:
•

Background of the Valley to Mountain AA Study and study’s progress to date, including how
previous public input shaped the study and shaped the selection of the technology options
moving forward

•

Alignment options for the potential transit improvement

The opportunity to comment during the online open house was advertised through:
•

Display ads in the Park Record

•

A news article in the Park Record on September 27, 2017

•

Announcements using project partners’ communication outlets; Park City, Summit County, WFRC,
UTA and Mountainland Association of Governments shared the link on their websites and in their
newsletters and/or social media channels (Figure 6-5)

Figure 6-5. Requests for Public Input during the Online Open House for Level 2 Screening

Screenshots of a Park Record online article (left) and a Facebook post by WFRC (right) promoting the opportunity to
comment during the online open house for Level 2 screening.
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Comment Statistics
The comment period for Level 2 screening lasted from September 22, 2017 to December 12, 2017.
During the comment period, the online open house website received about twice as much traffic as
during the Level 1 screening public engagement process. The website received:
•
•
•
•

1,843 page views
1,699 sessions
1,385 unique visitors
368 online comments

Although about 45% of the website visits were from Salt Lake County and 55% were from Summit
County, Wasatch Back participants were much more likely to comment, making 87% of the comments
received (Figure 6-6).

Figure 6-6. Comments Received by Area during
Level 2 Screening

Open House Public Meeting
On December 5, 2017, the project partners held an open-house-style public meeting. Twenty-four
people signed in at the in-person public open house. Six hard-copy comments were received at the
meeting. All attendees who provided an address were from Summit County.

Summary of Comments on the Alignment Options
Overall, the public comments during Level 2 screening showed that 7% of participants rated all
alignments positively and 35% rated all alignments negatively. The remaining 58% had a mix of likes
and dislikes among their alignment ratings. The number of all-negative ratings suggest a notable
undercurrent of citizens who wouldn’t support a transit project on S.R. 224.
On average, the most-preferred alignment was BRT running on both sides of S.R. 224, with a rating of
2.65 on a 5-point scale (5 being the highest positive rating and 1 being the lowest). The least-preferred
alignment was west-side-running BRT. The 7% of people who rated all alignments positively most
preferred center-running BRT or LRT (Table 6-1).
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Table 6-1. Average Ratings for Alignment Options during Level 2
Screening
Ratings on a 5-point scale, with 1 as least preferred and 5 as most preferred

Average Rating from Participants Who:
Overall
Average
Rating

Alignment Option

Liked All
Alignments
(7%)

Liked No
Alignments
(35%)

Had Clear
Preferences
(58%)

Center-running BRT

4.25

1.28

2.44

2.43

Center-running LRT

4.25

1.22

2.21

2.21

Both-side-running BRT

4.17

1.33

2.64

2.65

West-side-running BRT

3.92

1.15

1.94

1.94

West-side LRT

4.21

1.15

1.96

1.96

Table cells with boldface and darker shading are the highest average ratings.

Many participants shared comments about their ratings for each alignment. Looking at the comments in
broad categories, the largest category included general comments of either support for or opposition to
each alignment. Participants’ top comments and concerns about the alignments were:
•

Safety and access issues, particularly for alignments along the side of S.R. 224. Participants were
concerned about how the alignment would affect access into resorts and pedestrian access and how
the alignments might affect the existing active transportation infrastructure (bicycle lanes and trails)
since, cycling is a big part of the community.
o

Center: Participants were concerned about pedestrian issues, since pedestrians would have to
cross lanes of traffic to get to the bus or train. Along with that, they were concerned about access
equity issues for people with disabilities. Participants commented that there is currently a lot of
traffic on S.R. 224, which would make crossing the roads dangerous, especially with the cars
traveling at high speeds.

o

Both sides: Participants were worried that cars turning could collide with the buses. They were
also worried about cyclists dodging the buses and running into other traffic on S.R. 224.
Participants were concerned about the proximity of the transit lanes to homes and paved
pedestrian and bicycle paths. They were also concerned about shoulder access for vehicle
breakdowns or emergency use.

o

West side: Participants commented about additional risks to pedestrians because pedestrians
would need to cross S.R. 224, which is four lanes wide (two lanes in each direction) and about
80 to 85 feet wide (depending on the median width), to get to the other side of the road. People
were also worried about the potential increase in accidents due to the increase in interactions
between vehicles and the bus lanes during turns.
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•

•

Traffic concerns, with participants having different views about whether the alignments would
improve, worsen, or have no effect on traffic. Participants also commented on safety concerns about
turns from side streets onto S.R. 224, if a side-running alignment is selected.
o

Center: Participants were concerned that transit passengers crossing S.R. 224 to get to the bus
would cause more interruptions in the traffic flow. Due to the lack of park-and-ride spaces, they
were skeptical that people would actually use transit, and therefore the traffic issues wouldn’t go
away. They were also concerned about the effect this alignment would have on making left turns
from S.R. 224.

o

Both sides: Participants liked that this alignment would allow transit to flow with traffic and
would make sense for passenger loading and unloading, thus interrupting traffic on S.R. 224 the
least. However, they were concerned about the effects that turn lanes at intersections would
have on other vehicles.

o

Overall, participants were more concerned about fixing the traffic signal timing at Kimball
Junction, which is outside the scope of this study.

Cost to riders, cost to build the transit solution, and cost of maintaining and operating a new route
were all of concern to participants.
o

Center: Participants preferred the flexibility of buses as well as the low maintenance cost
compared to that of trains.

o

Both sides: Participants liked this alignment because the bus lanes already exist and would
save some cost of building the transit solution.

o

West side: Participants recognized that the cost of this alignment would be higher, but they liked
that it would reduce the most traffic.

o

Overall, most participants felt that it was difficult to justify the costs of the streetcar/LRT
technology option and felt that it would create barriers to ridership. Participants preferred electric
buses instead.
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Table 6-2 lists common comments on each alternative alignment by topic.

Table 6-2. Comments on Each Alternative by Topic
Alternative 1:
Center

Alternative 2:
Both Sides

Alternative 3:
West Side

Total

Favor or oppose alignment

50

48

59

157

Safety and access issues

14

41

43

98

Traffic impacts

26

25

22

73

Cost to build, to riders, and
to operate and maintain

31

17

24

72

Neighborhood access

8

4

10

22

Community character

13

5

3

21

Resort access

6

4

10

20

New transit center

9

4

4

17

Environmental impacts

3

6

7

16

Aesthetic impacts

2

3

8

13

Right-of-way impacts

2

4

4

10

Future planning

0

3

2

5

Infrastructure design

0

0

2

2

Noise

0

1

1

2

Topic

Table cells with boldface and darker shading are the most frequently heard comment topics.

The online open house provided the opportunity for participants to view the alignments and their
expected impacts on an interactive map. The following comments are specific to the map.
•

Alignment
o

Is it possible to have the bus stop/station at Thaynes Canyon moved to Iron Horse, and then the
bus would loop back toward Bonanza Drive in the opposite direction?

o

Instead of turning onto Kearns Boulevard, then Bonanza Drive, consider turning the
LRT/streetcar line directly into the Bonanza development. It will omit one turn and avoid adding
to the traffic mess that is Kearns and its intersections. Even better, this would allow us to
construct a “welcome moment” [monument] as visitors cross the threshold into the heart of Park
City. The more we can separate visitors from traffic once in the center, the more alt[ernative]
transport will seem the norm, and the less they’ll miss their own cars.

o

Several concerns about aligning a transit facility through the S.R. 224/S.R. 248 intersection due
to existing traffic congestion.

•

Increasing transit service connectivity to the Canyons Village at Park City base area; to the Old
Town Transit Center or to Main Street; to Summit Park, Jeremy Ranch, or Pinebrook; or to the Sun
Peak and Silver Springs neighborhoods.

•

Parking. Add park-and-ride lots to the system or build a parking garage at Kimball Junction.
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•

Active transportation: Include bicycle lanes and bicycle storage lockers at intersections.

•

Transit route and stops
o

Obvious stops are transit hubs at Kimball Junction, Canyons, Bonanza Drive, and Main Street.
Consider also Peaks Hotel, as MARC [Park City Municipal Athletic and Recreation Center] is
underserved by transit. Once linked down S.R. 248, the PCSD [Park City School District]
campus is an important stop, too.

o

Transit stop on Bonanza Drive isn’t close enough to Main Street to attract riders to use this
option.

o

Not sure who wants to be dropped off at Bonanza Drive.

In addition to comments specific to the alignment options, participants made many comments on the
following themes:
•

Mode preference. Several participants took the opportunity to comment on the mode they most
preferred. Comments were nearly evenly split between support for electric buses (with very positive
comments about the current Electric Xpress bus system) and support for LRT.

•

Widening S.R. 224. Some participants believe that adding lanes to S.R. 224 is the ideal way to
alleviate traffic problems. Conversely, many don’t want the road widened at all, even for transit-only
lanes.

•

Current and future transit use. Many participants questioned whether a transit improvement was
necessary, saying that Park City residents don’t use transit now and won’t use it in the future,
regardless of the option selected. Participants who aren’t currently transit riders and who don’t know
any riders did not understand the demand for transit.

•

Growth. Several participants felt that, rather than addressing transportation issues, the City or
County should limit residential and business growth. They saw transportation and transit projects as
encouraging more growth, which they felt threatens the character of their community.

Finally, participants had several ideas for solving transportation and traffic issues beyond the alignment
options presented (and many were beyond the scope of this study).
•

Different transit modes such as aerial transit, driverless vans, elevated MAGLEV, or hybrid dieselelectric bus.

•

Infrastructure improvements
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Constructing elevated or tunneled lanes or elevated cross-streets
Adding HOV lanes
Improving the I-80 interchange
Lengthening turn lanes
Restricting vehicle access or implementing tolling
Narrowing or reducing travel lanes on S.R. 224
Improving parking (especially at Kimball Junction)
Developing a new road into Park City (an alternative to S.R. 224 and S.R. 248) or new routes
through neighborhoods
Improving traffic signals
Building a pedestrian walkway on S.R. 248
Adding a dedicated Uber lot
Constructing an interchange at Canyons Village at Park City
Adding lanes for self-driving cars
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•

Policy or behavior changes including increased enforcement of traffic laws, mandating transit use,
building more affordable housing, lowering the speed limit, and implementing a public education
program to encourage other forms of travel besides single-occupant-vehicle trips.

•

Partnership. Several participants suggested that the transit solution should involve partnership with
the tourism industry, such as policies reducing the number of car rentals, developing tourism
services that allow more guests to not use a car, requiring ski resorts to be responsible for their
patrons’ transportation, and allowing resort and tourism shuttles to use the transit-only lanes.

Focus Group
As part of encouraging public participation during Level 2 screening, Park City and Summit County held
a small-group discussion (focus group) with community members on April 5, 2018. The discussion was
meant to help the City and County better understand public sentiment toward the AA process and transit
in general and help plan for the next phase of study for transit on S.R. 224 and for long-term
transportation in the community. A wide variety of backgrounds were represented by the focus group
participants, including a resident of Jeremy Ranch who’s a daily transit rider, an Old Town resident and
business owner who never uses transit, a representative of the Park City Convention and Visitors
Bureau who uses transit for special events, an employee of Park City Mountain Resort who’s an
occasional transit rider, a local real estate agent who isn’t a transit rider, and an employee of Summit
Water Distribution Company who also doesn’t use transit.
The focus group had neutral to negative feelings about S.R. 224 itself. Traffic mobility wasn’t a large
concern for this group, though they acknowledged that it frustrates other drivers and transit users.
Although not all participants are transit riders, they were all fairly aware of Park City’s transit service and
felt that it was well-used by others, including Park City visitors. Like the public who commented during
the AA process, participants have positive perceptions of the Electric Xpress bus service. The focus
group felt that the frequency of the Electric Xpress (every 10 minutes) was the most important point for
transit riders, although the community also likes the sustainability of using electric buses.
Participants felt that nonriders are persuaded to use public transportation by trying transit and
experiencing the benefits of lower stress and greater health. They also noted that, generationally, the
older population is more invested in driving personal vehicles, but younger generations seem to be more
open to transit and less attached to cars. Practicality is also an issue, such as the time required to ride or
the convenience of transit stop locations.
According to the focus group participants, transit has a role in the community and works in harmony with
other modes such as walking, cycling, and driving. It serves as a nice visitor amenity. During special
events, it serves a very important role in handling the influx of people. Participants said that transit will
become even more important in the future as the area regionalizes and continues to grow. We need to
begin planning for more transit now, but also keep an eye on transportation innovations, like
autonomous vehicles. The group feels that it’s important to consider transit options that will be flexible
and provide for optionality in the future.
Some residents might resist transit because they came to Park City for a small-town experience and
view transit as something better suited for a larger city. They see Park City as a small, rural town where
people can drive their own vehicles to get around, but the participants agree that “we have to
accommodate traffic.”
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Focus group participants feel that the current transit system is terrific and that frequency of service is
key. The system needs to accommodate both visitors and residents conveniently. The community
recently supported the local-option sales tax for transportation, and participants feel that community
members still support transportation.
Focus group participants had many of the same questions as the general public about the alignments
presented during Phase I of the AA, including the following:
•

Will it be safe to cross S.R. 224 with the center-running alignment?

•

How will bicycle lanes be affected?

•

Will the center turn lane be removed?

•

Where will riders park? (Similar to public comments during Phase I of the AA, parking came up as a
transportation issue a few times during the focus group discussion.)

•

Do the alignments require widening S.R. 224?

•

Could a BRT lane be repurposed if BRT doesn’t work out or if transportation needs change?

•

Are the City and County looking at the transportation system regionally or just focusing on S.R. 224?

A full report regarding the focus group is included in Appendix H, Public Engagement and Public
Meeting Summary.

Summary of Public Comments during Level 2 Screening
Participants’ comments don’t show strong consensus for one alignment option over another, although
the both-side-running alignment received the highest overall rating and the west-side alignment was
clearly the least preferred.
The public had many questions that will likely be answered in the next phase of the study. They’d like to
better understand how the transit system would integrate with pedestrians, cyclists, and vehicle traffic.
They wanted to understand how the mode technology works, including how and where stations and
stops would be placed. They had questions about how bicycles or ski and snowboard equipment would
be accommodated on the buses or train cars. Several wanted to better understand the reasons for
locating the new transit center at Bonanza Drive and Kearns Boulevard.
In order to support a transit project, many residents need more understanding of how transit helps
achieve their interests of maintaining community character, supporting the active transportation network,
and reducing traffic congestion. They might appreciate learning how transit fits into the broader
transportation network of the city and county, and hearing about long-term plans for connectivity to Salt
Lake City and other locations.

6.2.5

Overall Public Participation Conclusions

Through the course of the public outreach process, more than 500 individual public comments were
received. Not everyone expressed a technology or alignment preference, but the vast majority of the
respondents who did prefer a technology option preferred BRT. Similarly, although there wasn’t a clear
consensus for one alignment option over another, the both-side-running alignment received the highest
rating from the public. It’s important to note that these findings mirror the result that emerged from the
screening process conducted by the study team—BRT running on both sides of S.R. 224. In addition,
most respondents supported transit improvements in general and felt that transit and general
transportation improvements needed to be considered regionally, not just on S.R. 224. However,
commenters unanimously supported the need to reduce congestion on S.R. 224 and improve parking
issues in the study area. Public outreach will continue through the next phases of this study.
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Locally Preferred Alternative Recommendation

Based on the results of the final screening evaluation, the study team
and project partners recommend that Alternative 2: Side-Running
Transit (Both Sides) with BRT be identified as the LPA. Alternative 2
is recommended as the LPA because it best meets the study’s
purpose and goals while optimizing the existing Route 10, White
Electric Xpress bus service into high-capacity transit by allowing it to
operate exclusively in a dedicated busway on S.R. 224.

What is the Locally Preferred
Alternative?
Based on the results of the final
screening evaluation, the study
team and project partners
recommend that Alternative 2:
Side-Running Transit (Both
Sides) with BRT be identified as
the LPA.

Alternative 2: Side-Running Transit (Both Sides) with BRT would
improve reliability compared to the existing bus service because it
would run in an exclusive busway for the entire 6-mile length of S.R.
224. Because the BRT buses wouldn’t be forced to mix with other vehicle traffic, travel time, passenger
throughput, reliability, and attractiveness of the transit facility would improve. Because the buses would
no longer operate in the shoulders of S.R. 224, safety for buses, other vehicles, and cyclists would also
improve. Alternative 2 supports local and regional transportation plans for a long-term express transit
service strategy on S.R. 224 and offers a strategy that can evolve over time.
In addition, compared to the other transit alternatives analyzed in this AA report, Alternative 2:
•

Has the lowest capital and O&M costs of all alternatives

•

Has the lowest cost per user of all alternatives

•

Provides optimal service characteristics in terms of transit operations—it can serve park-and-ride
access points, can accommodate other modes and services operating in the transit lanes, and would
provide direct access to all destinations served

•

Takes the existing Electric Xpress bus service on S.R. 224, which currently runs partly in the
shoulders, and legitimizes the route with true transit operating lanes and full-width shoulders,
thereby improving bus travel times and making buses more competitive with automobiles while
retaining a similar streetscape to what currently exists

•

Has the fewest environmental impacts of all alternatives

•

Has the fewest direct impacts to structures and both impacts likely can be avoided during final
design

•

Received the most community support

•

Can be expanded to serve destinations such as future park-and-ride lots and other roads in the Park
City Transit service area
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A “No Action” Alternative wasn’t analyzed in this report, but such a No Action Alternative would consist
of the Route 10 bus service as it currently exists as an informal shoulder-running system. The No Action
Alternative would continue to have the following limitations:
•

Lack of reliability due to a lack of continuity (that is, the bus doesn’t run in the shoulders for its entire
route)

•

Lack of improved transit travel time on S.R. 224, since the bus would still run in mixed-flow traffic for
a large portion of its trip

•

Lack of clear zones

•

A disabled vehicle on the shoulder requires buses to re-enter the adjacent general-purpose traffic
lane to pass the disabled vehicle

•

Lack of increased person-throughput capacity on S.R. 224 during peak periods (daily peak periods,
weekends, seasonal traffic, and special events)

•

No opportunity to increase the attractiveness of transit by separating transit vehicles from other
traffic all day over the full length of S.R. 224

•

Doesn’t fully support local and regional transportation plans for a long-term express transit service
strategy on S.R. 224
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APPENDIX A
Preliminary Ridership Forecasting Memorandum

MEMORANDUM

Date:

9/26/2017

To:
From:

Kyle Cook, PE, and Richard Brockmyer, AICP, Fehr & Peers

Subject:

Valley to Mountain Transit Ridership Forecasting Methodology and Results
UT16-2022

The purpose of this memo is to summarize the transit ridership forecasting methodology and
subsequent results developed for the Valley to Mountain Alternatives Analysis. Based on the
analysis, it is estimated that opening year (2020) average daily ridership for the project would be
approximately 540 to 1,100. Future 2040 average daily ridership is forecasted to be approximately
850 to 1,750. However, peak potential ridership could be significantly higher due to seasonality and
special event trip generation.
Alternatives
Three alternatives were selected for ridership analysis




Alternative 1: Center Running Transit
Alternative 2: Side Running Transit (Directional Lanes Provided on Each Side of SR-224)
Alternative 3: Side Running Transit (Both Lanes Provided on the West/South of SR-224)

For each alternative, two different modes were analyzed – Light Rail (LRT) and Bus Rapid Transit
(BRT). Each alternative assumed 15 minute headway transit service along the corridor. Each
alternative assumed that the route would operate between the Kimball Junction Transit Center
located at 1899 West Ute Boulevard and the intersection of Bonanza Drive and Munchkin Road.
Stations were assumed at the following locations.







Kimball Junction Transit Center
SR-224 / Newpark Boulevard
SR-224 / Cutter Lane
SR-224 / Canyons Resort Drive
SR-224 / Thaynes Canyon Drive
Bonanza Drive / Munchkin Road
2180 South 1300 East | Suite 220 | Salt Lake City, UT 84106 | (801) 463-7600 | Fax (801) 486-4638
www.fehrandpeers.com
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Two methodologies were used to analyze the alternatives and different modes. The first utilized
trip tables generated from the Mountain Accord Travel Demand model. The second used a transit
elasticity based approach based on TCRP Report 118: Bus rapid Transit Practitioner’s Guide.
Trip Table Methodology
The Mountain Accord travel demand model was developed as part of the Mountain Accord project.
Model development began in 2013 and was completed in 2014. The model includes the WFRC/MAG
regional travel demand model, but Fehr & Peers expanded the geography of the model by 25% to
include areas east, including Park City and Summit County. Model enhancements that are sensitive
to recreation travel by both residents and visitors were also made, including seasonality. Numerous
data sources were used in the development of the model beyond using household trend survey
data. These included recreation intercept surveys, parking utilization data, and cellular phone-based
origin-destination data. Full model development documentation is provided in the appendix of this
memorandum.
While a separate Summit County model is currently under development, it is not yet calibrated and
therefore cannot be used for this study. Yet, there are corresponding updated socio-economic data
projections that could be integrated into the Mountain Accord model. The new Summit County
model has a slightly different traffic analysis zone (TAZ) structure than the Mountain Accord model.
However, utilizing ArcGIS, the updated socio-economic data was converted to the Mountain Accord
model TAZ structure. For the purposes of this analysis both the original Mountain Model and one
updated with the socio-economic data set for Summit County were.
Future year 2040 winter weekday model outputs were used to assess travel demand along the
corridor. TAZs along the corridor were combined into seven area zones to estimate trip demand
(see Figure 1). Tables 1 and 2 summarize the trip origin/destinations by zone.
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Figure 1: TAZ District Zones Used in Trip Table Analysis
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Table 1: Mountain Accord with Original Socio-Economic Data Zone Trip Table
Kimball
Junction
Stations
Kimball
Junction
Stations

Cutter
Lane
Station

Canyons
Station

Park Ave
Station

Bonanza
Station

PCMR

Old Town
Transit
Center Area

1,612

529

222

206

197

239

1,554

423

396

438

425

196

180

176

168

1,095

871

724

1,550

1,245

Cutter
Lane
Station

3,240

Canyons
Station

641

1,063

Park Ave
Station

224

192

153

Bonanza
Station

208

174

141

1,096

PCMR

195

150

124

772

1,365

Old
Town
Transit
Center
Area

231

145

111

603

1,026

2,570

2,259
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Table 2: Mountain Accord with Updated Socio-Economic Data Zone Trip Table
Kimball
Junction
Stations
Kimball
Junction
Stations

Cutter
Lane
Station

Canyons
Station

Park Ave
Station

Bonanza
Station

PCMR

Old
Town
Transit
Center
Area

1,314

693

210

177

183

169

1,927

372

319

389

262

232

189

196

138

1,073

906

563

1,577

941

Cutter
Lane
Station

2,654

Canyons
Station

777

1,054

Park Ave
Station

227

157

204

Bonanza
Station

204

134

177

1,127

PCMR

193

115

153

776

1,252

Old
Town
Transit
Center
Area

177

86

104

467

736

1,879

1,697

In total the forecast shows between 26,179 and 29,129 trips between the zones analyzed, the
average of which is 27,654. However zones 7 (PCMR), and 8 (Old Town Transit Center Area)
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represent TAZs that are located just south of the proposed study alignment. These were included
in the analysis to demonstrate potential ridership benefits by providing service further south or
providing robust first/last mile connections to these areas and serve as the high-end of the ridership
forecast range.
Tables 3 and 4 summarize the results of isolating the zones that would be served by the proposed
study alignment.

Table 3: Mountain Accord with Original Socio-Economic Station Area Zone Trip Table
Kimball
Junction
Stations
Kimball
Junction
Stations

Cutter
Lane
Station

Canyons Station

Park Ave Station

Bonanza Station

1,612

529

222

206

1,554

423

396

196

180

Cutter
Lane
Station

3,240

Canyons
Station

641

1,063

Park Ave
Station

224

192

153

Bonanza
Station

208

174

141

1,095

1,096
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Table 4: Mountain Accord with Updated Socio-Economic Station Area Zone Trip Table
Kimball
Junction
Stations
Kimball
Junction
Stations

Cutter
Lane
Station

Canyons Station

Park Ave Station

Bonanza Station

1,314

693

210

177

1,927

372

319

232

189

Cutter
Lane
Station

2,654

Canyons
Station

777

1054

Park
Ave
Station

227

157

204

Bonanza
Station

204

134

177

1,073

1,127

In total the forecast shows between 13,221 and 13,545 trips in these zone sets. The average of which
is 13,383 trips. This serves as the low-end of the ridership forecast range.
While this provides a forecast of total trips along the corridor, it does not provide a forecasted
ridership estimate. All of these trips could be candidates for transit, but it is unreasonable to assume
that 100% of these trips would be made utilizing the project. The Park City and Summit County
Short Range Transit Development Plan states that the current transit mode split is 3.34% and peak
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mode share is 4.90%1. Mode share could potentially be higher on this specific corridor due to the
unique nature of the proposed service. Therefore, a mode share of 5.79% was assumed.
Additionally, it was assumed that there could be a 10% increase in to reflect transfers onto a trunk
line from feeder bus services. The following calculations summarizes each assumptions additive
impact.
Low End Calculation
13,383 Trips x 5.79% mode share = 775
775 + (775 x 10%) = 852
Final 2040 Low End Forecast Used = 850
High End Calculation
27,654 Trips x 5.79% mode share = 1,601
1601 + (1601 x 10%) = 1,761
Final 2040 High End Forecast Used = 1,760
These forecasts reflect base conditions. However, the day of week, season and special events can
all have significant effects on Park City transit ridership. Historic ridership data suggests that
weekend ridership can add 18% to total Automatic Passenger County (APC) counts. Winter
operations have 65% higher APC counts, and special events have 125% higher (APC) counts. Added
to the base core ridership suggests that the peak potential ridership is between 2,600 and 5,400
daily riders (see Figure 2).

1

KFH Group Inc., Park City and Summit County Short Range Transit Development Plan Draft Final Report,
July 2016.
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Figure 2: 2040 Ridership Layers

To develop opening year forecasts for 2020 the 2040 forecasts were reduced by 1.8% per year. This
reduction rate was developed by comparing the number of trip ends at station areas in the 2040
model run with the trip ends from a baseline 2011 model run. Table 5 summarizes the calculation.
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Table 5: Station Area Trip Ends Annual Growth Rate
Model Year

Trip Ends at Planned Station Area TAZs

2011

8,817

2040

13,545

% Growth

54%

Annual % Growth

1.8%

The annual growth rate was then used to back out 20 years of growth to arrive at a 2020 forecast.
Figure 3 summarizes the 2020 opening year forecast, including the peak potential ridership based
on the day of week, season and special events.
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Figure 3: 2020 Ridership Layers

Based on the methodology, base opening day ridership is forecasted to be between 540 and 1,110.
Future 2040 base ridership is forecasted to be between 850 and 1,760.
Elasticity Methodology
An elasticity based approach was also used to forecast opening year ridership. This type of approach
is documented in detail in the Transit Cooperative Research Program (TCRP) Report 118: Bus Rapid
Transit Practitioner’s Guide.
For this analysis transit passenger origin/destination pairs from the 2011 Park City/Summit County
Short Range Transit Development Plan were used to identify existing ridership patterns along the
corridor (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Passenger Trips by Origin/Destination Pairs on County Routes

It should be noted that the Park City zone includes a very large area, well beyond where the
proposed transit alternatives would terminate. To account for this two base ridership figures were
used; one that included only half of the Park City trips that would be served by a system that
terminates at Bonanza Drive and Munchkin Road and a second that assumed all trips could be
served. Neither of these included internal Park City to Park City trips since the proposed service
would provide little service within the Park City zone. Tables 6 and 7 summarize the zone to zone
origin/destinations.
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Table 6: Low End Existing Transit O/D Trips
Districts
Kimball
224 corridor

Kimball

224 corridor
30

Canyons Park City
170

340

20

30

canyons

380

Park City
TOTAL

970
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Table 7: High Existing Transit O/D Trips
Districts
Kimball
224 corridor

Kimball

224 corridor
30

Canyons

Park City

170

680

20

60

Canyons

760

Park City
TOTAL

1,720

A transit service elasticity approach uses the percentage change in ridership resulting from each
1% change in transit service and the observed percentage change in ridership2. Elasticity factors
for travel time and service frequency were used based on elasticity factors cited in TCRP Report
118. Table 8 summarizes the elasticities used.

2

Understanding Transport Demands and Elasticities: How Prices and Other Factors Affect Travel Behavior,
Victoria Transport Policy Institute, Todd Litman, February 2017.
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Table 8: Transit Service Elasticities
Service Factor
Travel Time Improvement
Increase in Service Frequency

Elasticity
-.04
.04

To determine the existing transit travel time the Pink Line route schedule was used to estimate the
average end-to-end travel time between Kimball Junction and the SR-224 / SR-248 intersection.
The schedule suggested a travel time of approximately 25 minutes.
To estimate future travel times for rail alternatives, the Wasatch Front/Mountainland Association of
Government Travel Demand Model rail speed calculator was used. The proposed route was broken
out into six segments. The distance, cruise speed, number of signals, track bends,
acceleration/deceleration, and dwell time at stations were used to determine the average speed
and number of minutes needed to traverse the route. A similar methodology was used to estimate
BRT speeds by segment, however, changes in acceleration/deceleration speeds were made to
reflect different technology. In addition, it was assumed that a BRT would have more delay
associated with traffic signals. The results were similar. It was assumed that end-to-end travel time
for a light rail system would be approximately 15 minutes, while the end-to-end travel time for a
BRT system would be approximately 16 minutes.
A Midpoint (Linear) Arc Elasticity calculation was used to estimate ridership changes from these
reductions in travel time. Table 9 summarizes the results of these calculations.

Recipient Name
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Table 9: Travel Time Elasticity Calculation Results

Base Ridership

Travel Time Reduction
Ridership Estimate

Net New Riders

LRT (Low)

970

1,186

216

LRT (High)

1,720

2,102

382

BRT (Low)

970

1,154

184

BRT (High)

1,720

2,046

326

Alternative

The existing headway of the Pink Line route is every 20 minutes, or 3 buses per hour in each
direction. It was assumed that a minimum headway for all alternative would be to provide 15 minute
headways along the corridor, or 4 buses per hour in each direction. As before, Midpoint (Linear) Arc
Elasticity calculation was used to estimate ridership changes from this increase in buses per hour.
Table 10 summarizes the results of these calculations.

Recipient Name
Date
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Table 10: Service Frequency Elasticity Calculation Results

Base Ridership

Travel Time Reduction
Ridership Estimate

Net New Riders

LRT (Low)

970

1,088

118

LRT (High)

1,720

1,928

208

BRT (Low)

970

1,088

118

BRT (High)

1,720

1,928

208

Alternative

TCRP Report 118 states that a complete BRT system could also increase the base ridership up to
25% more than that obtained from elasticity computations based on the following features:

Recipient Name
Date
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Table 11: BRT Features
Feature

Description

Percentage

Running Ways

Grade separated

5%

Stations

Unique design, illuminated, security phones, climate
controlled, include passenger amenities and services

3.75%

Vehicles

Unique design, wide multi-door configuration, lowfloor or high platform boarding

3.75%

Service Patterns

All day service span, high-frequency service, clear and
simple pattern, off-vehicle fare collection

3.75%

ITS Applications

Passenger information at stops, passenger information
on vehicles

2.5%

Branding

Vehicle and stations are branded, brochures/schedules
are branded

2.5%

Synergy between Components

3.75%
TOTAL

25%

For the purpose of this analysis it was assumed that a light rail system would also achieve similar
ridership benefits based on these components. Therefore, each alternative was assumed to achieve
a 25% increase in ridership.
Ultimately the elasticity forecast approach estimates an opening year ridership number between
1,600 and 2,800 depending on the mode and assumed base ridership. Table 12 summarizes the
results of the analysis.
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Table 12: Transit Elasticity Final Calculation Results

Base
Ridership

Net New
Riders from
Travel Time
Reduction

Net New
Riders from
Increase in
Buses per
Hour

Additional
Riders
Generated
by Other
Features

Final
Estimate
(rounded)

LRT (Low)

970

216

118

243

1,600

LRT (High)

1,720

382

208

430

2,800

BRT (Low)

970

184

118

243

1,600

BRT (High)

1,720

326

208

430

2,700

Alternative

Conclusion
Based on these two methodologies, a reasonable forecasts for a transit alternatives along the SR224 corridor is between 540 and 1,100 riders per day in the opening year (2020). Future forecasts
suggest that this could grow to between 850 to 1,750 riders per day in 2040. While these represent
base ridership forecasts, it is important to note that the day of week, season, and special events
clearly have a measurable impact on transit utilization. Therefore, peak potential ridership is
potentially higher than these base estimates; between 670 and 1,390 in the opening year and 1,070
and 2,200 in 2040.
While an elasticity based approach suggests that opening year ridership could potentially be higher,
as much as 2,800, this assumes that the service could capture all of existing transit passenger trips
generated along the corridor and into Park City - including trips that travel further south that would
not be served by any of the alternatives evaluated. (Park City Mountain Resort, Old Town Park City)
Both analyses suggest that there is a considerable transit demand market further south than the
contemplated terminus of Bonanza Drive and Munchkin Road. While obtaining right-of-way to
provide dedicated transit lanes/rail alignments to this area would be challenging, particularly in Old
Town Park City, not providing direct service to this area reduces the potential ridership market.
As a final note, the White Electric Express, a new service which provides limited stop 10 minute
headway service between the Kimball Junction Transit Center and the Old Town Transit Center has

Recipient Name
Date
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an average weekday boarding of approximately 9603. Roughly 22% of the boardings and 39%
percent of the alightings occur at the Old Town Transit Center further demonstrating the
importance of areas to the south in the ridership market.

3

Based on ridership data provided by Park City for July 2017
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INTRODUCTION

Valley to Mountain Alternatives Analysis

Funding vs. Financing
Funding

The resources used to pay for capital costs, operating and
maintenance costs, and debt service
(e.g., direct funding from federal, state, and local governments,
transit operators, and other cash contributions)

Financing Borrowing and other strategies used to pay for project capital
costs over time
(e.g., bonds, Transportation Infrastructure Finance and
Innovation Act (TIFIA) loans, State Infrastructure Bank (SIB)
loans, and other debt instruments)

Valley to Mountain Alternatives Analysis

How are innovative transit projects funded across the country?
• Largest federal funding sources:
• Capital Investment Grant Program (New Starts / Small Starts)
• Federal Transit Administration (FTA) Formula Funds
• Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Formula Funds
• Transportation Investment Generating Economic Recovery (TIGER) Grant Program
• Other Federal Funds

• Matching funds:
• State Sources
• Local Sources
• Value Capture
• Public-Private Partnerships (P3s)

Valley to Mountain Alternatives Analysis

How are innovative transit projects funded across the country?

Summary of Project Financial Strategy Examples

Source

Example
Projects

Min
Share

Max
Share

Federal

13/24

17%

80%

State

5/24

6%

83%

Regional/Local

12/24

4%

54%

Value Capture

6/24

5%

33%

Public-Private Partnerships (P3s)

14/24

6%

100%

Valley to Mountain Alternatives Analysis

FINANCIAL STRATEGY
EXAMPLES
Hybrid / Electric BRT

Valley to Mountain Alternatives Analysis

VelociRFTA
Roaring Fork Valley, CO

Sources
Local Sales Tax
Small Starts Grant
TOTAL SOURCES
Note: Totals may not sum due to rounding.

$M

%

21.2
25.0
46.2

46%
54%
100%

Quick Facts:
• 38.8-mile, 9-station BRT line
• $46.2 million
• Opened in 2013
• 1st rural BRT system in the US
• Successful sales tax referendum in 2008
•

Approved 4/10th cent regional sales tax increase
and $44.55 million in bonding authority for the
BRT line and other capital projects

• O&M costs funded by local sales tax

revenues, Section 5311 funds, fare revenues,
service contract income, vehicle registration
fees, investment income, and rental income

Lincoln Line
Reno / Sparks, NV

Sources
FHWA CMAQ Funds
Small Starts Grant
FHWA Surface Transportation Program Funds
RTC Fuel and Sales Taxes
TIGER Grant
TOTAL SOURCES
Note: Totals may not sum due to rounding.

$M

%

5.3
6.5
11.8
13.0
16.0
52.6

10%
12%
22%
25%
30%
100%

Quick Facts:
• 3.6-mile, 8-station BRT line
• $52.6 million
• Electric buses and charging stations
• Nation’s 1st all-electric BRT service
• Revenue service anticipated in early 2019
• Received $16 million TIGER grant
• Received $6.5 million in Small Starts funds
• 74% Federal funding

Red Line – Phase 1
Indianapolis, IN

Sources
TIGER Grant
Department of Public Works
Downtown Tax Increment Financing District
INDY GO Capital Reserve
Small Starts Grant
TOTAL SOURCES
Note: Totals may not sum due to rounding.

$M

%

2.0
6.0
6.0
7.3
75.0
96.3

2%
6%
6%
8%
78%
100%

Quick Facts:
• 13.5-mile, 28-station BRT line
• $96.3 million
• Revenue service anticipated in early 2019
• Received $2.0 million TIGER grant
• Received $75 million in Small Starts funds
• 80% Federal funding

Albuquerque Rapid Transit (ART)
Albuquerque, NM

Sources
GO Bonds: Broadband
Other Local Funds
Transportation Infrastructure Tax
FHWA Funds
Revenue / GO Bonds
Other FTA Funds
Small Starts Grant
TOTAL SOURCES
Note: Totals may not sum due to rounding.

$M

%

1.0
3.3
6.4
12.1
16.0
19.9
75.0
133.7

0.7%
2%
5%
9%
12%
15%
56%
100%

Quick Facts:
• 8.8-mile, 19-station BRT line
• $133.7 million
• Revenue service anticipated in 2018
• Received $75 million in Small Starts funds
• Reprogrammed Other FTA and FHWA Funds
• Partnered with the City’s Broadband Program
• 80% Federal funding

HealthLine
Cleveland, OH

Sources
FTA Rail Modernization
City of Cleveland
NOACA
GCRTA
Ohio Transportation Review Advisory Council
New Starts Grant
TOTAL SOURCES
Note: Totals may not sum due to rounding.

$M

%

0.6
8.0
10.0
17.6
50.0
82.8
168.4

0.4%
5%
6%
10%
30%
49%
100%

Quick Facts:
• 7.1-mile BRT facility; 2.3-mile bus-oriented
street improvements
• $168.4 million
• Opened in 2008
• Hybrid electric fleet
• First BRT New Starts project (2004 FFGA)
•

Shaped policy for Small Starts and Very Small Starts
programs

• First US transit naming rights arrangement
•
•

Purchased by Cleveland Clinic and University Hospitals,
two major locations served along the corridor
Offset annual O&M costs over 25 years

FINANCIAL STRATEGY
EXAMPLES
Rapid Streetcar / LRT
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Oak Cliff Streetcar
Dallas, TX

Sources
Local Funds
DART Love Field Balance Transfer
RTA Local Funds
TIGER Grant
TOTAL SOURCES
Note: Totals may not sum due to rounding.

$M

%

8.3
9.0
13.6
26.0
56.9

15%
16%
24%
46%
100%

Quick Facts:
• 1.6-mile streetcar starter system
• $56.9 million
• Off-wire (Battery Onboard Energy Storage
System) Technology
• Awarded TIGER Grant in 2010
• Opened to revenue service in 2015

Atlanta Streetcar
Atlanta, GA

Sources
Atlanta Downtown Improvement District (ADID)
Atlanta Regional Commission Livable Centers
Initiative Program
Atlanta Recovery Zone Bond funds and Department
of Watershed Management Clean Water Program
TIGER Grant
TOTAL SOURCES
Note: Totals may not sum due to rounding.

$M

%

6.0

6%

6.5

7%

32.6
47.6
92.7

35%
51%
100%

Quick Facts:
• 2.7-mile downtown streetcar loop
• $92.7 million
• Awarded TIGER Grant in 2010
• Opened to revenue service in 2014
• ADID revenue generated from a special
assessment on commercial property in the
district
•

5 cents per $1,000 of assessed value on 200 city block

• O&M costs funded by fare box revenue,

advertising, ADID, City car rental and hotel
motel tax, and federal funds

Atlanta BeltLine
Atlanta, GA
• Ambitious urban transportation and

redevelopment project
• Network of public parks, multi-use trails,
and transit re-using 22-miles of historic
railroad corridors, connecting 45
neighborhoods

Atlanta BeltLine
Atlanta, GA

Quick Facts:
• Seeking FTA funding; phased development
•

Assuming 50% New Starts share of transit project costs

• Property tax increment from the BeltLine Tax

Sources
Unidentified Funds
Local Funding for Parks (est.)
Private Funds (est.)
Federal, State, or Local Funds for Streetscapes (est.)
Federal Funds, including New Starts Grant (est.)
Tax Allocation District Revenues
TOTAL SOURCES

$M

%

891.0
157.0
275.0
343.0
1,272.0
1,455.0
4,393.0

20%
4%
6%
8%
29%
33%
100%

Note: Shows estimated funding for park, trail, and transit elements. Totals may not sum due
to rounding.

Allocation District (TAD) captures property tax
increment
•

Differs from other Atlanta TADs by allocating 100% of
increment to BeltLine

• Assessment district revenues support O&M

Los Angeles Streetcar
Los Angeles, CA
• Community Facilities District (CFD)
• Approved by 73 percent of voters

within the Downtown Streetcar area
• May provide up to $85 million
• Tiered annual assessment (30-years)
on all properties within zone
• Example: 10,000 s.f. parcel will be taxed
• $4,490 located directly on line
• $3,640 located one to two blocks from line
• $1,730 located three blocks from line

Quick Facts:
• $282 million streetcar line
• Seeking up to $100M Small Starts funds
• Working with Metro to support sales tax
funding in November 2016 ballot initiative
• Studying feasibility of P3
• City Council approved $295 million to fund
streetcar operations for 30 years

Q Line
Detroit, MI

Sources
Interest/Other Sources
New Market Tax Credit Proceeds
Detroit Downtown Development Authority
State of Michigan Grants
Quicken Loans Naming Rights and Sponsorship
TIGER Grants
Private Sponsorships and Donations

TOTAL SOURCES
Note: Totals may not sum due to rounding.

$M
0.3
8.0
9.0
10.0
10.0
37.2
104.9
179.4

%
0.2%
4%
5%
6%
6%
21%
58%
100%

Quick Facts:
• 3.3-mile circulating streetcar line; 60% offwire/battery powered
• $180 million
• Construction began July 2014
• Revenue service anticipated in early 2017
• Private sector and philanthropic leaders
created non-profit organization (M-1 RAIL) in
2007 to advance the streetcar
• Approximately 64 percent of project funds
were private funding from corporations,
foundations, and hospitals
•

Quicken Loans donated $10M for naming rights of the line
and station sponsorship

• Set aside $24M for 10 years of O&M, including

farebox revenues, grants, advertising, and
naming rights funds

Q Line
Detroit, MI
Organization
Kresge Foundation
Quicken Loans
Penske Corp.
MEDC
Ilitch Holdings Inc.
Ford Foundation
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan
Chrysler Foundation
Detroit Medical Center
General Motors Co.
Henry Ford Health System
Wayne State University
Wayne County
Ford Motor Co.
DTE Energy Services Contract
Compuware Corp.
J.P. Morgan Chase
Hudson-Weber Foundation
Bank of America
Ford Motor Co. Fund
TOTAL

Total
Commitment
($M)
49.6
10.0
7.0
7.0
6.0
4.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
2.9
1.5
1.5
1.0
0.3
0.1
114.9

Purple Line
Montgomery and Prince George’s Counties, MD

Sources
P3 Concessionaire Funds and Private Equity
Maryland Transportation Trust Fund (TTF)
TIFIA Loan Backed by Maryland TTF
New Starts Grant
TOTAL SOURCES
Note: Totals may not sum due to rounding.

$M

%

189.7
484.0
874.6
900.0
2,448.2

8%
20%
36%
37%
100%

Quick Facts:
• 16.2-mile LRT line connecting to the Red,
Green, and Orange lines of the Washington
DC Metrorail system
• $2.4 billion
• Award of FFGA anticipated in 2016
• Revenue service anticipated in FY 2021

FINANCIAL STRATEGY
EXAMPLES
Aerial Transit
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Portland Aerial Tram
Portland, OR

Sources
City of Portland
Local Improvement District
Oregon Health and Science University (OHSU)
TOTAL SOURCES
Note: Totals may not sum due to rounding.

$M

%

2.0
8.5
46.5
57.0

4%
15%
82%
100%

Quick Facts:
• Aerial, 2-station tram from South Waterfront to
Marquam Hill
• $57.0 million
• Opened in 2006
• Primarily serves Oregon Health and Science
University (OHSU)
• $1.7 million/year O&M costs are split between
OHSU and the City based ridership
•

OHSU pays for OHSU rides

Jackson Hole Tramway
Jackson Hole, WY

Sources
Private Funds
TOTAL SOURCES
Note: Totals may not sum due to rounding.

$M

%

31.0
31.0

100%
100%

Quick Facts:
• $31 million, 100-passenger tramway
• 4,139 vertical feet (9 minutes)
• Replaced iconic “Big Red” aerial tram
• Opened in 2008
• Fully-funded by the resort

Telluride Gondola
Telluride, CO

Sources
Towns of Telluride and Mountain Village
Telluride Resort Company and Local Associations
TOTAL SOURCES
Note: Totals may not sum due to rounding.

$M

%

5.4
12.6
18.0

30%
70%
100%

Quick Facts:
• 3-mile, 3-station, 8-passenger gondola
between Telluride and Mountain Village
• Transportation requirement in the agreement
between Telluride Company and City
• No cost to passengers
• Opened in 1996
• Wind- and solar-powered operations
• $18 million capital costs funded through a P3
• $12.5 million municipal bond issuance repaid
by public and private sources
• O&M costs exceed $3.5 million/year
•
•

TMVOA provides $3.5 million annually through 3% Real
Estate Transfer Assessment (RETA)
Ski resort funds 1% of lift ticket sales

Emirates Airway Gondola
London, United Kingdom

Sources
Public Funds
Emirates Airways Naming Rights
TOTAL SOURCES
Note: Totals may not sum due to rounding.

$M

%

35.0
55.0
90.0

39%
61%
100%

Quick Facts:
• 0.7-mile gondola crossing the Thames River
and connecting to the London transit system
• $90.0 million
• 1st Aerial Cable Transit system in United
Kingdom
• Opened in 2012
•
•

Built for 2012 Olympic Games
Ridership has declined post-Olympics due to
lower-cost transit options in the area

• Secured $55 million, ten-year naming rights

sponsorship deal with Emirates in 2011
• O&M costs funded by tourism taxes and other
public tax revenues

Mt. Rainier Gondola
Crystal Mountain, WA

Sources
Private Funds
TOTAL SOURCES
Note: Totals may not sum due to rounding.

$M

%

8.0
8.0

100%
100%

Quick Facts:
• $8 million, 1-mile, 8-passenger gondola
system at Crystal Mountain Ski Resort
• Opened in 2011
• Fully-funded by Boyne Resorts
• Owned and operated by Boyne Resorts

FINANCIAL STRATEGY
EXAMPLES
Automated Guideway Transit / Monorail
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Las Vegas Monorail
Las Vegas, NV
• Fully-automated, 3.9-mile, 7-stop monorail system connecting MGM Grand and Sahara Hotel Casino
• Expansion opened in 2004
• Created non-profit corporation to sell tax-exempt revenue bonds
• $650 million cost financed using tax-exempt revenue bonds backed by fares and advertising
• Consortium turnkey DBOM proposal
• Private sector participation allowed for use of high-cost right-of-way
• Owned by Las Vegas Monorail Company, the first and only privately-owned public transportation

system in the US, which operates with no public subsidies

SkyTrain Evergreen Extension
British Columbia, Canada

Sources
TransLink
Federal Government
Province of British Columbia
TOTAL SOURCES
Note: Totals may not sum due to rounding.

$M

%

400.0
424.0
586.0
1,410.0

28%
30%
42%
100%

Quick Facts:
• 6.8-mile, 6-station, driverless rapid transit
extension of the Millennium Line
• $1.4 billion
• Revenue service anticipated early 2017
• TransLink funds dedicated to the project include
2 cent per litre regional fuel tax increase

Suncheon Bay PRT
Suncheon, South Korea
• 2.9-mile, 2-station PRT system in the Suncheon Bay coastal eco-park
• Fleet of 40 emissions-free vehicles
• Opened in 2013
• Initiated by private partner as Design-Build-Operate (DBO) P3
• Fully-funded by private sector
• Ownership will be transferred to City after 30 years

Parkshuttle at Rivium GRT
Capelle a/d Ijssel, The Netherlands
• Automated system of driverless electric buses connecting Kralingse Zoom metro station
•
•
•
•
•

and the Rivium business park
Pilot project implemented in 1999 (1 mile)
Based on success, decided in 2001 to upgrade system to include 5 stations and duallane dedicated infrastructure (1.1 mile extension)
Initiated by “2getthere” for the purpose of demonstrating the cost effectiveness of GRT
Vehicle capacity: 20 seated
Headways: 2.5 minutes

FINANCIAL STRATEGY
EXAMPLES
High Speed Rail
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California High Speed Rail
Silicon Valley to Central Valley Line
• Program’s initial high speed rail line (shown in green)
• “Backbone” of the high speed rail system
• Nation’s first high-speed rail line
• Revenue service anticipated in 2025

Funding Available for Planning/Constructing San Jose – North of Bakersfield
(Silicon Valley to Central Valley Line)

Source: California High Speed Rail 2016 Business Plan.

California High Speed Rail
Silicon Valley to Central Valley Line

Quick Facts:
• $3.48 billion in federal funds have been
appropriated to the program
•
•

Sources
Planning Funds
Federal Grants (AARA/FY10)
Long-Term Cap and Trade Proceeds
Cap and Trade Proceeds
State Bonds (Proposition 1A)
TOTAL SOURCES
Note: Totals may not sum due to rounding.

$M

%

338
3,165
5,237
5,341
6,775
20,856

2%
15%
25%
26%
32%
100%

American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) funds
FY 2010 appropriations

• Proposition 1A State bond measure

passed in November 2008
•

$9.95 billion available to the program

• State dedicated 25 percent of long-term Cap

and Trade funds to the program in 2014
•

$500 million/year to be financed from 2025 – 2050; financing
options include revenue bonds, TIFIA, or RRIF

XpressWest (Pending)
Victorville, CA to Las Vegas, NV
• $8 billion, 185-mile high speed rail line
• Proposed privately financed; No public funding other than some ROW contributions
• $5.5 billion RRIF loan was suspended in 2013 due to Buy America requirements
• Announced new partnership in 2015 where project would be initially capitalized

with $100 million in private investment to start construction
• Dissolved partnership in 2016

• Actively seeking new project partner

Brightline
Miami, Fort Lauderdale, and West Palm Beach, FL
• $2.5 billion express, intercity train service connecting Miami, Fort Lauderdale, and West Palm Beach
• Using 195 miles of existing rail lines along the coast and 40 miles of new tracks inland to Orlando
• Revenue service anticipated mid-2017
• Privately owned and operated company—Financing through a mix of debt and equity
•
•
•

First privately-funded passenger rail system in the US in more than 100 years
No state or federal grant money requested
No ongoing taxpayer subsidies required

• Bringing 4 million square feet of new transit-oriented development to South Florida stations

Hyperloop
San Francisco, CA to Los Angeles, CA
• $8 billion, 400-mile high-speed transportation project
• Propulsion technology that could move pods at speeds of up to 800 miles per hour
• Equates to a 35 minute trip between San Francisco and Los Angeles, CA
• Two private companies are working toward developing the first hyperloop
• Hyperloop One – $90 million in private funding
• Hyperloop Transportation Technologies (HTT) – Employees/companies work in exchange for stock options

Automated

High Speed Guideway Transit /
Rail
Monorail

Aerial Transit

Rapid Streetcar /
LRT

Hybrid /
Electric BRT

Project

VelociRFTA
Lincoln Line
Red Line - Phase 1
ART
HealthLine
Oak Cliff Streetcar
Atlanta Streetcar
Atlanta BeltLine
Los Angles Streetcar
Q Line
Purple Line
Portland Aerial Tram
Jackson Hole Tramway
Telluride Gondola
Emirates Airway Gondola
Mt. Rainier Gondola
Las Vegas Monorail
SkyTrain Evergreen Extension
Suncheon Bay PRT
ParkShuttle at Rivium GRT
California HSR
XpressWest
BrightLine
Hyperloop

Federal

State

Regional/
Local

54%

46%

75%

25%

80%

14%

80%

20%

49%

30%

Value
Capture

P3s

6%

21%

46%

54%

51%

42%

6%

37%

4%

33%

35%

6%

30%

25%

6%

37%

55%

5%

64%
8%

4%

15%

82%
100%

30%

70%

39%

61%
100%
100%

30%

42%

28%
100%
100%

17%

83%
100%
100%
100%

CONCLUSIONS & NEXT
STEPS

Valley to Mountain Alternatives Analysis

Next Steps
• Initiate communications with potential funding partners
• Capital
• Long Term Operating
• Evaluate conceptual financial strategies for selected

alternative(s)
• Financial strategies evolve through the project

implementation process
• Sources change
• Project definition and costs change

Valley to Mountain Alternatives Analysis

APPENDIX C
Level 1 Screening Matrix

Summit County Alternatives Analysis
Level 1 (Initial Screening) Evaluation Matrix

Rating
3 = Optimal Performance
2 = Moderate Performance
1 = Substandard Performance

MODE
System Characteristics
Guideway
Typical corridor length
Typical corridor width including guideway
Capacity per vehicle
Speed
Power supply
Operating environment
Stop spacing
Capital cost
Fleet type
Implementation

1
2
3
Hybrid/Electric BRT
Rapid Streetcar/LRT
Aerial Transit
Rubber tire
Steel wheels on rails
Fixed cable or moving cable
2 miles - 15 miles
2 miles - 15 miles
1/2 mile - 10 miles
25ft
30ft
30-40ft (at towers)
60-80 per bus
80-150 per rail vehicle
4-30 per gondola
25mph - 55mph
25mph - 55mph
25mph - 55mph
Hybrid electric or battery
Overhead electric or battery
Overhead electric
Mixed traffic or semi-exclusive at grade Mixed traffic or semi-exclusive at grade Exclusive aerial
1/2 mile - 1 mile
1/2 mile - 1 mile
1/2 mile - 2 mile
$25m per mile
$75m per mile
$30m per mile
40-60ft bus
60-120ft rail vehicle
8-12ft gondola
2 to 7 years
4 to 10 years
3 to 7 years
Rating
Detail
Rating
Detail
3
3
Very effective mode at
Flexible and cost effective
serving peak travel demand;
mode; received second most
received most support in
support in online survey to
online survey to date
date

4
Automated Guideway Transit
Rubber tires or steel wheels
1/2 mile - 5 miles
30ft
35-60 per rail vehicle
25mph - 55mph
Third rail or overhead electric
Exclusive elevated or at grade
1/2 mile - 2 mile
$125m per mile
25-40ft autonomous rail vehicle
4 to 10 years

Evaluation Criteria
Community Fit and Benefit

Measure
Meets community goals and objectives

Maturity/Ease of Implementation

Can technology be operational by 20XX

3

Yes, shortest implementation
timeframe

3

Yes, may require expedited
project delivery

Financially Practicable/Fundable

Funding potential

3

High, because of low capital
cost

2

Medium, depends on capital
cost

3

High, because of low capital
cost

2

Consistency

Is technology appropriate for
corridor/speed/stopping distance

3

Yes, provides good
operation/design flexibility

3

3

Yes, provides good
operation/design flexibility

3

Conceptual Costs

Order of magnitude

3

Low capital cost

2

Yes, provides good
operation/design flexibility,
but requires guideway
Medium capital cost,
depends on design

3

Low capital cost

2

Environmental Issues

Potential environmental issues

3

Minimal

3

2

Right-of-way required

3

3

Responds to and Facilitates Long Range
Planning Goals

Consistency with adopted local/regional
plans

3

High level of flexibility to
operate in exclusive and
shared lanes
Referenced in several
planning documents

Capacity

Relative passenger carrying capacity

3

High, but requires high
frequency

3

Possible, visual aesthetics
from aerial transit; energy
usage
Small physical footprint of
elevated structure and ability
to cross over SR 224
Meets stated objectives to
provide attractive high
capacity transit
High, but requires high
frequency

2

Right-of-Way/Physical
Constraints/Engineering Feasibility

Minimal, possible visual
aesthetics from overhead
wires
High level of flexibility to
operate in exclusive and
shared lanes
Meets stated objectives to
provide attractive high
capacity transit
High

Expandability

Ability to be expanded

3

Can expand with minimal
infrastructure

2

Requires guideway
extension

2

Fleet and Scalability

Number of vehicles and ability to be scaled
over time

2

3

Safety standards/accident rates/emergency
egress

3

Common to adjust headways
and train size to
accommodate passenger
Minimal, primary issue is
mixed traffic operation

2

Safety

Additional buses are
necessary to increase
headways and capacity
Minimal, primary issue is
mixed traffic operation

Maneuverability

Minimum turning radii/ability to manage
steep grades/inclement weather

3

Good operational flexibility,
traction in winter weather
primary concern
Advance

3

Good operational flexibility,
grades primary concern

3

35

Advance

34

38

2

3

Rating
Detail
Rating
Detail
2
1
Visually acceptable and
Unique technology; did not
consistent with ski resort
receive favorable support in
communities; received third
online survey to date
most support in online survey
to date
3
2
Yes, short implementation
Yes, depends on design
timeframe

3
2
3

3

5
Monorail
Rubber tires on single beam
1 mile - 10 miles
20-25ft
80-150 per rail vehicle
25mph - 55mph
Third rail
Exclusive elevated
1/2 mile - 2 mile
$150m per mile
30-120ft rail vehicle
7 to 10 years
Rating
Detail
1
Less flexible application of
rail transit; did not receive
favorable support in online
survey to date

6
High Speed Rail
Steel wheels on rails or other
5 miles - 150 miles
75-100ft
80-150 per rail vehicle
75mph - 200mph
Third rail or overhead electric
Exclusive elevated or at grade
2 mile or longer
$300m per mile
90-120ft rail vehicle
8 to 20 years
Rating
Detail
1
Inter-regional service
inconsistent with local
community mobility goals;
received least support in
online survey to date
1
No, HSR project delivery
beyond planning horizon

2

Possible, depends on cost,
design, and rolling stock

Medium, depends on capital
cost

1

Low, because of high capital
cost

1

Low, because of high capital
cost

Yes, provides good
operation/design flexibility,
but requires guideway
Medium capital cost,
primarily from elevated
structure and autonomous
Possible, visual aesthetics
from elevated structure

2

Possible, depends on
operation/design and rolling
stock
High capital cost, primarily
from elevated structure and
limited manufacturers
Possible, visual aesthetics
from elevated structure

1

No, HSR design standard
limits operation/design
flexibility in corridor
High capital cost, primarily
from HSR design standard

3
2

Small physical footprint of
elevated structure and ability
to cross over SR 224
Meets stated objectives to
provide attractive high
capacity transit
High

1

3

Small physical footprint of
elevated structure and ability
to cross over SR 224
Meets stated objectives to
provide attractive high
capacity transit
High

Requires cable extension

2

Requires elevated extension

2

Requires elevated guideway
extension

1

Capacity is fairly static,
though units can be
added/removed and speed
Minimal, primary issue is
emergency egress from
aerial vehicle
Good operation flexibility,
wind primary concern

3

Vehicles can be added to
system to respond to shortterm demand
Minimal, primary issue is
autonomous operation

3

1

3

Good operational flexibility,
grades primary concern

2

Common to adjust headways
and train size to
accommodate passenger
Possible, single beam
requires additional safety
infrastructure
Less operational flexibility,
grades primary concern

Advance

31

Eliminate

26

Eliminate

15

3
2

3

1
2

3

2

1
1

2
2

1
1

Likely, visual aesthetics (if
elevated) and requirements
from HSR design standard
Maximum right-of-way, must
meet HSR design standard
including lateral clearances
Meets stated objectives to
provide attractive high
capacity transit
Medium, stop spacing limits
carrying capacity
Requires exclusive guideway
extension that meets HSR
design standard
Can add additional train cars
but increasing frequency will
be challenging
HSR design standard
requires substantial safety
infrastructure
Minimal operational flexibility,
grades primary concern
Eliminate

APPENDIX D
Level 2 Screening Matrix

Summit County Alternatives Analysis
Level 2 (Final Screening) Evaluation Matrix

Rating
3 = Optimal Performance, 2 = Moderate Performance, 1 = Substandard Performance

MODE
Mode Characteristics
Guideway
Capacity per vehicle
Speed
Power supply
Fleet type
Implementation

1
BRT
Rubber tire
80 per bus
25mph - 55mph
Hybrid electric or battery
60ft bus
2 to 7 years

Evaluation Criteria
Capacity
Vehicle Lifespan
Fleet
Capital Cost
Operating Cost
Interline/Interoperability Potential

Measure
Rating
Detail
2
Passengers per hour (both directions)
960
2
Lifespan per vehicle (years)
12
3
Number of vehicles
8
3
Cost per mile
$10m - $25m
3
Cost per mile / per revenue hour (NTD)
$7.37 / $100.62
3
Ability for other modes/services to operate
Can share same guideway

Environmental Issues

Potential environmental issues

2

Community support for mode

3
21

Community Fit and Benefit

Traffic, resources, property
acquisition
TBD by online open houses

2
Streetcar/LRT
Steel wheels on rails
150 per rail vehicle
25mph - 55mph
Overhead electric or battery
90ft rail vehicle, possible 2 car trains
6 to 10 years
Rating
Detail
3
3,600
3
40
3
8 or 16 (if 2 car trains)
2
$35m - $75m
2
$8.03 / $154.43
2
Can share same guideway, but
cannot interline
2
Traffic, noise and vibration,
resources, property acquisition
2
TBD by online open houses
19

ALIGNMENT
Alignment Characteristics
Operating plan
Guideway
Linear distance
Guideway width
Operating environment
Stop spacing
Evaluation Criteria
Destinations

Measure
Destinations served

Travel Time
Capital Cost
Operating Cost
Ridership
Cost / Benefit
Traffic Impacts

Travel time (minutes)
Total capital cost
Annual operating cost
Ridership estimate
Capital + Operating Cost / Ridership
Level of Service (LOS)

Right-of-Way/Physical Constraints

Specify locations

Alternative 1A
Center Running BRT
10 min peak, 20 min off-peak
Center running double guideway
6 miles
24ft
Exclusive
Approximately 1 mile

Alternative 1B
Center Running Streetcar/LRT
10 min peak, 20 min off-peak
Center running double guideway
6 miles
28ft
Exclusive
Approximately 1 mile

Alternative 2
Side Running (Both Sides) BRT
10 min peak, 20 min off-peak
Side running split guideway
6 miles
12ft each side
Exclusive
Approximately 1 mile

Rating
Detail
3
Kimball Junction TC, Canyons,
Bonanza TC
3
16-21
2
$62,169,250
3
$2,937,600
2
1,110
3
$5.71
2
Moderate - center running facility
requires more restrictions to
3
Minimal

Rating
Detail
2
Kimball Junction TC, Canyons,
Bonanza TC
3
16-21
1
$227,002,050
2
$6,609,600
2
1,110
1
$17.18
2
Moderate - center running facility
requires more restrictions to
2
SR-248/Bonanza turning radii

Detail
Rating
3
Kimball Junction TC, Canyons,
Bonanza TC
3
16-21
3
$51,873,250
3
$2,937,600
2
1,100
3
$5.21
3
Minimal

Transit Access

Transit access points

3

Interline/Interoperability Potential

Ability for other modes/services to operate

3

Park-and-Ride Access

Park-and-Ride access points

3

Weather/Wind/Grades

Specify locations

3

Environmental Issues
Historic

Potential environmental issues
Historic Landmarks (#)
Historic Significant Sites (#)
100 year - acres
500 year - acres
Conservation Easements - acres
Open Space* - acres
Other Environmental - acres
NWI Wetlands - acres
Strip Take Acreage Estimate
Number of Unique Parcels
Direct Impact of Structures (#)
Within 15 ft of a Structure (#)
Total Impacts Acreage
Other Impacts (#)
Design Acreage
Community support for alignment

2

Flood
Open Space
Resources
Parcel Impacts
Structures

Community Fit and Benefit

2
37

Good access to Kimball Junction
TC, Canyons, Bonanza TC
Yes

1

Could extend to P&R in I-80
corridor
Landmark Dr and Ute Blvd near
Kimball Junction TC
Moderate
0
0
3.21
5.94
None
0.02
5.94
0.16
42.58
95.00
3
5
15.27
8
87.23
Based on online and in-person
open house

1

1

2
2

2
24

Poor access to Kimball Junction
TC and Canyons TC
Difficult to integrate rail and other
modes in dedicated guideway
Requires transfer to connect with
P&R in I-80 corridor
Landmark Dr and Ute Blvd (more
constraints with rail)
Moderate
0
0
3.26
5.97
None
0.05
5.97
0.16
43.12
95.00
3
5
15.40
8
88.02
Based on online and in-person
open house

Alternative 3A
Side Running (West Side) BRT
10 min peak, 20 min off-peak
Side running double guideway
6 miles
24ft
Exclusive
Approximately 1 mile
Rating
3
3
2
3
2
3
1

3

Minimal

1

3

Good access to Kimball Junction
TC, Canyons, Bonanza TC
Yes

3

Could extend to P&R in I-80
corridor
Landmark Dr and Ute Blvd near
Kimball Junction TC
Low
0
0
2.47
2.57
None
0.09
1.66
0.22
26.95
93.00
2
6
7.01
8
43.00
Based on online and in-person
open house

3

3
3
3
3

3
41

3

3
2

1
33

Alternative 3B
Side Running (West Side) Streetcar/LRT
10 min peak, 20 min off-peak
Side running double guideway
6 miles
28ft
Exclusive
Approximately 1 mile

Detail
Kimball Junction TC, Canyons,
Bonanza TC
16-21
$57,021,250
$2,937,600
1,100
$5.46
SR-224/SR-248 and SR248/Bonanza
SR-224/Olympic Pkwy turning
radii
Good access to Kimball Junction
TC, Canyons, Bonanza TC
Yes

Rating
2

Could extend to P&R in I-80
corridor
Landmark Dr and Ute Blvd near
Kimball Junction TC
Moderate
0
0
4.72
4.52
0.30
1.75
7.20
0.48
31.43
93.00
5
9
18.97
14
53.12
Based on online and in-person
open house

1

3
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

2
2

1
21

Detail
Kimball Junction TC, Canyons,
Bonanza TC
16-21
$221,854,050
$6,609,600
1,100
$16.93
SR-224/SR-248 and SR248/Bonanza
SR-224/Olympic, SR-224/SR-248,
and SR-248/Bonanza turning radii
Poor access to Kimball Junction
TC and Canyons TC
Difficult to integrate rail and other
modes in dedicated guideway
Requires transfer to connect with
P&R in I-80 corridor
Landmark Dr and Ute Blvd (more
constraints with rail)
Moderate
0
0
4.83
4.54
0.33
2.06
7.41
0.50
32.52
92.00
5
9
19.67
14
54.64
Based on online and in-person
open house

APPENDIX E
Capital and Operating Cost Evaluations

Summit County Alternatives Analysis
Draft Capital Cost Estimate
BRT
1A
Center
SCC
10
10.02
10.02
10.03
10.03
10.04
10.12
20
20.01
20.01
30
30.02
30.02
40
40.01
40.02
40.02
50
50.01
50.02
50.02
50.02
50.03
50.04
50.05
50.06
60
60.01
70
70.04
70.05
80
80.01
80.02
80.03
80.04
80.05
80.06
80.07
80.08
90
100

Item
GUIDEWAY & TRACK ELEMENTS
Dedicated lane center running (BRT): Both directions
Dedicated lane center running (Streetcar/LRT): Both directions
Dedicated lane side running south side (BRT): Both directions
Dedicated lane side running south side (Streetcar/LRT): Both directions
Dedicated lane side running both sides (BRT): Both directions
Track (Streetcar): Special (switches, turnouts)
STATIONS, STOPS, TERMINALS, INTERMODAL
Station (BRT)
Station (Streetcar/LRT)
SUPPORT FACILITIES: YARDS, SHOPS, ADMIN. BLDGS
Share of existing maintenance facility (BRT)
Light maintenance facility (Streetcar/LRT)
SITEWORK & SPECIAL CONDITIONS
Demolition, clearing, earthwork
Site utilities, utility relocation (BRT)
Site utilities, utility relocation (Streetcar/LRT)
SYSTEMS
Train control and signals
Traffic signals: New
Traffic signals: Modify
Transit signal priority
Traction power supply: Substations
Traction power distribution: Poles and catenary
Communications
Fare collection system and equipment
CONSTRUCTION SUBTOTAL (10-50)
RIGHT-OF-WAY, LAND, EXISTING IMPROVEMENTS
Purchase or lease of real estate: Curb cuts and substations
VEHICLES
BRT (460ft)
Streetcar/LRT (90ft)
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Preliminary engineering
Final design
Program management for design and construction
Construction administration and management
Professional liability
Legal, permits, review fees
Survey, testing, investigation, inspection
Start up
SUBTOTAL (10-80)
PROJECT RESERVE (UNALLOCATED CONTINGENCY)
SUBTOTAL (10-90)
FINANCE CHARGES
TOTAL (10-100)
COST PER MILE

Unit Cost
(2017)
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

3,500,000
6,500,000
3,000,000
6,000,000
2,500,000
200,000

Unit
Per mile
Per mile
Per mile
Per mile
Per mile
Per switch, turnout

Contingenc
y
Quantity
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%

BRT
2A
Side Running (Both)

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Amount
Quantity
Amount
Quantity
25,200,000
$ 49,200,000
$
25,200,000
$
$
6.00 $ 46,800,000
$
$
$
$
$
6.00 $
10 $
2,400,000
$
2,520,000
$
4,320,000
$
2,520,000
$
6 $
6 $
4,320,000
$
1,760,000
$ 14,400,000
$
1,760,000
$
8 $
8 $ 14,400,000
$
10,800,000
$ 22,800,000
$
7,200,000
6.00 $
7,200,000
6.00 $
3,600,000
$
6.00 $
6.00 $ 15,600,000
$
3,195,000
$ 23,715,000
$
6.00 $
1,080,000
$
1,200,000
4 $
1,200,000
4 $
720,000
12 $
720,000
12 $
495,000
6.00 $
495,000
6.00 $
6.00 $
8,640,000
$
6.00 $ 10,800,000
$
120,000
1 $
120,000
1 $
660,000
12 $
660,000
12 $
43,475,000
$ 114,435,000
$
$
$
$
$
$ 57,600,000
$
$
0 $
8 $ 57,600,000
$
13,042,500
$ 34,330,500
$
1,304,250
$
3,433,050
$
3,478,000
$
9,154,800
$
2,608,500
$
6,866,100
$
2,608,500
$
6,866,100
$
1,304,250
$
3,433,050
$
434,750
$
1,144,350
$
434,750
$
1,144,350
$
869,500
$
2,288,700
$
56,517,500
$ 206,365,500
$
5,651,750
$ 20,636,550
$
62,169,250
$ 227,002,050
$

$

62,169,250

6.00 $

10,361,542

$
6.00 $
$
$
$

350,000 Per station
600,000 Per station

20%
20%

6

$
200,000 Per vehicle
$ 1,500,000 Per vehicle

10%
20%

8

$ 1,000,000 Per mile
$
500,000 Per mile
$ 2,000,000 Per mile

20%
20%
30%

6.00
6.00

$
150,000 Per mile
$
250,000 Per intersection
$
50,000 Per intersection
$
75,000 Per mile
$ 1,200,000 Per mile
$ 1,500,000 Per mile
$
100,000 Lump sum
$
50,000 Per unit

20%
20%
20%
10%
20%
20%
20%
10%

$

50,000 Each

20%

$ 1,000,000 Per vehicle
$ 6,000,000 Per vehicle
30%
3% Lump sum
8% Lump sum
6% Lump sum
6% Lump sum
3% Lump sum
1% Lump sum
1% Lump sum
2% Lump sum

10%
20%

10%

Streetcar/LRT
1B
Center

4
12
6.00

1
12

0

$ 227,002,050
6.00 $

37,833,675

Amount
18,000,000
18,000,000
2,520,000
2,520,000
1,760,000
1,760,000
10,800,000
7,200,000
3,600,000
3,195,000
1,200,000
720,000
495,000
120,000
660,000
36,275,000
10,882,500
1,088,250
2,902,000
2,176,500
2,176,500
1,088,250
362,750
362,750
725,500
47,157,500
4,715,750
51,873,250

$ 51,873,250
6.00 $

8,645,542

BRT
3A
Side Running (West)
Quantity
$
$
$
6.00 $
$

Streetcar/LRT
3B
Side Running (West)

Amount
Quantity
Amount
21,600,000
$ 45,600,000
$
$
21,600,000
$
6.00 $ 43,200,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,520,000
2,520,000
1,760,000
1,760,000
10,800,000
7,200,000
3,600,000
3,195,000
1,200,000
720,000
495,000
120,000
660,000
39,875,000
11,962,500
1,196,250
3,190,000
2,392,500
2,392,500
1,196,250
398,750
398,750
797,500
51,837,500
5,183,750
57,021,250

10 $
2,400,000
$
4,320,000
$
6 $
4,320,000
$ 14,400,000
$
8 $ 14,400,000
$ 22,800,000
6.00 $
7,200,000
$
6.00 $ 15,600,000
$ 23,715,000
6.00 $
1,080,000
4 $
1,200,000
12 $
720,000
6.00 $
495,000
6.00 $
8,640,000
6.00 $ 10,800,000
1 $
120,000
12 $
660,000
$ 110,835,000
$
$
$ 57,600,000
$
8 $ 57,600,000
$ 33,250,500
$
3,325,050
$
8,866,800
$
6,650,100
$
6,650,100
$
3,325,050
$
1,108,350
$
1,108,350
$
2,216,700
$ 201,685,500
$ 20,168,550
$ 221,854,050

$

57,021,250

$ 221,854,050

6.00 $

9,503,542

6

8

6.00
6.00

4
12
6.00

1
12

0

6.00 $

36,975,675

Summit County Alternatives Analysis
Draft Cost / Benefit

Option
1A - BRT Center Running
1B - Streetcar/LRT Center Running
2A - BRT Side Running (Both Sides)
3A - BRT Side Running (West Side)
3B - Streetcar/LRT Side Running (West Side)

Capital Cost
$62,169
$227,474
$51,873
$57,021
$222,326

Annualilzed
Capital Cost
$3,405
$12,460
$2,841
$3,123
$12,178

Annual O&M
Cost
$2,938
$6,610
$2,938
$2,938
$6,610

All costs shown in thousands
The annualized capital cost is based on a 50-year amortization of costs at a 5% interest rate.
n
i

50
0.05

Annualized
Capital + O&M
Cost
Daily Boardings Cost per User
$5.71
$6,343
1,110
$17.18
$19,070
1,110
$5.21
$5,779
1,110
$5.46
$6,061
1,110
$16.93
$18,788
1,110

Summit County Alternatives Analysis
Draft Operating Cost Estimate
Option
1A - BRT Center Running
1B - Streetcar/LRT Center Running
2A - BRT Side Running (Both Sides)
3A - BRT Side Running (West Side)
3B - Streetcar/LRT Side Running (West Side)

Miles
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00

Trips
204
204
204
204
204

Cost per
Mile
$8.00
$18.00
$8.00
$8.00
$18.00

Days
300
300
300
300
300

Operating Cost
$2,937,600
$6,609,600
$2,937,600
$2,937,600
$6,609,600

APPENDIX F
Preliminary Traffic Effects Summary

VISSIM MICRO-SIMULATION RESULTS
EXISTING AND FUTURE NO PROJECT

Vissim Post-Processor
Average Results from 10 Runs
Volume and Delay by Movement
Intersection 1

Direction

NB

SB

EB

WB

Movement
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Total

Intersection 2

Direction

NB

SB

EB

WB

Fehr & Peers

Movement
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Total

Valley Mountain AA
Existing- Conditions
Existing Conditions
No Project
PM Peak Hour

SR-224/SR-248
Demand
Volume (vph)

Signal
Served Volume (vph)
Average
Percent

Total Delay (sec/veh)
Average
Std. Dev.
LOS

1,112
321
1,433
407
663

1,114
323
1,437
401
665

100.2%
100.7%
100.3%
98.4%
100.2%

19.6
17.1
19.1
61.2
10.3

2.0
1.9
1.9
8.7
5.4

B
B
B
E
B

1,070

1,065

99.5%

29.0

6.1

C

286

275

96.2%

60.2

12.3

E

530
816
3,319

517
792
3,295

97.5%
97.1%
99.3%

57.0
58.2
31.3
58.3

21.2
17.8
4.4

E
E
C

Monitor Drive-Bonanza Drive/SR-248
Demand
Volume (vph)
220
149
660
1,029
129
95
76
300
98
721
146
965
253
424
67
744
3,038

Served Volume (vph)
Average
Percent
225
102.0%
145
97.2%
649
98.3%
1,018
98.9%
127
98.2%
97
102.3%
73
96.1%
297
99.0%
99
100.5%
715
99.1%
139
95.2%
952
98.7%
233
91.9%
405
95.6%
64
95.5%
702
94.4%
2,969
97.7%

Signal
Total Delay (sec/veh)
Average
Std. Dev.
LOS
51.5
16.8
D
54.6
17.0
D
42.0
18.2
D
45.8
17.4
D
28.7
4.6
C
29.7
4.2
C
10.8
3.5
B
24.9
2.9
C
42.5
9.0
D
48.5
4.9
D
52.4
14.3
D
48.4
5.7
D
114.5
37.8
F
36.6
6.8
D
37.6
8.3
D
62.0
14.3
E
48.7
7.8
D
78.7

6/21/2017

Vissim Post-Processor
Average Results from 10 Runs
Volume and Delay by Movement
Intersection 1

Direction

NB

SB

EB

WB

Movement
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Total

Intersection 2

Direction

NB

SB

EB

WB

Fehr & Peers

Movement
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Total

Valley Mountain AA
2040
BG
2040 Conditions - No
Project
PM Peak Hour

SR-224/SR-248
Demand
Volume (vph)

Signal
Served Volume (vph)
Average
Percent

Total Delay (sec/veh)
Average
Std. Dev.
LOS

1,890
545
2,435
690
1,130

1,546
442
1,988
483
834

81.8%
81.2%
81.6%
70.0%
73.8%

146.1
142.0
145.2
356.1
300.6

20.2
15.7
19.1
54.2
48.9

F
F
F
F
F

1,820

1,317

72.3%

321.3

50.6

F

485

328

67.5%

99.5

14.0

F

900
1,385
5,640

588
915
4,220

65.3%
66.1%
74.8%

134.4
121.5
189.6
213.3

20.9
15.5
10.8

F
F
F

Monitor Drive-Bonanza Drive/SR-248
Demand
Volume (vph)
250
170
750
1,170
150
110
90
350
110
815
165
1,090
290
480
80
850
3,460

Served Volume (vph)
Average
Percent
241
96.3%
157
92.5%
705
94.0%
1,103
94.3%
146
97.3%
112
101.8%
86
96.0%
344
98.4%
82
74.8%
722
88.6%
119
72.2%
923
84.7%
193
66.4%
321
66.9%
51
63.4%
565
66.4%
2,935
84.8%

Signal
Total Delay (sec/veh)
Average
Std. Dev.
LOS
117.1
15.8
F
120.7
16.0
F
111.1
15.1
F
113.8
15.2
F
27.4
3.2
C
31.2
3.8
C
10.2
2.1
B
24.4
1.8
C
35.5
8.9
D
46.8
2.7
D
47.5
6.5
D
45.9
2.5
D
65.5
16.8
E
32.5
4.7
C
29.5
8.7
C
44.0
6.8
D
68.3
5.9
E
81.7

6/21/2017

VISSIM MICRO-SIMULATION RESULTS
ALTERNATIVE 1: CENTER RUNNING TRANSIT
NO SIGNAL PRE-EMPTION

Vissim Post-Processor
Average Results from 10 Runs
Volume and Delay by Movement
Intersection 1

Direction

NB

SB

EB

WB

Movement
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Total

Intersection 2

Direction

NB

SB

EB

WB

Fehr & Peers

Movement
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Total

Valley Mountain AA
Existing Volumes - Alternative 21 - Center
PM Peak Hour

SR-224/SR-248
Demand
Volume (vph)

Signal
Served Volume (vph)
Average
Percent

Total Delay (sec/veh)
Average
Std. Dev.
LOS

1,112
321
1,433
407
663

1,115
323
1,438
389
659

100.3%
100.7%
100.4%
95.5%
99.4%

23.3
18.2
22.2
89.7
19.8

4.4
3.5
4.2
23.2
12.4

C
B
C
F
B

1,070

1,048

97.9%

44.3

13.7

D

286

275

96.2%

49.6

5.1

D

530
816
3,319

516
791
3,277

97.4%
97.0%
98.7%

43.9
46.1
34.7
71.4

19.2
13.2
3.5

D
D
C

Monitor Drive-Bonanza Drive/SR-248
Demand
Volume (vph)
220
149
660
1,029
129
95
76
300
98
721
146
965
253
424
67
744
3,038

Served Volume (vph)
Average
Percent
225
102.1%
145
97.2%
650
98.5%
1,020
99.1%
126
97.8%
97
102.0%
73
96.1%
296
98.7%
97
98.8%
713
98.9%
138
94.4%
948
98.2%
213
84.2%
404
95.2%
64
94.9%
681
91.5%
2,944
96.9%

Signal
Total Delay (sec/veh)
Average
Std. Dev.
LOS
54.7
13.9
D
52.9
15.7
D
39.1
14.3
D
44.5
14.1
D
28.4
4.9
C
31.2
5.6
C
11.9
3.3
B
25.7
3.7
C
53.3
14.5
D
50.1
13.5
D
51.8
12.1
D
50.7
13.3
D
135.1
47.4
F
34.0
5.9
C
36.1
7.5
D
65.7
16.9
E
49.7
8.3
D
93.0

6/21/2017

Vissim Post-Processor
Average Results from 10 Runs
Volume and Delay by Movement
Intersection 1

Direction

NB

SB

EB

WB

Movement
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Total

Intersection 2

Direction

NB

SB

EB

WB

Fehr & Peers

Movement
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Total

Valley Mountain AA
2040 Volumes - Alternative 21 - Center
PM Peak Hour

SR-224/SR-248
Demand
Volume (vph)

Signal
Served Volume (vph)
Average
Percent

Total Delay (sec/veh)
Average
Std. Dev.
LOS

1,890
545
2,435
690
1,130

1,512
433
1,945
417
723

80.0%
79.4%
79.9%
60.4%
64.0%

143.0
137.6
141.8
459.4
391.8

23.2
22.6
23.0
110.5
100.9

F
F
F
F
F

1,820

1,140

62.6%

417.1

106.1

F

485

330

68.1%

73.9

4.3

E

900
1,385
5,640

599
930
4,015

66.6%
67.1%
71.2%

129.6
112.2
203.8
338.9

34.7
24.8
15.1

F
F
F

Monitor Drive-Bonanza Drive/SR-248
Demand
Volume (vph)
250
170
750
1,170
150
110
90
350
110
815
165
1,090
290
480
80
850
3,460

Served Volume (vph)
Average
Percent
247
98.8%
161
94.7%
724
96.6%
1,133
96.8%
147
98.0%
113
103.0%
87
96.1%
347
99.1%
78
70.7%
663
81.3%
110
66.6%
851
78.0%
187
64.4%
318
66.1%
51
63.3%
555
65.3%
2,885
83.4%

Signal
Total Delay (sec/veh)
Average
Std. Dev.
LOS
117.5
9.6
F
113.1
9.6
F
105.5
9.9
F
109.2
9.5
F
26.5
4.0
C
28.9
5.9
C
10.9
1.8
B
23.3
2.8
C
42.5
7.7
D
43.8
5.3
D
39.7
6.9
D
43.2
4.9
D
73.7
18.7
E
33.9
6.0
C
32.9
7.5
C
47.3
7.9
D
67.2
5.1
E
74.0

6/21/2017

VISSIM MICRO-SIMULATION RESULTS
ALTERNATIVE 1: CENTER RUNNING TRANSIT
INCLUDING SIGNAL PRE-EMPTION

Vissim Post-Processor
Average Results from 10 Runs
Volume and Delay by Movement
Intersection 1

Direction

NB

SB

EB

WB

Movement
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Total

Intersection 2

Direction

NB

SB

EB

WB

Fehr & Peers

Movement
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Total

Valley Mountain AA
Existing Volumes - Alternative 21 - Center - with preemption
PM Peak Hour

SR-224/SR-248
Demand
Volume (vph)

Signal
Served Volume (vph)
Average
Percent

Total Delay (sec/veh)
Average
Std. Dev.
LOS

1,112
321
1,433
407
663

1,116
324
1,440
396
662

100.3%
100.8%
100.5%
97.3%
99.9%

29.4
25.0
28.4
61.5
14.6

8.1
8.0
8.1
12.1
6.0

C
C
C
E
B

1,070

1,058

98.9%

31.8

7.5

C

286

274

95.7%

52.8

5.0

D

530
816
3,319

514
788
3,286

97.0%
96.6%
99.0%

43.5
46.7
33.8
67.2

15.0
10.8
6.5

D
D
C

Monitor Drive-Bonanza Drive/SR-248
Demand
Volume (vph)
220
149
660
1,029
129
95
76
300
98
721
146
965
253
424
67
744
3,038

Served Volume (vph)
Average
Percent
224
102.0%
145
97.3%
650
98.5%
1,020
99.1%
126
97.4%
97
102.1%
73
96.1%
296
98.6%
97
99.0%
716
99.3%
139
94.9%
952
98.6%
202
79.7%
406
95.6%
64
95.5%
671
90.2%
2,938
96.7%

Signal
Total Delay (sec/veh)
Average
Std. Dev.
LOS
42.6
9.9
D
42.4
7.7
D
30.0
6.3
C
34.6
6.9
C
34.7
7.6
C
33.3
6.3
C
11.9
2.3
B
28.5
4.0
C
52.3
7.7
D
43.8
7.2
D
46.9
15.4
D
45.0
7.8
D
291.3
110.4
F
86.9
71.8
F
90.1
65.9
F
150.9
84.6
F
64.8
20.9
E
127.3

6/21/2017

Vissim Post-Processor
Average Results from 10 Runs
Volume and Delay by Movement
Intersection 1

Direction

NB

SB

EB

WB

Movement
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Total

Intersection 2

Direction

NB

SB

EB

WB

Fehr & Peers

Movement
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Total

Valley Mountain AA
2040 Volumes - Alternative 21 - Center - with preemption
PM Peak Hour

SR-224/SR-248
Demand
Volume (vph)

Signal
Served Volume (vph)
Average
Percent

Total Delay (sec/veh)
Average
Std. Dev.
LOS

1,890
545
2,435
690
1,130

1,474
423
1,898
445
771

78.0%
77.7%
77.9%
64.6%
68.2%

162.8
154.5
160.9
381.9
317.5

12.1
10.1
11.6
50.2
57.4

F
F
F
F
F

1,820

1,216

66.8%

341.3

55.6

F

485

330

68.0%

76.6

5.5

E

900
1,385
5,640

591
921
4,034

65.7%
66.5%
71.5%

128.9
112.1
203.5
333.5

20.6
15.2
13.7

F
F
F

Monitor Drive-Bonanza Drive/SR-248
Demand
Volume (vph)
250
170
750
1,170
150
110
90
350
110
815
165
1,090
290
480
80
850
3,460

Served Volume (vph)
Average
Percent
243
97.2%
159
93.2%
712
95.0%
1,114
95.2%
146
97.6%
114
103.2%
87
96.1%
346
99.0%
79
71.5%
674
82.7%
112
67.8%
865
79.3%
185
63.6%
324
67.5%
51
64.3%
560
65.9%
2,885
83.4%

Signal
Total Delay (sec/veh)
Average
Std. Dev.
LOS
115.6
19.1
F
113.2
19.0
F
103.8
18.2
F
107.7
18.3
F
31.7
5.2
C
34.2
8.0
C
15.4
7.3
B
28.6
6.5
C
44.4
10.2
D
47.8
8.4
D
52.2
16.4
D
48.2
9.0
D
83.0
23.1
F
31.2
8.0
C
30.2
8.6
C
48.1
9.0
D
68.8
6.2
E
107.5

6/21/2017

VISSIM MICRO-SIMULATION RESULTS
ALTERNATIVE 2: SIDE RUNNING TRANSIT (BOTH SIDES OF ROAD)
INCLUDING SIGNAL PRE-EMPTION
DEDICATED TRANSIT LANES

Vissim Post-Processor
Average Results from 10 Runs
Volume and Delay by Movement
Intersection 1

Direction

NB

SB

EB

WB

Movement
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Total

Intersection 2

Direction

NB

SB

EB

WB

Fehr & Peers

Movement
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Total

Valley Mountain AA
Existing Volumes - Alternative 2 - Side (Both) - with preemption
PM Peak Hour

SR-224/SR-248
Demand
Volume (vph)

Signal
Served Volume (vph)
Average
Percent

Total Delay (sec/veh)
Average
Std. Dev.
LOS

1,112
321
1,433
407
663

1,114
322
1,437
393
664

100.2%
100.3%
100.2%
96.6%
100.2%

37.6
44.5
39.1
93.5
21.1

17.8
17.8
17.8
40.8
9.9

D
D
D
F
C

1,070

1,057

98.8%

46.1

18.5

D

286

274

95.9%

51.4

10.9

D

530
816
3,319

515
790
3,283

97.2%
96.8%
98.9%

44.4
47.1
43.0
69.2

23.7
16.5
11.1

D
D
D

Monitor Drive-Bonanza Drive/SR-248
Demand
Volume (vph)
220
149
660
1,029
129
95
76
300
98
721
146
965
253
424
67
744
3,038

Served Volume (vph)
Average
Percent
228
103.5%
145
97.4%
649
98.3%
1,021
99.3%
127
98.3%
98
102.7%
73
95.8%
297
99.1%
95
97.2%
704
97.7%
138
94.3%
937
97.1%
221
87.3%
404
95.3%
64
95.7%
689
92.6%
2,945
96.9%

Signal
Total Delay (sec/veh)
Average
Std. Dev.
LOS
81.8
27.7
F
83.0
26.6
F
68.5
27.1
E
73.4
27.0
E
31.8
4.7
C
34.1
6.5
C
12.9
4.3
B
28.1
4.4
C
50.6
9.4
D
49.1
8.2
D
53.2
14.2
D
49.8
8.8
D
114.1
37.9
F
34.8
4.0
C
26.7
7.1
C
59.3
13.8
E
58.4
9.9
E
86.9

11/22/2017

Vissim Post-Processor
Average Results from 10 Runs
Volume and Delay by Movement
Intersection 1

Direction

NB

SB

EB

WB

Movement
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Total

Intersection 2

Direction

NB

SB

EB

WB

Fehr & Peers

Movement
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Total

Valley Mountain AA
Existing
Volumes - Alternative 2 - Side (Both) - with preemption
2040
Conditions
PM Peak Hour

SR-224/SR-248
Demand
Volume (vph)

Signal
Served Volume (vph)
Average
Percent

Total Delay (sec/veh)
Average
Std. Dev.
LOS

1,112
321
1,433
407
663

1,311
368
1,679
454
811

117.9%
114.8%
117.2%
111.6%
122.2%

195.0
205.6
197.4
385.6
326.4

27.9
30.4
28.3
92.9
76.6

F
F
F
F
F

1,070

1,265

118.2%

347.7

82.1

F

286

337

118.0%

79.2

10.0

E

530
816
3,319

607
945
3,889

114.6%
115.8%
117.2%

110.0
100.1
220.4
262.6

27.7
19.5
19.3

F
F
F

Monitor Drive-Bonanza Drive/SR-248
Demand
Volume (vph)
220
149
660
1,029
129
95
76
300
98
721
146
965
253
424
67
744
3,038

Served Volume (vph)
Average
Percent
241
109.5%
155
104.0%
691
104.7%
1,087
105.6%
147
113.9%
114
119.8%
87
113.8%
347
115.7%
75
76.3%
641
89.0%
107
73.0%
823
85.3%
192
76.0%
322
76.0%
51
76.7%
566
76.0%
2,823
92.9%

Signal
Total Delay (sec/veh)
Average
Std. Dev.
LOS
124.5
6.3
F
126.4
9.2
F
114.4
7.2
F
118.4
6.6
F
33.1
6.2
C
32.0
11.5
C
14.7
9.9
B
28.1
8.2
C
46.1
8.8
D
44.3
6.9
D
44.4
10.0
D
44.4
6.8
D
71.3
29.3
E
28.9
6.1
C
18.4
8.4
B
43.5
12.7
D
70.4
3.1
E
89.1

11/25/2017

VISSIM MICRO-SIMULATION RESULTS
ALTERNATIVE 2.3: SIDE RUNNING TRANSIT (BOTH SIDES OF ROAD)
INCLUDING SIGNAL PRE-EMPTION
DEDICATED TRANSIT LANES ON SR-224
TRANSITIONS TO MIXED FLOW ON SR-248

Vissim Post-Processor
Average Results from 10 Runs
Volume and Delay by Movement
Intersection 1

Direction

NB

SB

EB

WB

Movement
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Total

Intersection 2

Direction

NB

SB

EB

WB

Fehr & Peers

Movement
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Total

Valley Mountain AA
Existing Volumes - Alternative 2.3 - Side Running
Mixed-flow on SR-248, Exclusive Transit SB LT at SR-224/SR-248

SR-224/SR-248
Demand
Volume (vph)

Signal
Served Volume (vph)
Average
Percent

Total Delay (sec/veh)
Average
Std. Dev.
LOS

1,112
321
1,433
407
663

1,114
322
1,436
399
664

100.2%
100.4%
100.2%
98.0%
100.2%

32.1
39.1
33.6
53.5
11.3

7.4
9.3
7.6
17.2
1.9

C
D
C
D
B

1,070

1,063

99.3%

26.7

6.9

C

286

276

96.3%

61.1

13.4

E

530
816
3,319

516
791
3,290

97.3%
96.9%
99.1%

46.3
51.4
35.6
52.4

13.9
12.1
4.8

D
D
D

Monitor Drive-Bonanza Drive/SR-248
Demand
Volume (vph)
220
149
660
1,029
129
95
76
300
98
721
146
965
253
424
67
744
3,038

Served Volume (vph)
Average
Percent
228
103.5%
145
97.2%
650
98.5%
1,023
99.4%
127
98.1%
97
102.2%
73
96.1%
297
98.9%
98
99.8%
713
98.9%
143
97.6%
954
98.8%
230
90.8%
407
95.9%
65
96.4%
701
94.2%
2,974
97.9%

Signal
Total Delay (sec/veh)
Average
Std. Dev.
LOS
69.4
9.2
E
66.2
12.2
E
52.7
9.5
D
58.3
9.7
E
29.3
4.5
C
25.4
4.0
C
10.8
2.2
B
23.7
1.5
C
57.5
12.7
E
55.7
7.2
E
62.7
12.9
E
57.0
8.1
E
107.7
44.1
F
36.5
4.4
D
30.1
9.6
C
58.7
15.6
E
54.7
5.5
D
81.5

4/12/2018

Vissim Post-Processor
Average Results from 10 Runs
Volume and Delay by Movement
Intersection 1

Direction

NB

SB

EB

WB

Movement
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Total

Intersection 2

Direction

NB

SB

EB

WB

Fehr & Peers

Movement
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Total

Valley Mountain AA
2040 Conditions Alt 2.3 - side running
mixed flow SBLT (SR224/SR248), mixed flow on SR248

SR-224/SR-248
Demand
Volume (vph)

Signal
Served Volume (vph)
Average
Percent

Total Delay (sec/veh)
Average
Std. Dev.
LOS

1,112
321
1,433
407
663

1,378
388
1,766
462
813

123.9%
120.7%
123.2%
113.5%
122.7%

187.2
193.5
188.6
362.1
301.6

30.1
34.4
31.1
85.5
70.4

F
F
F
F
F

1,070

1,275

119.2%

323.7

76.5

F

286

336

117.6%

75.9

5.1

E

530
816
3,319

607
944
3,985

114.6%
115.6%
120.1%

107.7
96.6
205.7
285.4

33.2
21.8
16.4

F
F
F

Monitor Drive-Bonanza Drive/SR-248
Demand
Volume (vph)
220
149
660
1,029
129
95
76
300
98
721
146
965
253
424
67
744
3,038

Served Volume (vph)
Average
Percent
243
110.5%
156
104.4%
700
106.1%
1,099
106.8%
147
114.0%
113
119.4%
87
114.1%
347
115.7%
77
78.7%
665
92.2%
115
78.6%
857
88.8%
192
76.0%
325
76.6%
51
76.3%
568
76.4%
2,871
94.5%

Signal
Total Delay (sec/veh)
Average
Std. Dev.
LOS
121.9
7.0
F
118.9
5.2
F
111.8
6.8
F
115.1
6.2
F
27.3
4.0
C
28.3
6.1
C
11.4
2.0
B
24.0
1.6
C
43.2
4.6
D
48.0
4.2
D
43.1
8.6
D
46.8
4.0
D
63.8
16.1
E
32.7
3.2
C
17.7
6.4
B
42.2
7.7
D
69.2
2.7
E
88.5

4/13/2018

VISSIM MICRO-SIMULATION RESULTS
ALTERNATIVE 3: SIDE RUNNING TRANSIT (WEST SIDE OF SR-224)
INCLUDING SIGNAL PRE-EMPTION
DEDICATED TRANSIT LANES

Vissim Post-Processor
Average Results from 10 Runs
Volume and Delay by Movement
Intersection 1

Direction

NB

SB

EB

WB

Movement
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Total

Intersection 2

Direction

NB

SB

EB

WB

Fehr & Peers

Movement
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Total

Valley Mountain AA
Existing Volumes - Alternative 3 - Side - with preemption
PM Peak Hour

SR-224/SR-248
Demand
Volume (vph)

Signal
Served Volume (vph)
Average
Percent

Total Delay (sec/veh)
Average
Std. Dev.
LOS

1,112
321
1,433
407
663

1,114
323
1,437
396
664

100.2%
100.5%
100.2%
97.2%
100.2%

30.3
24.9
29.1
76.7
15.7

6.0
4.9
5.6
25.9
6.1

C
C
C
E
B

1,070

1,060

99.1%

38.0

12.3

D

286

273

95.4%

69.9

9.8

E

530
816
3,319

513
786
3,282

96.7%
96.3%
98.9%

40.3
50.1
36.8
75.7

15.4
11.6
6.0

D
D
D

Monitor Drive-Bonanza Drive/SR-248
Demand
Volume (vph)
220
149
660
1,029
129
95
76
300
98
721
146
965
253
424
67
744
3,038

Served Volume (vph)
Average
Percent
225
102.3%
145
97.4%
651
98.7%
1,021
99.3%
126
97.8%
98
102.6%
73
96.1%
297
98.9%
96
98.1%
709
98.3%
138
94.2%
942
97.7%
207
81.6%
398
93.8%
62
93.0%
667
89.6%
2,927
96.3%

Signal
Total Delay (sec/veh)
Average
Std. Dev.
LOS
41.4
11.4
D
40.6
12.5
D
29.2
10.2
C
33.6
10.5
C
37.3
10.9
D
39.2
9.7
D
14.1
6.8
B
32.4
8.1
C
56.1
17.1
E
44.8
15.1
D
46.7
18.5
D
46.5
14.6
D
277.2
224.8
F
100.0
135.5
F
98.7
135.1
F
161.1
167.5
F
63.8
32.6
E
88.0

6/21/2017

Vissim Post-Processor
Average Results from 10 Runs
Volume and Delay by Movement
Intersection 1

Direction

NB

SB

EB

WB

Movement
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Total

Intersection 2

Direction

NB

SB

EB

WB

Fehr & Peers

Movement
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Left Turn
Through
Right Turn
Subtotal
Total

Valley Mountain AA
2040 Volumes - Alternative 3 - Side - with preemption
PM Peak Hour

SR-224/SR-248
Demand
Volume (vph)

Signal
Served Volume (vph)
Average
Percent

Total Delay (sec/veh)
Average
Std. Dev.
LOS

1,890
545
2,435
690
1,130

1,394
396
1,790
432
776

73.8%
72.7%
73.5%
62.6%
68.7%

184.2
175.2
182.2
373.5
306.6

30.8
29.0
30.4
75.8
61.8

F
F
F
F
F

1,820

1,208

66.3%

330.8

67.2

F

485

333

68.7%

102.2

22.7

F

900
1,385
5,640

602
936
3,934

66.9%
67.6%
69.7%

123.5
116.5
212.8
328.3

25.0
20.9
17.7

F
F
F

Monitor Drive-Bonanza Drive/SR-248
Demand
Volume (vph)
250
170
750
1,170
150
110
90
350
110
815
165
1,090
290
480
80
850
3,460

Served Volume (vph)
Average
Percent
244
97.6%
160
93.9%
719
95.8%
1,122
95.9%
146
97.4%
113
102.8%
87
96.2%
346
98.8%
74
67.6%
650
79.7%
108
65.3%
832
76.3%
188
64.7%
323
67.4%
51
64.0%
562
66.1%
2,862
82.7%

Signal
Total Delay (sec/veh)
Average
Std. Dev.
LOS
111.2
18.6
F
108.7
18.1
F
101.5
17.8
F
104.6
17.8
F
32.7
5.5
C
32.8
5.8
C
15.2
6.2
B
28.4
4.7
C
44.9
8.1
D
42.6
8.0
D
39.0
12.2
D
42.5
7.7
D
87.8
32.3
F
28.8
4.7
C
28.1
8.8
C
48.3
10.9
D
65.9
6.7
E
87.9

6/21/2017

APPENDIX G
Preliminary Design Plan Sheets
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APPENDIX H
Public Engagement and Public Meeting Summary

Purpose and Need and Scoping Public Comment Report
February 14, 2017

Introduction
Together, Summit County and Park City, along with several other project partners
including the Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT), Utah Transit Authority (UTA),
Salt Lake City Corporation (SLC), and the Wasatch Front Regional Council (WFRC) are
conducting a study to evaluate the transportation connections between the Salt Lake
Valley and the greater Park City area. The study is funded by Mountain Accord.
Initially, the study will focus on SR-224 between Kimball Junction and Park City, and will
identify and compare the costs, benefits, and impacts of a range of transit alternatives in
an effort to reduce the number of cars on SR-224 and lower the carbon footprint – while
maintaining a small town feel without widening roads.
Stakeholders
The AA public involvement plan identifies the following groups of stakeholders in the
study:
Project Partners:
Summit County, Park City, Wasatch Front Regional Council, UTA, UDOT, Salt
Lake City (also referred to as the core project team)
-

Study Area Public: Citizens of Park City and Summit County, transit riders,
drivers, commuters, employers, businesses, Park City Chamber (including local
tourism interests), developers, property owners and property managers, trucking,
contractors building in the area

-

Policy Leaders: Summit County Commission, Park City Council and Mayor, state
legislators (including area senators/representatives and those who serve on the
transportation interim committee), UTA Board of Trustees; executive leadership
of partner agencies

-

Other Stakeholders: Mountain Accord, Salt Lake CVB, environmental advocacy
or interest groups, active transportation groups, recreation interests, resource
agencies, non-traditional populations, etc.

Public Participation Process
Project kick-off meeting: July 19, 2016
o The core project team met to develop AA goals and objectives and
screening Criteria
Level 1 screening process meetings: September 26, 2016 and November 15,
2016
o The core project team and public policy leaders participated in a
workshop on September 26, 2016.

o

o

-

The objectives of the workshop were to:
§ Review and verify the project goals.
§ Gather input on the modal alternatives recommended to move
forward in Tier 1 screening.
§ Gather input on the proposed evaluation criteria for the Tier 1
screening process.
On November 15, 2016, the team reviewed the initial results of the Level
1 screening process, approved the Purpose and Need statement and
technology options to move forward in a public comment period.

Online open house: December 13, 2016 to February 1, 2017
o To encourage participation from a wide set of stakeholders across a large
geographic area, the study team developed an online open house:
ValleyToMountainStudy.com. The online open house contained the
following content:
§ Background
§ Purpose and Need Statement with opportunities to comment on
both purpose and need
§ Technology options with opportunities to comment on each
§ See this report’s appendix for sample questionnaire
o

The opportunity to comment was advertised through:
§ Park Record display ads
§ A news article in the Park Record (the online version of the story
linked to the online open house, generating nearly half the
comments)
§ Project partners’ communication outlets: Park City, Summit
County, WFRC, MAG and Mountain Accord shared the link on
their websites, enewsletters and social media

Screenshot of Park Record online article and Facebook post by Wasatch Front Regional
Council promoting the opportunity to comment

o

The comment period lasted from December 13, 2016 through February 1,
2017. During the comment period, the webpage received:
§ 974 pageviews
§ 852 sessions
§ 656 unique visitors
§ 137 comments

o

While about half the website visits were from Salt Lake County and half
from Summit County, Wasatch Back participants were much more likely
to comment, making 69 percent of the comments received.

Comments Received by Area

7% 2%
Wasatch Back

22%

Unknown
Wasatch Front

69%

Out of State

Summary of Comments on Study Purpose and Need
Overall, about two-thirds of online meeting participants voiced some type of agreement
with the Purpose and Need statement. The remaining third were split equally between
comments that were not clearly supportive/non-supportive, and comments that were not
supportive of the purpose statement.
Among the participants’ reasons for support of the study’s Purpose and Need, there was
strong agreement that:
• Congestion on SR-224 is an issue that should be addressed (this was
unanimous).
• Whatever solution moves forward, it’s important to protect the natural resources
and character of this mountain community.
• The proposed solution should discourage single-occupant vehicle use.
• Current and future growth needs to be addressed.
Participants had moderately strong agreement that:
• SR-224 should not be widened.
• However, roughly 20 percent of participants, feel very strongly that widening SR224 will solve congestion problems.

Participants expressed a mixed reaction to:
• Improving transit service. About two-thirds of participants believe better service
and better transit options will help solve issues in the area, while one-third
believes that a transit solution will not be supported by the public or will not work.
• Parking. While many participants feel that parking should be addressed, there
were differences in opinions on how this should be addressed. Some believe
parking options should be increased while others feel parking should be disincentivized or eliminated.
• Land use. Those who supported the land use aspect of the Purpose and Need
statement felt that the community needs a transportation network that supports
current and future development. Those who did not support this aspect of the
statement felt that improvements to the transportation network would encourage
more growth, which they oppose.
Participants’ reasons for not supporting the Purpose and Need:
• Some feel the study should address the broader transportation network,
especially SR-248 and connections from the Salt Lake Valley to Kimball
Junction/Park City.
• A few requested more detailed information, such as what is causing the
congestion.
• Some participants oppose additional growth in the community and feel that
improvements to the transportation system will encourage more growth.
Comments on Transit Technology Options
Participants ranked each potential technology option on a sliding scale of 1 to 5. A rating
of 1 means the technology would not fit the Purpose and Need at all; a rating of 5 means
the technology would fit very well.
Averaged together, participants’ ratings were as follows:
• Hybrid bus/BRT:
3.2
• Streetcar/light rail:
3.1
• Aerial:
2.0
• Monorail:
1.9
• AGT:
1.8
• High-speed rail:
1.5
Additional feedback on the technology options:
• Many comments on making transit service more convenient and appealing,
otherwise it might not be supported. Several participants also commented on the
need to have parking options that work with the technology.
• Hybrid bus/BRT seems like the obvious and economical choice to many
participants. Some liked its low impact, non-permanent infrastructure
requirements. Others liked that it is scalable.
• To some participants, light rail or streetcar seems more publically appealing
than buses. They like the fact that light rail can run in inclement weather. Their
concerns with light rail are cost and time to implement.

•
•

Participants are split on aerial transit. Some feel that it would be a “signature
item” that would set Park City apart from other destinations and fit in with the ski
culture. Others feel that it would impact the viewshed.
Some feel that high speed rail would be a better solution for connecting to the
Salt Lake Valley than from Kimball Junction to Park City. Several feel that the
high speed options do not fit the size and character of the community.

Comments in Improving SR-224
Many participants commented both for and against widening SR-224 and/or thought that
additional roadway, interchange and traffic signal improvements were necessary, such
as:
• Improve the signals on SR-224 at Kimball Junction and I-80
• Build an overpass from SR-224 with a direct connection to I-80 (rather than
signalized)
• Consider low-cost, low-impact and short-term solutions
• Address parking issues
• Work with employers to develop solutions for commuter traffic
• Tax vehicle/single-occupant use
• Increase patrol and enforcements
Comments Organized by Corridor Users
Participants had the option to check boxes for the primary reason they use SR-224.
They were allowed to check more than one box. Following is a breakdown of uses
selected by participants:
• Recreation:
84%
• Day-to-day errands:
77%
• Retail:
58%
• Work:
58%
• School:
17%
• Other (not specified)
20%
Eleven participants marked only the “recreation” box. Recreation was the only SR-224
use with a number of participants marking it as their only reason for using SR-224.
Recreation-only users rated BRT higher than the average participant at 4.0
compared to 3.2. Recreation users were the least likely of users to report that they drive
alone, although a significant number report that they do. Otherwise their responses were
not significantly different from other corridor users.
Respondents who marked “work” as one of their primary uses of SR-224 marked each
technology option slightly lower than the average participant, except monorail. The
“work” participants were more likely to report that their primary mode of travel on SR-224
is to drive alone. They also reported cycling as their primary mode slightly more
frequently than other road users. Otherwise their comments were typical compared to
other participants.
Comments by Geographic Location

Participants were given the option to add their zip code to their comments, which
provided the opportunity to compare Wasatch Back participants’ responses with
Wasatch Front participants. Wasatch Back includes responses from Summit, Wasatch
and Morgan Counties. Wasatch Front includes responses from Salt Lake and Utah
Counties.
The only difference of note between Wasatch Back and Wasatch Front participants was
how they rated aerial transit. Wasatch Back participants rated aerial at 2.1 (close to the
average rating of 2.0) while Wasatch Front participants rated aerial lower than
average (1.6). Unfortunately, the Wasatch Front participants did not expand on aerial
transit in their comments to explain the reasons for lower ratings.
Participant Comments by Agreement with Purpose and Need
Participants who made a clear comment of agreement with the Purpose and Need
statement (such as “Yes” or “I agree”) rated all technology options slightly higher
than average, following the same pattern of preference. Otherwise their comments were
typical.
Participants who made a clear comment of disagreement (such as “No” or “I disagree”)
rated each technology option much lower than average (all below 2.0 out of 5), but
followed the average pattern of preference. They were more likely than average to report
driving alone as their primary mode of travel and much less likely to report carpooling
or transit as a primary mode (they ranked transit at 1.2 out of 5 compared to the
average participant’s rating of 2.1). Their comments reflect that they do not support
transit, do not believe others will support transit and don’t agree with spending a large
sum on infrastructure improvements.
A full report of stakeholder comments is included in the appendix of this report.
Conclusion
While the data shows differences between participant groups in typical mode of travel
and preference of technology options, participants appear to agree on many points.
Congestion is widely recognized as an issue that should be addressed. Whether
participants support or oppose continued growth in Summit County, growth is also an
issue that should be managed to protect natural resources and maintain the character of
the community.
In future public engagement, the study team should consider communicating the
following with the public:
• Explain the study process in more detail, including mentioning future phases.
Several participants were concerned about I-80, Salt Lake Valley to Park City
connections, and issues with SR-248, all which are outside the scope of this
current phase of study.
• Explain in more detail how the transit technologies will reduce congestion.
Demonstrate a correlation between improved service and increased ridership.
Describe how the technology will help the overall transportation network function

•
•

better. In future phases, project partners may consider broader public education
about transit and its benefits to the community.
Address parking. Parking concerns are mentioned several times in the
comments. The public perceives that transit improvements and parking
improvements must go hand in hand.
Consider roadway improvements. While Summit County and Park City are not
currently interested in widening SR-224, the project partners may implement
some roadway improvements in addition to a transit solution in the future.

Next Steps and Timeline
With the scoping period complete, the project team will now conduct a preliminary
environmental analysis and evaluate alternatives. This process is expected to last
through Summer/Early Fall 2017. In Fall 2017, the study team will work with project
partners to identify and select a Locally Preferred Alternative (LPA), report on the AA
process and file a Notice of Intent to link the planning process to NEPA.
Appendix
Database of public comments
Sample questionnaire

Name

Email Address

Zip Code

alexpete@aol.com

malexnatt@gmail.com

84068

84036

Phone Number

stoysluttie1@gmail.com

84098

Alex Natt

ajbodek@aol.com

donotrespond@gmail.com

Alex Peterson

570-947-1254

amylanzel@gmail.com

A Snyderville
Resident

Alex Stoy

562-221-1386

84060

84098

84060

84098

801-808-3089

bill_parkcity@yahoo.com

autumnhindman@gmail.com

artbros@xmission.com

shopping@kiwi-roo.com

amills3912@yahoo.com

Amy Bodek

435-513-1384

435-645-8777

919-270-1032

703-585-6269

Amy Lanzel

Amy Mills

Andrew Mayes

Art Brothers

Autumn Hindman

Bill Davison

84098

84060

84098

bradmbak@gmail.com

brantleyeason@yahoo.com

brandi.connolly@gmail.com

Brad Baker

Brantley Eason

84098

78028

briannabseymour@aol.com

bmorgan2012@yahoo.com

Brandi Connolly

801-884-7013

208-761-1996

Braxton Morgan

Brianna

84060

chrisretzer@gmail.com

84098

84103

84060

84060

84098

84098

84098

jacksoncarolyn7@gmail.com

cvanderlinde10@gmail.com

pcfyrfytr@yahoo.com

chris.eggleton@gmail.com

crose@email.com

661-644-3589

435-640-7626

435-333-1504

Carolyn

Carolyn Rose

Chris Eggleton

435-655-5424

Chris Retzer

Chris Pruyn

Chris Vanderlinde

deford@gmail.com

coby.vail@gmail.com

claystuard@gmail.com

chuckklingenstein@gmail.co
m

435-655-0429

Chuck Klingenstein

Clay Stuard

Coby Vail

Colin DeFord

No. 224 needs to be widened. Any plan that doesn't involve widening 224 is shortsighted. Park City is
growing. Treating it as a small town is inappropriate, given projected growth. A bus lane would be
awful, worsen traffic, and decrease quality of life for residents. The concrete medians in front of the
Hyatt Place made things worse. Traffic flow plans need to focus on function first. This area is growing
regardless of the transit plan. This plan needs to improve flow, not intentionally impede it in a
misguided attempt to force transit use. The tourists are used to traffic in their home cities. It is residents
who will be annoyed -- residents who would be using transit if it met our needs. If you want tourists to
use transit, charge for parking at the resorts and close main street to vehicles other than the free
trolley. Main St would be a great pedestrian walkway.

Comments on Purpose
I disagree. It is feasible to widen 224 and improving the flow of vehicle traffic is necessary and
consistent with Summit County's goals and plans. Our bus services is great and there are quality bike
trails in place. I do not see the edges of 224 as particularly necessary as a focus of preservation
resources. The roads need to be widened. Improving flow in and out of town is necessary to limit the
pollution from cars sitting in traffic. I'd rather see other methods of limiting people driving in (like
closing Main St to cars of charging for parking).

Comments on Need

Need to expand scope to validate use purpose. Why are they using this transit corridor and to go
where.

No. The solution will require disincentives to single vehicle travel into the Park City core. So if the
Same comment. No discussion of disincentives in the Old Town core.
project doesn't seriously discuss increasing (for instance) parking costs in the Old Town core then we
will continue to see increased vehicle traffic on the arterials. I would like the resorts to consider what I
call the "disney world" model where when one books a trip to the resort, they are provided bus
transport into park city by the resort company. Their luggage is transferred from the airlines directly to
motorcoaches and then directly to their lodging. At the lodging, there can be hourly or daily car
rental/car shares so the amount of vehicles in Old Town can be quantified. Increasing "throughput" is
not a desireable outcome.
Needs to consider I-80 / Parleys. Makes no sense to study only part of the traffic pattern. The issue is
getting them up and down canyon and in and out PC. They are interrelated. So the solution needs to
be interrelated.
Yes...traffic is a serious issue as it relates to life experiences, pollution and quality of life.
Yes. I just hope we aren't looking at the short term 15-20 year and rather, a much longer term
solution.

I agree.

yes.

yes i agree. I feel tourist traffic is the primary goal to reduce. Infrastructure should be contained and
added density minimized at all costs to keep small town feel. \r\nAL

Yes. It is a good balance of meeting healthy living/mobility issues with real concerns about traffic
Yes, there needs to be a way to manage the traffic without road widening. The County needs to
through-put. 30,000 ADTs a day without options for short trips is similar to what you\'d find in a larger respect the economic value brought to the area through the combination of preserved open space
city. Given that a lot of this traffic is either seasonal, labor force related, or other, I do think there needs and world class job generators like the resorts, restaurants, festivals, etc.
to be a discussion about staggered release of employees at resorts who may be contributing to the
daily volumes at peak hours.

yes.

Yes. Same as above.

It seems that this study is absolutely set on spending money on mass transit. It boggles my mind that
we are not trying simpler and less expensive solutinos first. None of the options appeal. They are not
cost effective or even effective. They are noble but naive. The problem is two bad traffic-signals and a
study is commissioned to see how we can bring Disney-style transportation to Park City. Do we have
more dollars than sense? The primary problem is NOT the width of the road. We have three unused
lanes. It is NOT the transit system. It works well enough and isn't going to get much better. It is NOT
regional partking. Though the county and city planning commissions seem to avoid approving enough
parking to make anything work well. It is NOT the character and scale of an environmentally and
aesthetically acceptable plan (whatever that bit of fark-speak means). IT IS the failed-intersections at
Kimball Junction (especially the signals at Newpark and 224 and those at Ute Blvd and 224). If lights
ran in sync with each other at appropriate intervals traffic would work. But those lights don't play well
with heavy traffic patterns. I've talked to UDOT. They say the signals along are smart but Newpark and
Ute Blvd are too close together to allow for proper flow. In other words the smart lights are fouling
things up. Do a test. Put a couple of sets of cops at Kimball Junction at peak traffic see if traffic works
better. Give them loud whistles. Kill the signals while they are there. Traffic could roll smoothly if there
was a real brain behind the traffic flow. Simple solution: pull the plug on the so-called "smart" signal
syste,. Pay a couple of cops to blow a whistle. Build them a elevated heated-dais if you have to. Let a
human brain direct the traffic flow. Problem solved for a lot less money than adding battery powered
hybrid buses monorails gondolas or six-mile-long mag-lev trains.

Yes

No. The purposes of this study are at odds with simple, feasible solutions.

Yes. The two roads in and out of Park City are now congested year-round. The population growth
projections and increase in tourism going forward requires we take creative, aggressive steps in
planning, building and managing a robust transportation infrastructure.

Yes. Clearly there's a need

Yes. It is highly relevant and necessary to address this now.

Yes. Having some type of rapid transit is important. Make sure we consider how it will tie in with larger
future projects like rapid transit from slc airport to pc - without stopping and changing systems. And
that we consider what will need to be done to stop at multiple locations like outlets kimball canyons
and the market and pcmr

Yea, I mostly agree with the purpose and need of the study.

Yes. The two roads in and out of Park City are now congested year-round. The population growth
projections and increase in tourism going forward requires we take creative, aggressive steps in
planning, building and managing a robust transportation infrastructure.

I agree with most of the purposes.

Yes

I think widening 224 would help a lot as well as looking into other options for transportation

I disagree with the statement that you want to compliment local parking. Park City is already overrun
with free parking, so I think we should just use existing parking supply more in town more efficiently. I
understand there will need to be a large structure at the junction, but we should not build out even
more parking in town.

Agree224 can be a mess with traffic and should be addressed

Yes I agree with the study. I commute every day on 224 and a change needs to happen. I have always Yes, the study recognizes the current issues and is in line with PC's future plans.
thought that a better public transit system in PC would be a huge benefit to the community and
environment.
We do not need a transit system of any kind. No one will use it. We need to move traffic. We really
No one wants to ride the bus.
need a traffic clover at 224 and 80 to keep traffic moving through that intersection. There's no need for
traffic to stop at both those lights. If they know they're heading into the 80, either direction, there could
just be a nonmeteted traffic clover that keeps the traffic moving instead of stopping. Problem solved.
Yes, I think that traffic has become a large issue in our community, especially during holiday and busy Yes I do. I agree that widening the road not only impacts the natural resources and environment along
time periods. It seems that the secret is out on how wonderful Park City is and I get the impression
224, but it does not fix the issue. Creating an attractive method of transportation seems to be a big
more people will be visiting every year. Alternative transportation ideas will help mediate the traffic
hurdle, but I agree that this step needs to happen.
and it will be beneficial for everyone.

The project parameters need to include way-finding/signage as part of the problem of congestion; the
limitation of Summit County and Park City building height, makes adding attainable multi-family or
market-rate apartment projects difficult to pencil, thus contributing to the sprawl causing more people
to drive to Kimball Junction to access goods and services.

Yes. Widening of 224 or 248 is not realistic as the center of town couldn't handle the amount of traffic
coming in or the parking. I don\'t want to see small patches of green between concrete roads and
parking structures. I currently do not take the bus even though it is free. I live in the Jeremy Ranch
area and work at Quinn's Junction, a 15 minute commute. A bus would take me at least an hour. There
are many people who commute from SLC, Heber, and Coalville area to work in PC, many in low
paying jobs. Having frequent cost effective modes of transportation would be a good option.

I think that when I first read this section, it wasn't clear that the Purpose/Needs were exclusive to
Phase 1 only. If this is true, then I agree.

Simply roundabouts http://www.carmel.in.gov//index.aspx?page=123

Yes, I agree. The traffic congestion is obvious, and has been steadily getting worse in the 29 years I
have lived here. I'm glad I don\'t work in the congested part of Park City, and I don't live in Park City
proper.

Roundabouts http://www.carmel.in.gov//index.aspx?page=123

The Purposes and Needs are too general and lacking detail. For example, transit references quality,
reliability, attractiveness, express service and alternatives to cars, but it's pretty vague language. The
most resonating need is to increase throughput capacity on 224 and I agree that other supporting
initiatives (community character, land planning, remote parking) should be consider when trying to
fulfill this need.

No road widening or flyovers. Improves transit service on 224 but use dedicated guideways and let
since the only people who will use transit are those that are encouraged (forced too) keep 224 and
224 clog. support heathy communities through multimodal that encourages people to walk, ride bikes, 248 improvements to a minimum. when they clog people - locals, workers day visitors and tourists will
skate ski - anything but cars.\r\ndevelop remote parking with transit linkages\r\nrest sounds good
seek out alternatives including intercept parking linked with multi-modal transportation choices.
Buses that people sit on in the same traffic jams are what we have now. We need dedicated guideways for alternative transit options so people sitting in traffic see mass transit systems flowing.

Agree.. I would love an improvement in the entry corridor, beautification, but moving cars quicker
through Kimball Junction is not the solution.

No. Expanding transportation throughput capacity merely creates infrastructure to accommodate the Agreed. Transit improvements in frequency are needed, however public transit will never satisfy the
next increment of transportation demand. It stimulates additional growth which creates more
majority or even a substantial minority of local transportation demand because are population
transportation demand. It is a vicious, never-ending cycle. Instead of expanding transportation
densities are relatively low and diffused, as are our economic centers. Please do not invest in projects
throughput, all public funding of Chamber of Commerce and Tourism Bureau destination advertising that will lead to further urbanization or densification of Park City and the surrounding areas. Just figure
should be discontinued. Quit fueling growth of the Tourism Industry and be content with stabilizing the out a way to transport the existing level of Tourism that arrives via SLC Airport to the Park City area
current level of visitation.
inexpensively and conveniently without them needing to rent a car. Use the public money being spent
to advertise for Tourism expansion for subsidizing frequent small bus/group limousine service directly
from the SLC airport to lodging destinations. Once tourists have arrived at their lodging, then move
them around on an enhanced local bus system.

yes, we need to understand how people are moving, when, where and why.
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I would love to see some sort of high speed rail or train to Salt Lake, but it
makes no sense on 224. I'd be okay with adding the bus rapid transit so
long as it does not take away any existing vehicle lanes, including turn
lanes. Realistically 224 should *already* be 3 vehicle lanes to handle
existing traffic, so I'd like it widened to be at least 3 vehicle lanes in each
direction *plus* a dedicated rapid transit lane.

Additional Feedback

Work, Day-to-day
errands, Recreation,
Retail, School, Other

Heavy rail from SLC airport to Kimball Junction transferring to light rail to
old town. No tourist should be allowed to drive a rental car into park city.

Travel Purposes

Work, Day-to-day
errands, Retail

Consider ability to expand to include east and western county.

Elevated exit system from 224 to 80 east and west bound. Continuous flow
with no stop lights or signs. Create a hub for light rail from Jeremy to KJ to
PCMR. Increase walkability in the Kimball Junction area. Currently, its
horrible and dangerous.

Canyons, PCMR

Project partners need to invest in off-site parking structures downhill from
PC
and provide direct frequent (and express) shuttles to key locations. If
someone is going to the Canyons they should be able to park somewhere
on the north side of I-80 and have a direct shuttle to the front door or the lift
line. A transit-only lane for the length of 224 may make sense also. Check
out Long Beach (CA) Transit's plans for 12 all-electric buses and their new
electric charging station at their convention center - could be a great option
for here.

Work, Day-to-day
errands, Recreation,
Retail
Work, Day-to-day
errands, Recreation,
Retail, Other

Day-to-day errands,
Recreation, Retail

I've read that some public transportation authorities are partnering with
companies like Uber/Lyft. Here's an article on Bloomberg
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-08-15/uber-and-lyft-want-toreplace-public-buses

Day-to-day errands,
Recreation, Retail

Keep entry corridors uncluttered. Hide transit stations to keep feel of open
space small town feel. Park and ride lots in salt Lake City to Park City to
help minimize traffic coming into 224 and 248
Please add wildlife conservation as a consideration for the project, more
explicitly, reducing hazards for moose, elk, and deer crossing SR224.
Related to wildlife safety and people safety -- we need much more police
presence on 224 to catch speeders and drivers who go through red lights.
This is a major problem on 224 and has become much worse.

Recreation, Retail,
School

It seems that this study is absolutely set on spending money on mass
transit. It boggles my mind that we are not trying simpler and less expensive
solutions first.

2) Promote infill in Park City. PC lets so few people live in the city that they
are forced to drive their cars all the time. If we change our policies to
promote infill, fewer people would need to commute in from the junction or
SLC and there'd be fewer people driving and more walking and using
transit.

I think there are a few other obvious wins that we should consider to reduce
traffic during peak times.
1) We should have a congestion toll. If we add a small toll that changes
dynamically with the amount of traffic, it should spread out the demand and
the usage of the road more efficiently. If we earmark the funds raised from
the toll for road improvements and public transit, it should be an easy
political win.

Work, Day-to-day
errands, Recreation,
Retail, School, Other

Work, Day-to-day
errands, Recreation
Work, Day-to-day
errands, Recreation,
Retail, School, Other

Recreation

Work, Day-to-day
errands, Recreation,
Retail, School

I know this is just the first survey, but I would have more questions
regarding the impact and space of a monorail or train system. Would it go
along side of 224 or in the middle? Also, given that we have a fantastic bus
system in Park City, I would wonder if another bus-type transportation
would contradict with the plan of creating an appealing alternative method
to auto drivers.

I live at Kimball Junction and have to take my kids to daycare in Park City
so most public transportation is not an option for us because of time
constraints. Making transportation family friendly would be great.

Work, Day-to-day
errands, Recreation,
Retail

Closing Main Street to all traffic. Utilize the parking area off of Highway
40/248 for those who work on Main Street or the Prospector area. There
must be frequent transit buses to take workers to and from their jobs to
make it appealing. There also needs to be a bus only lane on 248. This
same option can apply to 224 or require workers to park in the highway
40/248 lot. It only takes 10 minutes to get there from the Kimball junction
area and workers don't need to take 224. Please look at other alternative
park and ride lots in other areas besides the Jeremy Ranch area. There is
only the one way out for everyone living in Jeremy, Sun Peak, and Hidden
Cove subdivisions, and the Quarry Village Pine Brook areas are almost as
bad. I think general park and ride lots in these areas will add to the
congestion which is already bad, and I'm concerned with safety for these
neighborhoods and the schools currently there. These neighborhoods are
already targeted by criminals due to the easy access off of I-80. thank you!

For real, no one wants to, and no one will ride the bus

Day-to-day errands,
Recreation

A Kimball Junction circulator seems like a good idea; but a Downtowneresque service (like what was deployed in Aspen) seems conducive to
reducing trips in and among the business employees, the transient guests
and local residents in the area. A B.I.D. might be able to add funding to this
type of service above and beyond the recent tax initiatives approved.

Work, Day-to-day
errands, Recreation,
Retail, School, Other
Work, Recreation, Retail

Work, Day-to-day
errands, Recreation,
Retail, Other

Roundabouts http://www.carmel.in.gov//index.aspx?page=123

Work, Day-to-day
errands, Recreation

Work, Day-to-day
errands, Recreation,
Retail

No.

The cost of rail I feel is prohibitive unless we are talking about rail from SLC
/ Airport to PC.

See comments above. Also, I think 248 should be widened to four lanes all
the way from Highway 40 to Bonanza Drive, and make all lanes available
to all cars and trucks. Do not restrict lanes to HOV or buses.

same as before

Work, Day-to-day
errands, Recreation,
Retail, School, Other

Day-to-day errands
Work, Day-to-day
errands, Recreation,
Retail

Work, Day-to-day
errands, Retail, Other

Recreation

Day-to-day errands,
Recreation, Retail
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Comments on Preference

If you want to limit cars, you need an easy way from Salt Lake to Park City (put the high
speed or light rail on I-80), charge for parking at the resorts, and make main street a
pedestrian walkway or closed to all vehicles except the free trolley. Once someone in Salt
Lake gets in their car to come to PC and commits to drive up I-80, they are going to drive
to their final destination. Especially when skiing, the added burden of getting your skis and
stuff hauled from the hill to the bus is about time and hassle. People would rather sit in
traffic in their comfortable heated car than carry their skis to the bus. No amount of
improving transit will fix that until parking is so expensive it outweighs that comfort.

Additional Comments

Convenience is the big issue. You need to make it more convenient to use a public
transport system, and next to impossible to use a car. Currently if I want to go into town via
the bus service from Jeremy Ranch, I have to: Walk to the park and ride - Get the bus to
Kimball- Switch to the express Which takes 45 minutes once I'm on the bus at the park and
ride, and another 30 minutes and about 2 miles walk to/from my home. If I drive to the park
and ride, I might as well drive the rest of the way and be in town in 20-25 minutes.

Yes -- thank you for asking these questions, but I would suggest you distribute a low-tech
survey form at the ski areas and other places where people have driven into town in their
cars. The survey should ask a few broad questions, such as "What would have enticed
you to ride public transportation instead of driving your car today?" Then have a few
suggested answers, such as "more convenient transit from ____ to ____ ", and then a
blank space where people can write in their own text. You might even get the ski areas to
include this form on their web sites or facebook pages.

Why spend hundreds of millions of dollars on fixed rail given the rate of return? How many
passengers will really use it? A simple, changeable system that can expand or contract
over time (or during seasonal variations) makes more sense. Don't waste too much
money.

Probably the dedicated electric bus because it takes the least room. I don't like the elevated
options because they are expensive, take a lot of room, are ugly, hard to maintain with
snow and ice, and don't seem to fit the communist. The gondola is interesting, depending
on path from Kimball Junction to the resorts. The light rail is nice but may not be as
functional as the bus and takes too much room. The high speed trains are expensive and
don't make sense for the short path. They wouldn't have room to get up to speed, would
provide a hazard for local wildlife and traffic, and take too much room.

Light rail system. lets move towards the future (10+years) and nip the problem now instead
of kicking it down the road. Larger transit focal points to improve mass transit.

I like the hybrid bus idea. Options from SLC direct to Park City. Express services at Kimball
to Park City more for local folks vs tourist. Programs and incentives that encourage tourist
and people coming up fromSLC to take tranist.
I don't really think the traffic on 224 is a technology problem. Building a fancy, expensive
train system won't get people out of their cars. I think you should focus on low-tech
solutions, such as small feeder buses to get people to bus stops, making the bus stops
more comfortable, e.g., more bus shelters especially on the inbound route where people
have to stand in the snow or weeds, and having parking around Kimball Junction where
people would be likely to park and take a bus. I would also drop that time-consuming
detour through Silver Spring on the Pink Line. If there must be detours into neighborhoods,
go into high-density areas like Powderwood Drive (which was discontinued 8 yrs ago
without explanation) or have some small feeder buses.

Hybrid Electric Bus Rapid Transit - Simple, low cost, low impact. If you can add enforced
park and ride outside of town like Richardson flats. Make driving & parking
difficult/expensive in town for visitors. For example move the ski resort parking out to
Richardson flats & somewhere before Kimball, then provide a good bus service into the
resort.\r\n

Too many transfers is not attractive for visitors with lots of gear. If one is going to take a
car from the airport, it is likely that the person is not going to get off at Kimball Junction to
take a rail or bus to their final destination UNLESS the State and City require it. An
example of a car-free resort town is Zermatt, Switzerland. See:
http://www.zermatt.ch/en/arrival\r\n\r\nIf the State and City then, is not going to address
and end-to-end airport solution (my preference is HIgh Speed rail from the new airport up
to Park City) then the issue more likely is the traffic relief for Locals and visitors once they
are here. A looped rail system that would connect Kimball Junction, Old Town, Snow Park
(at Deer Valley) and Kearns Blvd all the way to the Round Valley/hospital/Ice Rink would
make a HUGE difference. We are all driving in this loop!

None of the option appeal. They are not cost effective, or even effective. They are noble but The problem is two bad traffic-signals and a study is commissioned to see how we can
naive.
bring Disney-style transportation to Park City. Do we have more "dollars than sense?"

I really prefer a fixed rail solution that has stops that passengers can then transfer to
alternate transportation forms like PRT to reach their final destination(s.)

I think we should get creative with our solutions to this problem. In our city planning code
we promote driving by forcing buildings to provide free parking. This "free" parking
increases the cost of everything and only benefits drivers. We should remove these
parking requirements, consider switching to maximum allowances, and where feasible
implement paid parking. This would greatly reduce the incentive our city provides for
drivers and get more people taking transit.

Traffic clover, stop having such cheap ski rates. This community is great because it's for
the wealthy. We don\'t need low income housing, buses, or rail lines,

This project needs to happen. Park city will benefit greatly from something like this.

If you want to a more thorough analysis of the incentives we give to drivers, read "The
High Cost of Free Parking" by Donald Shoup.

Is this a joke? Why did you include the High Speed Rail options. This is such a small
distance to cover. These options make no sense. I think the light rail makes the most sense.
We want to make sure that whatever we put in is not affected by the car traffic, so that rules
out the bus. We also don't want a gondola as that'd be so slow and not let that many people
travel in to town. Like I said the high speed options don't make sense since they couldn't
even get up to speed. The Automated Guideway is also too small. That leaves light rail as
the best option.

Something that does well in heavy snow and cuts down on car rental and car usage by
transporting lots of people with equipment fast and easy. Stops should considers tourist,
local neighborhoods and non-summit county workers

I prefer some kind of rail system. Electric power is huge considering the ecosystem of park
city. Distance is not too great so speed doesn\'t have to be "hyper" but it will be a huge
improvement on "crawling traffic." Kimball to PCMR base in 5 minutes.
I don't want a transit rail system in my small town. Survival of the fittest.

Not knowing a ton about many of these options, I would pick the automatic guideway transit I really appreciate that this is open to community members. It is well thought out and I look
or lightrail. These methods seem to have a smaller impact along the existing corridor and forward to learning more!
have the potential to be an appealing method for travelers.

See above.

Roundabouts http://www.carmel.in.gov//index.aspx?page=123

I like the rapid bus the best as it sounds/looks like an affordable option. The schedule of the Not at this time.
buses will make this option good or bad. Any bus must operate frequently and have a
dedicated lane to drive on. The light rail option I also think is good although the cost and
placement of the rails are the downside of this. The other options seem like overkill for our
area. We are definitely busy, but relatively small, and the rest of the options appear to be
for bigger areas/resorts who have the land space to accomodate the infrastructure
required. And, they are too expensive.

I think that the BRT seems liek the obvious solution, but I think that ridership will remain
low. Especially without having incentives for people to pull over, park in Kimball or
designated Park/Ride locations and take a bus. Currently, the "pain" of driving your self is
too small to incent people to change. I think that if Parking at Resorts was for a fee, people
might make a change. If BRT become twice as fast, or realistically driving becomes twice
as slow, this could increase ridership. But the BRT doesn't account for the first/last mile
notion of getting people to/from homes to a central location.

Roundabouts http://www.carmel.in.gov//index.aspx?page=123

I love the idea of gondolas connecting key areas of town. It may not be as fast as mass
transit, but it delivers an experience that will set PC apart from other international ski
destinations.

I prefer my car during off peak times and during peak times I could see a cost benefit to
Rapid Streetcar/Light Rail Transit because of dedicated guide-ways. Hybrid Electric Bus
Rapid Transit or Automated Guideway Transit - Personal Rapid Transit & Group Rapid
Transit may work too if dedicated guide-way. I am not sitting on any mass transit system
that causes me to sit in the same traffic jam as everyone else.

Hybrid buses, but don't interfere with the flow of car and truck traffic in doing so, because
those buses are still going to be mostly empty during non-peak periods.

I prefer the Bus Rapid Transit System at least initially. This seems to fit the area, current
funding patterns, and current growth best. However, I think some sort of rail connection
between Salt Lake City International and Park City should be a long range goal.

I am not sure I saw anything that offers a solution for the first and last miles. That is the only I envision a day where we have collaboration with all the hotels and rentals in PC. Where
thing that is going to get locals out of their cars.
we can capture those at the airport, assign them a comfortable ride. Separate them from
their luggage, yet have the ability to show them via tracking that their luggage is taken
care of and the location and ETA. Create an experience so pleasant that the tourist do not
want to rent a car. The airlines know you are on the plane, we need to share that data,
assign you a ride, we know your ETA. Let the hotel know you are coming, etc.
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Comments on Purpose
Yes, I agree. Similar to Salt Lake County, Park city is facing some similar issues with limited parking,
vehicle miles increasing far faster the roads can cost effectively be built, and significant growth in
population and tourism. It is not possible to continue to build enough roads for the exponentially
increasing amount of vehicle miles traveled. Park City needs a Transit System that is built addressing
factors such as being competitive with automobile travel times, providing sufficient capacity and
frequency, connects the major demand centers (major destination and origination points of travel), etc.
But it has to be built right in order to achieve the greatest level of success. A fixed guideway system
with 100% preemption would be the best way to encourage motorists to use Transit instead, and
provide the needed capacity in the most cost effective long-term way. Buses (including bus rapid
transit) do not offer the same cost effectiveness, capacity or travel time that fixed guideway systems
can. One of the greatest long-term expenditures are for the salaries and benefits to drivers. Bus
solutions have a very high human resource costs (a driver for each vehicle with limited capacity).
Fixed guideway solutions where multiple cars can be either operated by one operator or automated
significantly reduce the human resource costs. Additionally, fixed guideway systems generally having
better operational reliability during inclement weather, where bus systems struggle significantly with
reliability during winter storms. The transit solution needs to be safe, fast, frequent, and reliable. The
faster, more frequent and more reliable, the more successful the transit system will be in getting
motorists to ride transit instead of drive their personal single-occupancy cars.

Comments on Need

Yes. I\'ve always thought there needs to be a more efficient way to get people from the junction to
town. Even if in the future people coming from Salt Lake arrived to the junction and from there took a
TRAX like train or BRT into town would be nice.

Rail is the most effective long-term solution, from both a cost standpoint and a capacity standpoint.
However, the rail system needs to have 100% preemption. If you look at TRAX in Salt Lake County, it
is very competitive with the automobile in the dedicated railroad corridor where it has 100%
preemption. However, the automobile quickly gains advantage in the shared city streets, where
signals are generally coordinated for automobile movement. Yes, trains do have some higher levels
of priority in signal phases at certain intersections (there are some intersections where priority for the
trains has been completely removed or almost eliminated), however when trains stop at stations, they
get out of the flow of traffic and often get more red lights than automobile traffic going up the same
street in the flow group of traffic. The average MPH drops significantly when TRAX enters city streets.
Other agencies also continues to reduce the amount of out of priority given to the trains at traffic
signals, increasing the run time of the trains and making train run times less reliable and predictable,
particularly on the corridor to the University of Utah. Delays caused by traffic lights in that corridor now
often cause TRAX trains to miss their FrontRunner connections (southbound TRAX Red Line to
southbound FrontRunner at Murray).

Yes.

Yes, if Park City is to grow and wants to become a city with options for not taking a car to work, we
need practical transit.

I believe the bottlenecks occur at stop lights that are poorly addressing the genuine needs of the
commute. Without widening 224, I believe roundabouts that do not stop traffic between Park City and
1-80 on 224 will not result in backups.

General: Many people who come to the area do not come by car - especially for Sundance and many Yes, the purpose is excellent and the needs are quite explicit.
who ski. Here are 2 ideas to eliminate or reduce auto and bus traffic - in both cases, the Kimball
Junction Transit Center would have to be expanded to accommodate more parking (i.e.: park & ride).
1. LIGHT RAIL SYSTEM: A light rail system from Kimball Junction to the ski areas and Main Street. It
does use surface space and it is possible to use space next to the bike trail. 2. MONORAIL: A Monorail
is an excellent solution, since there are no bridges to interfere along the route. The monorail could run
above the bike trail, walk ways or Shoulder. I'll be happy to help in this effort: Dan Freifeld, PO Box
980332, Park City, UT 84098. 435-649-9396
Yes. I drive it every day and have always believed there was a way to manage this stretch more
effectively than it currently is developed.

Not really. The "Purpose and Need" statement is nice wordsmithing. But the solution will come
Sort of. But I think we are still in denial over the source of the problem. Our city and county
through reducing and eliminating parking options in Park City. We need much less free parking at the governments have gone to great lengths to stimulate business development in the town and at the
resorts, at the schools and in town to keep cars away and reduce traffic. Only through economic
resorts. Almost all of the customers and employees of the businesses drive to them daily. When
incentives will most people leave their cars at home or in park-and-ride lots. Improving mass transit
parking got tight in town, the city built free parking garages along Swede Alley with the full support of
alone hasn't worked well elsewhere and certainly won't work in our relatively affluent community
the businesses. Now the traffic has become intolerable. As Pogo said, "We have met the enemy and
where just about everybody drives rather than use the already free buses.
he is us!"

Yes. It is an important issue that is not going away and will only get worse if not addressed which will Yes.
negatively impact the community, its residents and visitors in the long run.

With the exception of a few weeks per year (Christmas, 4th of July, Sundance, etc), our local bus
service is woefully underused. Increasing it\s coverage and frequency would be an improvement and
might encourage it's use. Replacing it with some high tech alternative, would be a colossal waste of
money.
I DO NOT AGREE. The city, county and state planners have spent YEARS dreaming up expensive,
pie-in-the-sky, mass transit alternatives to driving, with total disregard to the reality that, the vast
majority of people, do not share common point-to-point travel needs. Mass transit, in low density
communities, only truly works when large quantities of people need to get from the same origin to the
same destination. In Park City however, our citizens and visitors need to move constantly from
EVERYWHERE, to EVERYWHERE. Mass transit cannot possibly meet these needs, which is why the
busses on 224 are mostly empty, most of the time. I have lived in Ranch Place for 12 years, and have
seen the congestion on UT-224 grow consistently and rapidly in this period. I have seen time and
money wasted on new bike lanes, increased bus frequency, a bus lane on the right shoulder, and the
widening of 224. The reality is, that none of these Band-Aid fixes will alleviate the of tens of thousands
of cars per day (the majority of 224 traffic), trying to get onto I-80, through the three light controlled
intersections at Kimball Junction. With rapid and seemingly uncontrolled growth in our community, the
ONLY solution that makes sense, is a high speed interchange that will funnel traffic, over Kimball
Junction (or under it) and directly onto I-80. The argument that such a solution is aesthetically
unpleasing, pales in comparison to the inefficiency, waste and pollution generated by thousands of
cars idling for miles and miles, during hours of bumper to bumper traffic. The open land around
Kimball Junction is rapidly being bought up and developed. The opportunity to implement this
common, \tried and true solution\"
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I DO NOT AGREE.
is rapidly dwindling. Delay just a year or two more and 224 will be mired in hopeless gridlock forever
Local mass transit
does nothing to
address the tens of
thousands of citizens
and visitors
commuting daily to
and from Park City.
Furthermore, use of
local bus service is
already minimal, due
to the fact that it
regardless of how
doesn\'t serve every
much money is
section of every
wasted on underused
neighborhood. I live
rapid transit
in Ranch Place
solutions."
(which is by no
means remote) and
yet the nearest bus
stop to my house is
over a mile away,
which is why my
family rarely uses it.
In addition, bus
frequency (currently
30 minutes) would
have to be tripled in
order to make it

Similar tactics should be used during high traffic days such as July 4th fireworks at PCMR, etc.

Similarly, having PCPD sit in their patrol cars at key intersections with their lights on is INCREASING
traffic and slowing, rather than helping. Get the law enforcement offices and trained civilian volunteers
out of their cars and into the intersections directing traffic. This would have a HUGE impact on
improving traffic flow.

No, I do not agree with the Purpose and Need of the study. Instead of spending tens or hundreds of
No, I do not agree with the Need of the study.
millions of dollars on alternative transportation that nobody will actually use, why not use resources
and infrastructure that already exist? For instance, a "ski o'clock" in the afternoon, use the bus lanes
Simply put, you will not get enough people into alternative modes of transportation to make the time
as travel lanes for all vehicles, and use the center lanes as "reversible lanes" for all vehicles. This
and expense worthwhile. Just figure out how to move more cars on the existing roads, by using
would allow for an additional two lanes of travel from Park City to Kimball Junction, thereby increasing common sense approaches like the ones outlined below. Instead of spending tens or hundreds of
capacity and vehicle throughput. A similar thing could be done on the 248.
millions of dollars on alternative transportation that nobody will actually use, why not use resources
and infrastructure that already exist?
In addition, much of the difficulty occurs at and approaching traffic signals. If the signals are
synchronized and/or if local law enforcement manually operated the signals, this would help alleviate For instance, a "ski o'clock" in the afternoon, use the bus lanes as travel lanes for all vehicles, and use
congestion.
the center lanes as "reversible lanes" for all vehicles. This would allow for an additional two lanes of
travel from Park City to Kimball Junction, thereby increasing capacity and vehicle throughput. A similar
Similarly, having PCPD sit in their patrol cars at key intersections with their lights on is INCREASING thing could be done on the 248.
traffic and slowing, rather than helping. Get the law enforcement offices and trained civilian volunteers
out of their cars and into the intersections directing traffic. This would have a HUGE impact on
In addition, much of the difficulty occurs at and approaching traffic signals. If the signals are
improving traffic flow.
synchronized and/or if local law enforcement manually operated the signals, this would help alleviate
congestion.
Similar tactics should be used during high traffic days such as July 4th fireworks at PCMR, etc.

It's clear that the congestion limits people coming to Park City, and will get far worse if we do nothing.
It is a problem that\'s worth solving. However, solutions that allow more single-occupancy vehicles on
the road aren't really a solution. If there is less congestion, more people will get in their cars. There is
a huge number of pent-up drivers who are only off the road because of the congestion. We need to
find other ways to discourage single-occupancy vehicles--charges for parking, for driving alone, and
demands that employers not have employees drive their cars to work. I think having ski resorts charge
$15 or more for parking would be a huge disincentive to drive. Then you\'d see packed buses--and
you could justify adding more.

As narrowly defined for phase I I do agree with the purpose and need.

yes

I agree that adding viable alternatives to transportation from Kimball Junction to old town along the
current route of SR224 makes sense. I strongly object to the idea of developing the road over
Guardsman pass on your maps as a future phase as part of the plan for addressing Park City traffic
issues. That road is already seriously overcrowded year around. It also funnels into a congested
area of Park City. It\'s simply a stupid idea and if it happens its probably because somebody will get
rich off of making it a year around route - isn\'t that the Utah way?"

I think we need to think of influences that will get people out of their cars and other influences that will
get them to travel using some other mode.
Get them out of cars: Parking in town needs to be much more expensive. Perhaps make 224 a toll
road. Congestion and other delays work to reduce drivers. Also, employers should be required to use
mass transit, van pools, car pools, charge for parking, etc. Do NOT add lanes to 224--that encourages
cars.
Get them into other modes: Make them more frequent, faster, easier to access. Flood the system with
alternatives.

yes however you need to keep in mind that people that work in Park City but live elsewhere will need
to use their automobiles during the day so they will need to drive into town.

yes
yes. the traffic situation in Park City has become a reason not to come here or live here.

Yes, but I question how effective stage 1 can be without addressing Parley's in conjunction. Stage 1
may be too isolated and small in its scope. I fear that if it isn\'t initially successful the successive
stages(primarily Parley's) will lack public support.

No!!!!! Just review all the studies other cities have done and ask them why their solution was a failure! Better than first proposal
No need to spend money for a proposal that won\'t work. Everyone wants rapid transit but won\'t use it.
First thing to do is fix the street flow by syncing lights, have flex lanes and restrict cross traffic.
Determine percent of vehicles traveling west on 224 actually entering 80 and come up with a viable
solution to get them on the highway without bogging down traffic. Fix the basics and move on from
there. (Vancouver knows it can't get people out of cars so study their traffic solutions)
Yes. Widening 224 wouldn\'t solve the problem long term even if it were appropriate. It would only
encourage sprawl and more vehicles.

Travel Purposes

Additional Feedback
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Comments on Preference

Additional Comments

Recreation, Other

If running on streets at grade, make sure to have a firm interlocal
agreement that ensures trains will have 100% preemption and that signal
priority for trains cannot be reduced (since that decreases the effectiveness
and competitiveness of transit, and encourages motorists to drive their
single-occupancy vehicles instead). Gondolas are cool, but they are way
too slow.High speed rail is excellent for longer distances, but with the
number of stops that would be needed on this alignment is not a good
choice of modes. A light rail or monorail system would better match service
needs in this corridor.

3

3

Light Rail or monorail is the best choice of modes from those that are listed for this corridor. Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
They provide the most cost-effective capacity, best reliability - particularly in winter, as well
as the most competitive running times vs personal automobiles. These fixed guideway
options are the best long-term solutions. Gondolas are cool, but too slow. High-Speed Rail
is better suited for longer travel distances. Bus rapid transit is a short-sighted solution. Yes,
initial capital costs are considerably lower, however long-term per passenger operating
costs are higher. Over a 30 year system life time when both capital and operating costs are
combined, most at grade bus rapid transit systems cost more than at grade light rail
systems. One of the greatest cost expenditures is driver salaries and benefits (it takes far
more drivers to move people by bus than on fixed guideway systems). Bus systems cannot
offer the same capacity that rail systems do. Eventually you get over crowded buses and
bus bunching when too many buses are introduced into a system to try to meet capacity.
Curitiba Brazil, while often cited as a BRT success, is a prime demonstration of what
happens when a BRT system hits its capacity. Buses are overcrowded, there is bus
bunching, and officials there are now considering replacing the BRT system with a rail
system (not very cost effective to build one system to then tear out and replace it - and
factor in the cost and difficulty of maintaining reliable service while the switch is made if the
same corridor I used). BRT there is maxed out and no longer capable of reliably meeting
the demand. BRT may give some of the same benefits as light rail, but cities are finding out
the actual benefits BRT provides are not as similar to light rail as BRT proponents promote.
BRT at best attracts 80% of the ridership that fixed guideway systems do, and in many sy
stems that gap is significantly wider. Buses also are not very reliable during winter
storms.Be careful when selecting the mode. Don't sell out for the cheapest up front capital
cost option. Make sure to weigh in the cost (both capital and operational) over several
decades, as well as which mode will attract the most ridership- this will be a system we will
have long-term.

5

5

I don't think there's enough space to make the high speed rail worth it. Perhaps in the future
a high speed rail option would exist coming up Parleys from the valley, but from the
junction into Park City I think BRT or a TRAX light rail system would work. In general, it can
be hard to persuade people to take public transport. It has to be more convienent than the
convienence of driving yourself. It also has to be attractive. For this reason (and based on
my entirely unscientific opinion) I think people would be more likely to take the light rail
option over BRT? BRT might not be viewed as "sexy" as light rail.
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Before any of the technology applications can be considered, one would have to consider
where the terminus would be for all of the people currently using 224. That element has
not been discussed in any of the proposals and would be Step 1.

Anything other than buses or street car/light rail is simply pipe-dreaming as the costs are
prohibitive for the relatively small numbers of passengers.

Take a good luck at LA New light rail and find out the TRUE viability of the project

A PRT or a gondola seem best for SR224. It gets too cold in PC to expect people to wait.
Rail or BRT seem like the best option from SLC through Parley\'s to Kimball Junction. BRT
Even 15 min can be an eternity in January. A BRT or light rail would likely have greater
may lack the branding to get people aboard. It should be done at the same time as
wait times than that, perhaps double or more at night. With self driving cars coming on line SR224!
the last mile will be less of an issue. Convenience of boarding and a nonstop trip should be
prioritized above number of stations and distance between them.

Issues is where does it stop and how to get to the location you want to visit. I live in deer
valley so how and where do I pick it and how for example will I get to New Whole Foods?

light rail would be nice. but with any and all of these options they are going to have to be
extremely frequent to allow the park city workforce to work and do their errands during the
day. time is money in our pockets.

All the tech options are overkill. Traffic is not that bad to justify spending that kind of money. We need remote parking for all the ski resorts. Free and frequent bus service. No long
lines. No long waits.

Most of the options you provide are so wildly inappropriate as to feel manipulative. As if
you are trying to make options 1 and 2 look good by comparison. None of these options
deal with the "last half mile" problem. Residents aren't going to walk or drive to the kind of
transit stop you describe, and studies show that people won't transfer. These options are
only viable for tourists and others coming from outside our community. I think we need a lot
more emphasis on making single-occupancy cars more expensive to use. I think our
existing buses are more flexible than any of the options presented here. But we need more
reasons to use them.

I believe that electric buses offer many of the pluses of light rail without the long
construction time, considerable expense and permanence. Scaleable solutions always
make more sense to me then grand and expensive solutions. I suspect that bus rapid
transit would suffice for the lifespan of the system. Consumers would be habituated and
then move on to light rail or trolley if warranted.

I do not prefer any of the technology options offered. Be serious. Be frugal. Be pragmatic.
Sanity
Use the infrastructure we have, use the resources we have, and just improve the utilization Pragmatism
of both. We do not live in a science fiction novel, we live in the real world where money is
Frugality
not infinite, and people will not get out of their cars. Let's bring some sanity and pragmatism
to this discussion for goodness sake!

elevated service obstruct views 200 mph trains for a 10-15 mile trip is wasteful green
energy options with high frequency suit our needs best

In terms of transportation between SLC and PC, I'd vote for monorail or high speed Train.
These are the best alternatives to taking autos off the road. BTW: I live in Jeremy Ranch - if
there was a fast method of going to Main St or the Ski Areas, I would not drive. During
Sundance and other events, I park near Main St and then use the Bus.

Day-to-day errands,
Recreation, Retail, Other
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Work, Day-to-day
errands, Retail
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5

I personally think that each of these modes would be practical in their own separate
areas/niches: Commuter Rail (not HSR per se) would run from the Salt Lake Valley
alongside I-80 and then diverge off and follow 40 down to Heber, it would have stops
located throughout the Wasatch Back that would then bring in people into the city by bus
(such as the Park and Ride out at Quinn\'s or somewhere near Kimball) Light-rail would be
the most attractive looking option for transit running alongside 224, it could run on a right of
way already set up by paved trails and then run into town. It goes with the feel of Park City
and doesn't make it look overdeveloped. Also, I would definitely take it to work. Monorail is
an attractive option too, but would best serve areas with little land available to expand,
such as a connector from Quinn's Junction into town, as the corridor cannot be expanded
and it wouldn\'t impose on the environment/property. It has the advantage of being able to
bypass all other traffic and go directly into town. It could soar above main street into the
transit hub faster than any other mode available. It would look fitting in commercial areas
such as Canyons Village and Main Street. This is my favorite choice. High Speed Rail
seems a bit overkill for a segment this small, it would be useful for SLC-PC in the future.
Maglev would be a better option for PC-SLC, as it's elevatedness would allow it to avoid
the rough turns of Parley's Canyon.

Roundabouts in place of stoplights so that traffic flows continuously through
the 224 corridor. The stop lights at Kimball Junction are creating the
bottleneck and the cross traffic needs are minimal but are creating all of the
congestion.

Assuming we are still discussing Route 224, I'd vote for Monorail and/or light rail
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Work, Day-to-day
errands, Retail
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84098

5

1 There is still time to build an onramp from 224 northbound (pick up traffic from the unused
center median) to I-80 westbound (merge lane from the unused center median). All the
Hyperloops, Maglevs, gondolas and monorails in the world cannot transport our citizens
to their thousands of different destinations, daily.

Work, Day-to-day
errands, Recreation,
Retail, Other

Day-to-day errands,
Recreation

Park City needs to charge a significant fee for parking and to use that
income to underwrite an improved public transit system. We need free
shuttle lots outside of town and free and frequent shuttle buses into town
from them. But we need to greatly reduce the number of cars on our roads
by eliminating free public parking in town.
Carrots instead of sticks to incentivize, more frequency of mass
transportation. Encouraging, educating residents and commuters - have
some marketing around trying it out so that it is less scary, less of an
unknown. Removal of excessive cars BEFORE they hit KJ is important. KJ
lacks sufficient parking and the stop lights in the area would still create a
mess. Need the number of cars to be reduced BEFORE they get to KJ alternate pickup locations in a wider area?

I think our existing buses would work far more effectively if parking
downtown and at the resorts was vastly more expensive, and if employers
were required to use car pools, van pools, or public transportation for their
employees.

To reiterate, in no universe does envisioning connecting to BCC via
Guardsman pass make any sense. If it does happen I strongly suspect that
it will be from motives of greed (probably involving real estate) not common
sense.

I mean, come on, Hyperloop? Are you serious? Hyperloop is currently a
pipe dream (no pun intended) of Elon Musk and has not been implemented
other than on a few tiny test tracks.

This is the dumbest thing I have ever seen. You are talking about spending
hundreds of millions of dollars on so-called solutions nobody will ever use.
Be serious, practical, and considerate of our tax dollars.

1

Vancouver BC has mostly daily inflow, but some outflow too. They have
several modes of public transportation -- buses, high speed rail, ferries. But
most importantly they have very expensive parking and no free public
parking. Commuters either pay a few hundred dollars a month to park their
cars in town or they take the transit.

Yes! Park Vity is relatively unique With people going both to and from town
daily. Do Take a look at communities with similar traffic flows that have
tolerable traffic.

Day-to-day errands,
Recreation, Retail

Work, Day-to-day
errands, Recreation,
Retail

Recreation, Other

Work, Day-to-day
errands, Recreation,
Retail, School
Work, Day-to-day,
Recreation, Retail

Again transit in Parley\'s canyon should be addressed soon after if not at
the same time as SR224.

Day-to-day errands,
Remote parking for all but permanent residents. Make 224 HOV-2 during
Recreation, Retail
peak hours.
Work, Day-to-day errands you are thinking very much outside the box with your options. they are very
high tech and very expensive. it would be wonderful if these could come to
pass but i think you need to be realistic and get street level to come up with
solutions
Day-to-day errands,
Recreation, Retail

Recreation, Retail

Name

Doug Engfer

Phone Number

Email Address

Zip Code

84060

84098

doug@engfer.org

hockey1164@gmail.com

215-370-2831

84098

doug mancuso

emrit24@hotmail.com

84098

eakennedy79@gmail.com

84060

Emily

elevine17@gmail.com

ericiversoneric@yahoo.com

Emily Ritter

201-803-5166

801-935-21762

84060

84098

84098

840605148

gohecox@gmail.com

84098

skipjen@aol.com

elevine17@gmail.com

Evan

203-979-3954

201-803-5166

Eric Iverson

Evan Levine

Frode Jensen

gcalskico@gmail.com

ggould450@gmail.com

435-602-9895

Greg Gould

84098

Gail

Greg Whitehouse

henrylhunt@icloud.com

Henry Hunt

jeannefdavison@yahoo.com

84098

84060

ianpeisner@gmail.com

435-655-1131

84098

Ian Peisner

Jeanne Davison

jenniegroves@msn.com

84098

Jeffrey@kuhncompany.com

jgregistration@yahoo.com

jenjackenthal@gmail.com

435 513-5846

435-659-6220

Jeffrey Kuhn

Jennie Groves

Jennifer jackenthal

Jim Goryl

84098

84060

jdfgeol@aol.com

JohnLKrieg@aol.com

801-573-8507

224-813-9898

84098

John Files

John Krieg

john_pelz79@hotmail.com

84601

84098

84098

84098

jjhs07@me.com

josh.footer@gmail.com

zebrahum@gmail.com

jonburke31@gmail.com

312-479-5291

801-949-0411

John Pelz

Jon Burke

Juan

Josh Footer

Justin

84060

84049

84098

kdf999-localpc@yahoo.com

kate@inthehillsgang.com

justinltaylor@hotmail.com

353-989-6386

Justin Taylor

Kate

Katherine Fagin

I don't believe we can look at 224 in isolation and thereby arrive at an effective or comprehensive
solution. Instead, we need to look at the sources for the traffic on 224, and ensure that any system we
implement can service those traffic sources, and thereby truly reduce vehicle trips. Not having seen
that data in this survey, I'm concerned that we may be creating a system that won't get used, because
it doesn't adequately integrate with other systems, or serve the right communities.

Comments on Purpose

Comments on Need

yes. These priorities match my vision for Park City as regards transportation.

I agree with the needs, but disagree with some of the stated concerns. Specifically, I do not agree that
"increased land use densities" alone cause our traffic issues. With appropriate planning higher
density development should reduce traffic by enabling more bike-able / walk-able neighborhoods
reducing vehicle trips. Further I disagree with the assertion that 224 experiences "high levels of
congestion for extended periods every weekend regardless of the season". While the road may be
relatively congested our typical traffic is not onerous compared to other towns and cities. It's important
to recognize that so that we don't set unreasonable expectations for a future transit system."
Dedicated-lane buses make the most sense to me, mainly due to perceived cost-effectiveness, route
flexibility, and climate impact. For cost-effectiveness, I'm relying on the supplied pictograms to
optimize for passenger capacity and cost. Route flexibility would allow the system to accommodate
transit needs that change over time (whether short-term or long-term). By deploying electric buses on
existing roadbeds, we can minimize carbon impacts from vehicle travel and infrastructure
construction.

Yes. The traffic is TOO DAMN HIGH!!!

Yes. Don't Widen roads, build tunnels!!!

Yes, I agree! Traffic on the 224 is already bad, and will only get worse. We are already behind the
power curve for residents and visitors! The problem needs immediate attention.

Yes but feel the 248 corridor needs to be addressed just as badly for commuter traffic.

Yes I agree. I wouldn't use a bus, takes too long.

See above response.

Yes. Dont destroy our land!! Cant have wide highways but traffic needs to flow more freely

Yes. Can't widen roads or add lanes but traffic solution is needed

Yes, I agree. The current capacity of cars is beyond the capacity of the 224. We need viable rapid
transit options to prevent an increase in vehicle traffic. The ultimate solution would be a train up the
80, and light rail into Old Town. That would make it possible for visitors to omit a car rental, employees
living in SLC to efficiently commute to work, and locals to possibly move around town minus personal
vehicles.

Transit will have to be UBER (no pun intended) convenient for people to get out of their cars to get in a
public vehicle with other stops. Let's make sure we really think people will use it before we implement.

Yes, but go underground I don't want to see it.

i agree with the purpose and need for this study. i live in bear hollow and see first hand the congestion i agree, especially with the lack of rapid public transit to and from major attractions.
nightmare at kimball junction as well as trying to get into town during peak times.

Yes. I think Park City today has the opportunity to make some transportation and related planning decisions which
could result in Park City becoming the premier four-season resort community in the United States. At the same time, I
am concerned that mistaken decisions could ruin the desirability and attractiveness of our community. My preliminary
thoughts are as follows: I would certainly oppose any widening of 224 not associated with safety and efficiency. Road
widening to increase capacity is ultimately self-defeating and will inevitably diminish the desirability of our community.To
my mind, the goal of all efforts should be to greatly reduce single-occupant-vehicle trips, as well as associated
congestion, vehicle noise and pollution, in order to improve the overall quality of life in Park City. I would also consider
specifically taxing vehicle use in Park City and increasing parking charges within (greater) Park City, including at the
resorts, to reduce single-occupant-vehicle use. In my imagination the best solution would be a light rail system running
up and down the 224 spine from Kimball Junction to Old Town (and perhaps extended to Snow Park in Deer Valley)
with expanded bus connections and bike and pedestrian paths along the way so that residents and visitors would not
need to use their cars to get to stops on the light rail system. I would prefer a light rail system to a bus, or express bus,
system. I think a heavier reliance on busses will diminish the attractiveness of our community. I think the light rail system
should be connected at Kimball Junction to a rail line which would then connect to the airport, TRAX and Frontrunner
(and, to the extent possible, the entire UTA system). A goal should be to encourage commuters to and from the Valley,
as well as visitors to the Park City and Cottonwood resorts who arrive by air, to regularly use public transportation. I
would like to see a system so practical and efficient that visitors to Park City would simply not ever consider renting a
car. I would consider a municipal subsidy for Uber (and similar) taxi service in Park City to minimize personal vehicle use.
(If busses can be subsidized, why not car service?) I think that a successful rail/light rail system as well as other
planning initiatives (such as re-routed buses, bike and pedestrian paths, etc) which discourage personal vehicle use
would also enhance the attractiveness of Park City as a resort destination with global appeal and result in even more
positive economic activity in Park City. A particular planning issue which could also be addressed is the combination of
issues related to the relative difficulty of widening the roads up Big and Little Cottonwood Canyons, expanding beds at
the Cottonwood resorts, and the present difficulty in accessing the Cottonwood ski resorts from Park City. I would study
the feasibility of running a rail line from Park City to Brighton, perhaps by re-engineering existing mining tunnels. This
solution could greatly reduce the number of cars travelling between Park City and the Cottonwoods (and points in
between) during the winter and allow Park City to serve as a more convenient alternative access point for the
Cottonwood resorts. If there were a rail connection between Park City and Brighton, and if a ski connection between
Brighton and Alta were established, the One Wasatch dream could largely be accomplished, creating a highly attractive
winter resort complex unique in the US and rivalling Alpine connected resorts. I'm sure I'll have further thoughts after
taking the survey.

yes
Cars are not the answer. Possibly change to something like Zermatt, Switzerland.

Yes
But is there a system which will allow me to take recycling to Recycle Utah? Is there a system which
will allow me to buy plants and mulch at Park City Nursery and get it home?

Yes, I do. I feel that the two entrances/egresses of Park City currently are congested year-round and
the growth projections and interest in our town since the acquisition of PCMR by Vail will necessitate
creative, supported transit for visitors, employees and those that live year round in Park City and work
in the City or its surrounds. I believe in a rail system. I would like to see a rail system from the airport
to City Center and up to Park City. Lower speed rail could take persons into town, perhaps.

I think it is going to be difficult to get people out of their cars. Alternate transportation would have to be I agree that it is a problem that is only getting worse. Additional population and density of land use
mandatory to be really effective.
need to be curbed as a priority. We need to address the growth as well as the transportation
infrastructure.

Yes, I do. I feel that the two entrances/egresses of Park City currently are congested year-round and
the growth projections and interest in our town since the acquisition of PCMR by Vail will necessitate
creative, supported transit.

Yes, as our area is projected to experience continued growth, of both full time residents and visitors, Yes, the purpose and study of the study are the result of extensive amounts of prior work (both local
we are developing an increasing need for better mass transit options that can encourage us to leave and via mountain accord) and is very well informed.
our cars a re utilize mass transit options. In order to induce us out of our cars it is vitally important that
mass transit options become more convenient and more efficient than driving a car.

Agree! The environment is my #1 priority. This plan will greatly reduce carbon output by taking cars off Agree.
the road.
"reduce auto traffic, help preserve natural resources, and help improve the quality of life for both
residents and visitors. In addition, being able to provide that connection without widening highways
maintains the project partners’ goal of protecting Park City’s resources and small-town feel." Well said.
The traffic is terrible on 224 for much of the year. I typically try to avoid going through Kimball Jct. or
into town as much as possible during the heavy tourist seasons.

Considering that natural beauty is one of Park City's biggest assets, we need to do whatever we can
to reduce traffic and preserve our town and the purpose of this study appear to support this.

No, I do not necessarily agree with the project needs. We are talking about spending a lot of money
for something that will only have limited use and will be prohibitive to riders with ski equipment, bikes,
etc. Considering that a majority of riders will use our town for one of these purposes and they will
travel from SLC, this proposal needs to consider the I-88 corridor as well.

Yes. We have too many cars on the road. Your biggest challenge will be to provide an adequate park Yes.
n ride to the north of kimball junction. I do not support any sort of elevated rail system on 224 or other
corridors into park city. I do support that option up hwy 80

Yes, I agree with the purpose, but to date completed construction projects are causing more
congestion than solving them.
For example the center curb that was installed on 224 between Old Ranch road and Bear Hollow
Drive. During traffic times if you want to turn left coming into town traffic can back up behind you
because you can not get into the left turn lane.

See last comment...
There are plenty of opportunities to alleviate the congestion, but completed construction projects add
to them such as the center lane divider on 224 near Old Ranch Road and adding a new foot path in
Kimball next to 224 where there are now 3 parallel trails and an extra Lane in 224 would help much
more.
JDF

In Kimballl junction there are now three parallel paths for foot and bike traffic. When this construction
project started I thought it was for a third lane to help with the traffic, but it turned out to be yet another
trail that is no more than 50 feet from a parallel trail and parallel one on the other side of the street.
This money would have much better spent and serve the ENTIRE community better by adding a lane
on 224.
There seems to absolutely NO long term planning when it comes to roads in PC... a center planter
goes in, later it is realized that an additional lane would help, the planter comes out. Some common
sense should be used before spending money on projects that add to the traffic issues instead of
fixing them.
JDF
PS, after taking the survey for the options, can't help but notice Environmental Impact was left off for
some reason.
Yes please explore light rail

Yes - traffic is ridiculous right now and I\'d love to leverage more environmentally friendly, efficient
Yes - and the goal of NOT increasing capacity for single cars is great. I think travel time needs to be a
means of transportation. As an example, I drive to Kimball (from Pinebrook) almost every day. I also focus as it will be necessary to \sell\" locals (and tourists) on not driving."
avoid going down to Old Town because of traffic. If there was a more efficient option, I\'d go often and
support the businesses there year round.
Yes please avoid widening the road any further along this scenic corridor, it is already too wide in
many places.
It is fine, but you miss a key issue. Namely that the bottleneck is related to getting onto I-80
Westbound. There is no mention of an express overpass onto I-80 as an option.

No, I do not agree with: SR-224 experiences traffic congestion during peak weekday hours and on
weekends throughout the year and experiences high levels of congestion for extended periods every
weekend
Mostly. You should consider a reconfiguration of the 2 bottleneck intersections at Kimble Junction. As
a county, you let the developers overbuild the commercial centers at the Junction without improving
the road infrastructure. Have you looked at re-routing, circles, or expediting things along the 248
corridor?

Yes, traffic will get worse with no changes

Yes, traffic is always really bad specially during high use seasons

Yes the purpose is sound.

Yes, increasing the options for folks in the area would greatly benefit the area

Yes, I agree, the traffic growth rate on 224 is unsustainable.

In seeking a local solution to our traffic woes, the broader future of transportation ust be considered to
avoid investing in a dinosaur. Additionally, to achieve wide adoption of alternative transportation
economic incentives must work where a rider finds it less expensive and easier to use the new
alternative transportation. E.g. we already have a bus system, The system is not more widely used
because in most starting point travel down 224 ending point scenarios it is by far faster and more
convenient to drive. Neither the free ticket nor the greenness of the ride are compelling enough for
wide adoption of ridership at this point. The solution must be holistic and address transportation to
end point, not just the travel/traffic on 224 to succeed.

Yes

Unless you provide parking before kimball from salt lake this is a waste of time. Working people can
Agree there is a lack of alternative transit options. But here is a thought - spend the money on hiring
not afford to live in park city area and the ski traffic is not going away so in order to reduce the cars you olive/Uhp to manage the traffic on these crazy days!!
need to provide parking and fast transport to skiing and working for free.

Yes. Peak time traffic into and out of Park City is getting increasingly intense and brings significant
pollution to the region

Valley to Mountain Phase I Scoping Comments
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Travel Purposes

Day-to-day errands,
Recreation, Retail

Work, Day-to-day
errands, Recreation
Day-to-day errands,
Recreation, Retail
Day-to-day errands

Work, Day-to-day
errands, Recreation,
Retail
Work, Day-to-day
errands, Recreation,
Retail
Work, Day-to-day
errands, Recreation,
Retail, School

Day-to-day, Recreation,
Retail

Day-to-day errands,
Recreation
Day-to-day errands

Day-to-day errands,
Recreation, Retail,
School

Additional Feedback

along with studying ways to reduce automobile traffic on 224, perhaps a
study of how to better get the traffic off of 224 and onto 80 at kimball
junction. so much of the congestion happens at those two lights. at a
minimum, a much longer right turning lane into redstone is needed. but
frankly that whole interchange needs to be rethought.

Yes. Whatever transit option is agreed upon for 224 should also be used for
a line along 248, along with a large parking lot near the 40 and 248. That
would allow employees commuting from Heber/Midway, Kamas, and
Coalville/Wanship to park outside of town (free) and use a convenient
transit option into their place of work.
Build for the future not the present. Large investment now will pay off in
future
Tunnels! Build under the roads and we can widen them. Or have a lane that
changes direction during busy period. IE middle lane is incoming in
mornings and outgoing in evenings
I am inclined to like the electric bus and/or light rail option best for the 224
corridor. I might like light rail best if it is integrated with a rail system running
from Kimball Junction to Salt Lake City (and eventually to Heber City,
Kamas and Coalville as the metro area grows). There might be a way to
use a gondola efficiently to transport skiers from a central parking area to
the resort (PCMR and Deer Valley) base areas.

This only works if the wait time is reduced. If not able to get on the current
vehicle, must be able to look and see the next one coming.

Day-to-day errands,
Recreation, Retail,
School, Other

Work, Day-to-day
errands, Recreation,
Retail

Work, Day-to-day
errands, Recreation,
Retail, Other

Consider asking resorts to stagger closing times so traffic is spaced more
evenly.

An adequate park n ride to support upward of 1000 cars before kimball exit
off HWY 80 is mandatory to make any of this work.

Medium and High speed systems at ground level would make wildlife
crossings dangerous. Transportation systems with wires might be
dangerous for birds. How these systems would affect wildlife must be
considered in an area such as ours.
Thank you for your thoughtful process and for allowing citizen input.

Given the constraints on any additional ROW width on Hwy 224, it seems to
me that, in the long run, the best options will be elevated ROWs. There
would be some negative impact on view corridor, but much simpler
management for priority treatment by going over controlled intersections.
We would only cry once with this option (when we had to bear the cost).

This is a short distance. High speed rail seems like it is for much longer
distances (possibly SLC to PC?). The gondola idea ties in very well with the
vibe here but seems inefficient. Buses are so "urban" and boring. The ideal
solution would have more charm and character than a bus. For locals
buses are ok. For tourists we need to give them an enhanced experience."

Other

Adding Lanes on 224, it should be a no-brainer. Even if additional transit
types are added the congestion will persist.
Having three parallel foot paths does nothing to fix traffic issues, but from
the looks of the new path it cost about as much as a third lane would have.
JDF

Day-to-day errands,
Recreation, Other
Work, Day-to-day
errands, Recreation,
Retail, School, Other

Work, Day-to-day
errands, Recreation,
Retail, Other

Day-to-day errands,
Recreation, Other

Day-to-day errands

A bridge / express overpass onto I-80 must be considered.

Most of these alternatives might be nice but way to expensive for the little
use they would get.

This sort of transparency / crowd sourcing is great! Get the community
involved early & often.

Work, Day-to-day
errands, Recreation,
Retail, School, Other

Enhanced bus would also work. I think an AA is requred to look at high end
improvements but the ones listed look too extreme for the setting they
would br built in.

Day-to-day errands,
Recreation, Retail

Recreation, Retail

These transport options would work directly to ski areas but not much else.
Walking from them to other areas such as downtown or prospector on most
winter days is a nightmare. The buses get stuck in the same traffic jams
around town. Stop downing all this money on studybafyer study and just get
out there and keep the traffic moving!! Unless you are planning of the rail
from salt lake and wasatch county you won't reduce traffic

Day-to-day errands,
Recreation, Retail,
School, Other
Day-to-day errands,
Recreation, Other

Work, Day-to-day
errands, Recreation,
Retail

Direct transfer to ski resorts is critical to whether visitors would use any of
these options. Gear storage onboard and also at terminus (i.e. Ski resort)
would help. Adequate parking and transfer at outer terminals is needed.
Free use vs charge for non-resident parking at in-town destinations and
discount vouchers for in-town spending (including resorts) would be an
incentive for some riders. Extended hour service and easy transfers within
destination areas are important

A solution that has a chance to be widely adopted by travelers must deliver
riders to their endpoint (can be via secondary transportation mode so long
as it's efficient and timely), and provide for the efficient and timely transport
up Parley's canyon. If riders don't feel compelled to take alternative
transportation up Parley's, and/or are inconvenienced by sub-optimal
transport for the "last mile" they will not choose to ride."

Work, Day-to-day
errands, Retail
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Likelihood:
Carpooling

Hyperloop or AGT. People don't want to rely on other schedules or sit with others so they
drive. None of the above solutions address those needs

Think future. Build tunnels hyperloop or auto guided vehicles

Everyone here has cargo, be it skis, bikes, strollers, dogs, extra clothing and blankets,
hockey equipment, musical instruments, etc. Whatever you decide upon, there has to be a
way to accommodate peoples' cargo. Maybe everyone gets a little cart that is pulled
behind that they can take with them wherever they go, so they can have access? Maybe
everyone gets a pod, that has half of the space for people, half for cargo? You have to
make sure people can haul their "stuff"

Gondola best for ski destination travelers. Very few potential users will use a transfer
system when lugging gear

See above

A high investment for fixed rail is not needed and you would face a huge uphill battle from
the community. Best options is either BRT, or even BRT type express bus with priorities for
moving faster. Would be low cost compared to other alternatives.
Whatever option allows bicycles to travel as well at appropriate quantities for demand.
Buses currently have ineffective quantities of cycle holding

The only one that's even remotely viable is the bus. We don't live in Disney World thus a
monorail or any other type of "train" is science fiction.

Bus option is best because it would be easiest to get started and customize to actual
demand.

Probably light rail as it seems like the most efficient option and hopefully provides the
ability to hook into the SLC system in the future for transport alternatives to I-80.

Thank you!

Peak-travel-time lane direction changes are needed if surface mass transit vehicles are
used

I use the current bus system. I live in Park Meadows and when skiing locally, I usually get
a ride the the rec center and take the bus to the mountain (either direct to PCMR or
transfer to the Canyons). I would definitely take mass transit to and from the Airport or SLC
if available. When flying I often take a shuttle. Take a look at how may of the Swiss and
Austrian communities treat mass transport from major cities or airports. Same for local
transport within their communities. I am a fan of light rail as I use it often in Europe.

You did not list environmental impacts of each. We know from watching the new PCMR to Look at options that fix the issue, not options that are just super cool and will look good on
Canyons Gondola go in that this can have a huge impact on the environment. And which
a Tourist brochure... we live here year round and are tired of "cool" and "niche" things that
options are more environmentally friendly in the long run.\r\nI don\'t think that anybody that look good and sound good for advertisement but really do nothing for us!
lives in PC thinks the technology options will actually help with congestion. It would be
better to look at options that actually alleviated congestion instead of "pet" and "cool"
projects that make the City look good

The Bus or "Light Rail" options appear to be th e best options with the light rail being the
A majority of the expenses associated with this project should be paid for by the
better long-term option. For any solution selected you must consider pedestrian safety,
corporations responsible for creating the traffic in the first place.
noise, and growth. We do not need to be on the bleeding edge (hyperloop) and we do not
need the visual distraction or noise associated with a high speed train or monorail. To me,
considering the snow we get, the light rail appears to be the best option.

I would not support something above street level marring the view such as a monorail. I
Thank you for conducting this survey.
would support a train running down the center of 224 with underground tunnel or
architecturally appropriate Bridges that reflex the character of park city unlike the overpass
on HWY 80 at kimball which is truly unacceptable as a gateway to our community

Monorail ---- I have no expertise, so could be missing something, but I like that this system
is above ground which would forego the need to have to build wildlife
crossings/overpasses. I also think that people would be more apt to take trains vs. buses.

in the short term I like the Hybrid Electric Bus Rapid Transit options. they can use all of our Yes, I feel we need to also focus on creating increased capacity and efficiency of I-80. Yes
existing infrastructure and depots. In the long term I prefer an electric overhead system with an improved 224 - I-80 interchange will help, but not enough. There should be two Park
multiple stops.
City off ramps: one for vehicles driving into town on 224 and another for visitors who
would utilize mass transit options. This offramp can provide prioitised access to convinent
park and ride parking areas.

Rail systems. Clean, compact. High speed from airport. Does not necessarily require
driver.

See above

All non residents have to park at the new transit center in Kimball Junction. They must use
alternative transport to their destinations.

Light Rail. It is low to the ground, safe, and runs well in climate weather well since it is not Please consider an entire transportation solution starting at the SLC airport and ending in
affected by road conditions, and can be automated for reliable schedules. Electric buses
Old Town requiring no car to do so!
would be my second choice. They have the benefit of being able to drive on existing roads,
however they are subject to reliability issues due to snow and road conditions. Also,
schedules are not able to be completely automated for reliability since a driver is still
involved.

Additional Comments

5

1

1

Comments on Preference

5

5

its great to see this study happening, obviously traffic is a major problem. i often wonder
how much the junction contributes to the problem. with it being the only major
shopping/eating area it draws local crowds from old town to likely coalville. not that i am in
favor of more development, but i wonder what will happen once the silver creek area is
developed. will it help divert some of the local traffic over there or perhaps create a similar
congestion issue at 80 and 40. I just keep thinking that there has to be a better way to get
224 traffic onto 80.

5

1

i like the rapid light rail, it doesn't add vehicles (buses) to the road and could move large
amounts of people between the junction, canyons, pcmr, and perhaps even old town
quickly. even if the busses had a dedicated lane and signal preference, they will still need
to interface with normal traffic in some ways. I'd want to understand the impact of snow on
the light rail system.

1

1

1

1

At the end of the day, people want to sit in their own areas and have direct control of when
they leave or where they go. Whatever solution will best allow that is ultimately the right
choice.
We have an opportunity to design the future in an intelligent, sustainable, and ultimately
very financially successful way. I hope we take it.

2

1

Spend the money now, reap the benefits later. We should go with the most future proof
option regardless of cost.
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Name

Email Address

Zip Code

84098

Phone Number

biggydc47@gmail.com

kathy.becker.email@gmail.co
m

813-220-812

84060

Kathy Becker

Kelly Scott

mrparkcity@yahoo.com

84098

84103

84121

84101

kirk.nichols@health.utah.edu

laynee@mountainaccord.co
m

ziaks.l@gmail.com

emilyannk@gmail.com

kylerdeans@gmail.com

kristina.fischer11@gmail.com

rvrscum@hotmail.com

435-603-0612

Kip Conklin

801-231-1160

860-558-5367

801-230-8814

801-599-1046

Ken whipple

Kirk Nichols

Kristina Fischer

Laura

Kyle Deans

Lauren Ziaks

laynee

84098

84098

sobeleo@yahoo.com

marionklaus@comcast.net

305.531.8022

435-604-0314

Lee Bank

Marion

84098

84098

84060

84098

84060

84098

marionklaus@comcast.net

skifast64@yahoo.com

mband75@gmail.com

matgalvin@yahoo.com

mattreedah@yahoo.com

435-604-0314

435-901-3424

801-631-7519

Marion Klaus
Matt Reeder

Matthew Galvin

Melissa Band

Meryl Sonon

cornbreadmike@gmail.com

michael.atkin@mac.com

Mike Caldwell

mikeruzek@yahoo.com

Michael Atkin

Mike Ruzek

nflynn@nycap.rr.com

nicole.knotts@icloud.com

Nikki Flynn

84060

84060

ollie@wilder.com

abc123misc@gmail.com

Ollie Wilder

84017

84060

84032

84098

84098

rob_umstead@hotmail.com

rwday53@msn.com

rich@shermancpa.com

rene.dupre@pobox.com

O. Kay

Nicole Knotts

201-981-1014

Rene Dupre

RICH SHERMAN

Richard Day

435-647-6676

smithrobertd@verzion.net

Rob Umstead

robinmazzonepc@gmail.com

84098

84098

84098

84094

staceybski@yahoo.com

sf.steinbach@gmail.com

seanzdub@gmail.com

lemire_s@yahoo.com

Robert Smith

435-729-9317

801-556-6617

865-776-9515

Robin Mazzone

Sarah Lemire

Sean ZimmermanWall

Stacey Border

Spencer Steinbach

Do not widen SR-224. It will only result in more cars filling the new lanes. Congestion is a deterrent for
getting in one's person vehicle--give a driver a new lane, we\'ll put a car on it. The challenge that is not
addressed is the need to deal with how people in a neighborhood or at a business location get to the
transit stop during dark, cold winters. We need to explore creative options for moving people from their
homes and businesses to a transit location. It is reasonable to walk around carrying skis, snowboards,
groceries, etc.

Comments on Need

There is no reference to a KEY strategy used to reduce single-occupant vehicle travel--have
employers organize carpools/vanpools; have employers CHARGE for parking. Transit
organizations/public agencies should facilitate this process. It is a critical part of the puzzle. Adding
vehicle lanes to 224 is a non-starter.

yes

Comments on Purpose

Yes. We have lived here 6 years now and traffic has gotten progressively worse. I live in Jeremy and
there are times after a snow fall it can take me 40 minutes to get to the Old Colby School. I really wish
we could get gondolas that are people movers like Telluride has. It is absolutely incredible.

Yes. If the buses/transit was accessible people would use it but it has to be easy to get suburban
people to give up the luxury of their car.

yes, too much traffic from tourists.

I agree that reducing the dependence on single occupancy vehicle is the key factor, providing reliable
options to accomplish that goal.

The purpose needs to be to slow the growth. If more capacity is added, more growth will follow. Small
town feel is a great concept, but planning for growth will bring growth.

I agree!! I work on main street and live in Murray traffic is very bad in mornings and afternoon and will Agree but!!! There are a lot of people that drive in from salt lake, surrounding towns and the airport(like
get worse. How about trax train that stops at resorts, junction, and transit center and perhaps salt lake everyone causing the problem). Even the tourists and locals go to the airport and Slc!!! If park city is so
into the environment and clean air a trax train from airport would fix all the problems!!! Then park city
could officially change their name to ( no park city the town where we hug trees and you if you leave
your car home!!). Ken park city jewelers

The 224 corridor is the route to keep the traffic on. Mass transit/bus/train/trolley belongs here. \r\nThe
purpose should also be to discourage more growth in the mountains otherwise all planning now will
be out of date before it is implemented. Slow the growth.
Yes. There is definitely a need for better public transit up in Kimbal and Park City.

Yes, I think the main goal should be to establish transit service and not widen SR-224 in the process.
Coordinating with UTA and providing strategic connections including bus and park and rides will be
critical.
yes, but these trains are ridiculous and too much for our small town. build a tunnel so we dont have to
see them.
Yes. There is an obvious need to improve traffic but only during those peak times of the year without
waste the rest of the year.

Yes, 224 is becoming a mess (for either a nice small town or a destination resort). We need to do
something (and include I80 between KJ and SLC) before we have another Denver I70 or Bay Area
I80 situation.

Mostly. As the issue is peak times on peak days/weeks, there is an obvious correlation to tourist
visits... thus the problem really starts with I80 and tourist travel. The "peak" 224 problem won't be
solved without first addressing the ROOT CAUSE, I80 "peak" travel (not yet a problem, but about to
become one a la Denver-I70 or BayArea-I80).

I support study but a plan to address SR 248 and I40 is needed at the same time to bring a more
cohesive planning to the process than just looking at SR224

Yes, there is a terrible traffic problem there that needs to be solved

Yes. It seems like a well reasoned explanation of the problem.

Yes, but doesn't provide purpose of connector roads and more comprehensive needs planning for
alternate roads being used

transit needs to be figured out now, so as to not hurt the character of the city.

Yes. We need to do something to curb the traffic without changing the character of the area. Quick,
SR 244 is rich in natural resources that must be preserved as well as the small town feel. To do this,
convenient Shuttles and buses plus incentives to get people out of their cars will be critical. This will
we should NOT increase parking options at ski area bases or in old town. Signs telling people lots are
also curb a growing air pollution problem. This would also be facilitated by rail transit of some kind up full and to take improved quick and easy shuttles and buses as well as places to leave their cars will
Parley's Canyon from the airport and transit centers in SLC.
be necessary to get people to change their habits and take transit options.

Yes. We definitely need to start getting on top of solutions and figuring out what will work best. Traffic
is only going to get worse.

Definitely agree. The sooner the better. Some solutions may take longer to implement and we may
need temporary alternatives while the longer term solutions are developed.

Completely agree with it. One of the main problems today, is that the bus service takes too long to get
to the Canyons and downtown from Jeremy Ranch and Kimball Junction. It is so much faster to drive,
it's not worth taking the public transportation. Plus you are limited by the bus schedule and must plan
around that. There is no incentive to take the bus as a result. It's easier, more convenient, and faster to
drive, despite the traffic. The solution needs to address these issues to make it worth keeping the car
at home and taking the bus. There also needs to be enough parking around the public transportation
stop so people can park to take it. If there isn't enough parking at the endpoints, people will continue
to drive. (e.g. The transit center by the Sheldon Richins building that was just built has very little
parking, so why would anyone take the bus from that area?)

Yes, except "avoiding excessive road widening". There shouldn\'t be ANY road widening. 224 is wide Yes. The road is already heavily used, and there\'s often no parking available in Park City.
enough already. We urgently need some way to get people into/out of Park City without more
vehicles. Remote parking and transit have to be a key part of the solution."
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Yes. Traffic is REDIC & nobody has time for that. Leaving work in old town, to head home to KJ should Nope. Too many people have moved here and there is no real way to manage the traffic that is HERE
not take over an hour, or more than 15 min... EVER.
NOW, and the multitude that IS COMING. Build a tunnel that utilizes a train to take people into town
(ski resorts & Main ST) from KJ. Also - build a tunnel over to BCC & LCC. We\'ve got mine shafts, use
them!
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Yes, but there should be thought and planning around pedestrian movement and safety as well since
224 bisects a major residential area
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Travel Purposes
Day-to-day errands,
Recreation, Retail

Day-to-day errands,
Recreation, Retail

Work, Day-to-day
errands, Recreation,
Retail

Work, Day-to-day
errands, Recreation,
Retail
Recreation

Day-to-day errands,
Recreation

Recreation

Day-to-day errands,
Recreation, Retail
Day-to-day errands,
Recreation

Work, Recreation, Retail,
Other
Day-to-day errands,
Recreation, Retail,
School, Other

Day-to-day errands,
Recreation

Day-to-day errands,
Recreation
Recreation

Additional Feedback
Many of the options above seem WAY out of line for 224 or Park City.
These are strategies for Paris or New York City. Too much emphasis is
being placed on a "technology" solution--as if a fancy train or bus rolling up
and down 224 will fix the problem. Where is the option of providing a
dedicated transit lane that will use our existing buses? Use the other funds
to invest in strategies to get people onto these buses from a park and ride
lot that is located on I-80, use other funds to support new strategies for
neighborhood connectors that address how people access the bus along
224, and how we get around within a neighborhood.

Trax or trains from airport to all park city destinations would solve most of
the problems here!! Would also bring more skiers, convention attendees in
slc, make it easier to get employees to work in park city, decrease the need
for low cost housing, clean the air and only one rail not a 10 lane super
highway!! Would also get rid of parking issues!!! Also parley is very
crowded and dangerous!!
Create another egress route out of Park City to US 40.

Reduce the traffic over Guardsmans Pass now. Traffic jams to 3 hours are
already happening. This route must be discouraged as a commuter route to
Park City. Let it go back to dirt.
None.

If the goal is to minimize environmental impact and speed while improving
transit, some of these options would be in direct conflict while serving to
turn PC into a mini disney. \r\n\r\nThe monorail may be an excellent option
from SLC or even Heber. The electric buses and street cars would be the
best options financially and for the environment. For the 224 expansion to
actually work and ease traffic there should be 1 stop near the new transit
center and truely 1 additional stop earlier on 80 by Jeremy to encourage
people to utilize the bus systems also already in place and decrease traffic
into Kimball. The key to successful transit programs are ease of entering
the system, ease of understanding the system (routes and schedules),
expense, and speed vs independent travel. If you are able to avoid over
complicating the process this should be a very successful option.

Regarding the choices presented- new bus options on 224 only address
speed (versus today's bus option), and don't expand footprint nor add
much, thus little ROI opportunity in my opinion. Other forms of new transport
for 224 can fare better maybe. Now, the big ROI (for 224 solution) is to fix
the I80 coming problem (or in general, the peak tourist problem), thus while
a more costly and complex solution high speed (or regular speed) rail from
SLC Airport to PC (or to KJ connecting to other rail but not bus) would be
attractive to tourists and decrease car traffic on 224.
Migratory routes of wildlife and elevated crossings with fences to guide the
animals needs to be considered.

Work, Day-to-day
errands, Recreation,
Retail, School, Other
Day-to-day errands,
Recreation, Retail, Other

Let's be realistic about things. It would be great to expand the Salt Lake rail
system up to Park City to allow people to get directly from the airport to Park
City, but this would cost a fortune that we don\'t have.

While we adapt to newer technologies in transportation we should be
building mandatory park and ride lots, lane barrier options that allow for
extra directional travel capacity during peak hours.
Looking into requiring hotels in town to charge for parking, as well as the
ski resorts and offering transportation (maybe through public/private
partnership) from the airport. Enforcing "no parking" throughout the city,
except in designated areas (tow or ticket anyone parking in residential
neighborhoods who don't have a permit - similar to Old Town). Having a
large parking facility just outside of city limits for those who, unless they
have a place to park or want to pay for it, park and not ride into town.
Similarly large parking structures around Jeremy Pinebrook areas to allow
day visitors to park and come into town.

MAKE VAIL PAY FOR IT

Day-to-day errands,
Recreation, Retail

Day-to-day errands,
Recreation, Other

It is ludicrous to place a high speed train in a residential neighborhood

The main 2 things to consider are:
1. Parking availability at the stops. If there is not enough parking at the
public transportation station, people will drive to their destination in town.
2. Overall time to get to destination must be comparable or faster than
driving. If the public transit takes much longer than driving a car, then
people will continue to drive.
I think the above two issues are why many people do not take the current
bus system and drive to the resorts and downtown.

Work, Day-to-day
errands, Recreation,
Retail

I agree with this as I live along 224 and traffic is bad during peak times. If
we can get skier traffic to utilize mass transit and park away form the 224
corridor, this makes sense. Also keep increasing cost to park at the ski
area's. Vail has done a great job of this in Vail, CO make parking so
expensive people will take mass transit.

Eliminate some lights with overpasses or roundabouts. The Kimball transit
center should have a large parking structure and express busses from
there to Canyons, PCMR , DV and Old town.
Off of Rt 40 at exit 4 there is a large parking lot just to the east, I think it
could serve as a transit area into Park City as well as an area to be used for
the expansion of Deer Valley in the future.

Just noise abatement.

You do list remote parking as a purpose and we need to make sure there
places to park. I would consider driving/parking at Kimball Jct to use transit
to go to Park City but need a convenient place to park.
Get Vail involved.. they will spend money on this stuff.. You have to
develop a long term solution that can get people everywhere.. but keep
them off the roads.. the monorail, light rail, and possibly gondola
connections to the resorts could be a great integrated way to get people
around.. Link this in with some sort of higher speed rail service up I-80
from SLC, and that will also help the overall congestion..

How will any of these options be funded?
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Day-to-day errands,
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School
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Work, Retail, Other
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Yes. 224 is really a nightmare during peak times. The study appears to reflect the immediate need for Yes, definitely. It sounds to good to be true. But our roads should not be widened just to accommodate
change while recognizing that the future needs may change as well.
more single use vehicles. We have wonderful open spaces and wildlife that should be preserved at
all costs.

Yes, I agree.

The needs make sense, to do our best to balance mobility with the environment.

Sure.

Yes. It makes sense to discourage further auto use, while acknowledging that the cars that are on the
road need to be able to flow better.

Yes, having a plan is important to address this need.

Yes.. you need to make the transit alternatives functional and appealing to everyone.. Look at the
wealthy demographic in PC - those people would rather be in their car, take a cab, etc.. you have to
make the transit options better than getting in a car..

yes! The Kimball Junction area is very congested - esp the short turn lights on to 224.

Yes.. you need to make the transit alternatives functional and appealing to everyone.. Look at the
wealthy demographic in PC - those people would rather be in their car, take a cab, etc.. you have to
make the transit options better than getting in a car..

Yes existing bus service needs to be improved.

Agree

Yes. 224 is a problem. Too many lights and no sync. Udot says they are synced but if that were true
then I should only have to stop once each trip thru that corridor, not 3 or 4 times which is the norm.

Somewhat. I don\'t totally agree with: Mobility on SR-224 is primarily focused on automobiles, with a
comparatively slow and infrequent transit option.There is a lack of robust and prominent transit service
to support adopted transit-oriented development land use policies. If there was adequate parking at
Kimball Jct or close to Kimball Jct that offered service to resorts and town, I think it would be utilized.

I do but I would add noise abatement for residences along the planned route.

I agree with project, there are far too much traffic on rt 224.

yes

Yes and no. People live at Kimball Jct. Put up air quality monitors for year round read outs and keep
the public informed. Do not widen 224. Get rid of the side road triggering light changes. Make 224 45
mph the entire distance to Park City. Have the side road lights on a timer that triggers them not
allowing a car coming to that light to trigger it. So many of the accidents are caused my this
systemseone at UDOT who looks at a screening West Valley thinks is great. We are not like a city
street in NYC. Treat 224 as such. If it's 2am and you drive on 224 at 45mph you will not hit one red
light. Other accidents will be greatly reduced which will also aid the traffic

I\'ve lived in Park City for over 20 years. My business relies on my ability to drive directly to my clients If the resorts could figure out a way to provide affordable housing close to the resorts, that would
homes (both local and second homes) with deliveries of home decor and furnishing items. Every day, eliminate sooooo many workers from having to come to and fro Salt Lake and travel on 224?
my car is filled to the top with stuff. I would not be able to ride public transportation.
Make a 2 lane center of 224 trench beginning at bear hollow thus avoiding the two lights at kimball jct.
One lane in and one lane out only connecting from and to the west on 80 to SLC. Cars coming and
going east on 80 would use the existing overpass on 224. Most of the traffic coming up and down
Parleys to and from 224 are workers commuting. Hence the back up traffic at work rush hour times. It's
NOT tourists. Stupid waste of money for Kimball Jct Transit Center - guess you got a grant. It's like the
never used pedistrian bridge over 80. Dumb waste of money. All those workers causing the mess at
kimball Jct have no interest in going to another shops. They just want in and out quick. Dig the 2 lane
trench that becomes covered at 2 lights. Everyone else that lives works or shops at Kimball Jct will
use existing side lanes and cover the trench for crossing at those 2 lights

Yes traffic needs to be mitigated
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Comments on Preference

The only potential option that would makes sense based on what you provided as options
is the electric bus. Having said this, the real focus ought to be investing first in the
connectors and allowing existing buses to head up and down a dedicated lane.

Light rail will make transit-centered development more certain. Plus it should be looked at
for long term connection with the Trax system in SLC.

Additional Comments

Thanks for working on this important issue.

Just invest the money and build a high speed train and get on with enjoying the beautiful
place we live!! The train could even be decorated to look like an old mine train!!

I personally like the bus or street car. From my personal experience those have worked
best in similar areas. With constant run times I believe they would be used a lot by a
number of people (Tourists and locals).

Thank you for attempting to improve public transit and the traffic

I know this is only being considered for Kimbal to Park City, but I would also see a large
benefit if it was expanded to Pine Brook, Jeremy Ranch, and Summit Park. I know that
these neighborhoods have grown quite a bit and adding a strong public transit would be
beneficial for everyone.

Perhaps look at parking fees for non-resident vehicles to help finance transit & encourage
use.

Please see box above

We need to act! At worst, just do something different than what was done (which was
failure to act, other than more buses) in Bay Area or Denver in the past 20 years!

Light rail trains with parking outside the mountains. Trains from the airport make sense.

I prefer rail, a solution running from SLC Airport to PC (not making dozen(s) of stops in
SLC) - maybe with a connection in KJ so that 224 is a different form of rail (e.g. light) from
what is used from SLC Airport (high speed, tunnel, etc.), as 224 can not be considered
separately from (a future) I80.

Rail from the SL valley to the ski areas and edge of old town.

From Jeremy Ranch, I don't live close enough to walk to town or to shopping. The bus is
too inconvenient. Most of the time, biking isn't an option for the types of errands I need to
do. And it takes too long to get downtown on a bike. I drive a scooter on occasion which is
as quick as driving a car, if I don't have to haul groceries or packages. But that is only in
the summer time or warmer weather days. But for skiing, the car is the easiest way to get
to the resorts as of now.

Light rail the best option. People want to take it, it adds to the character of the city, it is cost Individual rapid transit only works on college campuses and airports. High speed rail is
effective. Bus rapid transit helps a need, but it is a cheap way out. Go with light rail. Ideally, cost prohibitive.
there would be frontrunner to Kimball junction and light rail into park city.
Seems to me Rapid street car or trolleys would provide the best option but only if it was
incorporated with all entry ways to Park City, more high speed options could be used on
interstates to bring in county residents/guests
I really like the HOV bus option in the short term, as it uses the technology that we already Additional solutions are needed for employers and employees. Blue Ribbon Commission
have. The problem comes once a rider is in town. As space is so tight, there is no way to do with local large employers / city / county on how to solve those problems?
dedicated lanes from Deer Valley (Upper and Lower) which may defeat the purpose. If
people are stuck on a bus with all of the other traffic, it is hard to persuade them why a bus
is a good option (especially without paid parking). In town, I think the aerial transit would be
a great option. I like all of the others as well, but would want to see more studies on how
viable they are for our area. I think that visitors would mentally prefer rail to a bus, but that
has to be an efficient cost vs benefit.

High speed rail would be way too expensive for the in-town commute, but might be more
appropriate to consider for those traveling up I-80 from SLC.

I've used the gondola system at Telluride to get between town and the resort village and
really liked it. There was no waiting in line. Just hopped on, and it was quicker than driving.
They also handed out blankets on cold nights to ensure passengers stayed warm during
the ride. I don't think the tram option would work out as well. It would carry too few
passengers, and you would have the "waiting in line" issue that would be a disincentive.
The continuous flow of the gondola would be much more appealing, where you hop on at
anytime with no waiting around. And you wouldn't be dependent on a schedule like buses,
where you worry about missing the bus and having to wait around for 30+ minutes for the
Day-to-day errands, next one. It would also be a fairly quick to build solution, assuming all the permits & rights
Recreation, Retail of way were addressed.
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Bus. Least expensive. Fits in with the scenic area much better. Implement almost
immediately. Can expand route if ever needed. Can easily replace if breaks down or is
damaged. Can be used outside of that area in case of emergency or evacuation.

I like the idea of a fast transit option. One of the reasons I don\'t use the city bus system
currently is because of the additional time it takes to use. I would prefer a high-speed
transit with frequent stops option that would be able to provide many options for as many
people as possible. The tram system, while it would fit in with our general outloook is the
town, would take too much time to use.
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As for the Hybrid Electric bus, I'm not sure that will be that much better than the current bus
system. It still would have the inherent issues of being slower than driving with many stops
along the route.
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2

1

Let's start with the lower cost options.

5

2

2

One of the problems with the existing bus route from Kimball Junction to PC is that it stops
so often and takes a circuitous route. Whatever option is chosen, it should stop only at the
Canyons, PCMR and the Transit Center. Also consider using the Olympic Welcome Plaza
as a transit hub. A commemorative Olympic space col deb put anywhere in town. That site
would be a good transit hub. Let's get the economic incentives right. Why not make 224 a
toll road? Why not levy a tax on parking in PC and use that money to support public transit
along 224?

3

5

Thank you for making things better for all of us.

4

1

Electric options and solar power options are the best. Fast is good.

5

Hybrid electric bus seems like the fastest and most cost-effective approach, at least in the
short term. Gondolas could be an interesting option - even though the statement says they
have longer wait times, the fact that gondolas are constantly moving through the station
could make travelers less anxious about when the next "bus" will come. The various high
speed rail options would make sense if they connected all the way to Salt Lake City."

The higher tech options are interesting but I\'m concerned about how this will be funded.

My opinion is that the buses or street cars would provide the best cost efficiency, the
quickest implementation and the least demand for more right of way. The other options
might make more sense for longer legs in future phases.
Not a big fan of the electric rail cars that share the road with cars. To many accidents with
the SLC lines already. A dedicated bus lane would really help.

Most of the technology is very expensive (Who pays?). Bus and street car would be start.

reduce noise along 224 and congestion wins it for me, mono rail would be cool

The first 2 options are good. This is a short distance so no need for high speed transit

Make the right turning exit lane going north on 224 into Ute Blvd much longer. That would
help much of the back up in the late afternoons. Also at the lunch hour that same light at
Ute Blvd gets extremely backed up on Ute Blvd even way past the rotary. That light is too
short for Ute Blvd at that hour. When the Boyer Business Park is functioning the situation
will become worse as all the food is east of that business park. The people monitoring our
lights are in West Valley and probably have never been here. We are a unique situation
up here and in 10 years our population will have grown by a third or worse. So much is
already approved and will be built. Westerners love their cars and independence - I've
used the bus in the summer. It\'s a LONG trip and a LONG wait.

I live on the Brown bus line. The problem with that route is that it goes to Old town before
PCMR. In the winter this bus should stop at the ski area first and then go to town. That is
the reason I do not use it often.

A bus system that is convenient for local travelers seems to be the answer to remove single Make sure that the real-time app (My Stop) is accurate. On more than one occasion, the
occupancy vehicles from 224. Visitors use the free bus system even though its routes are app shows a bus as late (7-15 minutes) and then it disappears from the screen with no
not the most convenient. To get locals to ride the bus, there is a need for more direct, point- explanation. A 20-minute wait for another bus to come by can be frustrating when one is
to-point routes rather than circuitous routes that try to appeal to every potential rider but, as trying to "do one's part" to take single occupancy vehicles off the road. I understand that
a result, appeal to very few. Structure the bus routes so that the buses are very punctual
buses run late because of afternoon traffic
(perhaps using dedicated bus lanes) and very convenient (i.e., making sure that transfers
can happen within 5 minutes. When a bus is late, and a transfer is missed, there\'s a typical
wait of 20 minutes and a potential wait of 30 minutes depending on the route. That's an
inconvenience that most will not accept.)
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Name

Steve

Phone Number

sdbowman@allwest.net

Email Address

84036

Zip Code

84098

84098

84060

tmparkcity@comcast.net

tomfisher2415@gmail.com

sjoyce@gmail.com

970-640-1757

919-539-4401

801-793-0956

Steve

Thomas Fisher

84060

Tim Dougherty

blake-t@comcast.net

tclyde@allwest.net

TimbrookTodd@gmail.com

Tina Blake

tom clyde

84111

84060

longskull@gmail.com

84098

tom@tomjacobsonlaw.com

Todd Timbrook

951-314-4258

turph@me.com

Tom Jacobson

tlwatersutah@gmail.com

801-698-4290

Tom Murphy

Tom Millar

Tracy Waters

84060

2835

trgildan@gmail.com

84098

ham.troy@gmail.com

vbell@enviro-pac.com

832-555-910

clampe@deervalley.com

561-373-9729

4356456653

401-261-7180

Tyler Gildan

Victor Bell

Troy A. Ham-Tjeenk
Willink

Chris Lampe

84094

2cdelbridges@gmail.com
rwagner@deervalley.com

84032

4356156081

84098

Rebecca Wagner

Christie Delbridge

rex@ku-cpa.com

wynrigg@gmail.com

cfutch@yahoo.com

aehfutch@gmail.com

Wyn Rigg

4153368460

4156375979

84068

84050

84098

rex keeler

Ann Futch

Curt Futch

kent.wilkerson.7@gmail.com

84098

ath4698@gmail.com

gnrskis@gmail.com

84098

Andrew Hoyt

8018456481

jbbling@hotmail.com

blowpowah@hotmail.com

kent wilkerson

4356029079

lil_turnip@hotmail.com

Chuck

G. Nelson Reese

7209894908

840989

84060

84098

435-647-9857

kathy.apostolakos@Live.com

tom@tomjacobsonlaw.com

jmtk78@hotmail.com

Ben Ling

4356457482

(435) 615-9911

Lauren Augusta

Jeanette Ling

Tom Jacobson

Kathy Apostolakos

Comments on Purpose
Yes, this project is needed due to the high traffic and expected traffic growth in western Summit
County.

Comments on Need

I do agree. I think the statements follow the character and values of the community, while maintaining
the purpose of the transportation route maintained by UDOT for people and goods.

I don\'t have all the detailed numbers about where the traffic hangs up, but to me 224 is mostly broken Reading through most of these points, I agree with them, but most aren't needs. They are either facts,
because of the set of traffic lights right along I-80. There are 3 or 4 sets of lights within a few hundred points of interest or constraints. Read each one and figure out how that is a need. I think your process
yards, and between the Outlet Mall, Walmart, Boyer Tech Park and all the shopping around Redstone, is broken a bit.
the flows are terrible. It is hard to imagine any buses, light rail, etc fixing 224 without a substantial
revamp of that 1/4-1/2 mile of 224.

I absolutely agree with all the statements

In all the words stated in the "need", the only relevant statement is, "improve the attractiveness and
effectiveness of the transit system so that travelers increasingly choose it over auto travel". The rest of
the "need" just defines the narrow policy and legal constraints available for any solution.

I agree there\s a need but I also believe things need to be improved to accommodate individual cars.
The lights at the intersections need to be timed better. It's ridiculous that only a few cars can make the
left turn at the 2 intersections or that you make it through one light but cannot make it through all 3
lights without stopping at least once more (from I-80 to PC). There also needs to be more egresses
from the developed areas to spread out the congestion.

Apparently Park City wants huge parking/transfer facilities in Salt Lake, Jeremy Ranch, or Kimball
Junction that will blight those areas so that travelers can board some form of transit and go to where
they desire in Snyderville, Park City or Deer Valley. Great for the later communities, not so much for
the former.

The purpose should be defined narrowly so that there is a slight chance that this study will result in
something tangible.

I like the idea of an express bus with a dedicated lane (closed to cars) as a means of getting people
on the bus, this bus would have to be fairly frequent. I don't like the fact it can take 30-60 minutes to
get from Jeremy Ranch to Main St. on busy days. Also there is only 1 bus stop for all of the Jeremy
Ranch area.

Absolutely!

Yes, I agree with these.

The study needs to address ways to slow or stop growth. It is stupid to keep approving new traffic
generating projects and development while there is no clear solution to an already failed system.
Stopping growth should be the first step.

I very much agree with the purpose. Due to significant development and the fact that Vail Resorts has Without a proper transportation system it doesn't make sense to continue building at the current rate of
significant depth and reach with marketing efforts there MUST be newer improved traffic patterns
growth.
throughout the area. We reside full time on the East coast and professionals constantly strive to
improve congestion. We've had a vacation home in Park City for 15 years and very little if anything
has been decided he to address the rapid growth. I feel Park City overall has done a poor job keeping
up with basic infrastructure planning for the sake of increased development dollars.
I don't see how you can convince people to abandon the convenience of their car for a slow bus
service. If it takes longer to ride the bus, it won't be used.
The County and Park City have taken many steps to encourage alternative modes of transportation, but as has
become obvious the last two weeks, the number of automobiles and trucks has increased over prior years. It
appears there are several sources to the continued preference for personal vehicles, including low fuel prices,
rental car promotion for visitors, lack of efficient transportation from the airport to accommodations, a mindset for
anyone in the west to have their personal vehicle with them while visiting and lack of perceived viable alternatives.
Those of us living in Summit County understand that there is not going to be any new highway construction
without significant opposition and substantial resources. Increasing the number of lanes on SR 224 will not work
because there are only two left turn lanes onto I-80 and I-80 is only a 3 lane interstate. Park Avenue will remain 2
lanes into town for the foreseeable future. If we assume it will take some time to move people out of their vehicles,
some of the alternatives that could be considered are to eliminate stop lights at locations except the Canyons
entrance and one intersection at Kimball Junction. All other traffic will need to make right turns and either use the
center lane to make U-turns or proceed to a controlled intersection. As draconian as this may seem, it could
improve safety and result in a steady flow of traffic into and out of the area. I am concerned however, residents
will object because they fought for the traffic lights so they could make left turns into and out of SR 224.
I have found SR248 to be a poor alternative because it contains the school and is limited to one lane out of town. It
has pedestrian crossings that stop traffic and runs by a residential neighborhood. Once to I-40, the design of the
interchange is not conducive to high traffic volumes.
Many people advocate new highways and rail transportation. Frankly, I don’t know where you put a new highway
in to relieve SR-224. My understanding is there are many obstacles from environmental to cost. In the long run it
appears that one of the improvements necessary is the grade separation of traffic at Kimball Junction and the long
term planning for roadways in the Kimball Junction area. I don’t see how you are going to effect a personal vehicle
preference for many years to come unless the personal vehicle is outlawed or severely restricted in the SR-224
corridor. In that event you will need to provide a means for people to get from Kimball Junction to the various
activity and lodging areas in the Park City area.

This is definitely needed. I live in SLC and have been temporarily working in PC. I was planning on
taking the bus but cannot justify $9 per day round trip; it is far cheaper for me to drive. That said, I
would gladly leave my car at Kimball Junction if there was a decent alternative. Traffic in PC is
ridiculous and a good public transpiration option is needed.\r\n\r\nThanks!\r\n
Again, I question the actual need/desire for public transport given the actual nature of Park City as it is,
a major resort area dependent on tourist and upmarket part-time residents rather than the image of a
sleepy backwater community that many locals have in their heads.

Yes, I agree. Something needs to be done.

I do not agree with the purpose of the project because it is heavily skewered towards mass transit.
While mass transit is certainly an option, the nature of Kimball Junction - Park City does not make
mass transit an attractive option for the public due to both feeder distance(s) and the weather. Park
City is certainly on the upper end of the social scale, heavily populated by part-time residents and
tourist - 3 groups which would be very set on having the 'car'.

I believe the communities focus should be of the other access road to Park City, 248.

More cars will not be the answer. Need a transit alternative. Monorail/elevated train system?

YES need the project

Yes. Alternatives need to be determined and planned for.

YES must get people out of cars!!

I believe the communities focus should be of the other access road to Park City, 248.

Not entirely. Some points are good but others are weak. Not sure who came up with these and
decided on what is important and what is not. Again doesn't feel like people in charge are local or
actually use the facilities. Without knowing who is using 224 it is hard to know what needs to be done.
But experience tells me it is people who are coming here to work during the ski season and
visitors/skiers. If that is the case then solutions will be very different if population is growing and
permanent workforce is outstripping capacity.

Somewhat. What is not mentioned it the possibility of a solution that is not a cost to the citizens, but
alternative solutions that place some of the burden on the users of the roads (i.e. road tax) or busing
alternatives where the employers are part of the solution. Perhaps the solution doesn't need to involve
a massive capital project.

Yes, having constant congestion on SR-224 is negatively impacting the environment, the air quality, Yes, but getting employees (single occupancy vehicles) to locations such as Deer Valley or Main
and the local neighborhoods. It is also a dangerous concern if there is ever a wild fire or other natural Street from Kimball Junction or Salt Lake City in a timely manner is still a huge concern, even though
disaster.
Park City doesn't want to widen the roads.
yes, but SR -248 seems to have more consistent traffic problems than the 224 corridor
yes, an alternative option to single auto transit is very necessary, however it would have to be
practical. Currently the bus service is under - utilized due to the enormous length of time that it takes.
Currently it takes 90 minutes or more to get from the transit center to Kimball Junction. That is far too
long.

Some of the purposes are premature, i.e., assuming that a priority express service is a solution to the
issue. The first step of the study should be determining what the specific causes of the traffic is.., is it
ski visitors, is it residents, or is it the employees that work at the resorts? Until you have a specific
answer to that question, you can not determine how to address the problem. Depending upon the
cause of the traffic, some solutions will be more effective than others.

You need to identify what is causing the spike in traffic during certain times of the year and day. Most
of these objectives are soft, feel good objectives. End of the day we need to help our community
achieve financial viability while maintaining its character. Sounds like the people doing this study
don't live in the area and don't commute.

Have you considered an overpass at Ute or Newpark? If you eliminate one intersection with an
overpass and eliminate left turns at the other could this provide the throughput needed? The grade
might require circular ramps. Light rail needs a critical ridership to succeed and I just don't see most of
the Park City commuters standing around waiting for the train.

All this proposal does is try and fix the ONE AND ONLY ROUTE INTO THE TOWN CENTER. That isn't None of these solutions solve the bottleneck problem this town experiences
going to fix anything. The problem lies with there only being one legitimate route into Park City. Rather
than screw up everything, make 248 a more legitimate route into town, that can handle say... 10,00018,0000 ADT. That way 248 and 224 can split the congestion rather than starting construction on 224
which will undoubtedly cause chaos for a year. - 12 year resident of Park City
I agree there is a bad congestion problem, but adding an extra stop and requiring users to adhere to
the mass transit schedule will not appeal to the businessperson of Park City nor the recreational
visitor carrying outdoor gear.
The general idea is great. But from Kimball Junction to Park City (PC) is a different animal than from
SLC to PC (Valleytomtn). In long range planning - the two segments need to work seamlessly together
to be effective. Why would I get out of my car after driving 30 minutes up I-80? Skip the SLC to KJ
issue above, focus only on the 224 area. - Sounds great.
I agree completely! The entry way into Park City has become a major problem for locals and a turn off Completely.
for tourists. It must be addressed. Doing so with mindfulness towards its function, environmental
impact and public acceptance it paramount.
I agree, but one of the stated goals should be to promote alternative transportation such as bicycles
I agree. Highway 224 is too congested south from Kimball Junction.
and electric bicycles.
Yes! We live in Summit Park and don't go into town nearly as much as we would like to because of the yes. I especially agree with the comparatively slow and infrequent transit option. I love that the bus
traffic. Even going to Kimball Junction can be a mess when the roads are snowy, or there are a lot of here is free, but only take it around town once I'm downtown. I would love to take it from Pinebrook, but
people in town.
it takes way too long. It has to be convenient, or people will not use it. When we lived in Colorado, I
used the bus all the time, and even paid for it. Here, I mainly drive :(
I agree with the stated purposes of the project. The 224 corridor is regularly clogged with traffic from a I agree with the stated needs of the project. We treasure the open space and view corridors of the
variety of sources including the Sundance Film Festival, concerts, skiers, and daily commuters. The
Park City area. Infringing upon them to build bigger roads is not desirable for the community feel or
current bus system is good but is subject to traffic problems on the highway. Throw some snow on the character.
road and it all becomes a mess quickly (recent case in point, the first Saturday of Sundance this year
along with the Women's March on Main on 1/21/2017). I would like Park City to be a leader in
environmentally conscious transit options.

Issues highlighted.... agree. However, I do not understand why the SR248 corridor not included and
the gateways to Park City as a whole should be looked at all at once so it is not piece meal!

The purpose is fine except it cannot effect single occupant vehicles for local use. By way of example, if The project needs to specifically address the numerous events and ski season traffic. Widening 224
A lives in Deer Valley, B lives in Park Meadows and C lives in the Colony, and they agree to car pool needs to be one of the options along with a no-build option. Consideration needs to be given to
to work in Salt Lake. They need to be able to drive and park at a transit center along 224 or in Kimball separate Kimball Junction traffic from through traffic,, including establishing a day park for day users of
Junction.
the area. Transit can only get so robust before buses become an expensive an less than useful transit
tool

I agree that this shows the need areas for investigation.
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What about a cut-and-cover tunnel from I-80/SR-224 interchange under the
Ute and Newpark intersections so SR-224 southbound traffic (not entering
the Kimball Junction area) can flow from the I-80 offramp directly past the
two intersections, reducing traffic in the Kimball Junction area? The
northbound traffic would also bypass the two intersections, but would use
the single point urban interchange at I-80. The cut-and-cover tunnel could
be restricted to car and light truck use only, large commercial trucks and
trailers would use an existing surface travel lane for safety. The exiting
pedestrian tunnel just south of Ute could be replaced by a light-duty,
prefabricated bridge. This option would help reduce the traffic issues at
Kimball Junction.

Additional Feedback

Day-to-day errands,
Recreation

Your web site is very pretty and the technology choices are fun, but I think
this is a terrible way to approach the problem. These different technologies
are solutions that have to be determined by the number of users,
users/hour, residential and commercial densities within a reasonable
distance of perspective stations, cost, right-of-ways, easements, land for
stations, .... I don\'t understand why you would show the public a pretty
picture and ask them for their preference.

Travel Purposes

Day-to-day errands

Work, Day-to-day
errands, Recreation,
Retail

I don't think any of the options presented will do much. At minimum I feel
that A SEPARATE DEDICATED VEHICLE LOOP SHOULD DIRECTLY
CONNECT ROUTE 80 TO THE PARK CITY SKI RESORT AT THE OLD
CANYONS ENTRANCE. The proposed development I\'ve seen will cause
massive congestion at all times of the year. This should be seriously
consider no matter what the cost or how "green" the project will be"

Develop park and ride lots for all the commuters from the east side. The
Jeremy lot is very utilized. Encourage large employers to provide shuttle
service from remote sites (like the lot that's east of hwy 40 and SR 248).
Something needs to be done about the traffic that comes from Walmart area
to the light. If you are trying to exit the library, it's almost impossible to get
into the left turn lane to get onto the freeway. Perhaps that road should be
restricted to only left turns (would necessitate another exit from the library
parking lot) and all Redstone or PC bound traffic could be routed to the
other traffic light by the visitors center. Of course this would mean widening
the Redstone road to accommodate that traffic.

Work, Day-to-day
errands, Recreation,
Retail
Work, Day-to-day
errands, Recreation,
Retail

Recreation, Other

The fixed guideway systems are unaffordable and unrealistic.

Pedestrian access to and across SR 224.
E- Bikes are widely used in Switzerland. If the laws were changed to
accommodate their use on the many trails in Park City, they would be in
greater use. Once they become in common use I believe they could reduce
the summer congestion.
Congestion pricing should be considered in the bus dedicated lanes. It
does force people to think about frivolous travel and possibly bundle more
trips into one.

Day-to-day errands
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Recreation
Day-to-day errands,
Recreation

6 miles KJ to PC : @ 200mph = ~2 minutes = going to miss the natural
beauty :), would be awesome if connecting on the SLC. Aerail Transit has
to shut down in bad weather moves to slow. In clear conditions, traffic will
move faster than you. Not good advertisement.

4

3

We need to consider removing rental cars from the equation. If we can not
figure out a way to eliminate this factor, then any solution is not going to
work. Rental car agencies and tourists will just keep filling up our roads
with oversized SUVs. This should be step 1 and easily doable costing way
less than any construction.

Recreation

There needs to be a way to bypass Kimball Junction for people trying to get
from 224 to Interstate 80 and vise versa.

1

Day-to-day errands,
Recreation

Work, Day-to-day
errands, Recreation,
Retail
Day-to-day errands,
Recreation

Day-to-day errands,
Recreation, Retail

Gondola from new transit center with lots of parking at Kimball Jct to The
Canyons base, to PCMR base, and charge for parking at PCMR and
Canyons bases but not down at Jct
Putting a surcharge on rental cars and require paid parking at the resorts.
Better PR on PC being a car free town. Also a HOV/Bus lane on 224.
Opening Guardsman Pass with Bus services from PC Center to Big
cottonwood resorts.

First, look realistically at the nature of those going between Kimball
Junction and Park City. Second, look into better uses of the roadway, such
as counter-flow lanes. Third, look at your numbers; it is highly unlikely that I80 has a ADT 53,700 while 224 has a ADT of 30,100. Using your estimate
that 33% of the traffic on I-80 is 'truck', the passenger car ADT for I-80 is
approximately 36,000 - just slightly more than the ADT of 224. Considering
the traffic levels on I-80 vs 224, this is highly suspicious.

Day-to-day errands,
Recreation, Retail
Work

Retail, Other

Work, Day-to-day
errands, Recreation
Day-to-day errands,
Recreation, Retail,
School

Work

Day-to-day errands

Day-to-day errands,
Recreation, Retail

These are the some of the worst suggestions I have seen presented. NONE
of them actually address the issue and fit the character of the town. The
issue is simple. And the solution may be as simple. But building a monorail
or light rail or high speed rail isn't going to address the fact you have
people from out of town (workers and visitors) trying to get to the same
place at the same time.

These are massive capital projects that would dramatically change the feel
of the town. I can not imagine going on vacation to a mountain town and
seeing an elevated rail system. People want to go to a mountain town, not
Chicago. In addition, as a local, I sure don't want to travel down 224 with a
massive rail line in my view. It would completely change the feel of our
town. Instead of capital projects, project partners should consider incentive
systems that would limit the number of cars traveling to the resorts by
employees. Mountain employees should be required to park at a park and
ride with shuttles taking them to and from work, partially paid for by the
employers. Also, a flexible lane on Kearns and 224 would be low cost and
extremely effective. It is what is done in many other cities.

Alternative connection to I-80, similar to the fly over used at US 40 and I-80

Some simpler options could include running lights in/ out of town longer,
utilizing lane shifts out/ in.

It seems an elevated platform would be most effective given weather
concerns (snow) and the possibility of keeping the remaining travel lanes
intact.
I believe the communities focus should be of the other access road to Park
City, 248.

Work

Day-to-day errands,
Recreation, Retail

1

Comments on Preference

The bus rapid transit option could be used first along the SR-224 corridor as a lower cost
option; as traffic/ridership increases and/or a rail option from the Salt Lake Valley is
constructed, could be replaced by a streetcar/light rail option (reuse stations, etc.) if the
initial design would accommodate a future conversion (right-of-way width, etc.). Light rail
works great in the European Alps to move people and freight to many mountain villages
and resorts (quiet, quick, effective), even when cog systems are needed for steeper
sections. Automated ground-level guideway systems likely to have problems with snow
and ice, suggest avoiding. High-speed options not applicable due to relatively short
distances traversed, potential sharp direction changes, and significant elevation changes
along alignments. Monorail and aerial tram/gondola would significantly alter the viewshed
along the SR-224 corridor. Multiple stations in between system ends can be problematic,
and would require more staff to operate assisting guests in and out.

I can\'t imagine how you could justify any of the more expensive alternatives given our
population, traffic flow, and lack of high density around potential stops.

I prefer the bus rapid transit option with clean vehicles. I also think that this would leave
open the option for other technologies in the future in the same corridor or connecting to
SLC.
Buses in the dedicated lanes. I think the fixed guide way options are cool but very
expensive. If they had connectivity to TRAX it would make sense from an operations and
maintenance perspective.

Additional Comments

public transit that is faster than the speed of regular transit would be very compelling. this
is MUCH needed. Transportation will be the next big thing in this community.

I believe the communities focus should be of the other access road to Park City, 248.

I drive a company vehicle and therefore generally have a need to drive to work.

See the situation and the public to be serviced for what it is. Seriously look into putting in
counter-flow lanes and reworking the various Kimball Junction intersections. Before you
dismiss my anti-mass transit comments, I live part time in Park City and the other in the
Netherlands. In the Netherlands, I am big supporter of mass transit. It's great, land at
Schiphol Airport, hop on the train, then a short bus ride that stops within 100' of my house.
It would be nearly impossible to provide anything on a remotely similar level of service in
and out of Park City.

Whatever we do we need to consider that people work all hours - we have bar/restaurant
staff getting out late and construction/hospitality staff going in super early. So these
options have to run almost 24 hours and have security.

I am sure you are working with Vail and Deer Valley on alternatives. One possible
alternative is to provide parking at Kimball Junction and require day users to take a bus.
Only Summit County resident could park at the resorts (because for many they would first
need to make a trip to Kimball Junction—hardly efficient or a solution to the traffic
problem). Overnight users could drive to their accommodations, and if the accommodation
is within two blocks of bus service they would not be allowed to drive to the resorts. Park
City businesses will object vehemently as people will not make the trip to Old Town if they
are constrained to public transportation.
If businesses in Park City, such as the grocery stores, offered free delivery of orders and
any order so placed was exempt from any taxes or was encouraged by some other
incentive, that would greatly reduce the use of SR-224.
Property Management Companies and Accommodation providers could be compelled to
provide with each rental agreement, an encouragement to use public transportation from
the airport. This means UTA will need to have non-stop service, a comfortable high class
bus and other amenities (keep in mind people who go skiing are spending a lot of money
and are expecting a high class experience).
Eventually, it is quite clear you will need the cooperation of the State Legislature and
UDOT to put into effect a long term solution. Skiing and summer activities have put a
strain on infrastructure far beyond what any of us could have imagined when we promoted
the area as an ultimate recreation destination.

You need a separate communter loop to the resorts

Has anyone actually counted how many of the cars contain only 1 person? Unfortunately In the interim, could we switch to clean powered buses? Would you please make SR 248
previous high gas prices and paying for parking did not seem to lessen the amount of cars 3 lanes from the offramp to the hospital light - there's room, just have to remove the jog in
on the road. Westerners seem to typically have a difficult time giving up their car. The bus the sidewalk? Provide a second exit from the library out to the visitors center.
system has to be convenient, frequent and quick.

Elevated rail could complement the downtown area as people commute from the SLC
Valley. If the city could own land near I-80 Kimble junction area that could be used for
parking the rail could transport from that area directly to each resort or downtown

None seems practical or affordable.

Not sure why we would need anything that is "high" speed. Also, lets respect the visual
corridor and not fill it with wires, towers, and massive stations.

I think that the bus requires the least amount of infrastructure, and can be implemented
quickly, making it the best solution. I see value to the light rail but it would require a good
amount of time and has the potential to be quite disruptive, thus exacerbating the issue for
an extended period of time. The other solutions are not desirable in my opinion.

My opinion is that all of the options presented assume that the general population (full-time
residents, out of town workers, part-time residents, and tourist, will get out of their cars at
Kimball Junction and take mass transit into and out of Park City where they will walk(?) the
rest of the way to their job/home/hotel caring their groceries, shopping, skis, luggage, kids,
etc. in all weather, no matter how cold or snowy. To me that is absolutely unrealistic and
bordering on the ridiculous.

Gondola will be another signature item for the area, fits in with ski culture

By putting in a Tram from PC transit center to DV hotels you can get rid of the need for cars
if there was light rail from SLC Airport to Kimball and direct bus service to the PC Transit
center.

I believe the communities focus should be of the other access road to Park City, 248.

Rapid Streetcar or Monorail would best suit the needs of Park City and it's tourists and
employees. We need something that will QUICKLY transport people to major stations to
promote the use of the system and less single occupancy use vehicles.
Offer incentives to carpooling. eliminate closure of public roads in Prospector.

They all are permanent unattractive additions to our current God-made beautiful town.

Thank you for taking action on this issue before we reach utter gridlock.

Keep up the great work!

Don't get ahead of yourself. These projects are way too big for a town that can't seem to
solve the problem of growing schools and poor educational facilities. I can't believe this is
being entertained as a reality when my daughter sits in a classroom trailer and the
schools continue to decline in quality. Get creative and find lower cost solutions that
actually attack the problem. How often do you ride the bus yourself? In most cases, people
only ride the bus to and from work. So start with those drivers and make it efficient by
having a park and ride where you can actually park. You would need to place a tax on
parking spaces or limit on parking spaces per employer to force the use of the system.

Remove Aerial. Also High Speed unless connecting connecting to SLC in the big picture.
My #1 - PRT and #2 light rail, elevating the corridor above or under to by-pass the
intersections that are the problem anyhow. Funding and demand will likely land you in a
nice BRT with a green light preference. Please be sure the full picture, SLC to PC is
considered, not just the KJ to PC. (valleytomtn).

None. Have you considered imposing a transit/commute tax that discourages use of cars.
Then you need to press employers to address the problem and offer a realistic solution.
Park and ride with constant and reliable service.

I feel the monorail allows the least impact on the current highway for automobiles, but is a
more significant impact visually on our entryway. Hence the light rail is in my opinion the
best option.
Light rail seems to be the best option to move large amounts of people on schedule. The
Park City Transit system has been good, but now it gets too delayed by traffic.

I think with any of the options available, parking is still going to be an issue. Where can I,
from Summit Park, leave my car to come into town for the day? I would love to see a rail
option that eventually connected with the airport. Having travelled many times through
Europe via rail, find it is such a convenient and civilized way to travel!

1

There needs to be a mixture of technologies. A backbone light rail system from a transit
interchange near I-80 that serves Canyons, Park City Resort and Deer Valley would be
optimal. Each station along the route could be served by electric buses obtaining their
charge from charging points at the light rail stations and at terminal points. Monorail and
the other systems are expensive, technologically problematic, not cheap to operate and
best left for Disneyland. The light rail needs to be simple, everything off the shelf and use
as much of the 224 corridor as possible.

5

3

1

You are going to ruin the quality of life in our small mountain town if you even consider any PLEASE, PLEASE do NOT ruin our community. Stopping development to keep us from
of the above except hybrid electric buses. We do not have any interest in becoming a
needing more transportation solutions would also be helpful.
megalopolis!!!! REALLY ????

5

5

1

1

New developments should be required to provide easements for bicycle
paths that connect to the existing bicycle trail system.

2

3

1

I think the hybrid electric bus transit option along with transit-specific lanes are appropriate. Bus service needs to be extended to Summit Park and other out-lying neighborhoods. If I
Couple that with park-and-ride lots or parking structures outside of Park City, and express have to get in my car and drive to the nearest park-and-ride at Jeremy, I will more than
routes connecting the primary transit centers (Kimball Junction, Canyons, PCMR, Old
likely just keep driving in my personal vehicle to my ultimate destination rather than take
Town). Buses offer more flexibility than light rail.
the bus. Currently, the bus becomes an option for us only when the weather is not good
for biking and we think parking will be difficult to find. However, we do use the paved bike
paths for errands on a regular basis during good weather. We have even parked in
Kimball Junction and ridden our bikes into Park City to attend high-traffic events.
5

1

1

This is a unique corridor because of the means by which use is generated. A substantial
use of the corridor is derived from trip originating west of Parley's Summit and effected by
the available alternatives from the point of origin. To date, that has only been automobiles.
There need to be "penalties" for driving beyond Kimball Junction while not negatively
impacting residents who need to shop, go to doctors, transact business and do the things
residents normally do.
5

3

I would love to see a couple express busses from either Kimball or
Pinebrook to downtown- one, maybe two stops along the way

Whatever option is selected must be compatible with carrying bikes and
skis aboard. Continue to enhance the paved bike trail system to further
connect our community and encourage cyclists and pedestrians. Embrace
electric assist bicycles on what I consider "transportation corridor" paved
bike paths.

More Park and Ride lots. Highly subsidized busing from SLC, Heber,
Kamas etc. to make it possible for employees, in particular, get to work
without their cars.

4

Day-to-day errands,
Recreation, Retail,
School
Day-to-day errands,
Recreation, Retail, Other

Day-to-day errands,
Recreation, Retail,
School

Work, Day-to-day
errands, Recreation,
Retail, Other

Day-to-day errands

Name

Neal Malugade

Alexander Cass

Judd Werner

Phone Number

801-414-4999

435-640-6380

Email Address

neal.malugade@gmail.com

cass0114@umn.edu

judd.werner@ymail.com

Zip Code

84060

84098

Comments on Purpose

Comments on Need

I agree with the purpose of the study, and definitely agree that 224 is overburdened in its current
Again. I don't believe additional public transportation will solve the problem. I believe that getting cars
configuration. However, I believe that additional public transportation routes between Kimball
between Park City and Kimball Junction as quickly as possible will increase throughput effectiveness
Junction and Downtown Park City will not alleviate the congestion. The current public transportation
on 224. Thus, I propose that 224 needs to be a "highway", and that cross streets be viewed as "exits".
routes along 224 are not overburdened, so there is no reason to believe that additional buses or rail
would take cars off of 224. As someone who is commuting from Park City to Clearfield for the past year
(temporary situation), I can see that there is quite a bit of traffic coming off of I-80 onto 224, and that
most cars are headed toward I-80 or Kimball Junction. I believe that the focus should be on increasing
throughput on 224 such that there are not so many stoplights, and treating it like more of a highway
with exits and light frontage roads in order to allow vehicles to get where they're going. This should
get traffic to where it is going more quickly, and negate the need to widen 224 itself.

Agree. For residents only. I live in Jeremy Ranch. I fully support the concept of remote parking in my
[Agree except on "existing and projected travel demands."] Don’t agree with this need; at least as
neighborhood for the purpose of enabling local resident connections to transit service going to PC, ski related to increased tourist and inbound employee travel. It is inconsistent with the limited scope of the
resorts, SLC etc. I am very much opposed to constructing remote parking in my neighborhood to
study (Hwy 224 only). These additional employee and tourist travel trips will not originate at Kimball
accommodate Park City’s visitors and employees traveling from Salt Lake. I don’t want Park City’s
Junction. The scope of the study needs to include both the originating and destination points of the
transportation problem. Please originate mass transit for PC or Hwy 224 area employees coming from additional trips. See my comments above about remote parking between Parleys Summit and Kimball
SLC in SLC, not by simply moving the traffic problem to my neighborhood. Burden businesses
Junction for travel inbound from SLC. We don’t want it. Please limit demand for new employee and
creating the travel demand with that responsibility. It’s not mine as a taxpayer. Limit the scale and
tourist travel to existing capacity or originate the transportation solutions in SLC. [Lack of robust transit
frequency of special events in PC or along the Hwy 224 corridor if necessary. Devise a method for
service] OK. First choice would be to modify land use to reduce transit demand. Not all growth delivers
limiting the available ski traffic from SLC. Please do all of these things. Please do not put a parking lot a better quality of life or more prosperity to the community. Second choice is to burden the demand
in my neighborhood to relieve Hwy 224 of inbound traffic from Salt Lake.
creators with the cost of the transit solutions. [Natural resources] See comments above. Any transit
solution intended to relieve Hwy 224 of traffic inbound from SLC should originate from SLC, not
between Parleys Summit and Kimball Junction. Please change the scope of your study accordingly.
Residents of Jeremy Ranch want to preserve our rural feel just as much as Park City wants to
preserve its small town feel.

Valley to Mountain Phase I Scoping Comments

1

1

1

Hyperloop

1

1

1

MAGLEV

1

2

1

Rapid Rail Transit

1

1

1

Monorail

1

1

1

Automated
Guideway Transit

1

3

1

Aerial Transit

1

4

1

Rapid
Streetcar/Light Rail
Transit

2

5

Hybrid Electric/Bus
Rapid Transit

5

Travel Purposes
Work, Recreation

Recreation
Day-to-day errands,
Recreation, Retail

No.

Additional Feedback

Yes. Please collect the courage and ingenuity required to limit the growth.
We can likely devise transportation alternatives that will rapidly transfer
enough people from Salt Lake to new jobs in Kimball Junction or Park City
to ruin our mountain atmosphere and quality of life. Please don’t do it.
Consider requiring all cars parked at ski resort parking or attending special
events in the PC area to obtain one of a limited number of online
authorizations. If the car shows up at a parking lot without the authorization
they don’t get in. That would encourage people to car pool or use mass
transit. Also, require each special event to produce a supporting masstransit plan, partnering with local bus companies. Require the event to
demonstrate how their coordination and advertising of the mass transit plan
will limit traffic on Hwy 224 within capacity. Inform people driving to special
events that traffic exiting the event will be controlled as required to keep
Hwy 224 traffic within capacity, with priority given to busses. These are all
ideas that should be developed, in conjunction with mass transit
alternatives originating from Salt Lake.

5

5

Likelihood: Drive
Alone

1

1

Likelihood: Use
Transit

1

1

Likelihood: Cycling

1

1

Likelihood: Walking

2

1

Likelihood:
Carpooling

Comments on Preference

I believe that the technology options listed above would be a giant waste of money. I
believe in public transportation, but these don't fit the needs of people, because they only
go between downtown Park City and Kimball Junction. That's not what is causing the
excessive traffic.

- I prefer Hybrid Electric Busses and Light Rail (non OH wire)
- Monorails and OH wires detract too much from the visual environment
- Definitely need a dedicated ROW on Hwy 224
- Some Hybrid Electric Busses could stop at all the stops along Hwy 224. Some could be
express
busses
- Need parking lots at residential stops e.g, Jeremy Ranch and Pinebrook for people to
connect to
Hybrid Electric Busses. Parking for residents only. Not designed for tourist or commuting
employee
traffic.
- Hybrid Electric Busses from SLC use same ROW as Park City Hybrid Electric Busses on
Hwy 224.
- Include planning for Hybrid Electric Busses originating at various locations in Salt Lake to
serve
special events in Park City and ski traffic.
- Include enough conceptual engineering in Phase 1 to define a mass transit solution (e.g.,
non OH
wire light rail) from Salt Lake City along the I80 corridor, connecting to Hybrid Electric
Busses at a Transfer (no parking) Station along Hwy 224. For example: imagine a light rail
line in the I80 median from Salt Lake to Kimball Junction. Near Kimball Junction the line
goes underground and emerges at a Transfer station at the base of the Utah Winter Sports
Park (across Hwy 224 from Redstone). Resist the tendency to dismiss alternatives like this
based on cost. Recognize these types of solutions are implemented world-wide by
communities with longer term vision than we seem to be capable of.

No. Thanks for asking.

Additional Comments

ALTERNATIVES PUBLIC COMMENT REPORT
Draft: January 9, 2018

Introduction
In December 2017, Summit County and Park City, along with several other project partners including
the Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT), Utah Transit Authority (UTA), Salt Lake City
Corporation (SLC), and the Wasatch Front Regional Council (WFRC) hosted a public open house to
review alternative alignments for the Phase 1 Valley to Mountain Transit Alternatives Analysis.
Previously, the study team collected public input on scoping and transit technologies. Public input,
along with technical analysis, helped the study team develop several alternative alignment scenarios for
transit improvements on SR-224 between Kimball Junction and Old Town Park City.
Public Participation
The public was invited to provide input through an online open house at ValleytoMountainStudy.com or
in person at the Park City Library on Tuesday, Dec. 5, 2017.
-

Online open house: Sep. 22 to Dec. 12, 2017
o To encourage participation from a wide set of stakeholders across a large geographic
area, the study team developed an online open house: ValleyToMountainStudy.com.
The online open house contained the following content:
§ Background/study progress to-date, including how previous public input shaped
the study
§ Alignment options for the potential transit improvement
§ See this report’s appendix for sample questionnaire
o

The opportunity to comment was advertised through:
§ Park Record display ads
§ A news article in the Park Record (Sep. 27, 2017)
§ Project partners’ communication outlets: Park City, Summit County, WFRC, UTA
and MAG shared the link on their websites, enewsletters and/or social media
channels

Screenshots of Park Record online article and Facebook post by Wasatch Front Regional Council
promoting the opportunity to comment
o

The comment period lasted from Sep. 22 through Dec. 12, 2017. During the alternatives
comment period, the webpage received approximately twice as much traffic as the
scoping comment period:
§ 1,843 pageviews
§ 1,699 sessions
§ 1,385 unique visitors
§ 368 online comments

o

Twenty-four individuals signed in at the in-person public open house. Six hard-copy
comments were received at the meeting. All attendees who provided an address were
from Summit County.

o

Between the online and in-person open houses, 374 total comments were received.

o

While about 45 percent of the website visits were from Salt Lake County and 55 percent
from Summit County, Wasatch Back participants were much more likely to comment,
making 87 percent of the comments received.

Comments Received by Area

5%

7% 1%
Wasatch Back
Unknown
Wasatch Front

87%

Out of State

Summary of Comments on Alternative Alignments
Overall, the public comments showed that seven percent of participants rated all alignments positively
and 35 percent rated all alignments negatively. The remaining 58 percent had a mix of likes and
dislikes among their alignment ratings. The number of all-negative ratings suggest a notable
undercurrent of citizens who would not support a transit project on SR-224.
On average, the most preferred alignment was BRT running on both sides of SR-224, with a rating of
2.65 on a five-point scale (five being the highest positive rating and one being the lowest). The least
preferred alignment was west-side-running BRT. The seven percent of individuals who rated all
alignments positively most preferred center-running BRT or LRT.

Ratings on a 5-Point Scale, with 1 as Least Preferred and 5 as Most Preferred
Participants Who:
Liked ALL
Liked NO
Clear
Overall
Average Rating Per
Alignments
Alignments
Preferences Average
Alignment
(7%)
(35%)
(58%)
Rating
Center-running BRT
4.25
1.28
2.44
2.43
Center-running LRT
4.25
1.22
2.21
2.21
Both-side BRT
4.17
1.33
2.64
2.65
West-side BRT
3.92
1.15
1.94
1.94
West-side LRT
4.21
1.15
1.96
1.96

Many participants shared comments about their ratings for each alignment. Looking at the comments in
broad categories, the largest category included general comments of either support or opposition for
each alignment. Participants’ top comments and concerns about alignments were:
•

Safety and access issues, particularly for alignments along the side of SR-224. Participants
were concerned about how the alignment would affect access into resorts, pedestrian access
and how the alignments might affect the existing active transportation infrastructure (bike
lane/trail) since biking is a big part of the community.
o Center: Participants were concerned about pedestrian issues since they will have to
cross lanes of traffic to get to the bus or train. Along with that, they were concerned
about access equity issues for any disabled individuals. Participants commented that
there is currently a lot of traffic on SR-224 which would make crossing the roads
dangerous, especially with the cars travelling at high speeds.
o Both sides: Participants are worried that cars turning may run the risk of colliding with
the buses. They are also worried about cyclists dodging the buses and running into other
traffic on SR-224. Participants are concerned about the proximity of the transit lanes to
homes and paved pedestrian and bike paths. They are also concerned about shoulder
access for car breakdowns or emergency use.
o West side: Participants commented about additional risks to pedestrians because they
would need to make the long crossing of SR-224 in order to access the other side of the
road. People are also worried about the increase in potential accidents due to the
increase in interaction of cars with the bus lanes during turns.

•

Traffic concerns, with participants having different viewpoints on whether alignments would
improve, worsen or have no affect at all on traffic. Participants also commented on safety
concerns about turns from side streets onto SR-224, should a side-running alignment be
selected.
o Center: Participants are concerned about how transit passengers trying to cross the
street to get to the bus would cause more interruptions to the traffic flow. They are
skeptical that people are actually going to use transit due to the lack of parking to park
and then ride, which would mean that the traffic issues would not go away. They are also
concerned about the effect this alignment will have on making left turns from SR-224.
o Both sides: Participants liked that this alignment would allow transit to flow with traffic
and make sense for passenger loading & unloading, thus interrupting traffic the least.
However, they are concerned about the impact on turn lanes at intersections for other
vehicles.
o Overall, participants are more concerned about fixing the signal timing at Kimball
Junction.

•

Cost to riders, cost to build the solution and cost of maintaining and operating a new route were
all of concern to participants.
o Center: Participants prefer the flexibility of buses as well as the low maintenance cost
compared to that of trains.
o Both sides: Participants liked this alignment because the bus lanes already exist and
would save some cost of building the solution.
o West side: Participants recognized that the cost of this alignment would be more but
they liked that it would have the most impact when it comes to reducing traffic.

o

Overall, most participants feel it is difficult to justify the costs of the street car/LRT, and
feel that it would create barriers to ridership. Participants would like to see the use of
electric buses instead.

Comment Topics on Each Alignment
Alignment (favor/oppose)
Safety & access issues
Traffic impacts
Cost to build, to riders and
to operate & maintain
Neighborhood access
Community character
Resort access
New transit center
Environmental impacts
Aesthetic impacts
Right-of-way impacts
Future planning
Infrastructure design
Noise

Option 1
Center
50
14
26

Option 2 Both
Sides
48
41
25

Option 3 West
Side
59
43
22

31
8
13
6
9
3
2
2
0
0
0

17
4
5
4
4
6
3
4
3
0
1

24
10
3
10
4
7
8
4
2
2
1

Total
157
98
73
72
22
21
20
17
16
13
10
5
2
2

The online open house provided the opportunity for participants to view alignments and potential
impacts on an interactive map. The following comments are specific to the map:
•

Alignment
o Is it possible to have the bus stop/station at Thaynes Canyon moved to Iron Horse and
then the bus would loop back towards Bonanza in the opposite direction?
o Instead of turning onto Kearns Blvd, then Bonanza Drive, considering turning the
LRT/Streetcar line directly into the Bonanza development. It will omit one turn and avoid
adding to the traffic mess that is Kearns and its intersections. Even better, this would
allow us to construct a "welcome moment" as visitors cross threshold into the heart of
Park City. The more we can separate visitors from traffic once in the center, the more alt
transport will seem the norm, and the less they'll miss their own cars.
o Several concerns about aligning through SR-224/SR-248 junction due to existing traffic
congestion

•

Increasing transit service connectivity to The Canyons Village base area; Old Town transit
center or to Main Street; Summit Park, Jeremy Ranch or Pinebrook; or Sun Peak and Silver
Springs neighborhoods.

•

Parking: Add park and ride lots to the system or build a parking garage at Kimball Junction.

•

Active transportation: Include bike lanes and bike boxes at intersections in the design.

•

Transit route/stops
o Obvious stops are transit hubs at Kimball, Canyons, Bonanza, and Main. Consider also
Peaks Hotel, as MARC is under-served by transit. Once linked down 248, PCSD
campus is important stop, too.
o Transit stop on Bonanza is not close enough to Main Street to attract riders to use this
option
o Not sure who wants to be dropped off at Bonanza

In addition to comments specific to the alignment options, participants made many comments on the
following themes:
•

Mode preference. Several participants took the opportunity to comment on the mode they most
preferred. Comments were nearly evenly split between support for electric buses (with very
positive comments about the current electric bus system) and support for light rail.

•

Widening SR-224. Some participants believe that adding lanes to SR-224 are the ideal way to
alleviate traffic problems. Many do not want the road widened at all, even for transit-only lanes.

•

Current and future transit use. Many participants questioned whether a transit improvement
was necessary, saying that Park City residents don’t use transit now and won’t use it in the
future, regardless of the option selected. Participants who are not riders and who do not know
riders have a hard time understanding demand for transit.

•

Growth. Several participants feel that rather than addressing transportation issues, the city or
county should limit residential and business growth. They see transportation and transit projects
as encouraging more growth, which they feel threatens the character of their community.

Finally, participants had several ideas for solving transportation and traffic issues beyond the alignment
options presented:
•

Different transit modes such as aerial transit, driverless vans, elevated Maglev or hybrid bus.

•

Infrastructure improvements:
o Elevated or tunneled lanes or elevated cross-streets
o HOV lanes
o Improving the I-80 interchange
o Lengthening turn lanes
o Restricting vehicle access or tolling
o Narrowing or reducing travel lanes on SR-224
o Improving parking (especially at Kimball Junction),
o Developing a new road into Park City (an alternative to SR-224 and SR-248) or new
routes through neighborhoods
o Improving traffic signals
o Pedestrian walkway on SR-248
o Dedicated Uber lot
o Interchange at The Canyons

o

Self-driving car lanes

•

Policy or behavior change including increased traffic enforcement, mandating transit use,
more affordable housing, lowering the speed limit and a public education program to encourage
other forms of travel besides SOV trips.

•

Partnership. Several participants suggested that the solution should involve partnership with
the tourism industry, such as policies reducing car rentals and developing tourism services that
require fewer guests to use a car, requiring ski resorts to be responsible for their patrons’
transportation and allowing resort/tourism shuttles to use the transit-only lanes.

Conclusion
Participant comments do not show strong consensus for one alignment over another, although the
both-side running alignment received the highest overall rating and the west-side alignments were
clearly the least preferred.
The public has many questions that will likely be answered in the next phase of project development.
They’d like to better understand how the transit system would integrate with pedestrians, cyclists and
vehicle traffic. They’d like to understand how the mode technology works, including how and where
stations and stops are placed. They have questions about how bikes or ski/snowboard equipment
would be accommodated on the buses or train cars. There are several who want to better understand
the reasons for locating the new transit center at Bonanza/Kearns.
In order to support a transit project, many residents need more understanding of how transit helps
achieve their interests of maintaining community character, supporting the active transportation network
and reducing traffic congestion. They may appreciate learning how transit fits into the broader
transportation network of the City and County, and hearing about long-term plans for connectivity to
Salt Lake City and other points.

Appendix
Online Public Comments
Open House Public Comments
Open House Sign-in Sheet
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1
2

Center Running Center Running
Scale (BRT)
Scale (LRT)

4
2

Date

3

Zip Code

2017-12-13T00:47:25+00:00
2017-12-12T22:59:21+00:00

Email Address

2017-12-11T20:57:43+00:00

Phone Number

84055
84017

Name

Valley to Mountain Phase 1 Alternatives Analysis
Alternatives Public Comment Report, Online Comments
Sep. 22 - Dec. 12, 2017

84060

1
1

patcone@allwest.net
werlingjs@gmail.com

5
1
1

paige.sidwell@gmail.com

1
1

2604387771

1
1
1

435-640-6720

2017-12-11T02:23:22+00:00
2017-12-10T21:57:26+00:00

Paige Sidwell

2017-12-10T17:01:59+00:00
2017-12-09T20:59:14+00:00
2017-12-09T20:11:17+00:00

Pat Cone
Jamie Werling

84060
84098

2

84098

2

rickhenrya@q.com
rjreuter54@gmail.com
rjreuter54@yahoo.com

2017-12-09T16:20:13+00:00

chiggins@xmission.com
REX@KU-CPA.COM

84098

435-649-6090
4356409394

rolandgilmore@gmail.com

Rick Albright
richard reuter
margaret reuter

Chip Higgins
REX S KEELER

8016335426

Center-Running Option 01 Comments

Center-Running
Option 01 Category

248 needs to be 2 lanes in, in the morning and 2 lanes out in the evening. The traffic is Road widening, Signals
way worse there then on 224. You already have the extra lane. Just a couple of electric
green and red signs would work
If the bus plan in the center lanes are the chosen, are all the buses going to be
Alignment, Preferred
transferred to the electric buses? If so I think this would be the best choice cost wise.
mode (electric bus), Cost
Also the coast plan is this per trip?
(to rider)

Crazy.

Park city needs another road into town or widen both sr248 and sr224.

Road widening,
Recommendation (widen
both 224 and 248),
Recommendation (new
road into town)

Both-Side-Running Option 02 Comments

Both-Side-Running
Option 02 Category

1
3

3
1

3

1
1
1

4
1

2
1

1

West-SideWest-SideRunning Scale Running Scale
(BRT)
(LRT)

1
1
1

1

1
1

Both-SideRunning BRT
Scale

3
1

2

Needs information,
Road widening, Rider
access

1
1
1

2
1
4
1

How many stations would there be along the route? How much wider would the road
have to be to put this one in compared to the center. There does seem to enough room
in the center lane already.

2

4

1
3
5

Housing

Road widening,
Existing system (use)

3
2
1

Please donâ€™t expand 224. Please encourage more bus use and park and rides on
existing road

2

1
3
1

5

2

2
4
3

510-333-6659
Road widening, Existing
system

3

Roland Gilmore

Please donâ€™t expand 224. Please encourage more bus use and park and rides on
existing road

2
1
1

4
4
1

1

4

5
4
1

5
3
1

1

2

3
1
1

2017-12-09T15:28:50+00:00
2017-12-09T04:17:13+00:00
2017-12-09T01:39:45+00:00

1

2017-12-08T22:52:30+00:00

2017-12-08T22:42:54+00:00
2017-12-07T22:10:15+00:00
2017-12-07T00:55:12+00:00

84098
84017
84060

2017-12-07T00:53:41+00:00
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84098

hmdynak@gmail.com
t@t.com
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carla@5rhino.com
sidskigal@gmail.com
altcapital@gmail.com

Hadley Dynak
Tony
Sarah

altcapital@gmail.com

Tim Nemeckay

6594647095
4356495937
4158711855

Housing, Parking
(Kimball)

4158711855

Unless there is more affordable housing in Kimball Junction, Park City traffic will not
change. There is no parking at the Kimball Junction Transit Center to handle either of
these options. Summit County does not want affordable housing (they say they do but
their actions say different) they are more concerned with pushing nonwealthy people
out which increases more traffic. The state legislator should pass some laws to force
Summit County to add affordable housing.

Carla maupin
Sidney Hughes
Niels Andersen

Unless there is more affordable housing in Kimball Junction, Park City traffic will not
change. There is no parking at the Kimball Junction Transit Center to handle either of
these options. Summit County does not want affordable housing (they say they do but
their actions say different) they are more concerned with pushing nonwealthy people
out which increases more traffic. The state legislator should pass some laws to force
Summit County to add affordable housing.

Niels Andersen

4

1

1
Cost, Rider usage,
Education

3

2

5
I am always in favor of saving money, so this seems like a great option since the bus
lanes already exist. I am not sure the buses cause the majority of the traffic issues. An
effective marketing campaign to get people to ride the bus will need to be put in place
to make a real difference.

Public Safety, Traffic
pattern

4

1
It seems it would not be safe for bus or street car passengers to get to either side of the
highway without interrupting car traffic flow.

5

Preference (bus),
Maintenance

1

4

1

1

4

1

1

5

1

1

5
1
2

3

1

3

1

4
5
4

1

1
1

1

Ride widening,
Community character

Rider access

1
1

1

None of these options fit well into our community because they all involve widening
the roads, which all the residents I know are against.

seems most logical for getting people on and buses to the transit centers

Road widening

1

4
2

1

5

5

I would prefer the dedicated center lane as it would not, or at least seem to not expand
the size of the current road. We donâ€™t need more landing strip high ways.

1

1

Cost (rail), Preference
(electric bus)

1
1

I donâ€™t see an advantage for light rail compared to electric pwered express busses.
The higher cost needs an advantage to justify it.

1
1

2

2017-12-06T23:29:34+00:00
2017-12-06T22:50:35+00:00

4

Subsidize (or flat-out pay for) local roof-top solar. Gradually "blu-sky" everything
you possibly can. Allow tiny homes in backyards as seasonal rentals (over-rule and
out-law HOA interference in these matters). But please, no dedicated lanes for almost
empty buses. Fix the intersection first. Then add a lane each way.

Busses are infinitely more versatile in a transportation system. Ability to reassign a bus
to another route in emergencies or in a normal reevaluation of need. Busses can be
easily maintained by non specialized mechanics, there by lowering training cost.
Battery equip buses can service a route without ugly overhead wires as required with
trains. Dedicated railed right of way restrict use and are significantly more expensive to
build and maintain that traditional pavement.
Train use life span is no better than mass transit busses but purchase cost is typically
10x the amount. Busses have a ready market for older used busses unlike trains.
Busses can be scheduled with much greater arrival/departure frequency due to non
dedicated tracks. There by allowing more convenient use.

Pedestrian access

Trains are very sexy and seductive with clean lines and modern looks. But like most
sexy things, they are high maintenance, expensive, and only good at one thing.
Letâ€™s not have the same regrets the next morning.
I am against any widening of the roads, other than to create bus stops where the buses Road widening, Preferred
can actually move out of traffic while dropping off, or picking up passengers. All other
mode (bus)
locals who I have spoken to about this agree that they do not want the roads widened
either. I have listened to officials say that there will be alternatives that do not involve
widening the roads. Yet all three of the maps for these alternatives show the roads
being widened. I prefer the Bus Only Option running on Both Sides of the road, if we
have to choose one. This is the only option that will not require passengers to cross the
road surface to get to a bus, impeding traffic even more.
i could be in favor of this but I am wondering how the pedestrians are to get to and
from the center of the street? are you suggested overpass walkways? and how will the
bus get to the transit center? its own stoplight, like the light-rail in SLC?

More electric bikes and add other four-season options on the bike trails. Your first
Active transportation,
mission must be to fix the failed intersection lights (that don't work in tandem well and
Signals (timing),
hold up traffic on and off 224). Add new lanes each direction for cars. Consider
Recommendation
making them assessable only by electric-bus and any clean-air alternative-fuel vehicles
(HOV lane)
(anything qualifying for UDOT C-stickers) and motorcycles or vehicles carrying more
than two people.

5
5
1
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2017-12-06T21:58:18+00:00
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5
5
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kriskozaczek@gmail.com

84098

1

1
1
1

Kris Kozaczek

dcomyn@gmail.com
1
1
1

acasey123@aol.com

435-671-1647
1
1
1

Alisa Casey

David Cumming
2017-12-06T21:54:08+00:00
2017-12-06T21:52:03+00:00
2017-12-06T21:21:36+00:00
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84098
84098

1

rksmith44@hotmail.com
green_lantern11@me.com
janepattee@yahoo.com

2017-12-06T20:52:34+00:00

801-706-2048

richard.edelheit@rsmus.com

1

The entire process if flawed. The study seeks to take cars out of the equation. But
Traffic impact,
where do drivers coming up the canyon transition to the bus or rail? If you are a
Hotel/Resort access, Cost
resident driving up the canyon (as I often do) there is no way I'm going to leave my car
(build), Rider usage,
at some lot and wait for "rapid-transit" to take me somewhat close to my home while I
Study critique, Active
walk the final half-mile lugging whatever I brought up the canyon or need for work.
transportation,Recommen
It's insane. Taking cars out of the mix isn't going to happen near term. You can build
dation (additional car
this transportation boondoggle, but its impact will be minimal and the funds will be
lane), Signals
wasted. Buses will mostly run empty (as they do now). Traffic will still pile up (as it
does now). This "Valley to Mountain" study is a tax and spend project with little
environmental, aesthetic or practical value. Want to make a real difference? Ban auto
traffic entirely in old town (like they do in Europe). Bring in more electric bikes, trikes
and/or other "borrow queens" that run on the bike paths. Fix the 100% failed
intersection lights at the Junction (that's the bottleneck). Add another two lanes each
direction. The future of transportation is making it convenient, easy to access and fun.
Trax and buses are neither. Wanna go further?

RobertK Smith
Kerr Smith
Jane Pattee

richard edelheit
1

1

1

1
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babalisc100@gmail.com

435 645 8777

8016521879
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Art Brothers

Christie Babalis
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3
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2017-12-05T20:24:33+00:00
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babalisc100@gmail.com

84098
84036

8016521879

mbost81@gmail.com
cdfryer2000@yahoo.com
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sburtoninpc@comcast.net

wendollo@comcast.net

jesskirby76@hotmail.com

4356457005

Christie Babalis

Matt
Douglas Fryer

Steve Burton

4356020308

Jess Kirby

4356581423

Wendell Brown
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5
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2
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Traffic pattern (left turn)

5
4

I'm concerned about the effect this will have on making left-hand turns from SR-224.
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2017-12-01T22:07:28+00:00
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2017-12-01T22:05:53+00:00
2017-12-01T21:26:02+00:00
2017-12-01T17:43:07+00:00

sn0wman72@yahoo.com
hb.240z@gmail.com
judicbell@gmail.com
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84060

3143044007

2017-12-01T06:36:06+00:00
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Rider access, Traffic
pattern

2017-11-30T21:10:28+00:00

This seems like a simple, intuitive, & efficient solution/transit option. It flows with
traffic & makes sense for passengers loading & unloading.
84060

84060
84060

3104207537

bradsabako@me.com

TylerWWalton@gmail.com
kolbesb@yahoo.com

84098

khalverson01@gmail.com

tom pettigrew
Jay Zorzy
Judi Bell

4355130535

Karen J Halverson

Brad Sabako

Tyler Walton
Brian Kolbe

West-Side-Running Option 03 Comments

I think this is a good idea to lower the amount of having pedestrians going in to the
middle of SR-224 to get to the stations. If they are on one side you are cutting that
down by at least half. My question is how many stations would there be to pick people
up at to get in and out of town.

Please donâ€™t expand 224. Please encourage more bus use and park and rides on
existing road

Unless there is more affordable housing in Kimball Junction, Park City traffic will not
change. There is no parking at the Kimball Junction Transit Center to handle either of
these options. Summit County does not want affordable housing (they say they do but
their actions say different) they are more concerned with pushing nonwealthy people
out which increases more traffic. The state legislator should pass some laws to force
Summit County to add affordable housing.

West-Side Running
Option 03 Category

Pedestrian safety,
Needs information
(stops)

Map Feedback

I know that this would be more money but it seems like a good long term idea, if there
was a tunnel system put under SR-244 for a train or buses or both. It would take
longer to build but if done right this could cut down on traffic and keep it with in the
boundary's of SR-224, instead of expanding out, just going down.

This plan is fatally flawed in every way. Where is everyone going to park to get to
transit? Access is limited. Parking is limited. Why not enhance e-bikes and use of the
bike trails on a four-season basis? First thing should be fixing the lights at Kimball
junction so they don't jam up traffic.

If we do bus people in they should have vouchers for food/beverage/discounted
tickets...something to make it worth their while. They should also have lockers
available at the resort bus stops to rent at a cheap rate weekly or annually to keep their
equipment....it's tough to carry everything on a bus....deters people from using the
buses we have!

Do you remember 2002? What a great example of how our expanding traffic and
parking was handled. Let's get the land and set up parking and shuttle people to the
resorts/town.

Bus
Cost

Cost, Environment, Bus

Map Feedback
Category

Alternative
recommedation
(tunnel)

Rider access, Trail
impact

Road widening

Additional Comments

I am glad that these idea's are being brought to the table. The norm right now is not
great for our community. Park City is growing regardless if we want it to or not.
Planing for it now is the best way to get out in front and to stay on top of these issue's
before they get much worse. We they are pretty bad now if your trying to come in to
town at 9 am on a weekday. Thank you for putting this out in the community so we
can have a say in this as well.

Additional
Comments Category

Growth

Rider usage

Is there any way to create a "fly over" connection at Kimball junction and I-80 similar Recommendation (I-80
to the intersection of US 40 and I-80 that would separate traffic heading for I-80 from
interchange)
traffic heading to Kimball junction?

I love that we are looking at transportation but my family would not use any of these
proposals. Itâ€™s not practical for our transportation needs.

how does these alternatives work with udot's future vision of the corridor if they
indeed add CFIs, future widening, or express lanes to the kimball intersections and rest
of sr224 to help congestion from PC to I-80?

Bicycling is a favorite non-motorized form of transportation and recreation for PC
residents; light rail tracks would be very disruptive and dangerous for cyclists.

If you divide the Operating Cost by the Cost Per Rider, then divide that by the number
of days per year, you end up with 1,128 - 1,370 riders per day. If each 'Rider' was to
drive their own vehicle, this means that we are only expecting to remove about 100
cars per hour from Highway 224. 100 cars per hour from thousands. So instead of
sitting at a traffic light with 100 other cars, a Rider would be sitting at that same light
with 95 other cars. Not much of a difference. This creates the question, why are we
proposing to widen roads, and saddle the community with the costs, for not much
benefit.

Thanks for a well thought out and produced survey. Iâ€™m glad there are dedicated
people willing to dig into complex problems. In your free time, you may enjoy
watching an episode of The Simpsonâ€™s â€œThe Monorailâ€ for a surprisingly
accurate satire about just these issues. Thanks

Be weary of allure of light rail. Many non transit riding decision makers are ensnared
by them because the â€œlook funâ€ . I myself love trains and ride them whenever I
have a chance. The now â€œreorganizedâ€ social club Mountain Accord got
thousands of dollars fro PC and SU County just by mentioning trains.

There needs to be a train from Salt Lake to Park City. Without that, people have no
way to get here other than to drive their cars. No one will take a bus. There is a
different attitude about buses versus trains, for some reason. I would take the train all
the time if is stopped in Sugarhouse or at Foothill and then I could somehow get to
downtown and the airport with easy transfers.
There has to be more incentive not do drive cars or people won't use these. It has to be
easier. It needs to go all the way to Deer Valley and it needs to stop at the resorts and
hotels. Parking has be to limited or expensive or there is no incentive not to take a car.
Parking lots at the resorts need to charge a lot of money - at least $20 per day, or there
is no incentive not to drive.

Rail (opposed),
Community Character

Needs information
(future expansion)

Public safety

Cost, Traffic impact
(no improvement)

Study critique
(support)

Parking (fee),
Hotel/resort
partnerships

SLC connect

Parking, Active
Before implementing any new plans (and all of the proposed plans are fatally flawed). Signals, Traffic pattern,
transporation, signals Fix the failed intersection and traffic control at Kimball Junction. If it takes a bridge or
Alternative
a tunnel, build it! Create an express traffic option.
recommendation
(tunnel)

Parking, Hotel/resort I have watched TRAX (light rail) for the last 12 years. It's noisy and frankly
partnerships
dangerous. It definitely is not what we are looking for especially to TRY to continue
the small town feel.

Road widening,
Please donâ€™t expand 224. Please encourage more bus use and park and rides on
Road widening,
Please donâ€™t expand 224. Please encourage more bus use and park and rides on
Road widening,
Existing system (use) existing road Please also connect the west side bike path in front of the canyons so we Existing system (use), existing road Please also connect the west side bike path in front of the canyons so we Existing system (use),
can bike from Park City proper to Kimball junction on the west side and/or Add an
Active transportation can bike from Park City proper to Kimball junction on the west side and/or Add an
Active transportation
underground pass near the canyons base area
underground pass near the canyons base area
Housing

Signals (timing),
Alignment, Road
widening, Active
transportation

Hotel/resort access

Alignment

Traffic impact,
Neighborhood access

This alternative # 3 makes sense to me as the resorts and the Olympic Park are both on
Hotel/resort access
the west side of 224. If we are going to continue this journey to a world class resort we
need to spend the public transit monies. Over the last 23 years I have seen traffic get
more and more troublesome resulting in Carmageddon!
This alternative # 3 makes sense to me as the resorts and the Olympic Park are both on
Hotel/resort access
the west side of 224. If we are going to continue this journey to a world class resort we
need to spend the public transit monies. Over the last 23 years I have seen traffic get
more and more troublesome resulting in Carmageddon!
I like the low noise impact on the neighborhoods on the east side of the proposed route. Neighborhood impact
I believe the bus transit would be adequate, there would be no need to add the expense
of streetcars. This would impact the current lanes of traffic the least during
construction, as far as I can tell. Since I live on the opposite side of Highway 224 from
the bus lane, it appeals to me the most.

Let's keep the construction...whatever needs to be done on one WEST side.

running on the west side of the road; which is on the ski resort side of town makes the
most sense and would encourage vs the other alternatives
First job is fix the lights at Kimball Junction. Alignment does not work. This is the first
and worst cause of traffic backing up on 224. Do not build an entirely separate road for
rail or bus travel. Enhance e-bikes (with trailers), e-trikes and e-carts which promote
four-season use of trails.

I know that my comments are repetitive, but I have listened to officials say that will
offer alternatives that do not widen the roads, yet all the options offered here do. So
disappointed.

Poor choice. It would require expanding the roadway even more, and cross hundreds
Road widening,
The local residents DO NOT want the roads widened. Since we are who you are
of drive ways. Each crossing requiring a barrier and special grading. To much potential Neighborhood impact, supposed to represent, and/or work for, you should make sure that any approved plan
interference with bike and pedestrian traffic.
Trail impact
does NOT widen the road.

I like the lower cost & environmental effect of Alternative #3 using bus rapid transit.

if trax are selected seems best to have them on one side or the other so we don't need to Alignment, Trail impact it would be interesting to see how the people will access each alternative (ie walkways,
have bridges to the center to get people to platforms. What impact will this have on the
cross walks?, new lights ?). please show how the existing trails will be realigned
existing basin recreation paved trail?

Best bang for buck is alt 3 BRT.
I'm slightly concerned about the "Cost per Rider" for each alternative. The FREE bus
system is preferable; but if that cannot be maintained, then a low-cost option (available
in most cities) of between $1 and $2 per Rider is preferable.

Phone Number

4356452630

4356401271

4357317319

919-448-5920

(909) 622-2692 Direct
(909) 524-5319 Mobile

apwallace22@gmail.com

Email Address

84098

Zip Code

2017-11-30T05:38:58+00:00

2017-11-30T15:25:54+00:00

Date
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1

2
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Center Running Center Running
Scale (BRT)
Scale (LRT)

2017-11-30T04:10:16+00:00

1

1

84068

1

3

Shirin@parkcityfoodtours.com

2017-11-30T01:54:05+00:00

Center-Running Option 01 Comments

I believe a streetcar would detract from the feeling of a small town and would turn
Park City into more of a city feel. This is not in my interest and would certainly drive
me to consider moving to another ski town. The traffic is bad for a few months out of
the year, but that is a testament to how much our town can handle and I do not want to
encourage overcrowding any further. I agree with the bus lane to encourage people to
avoid the traffic by taking the bus, but I do not want to see a light rail system built for
the tourists that infiltrate our town in the winter.
This feels like 2nd or maybe 3rd best option as it will produce the narrowest footprint
but less ideal center bus lanes and highest cost.
Street Car/LRT is difficult to justify costs, and any additional turns or route
adjustments require big investments. It is also more costly to operate and expensive for
riders, which will create barriers to ridership.

5

Both-SideRunning BRT
Scale

This seems the most efficient as it will also allow buses to easily pull over to make
stops. The only concern becomes will there also be a bike lane?

Both-Side-Running Option 02 Comments

Community character

Center-Running
Option 01 Category

5

Road widening, Cost
(build)

1

1

5
4

2
3

5

1

4
5
1

1
1
5

This makes the most sense since this is a typical mass transit set up and people are
used to it. It also allows easier access for pedestrians to the bus without having to
cross traffic lanes.

This option would create traffic problems at every intersection and may require
acquisition of new rights of way and double the time and cost of construction.

Rider access, Traffic
pattern, Bike lane

Both-Side-Running
Option 02 Category

Alignment, Cost,
Traffic pattern

Alignment, Cost,
Traffic pattern, Road
widening

Rider access

Traffic pattern, ROW

Bike lane impact

ROW

Why would anybody want to end at new Bonanza Transit center.... all options must go
New transit center
to main st. Buses need to stop at all stops on 224 (meadows drive!!!) . This is only
(location), Rider usage
one that kind of makes sense with outside bus lanes... others are stupid. WHITE BUS
needs to stop.... I watch empty buses go by me all day on 224 as I wait for pink bus at
meadows drive....
This is o.k. as well, if it doesn't infringe on others property and seems to keep
pedestrians on the proper side without crossing traffic.

This might interfere more with cyclists.

5

Bike lane, Needs
information

Map Feedback

This bus lane would solve the concern over a bike lane and would avoid the busses
causing more traffic. However, would this entire lane need to be constructed? That
seems like a long and obstructive process.

West-Side Running
Option 03 Category

1

West-Side-Running Option 03 Comments

5

Alternative 2 still feels best. This could be 2nd best option based on cost, though it has Cost, Rider usage, Bus 224/80 flyover entry and exit ramps should still be contemplated for vehicle traffic
the widest footprint of the 3 alternatives.
to/from Salt Lake City, providing options to bypass the Kimball Junction traffic lights.

West-SideWest-SideRunning Scale Running Scale
(BRT)
(LRT)

1

4

1

1

Please see my above comments about LRT. While this may not fall within the
boundaries of this particular discussion, it might be prudent to look at limiting density
increases in real estate development and placing limits on development in general in
certain areas that have high impact on traffic.

Growth

The environmental impacts seem to be much greater than stated in this report. Elevated
Maglev does not create traffic congestion and has zero emissions. New technologies
will combined to provide lighter infrastructure, accelerated construction, lower cost,
and the lowest environmental impact of any alternative. It is also the only choice for full
compatibility with existing surface use.

Neighborhood access, Try to avoid making roadway wider if possible; the bike lanes could be turned into bus
Public safety
lanes, as bicyclists already have a trail to use beside the roadway. And use electric
buses for now. They can be altered with time, but once light rail or tracks are put in,
there won't be any going back.

buses need to run early am and late night since no parking anymore on main st for
employees.

Preference (rail), Cost,
SLC Connect

Rider access

Recommendation
(HOV lanes)

Growth

Cost (rail), Route

SLC connect

Map Feedback
Category

Alternative
recommendation,
Signals

Study critique,
additional vehicle
lanes

Schedule

Environment,
Alternative
recommendation

Additional Comments

Additional
Comments Category

Needs information

224/80 flyover entry and exit ramps should still be contemplated for vehicle traffic
Recommendation (I-80
to/from Salt Lake City, providing options to bypass the Kimball Junction traffic lights.
interchange)

I feel like there isn't enough information here and I can't come to the meeting. It would
be interesting to see comments and opinions of the locals and then vote again.

Hybrid bus,
Alternative
recommendation
(alignment)

Streetcar/LRT seems extremely expensive to install, maintain and operate. With electric Cost (rail), Electric bus
powered vehicles becoming more prevalent and Tesla creating an electric Semi-truck it
only a matter of time before there are electric buses. With the amount of sun that Park
City gets solar panel farms that could be used to recharge the buses would be a great
way to reduce the carbon footprint.

I would recommend that you consider hybrid/BRT for the present time. Specialty
buses could build interest in visitors to your beautiful city without additional vehicles. I
also studied an alignment that turns from SR-224 and travels along Homestake Road
directly to the proposed Park City Transit facility.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment. I would welcome further contact. Please
confirm receipt of this submittal.

Study critique (focus
groups)

Keep costs down by using current electric buses. Keep more expensive options off the Existing system (use)
table. Raising taxes on locals will only help to ensure middle class and the workers
will never be able to afford Park City.

Needs information, Have real focus groups been asked? ie the people actually driving their cars into PC?
Existing system (use)

Future expansion, Bus

Road widening,
Electric bus

Flexibility in the future is huge. LRT provides much less flexibility and a much larger
monetary output up front. Bus lanes are better.

Neighborhood access

Growth

The key to eliminating traffic is connection of neighborhoods. Our current plan is
fragmented. If you live out side of town there are to many stops and/or transfers.

The connection at the Bonanza Drive Transit Center would require a transfer if going to Route, Neighborhood
PCMR or old town.
access
A lot of riders in neighborhoods along 224 are located too far to access the service.
My residence is over a half mile away from the closest proposed BRT stop. And
transferring from the closest stop to me on the #7 line wouldn't make sense from a time
perspective.
For this brt to work efficiently it should be extended to either pine brook or Jeremy
Jeremy Ranch connect
ranch.

When is enough, enough.

IŠ—Èd like to see specific user input - who is the target rider? Have you talked to
people driving this route into PC (not the resorts)?What are those rider numbers?
Should this (and the 10) be seasonal and peak-event coordinated? How does this
compare with what the 10 bus is supposed to be doing? Any bus traffic added to
Kearns existing roadway is a BAD idea! Increase transfer points that match up with
existing buses.

This seems that it would need to get to close to residences on one side and would need
much more space. Also, it would be more dangerous to pedestrians to have to cross
traffic on both sides at each stop.

We have to connect SLC to Deer Valley and Heber. It is faster to ride a bike from
Jeremy to Deer Valley then riding the bus. Keeping cars off 80 is important.

Transit using regular traffic lanes between Kearns Boulevard and the Bonanza Drive
would cause delays and any rider incentive

Too much pavement!

LRT is too expensive all around. An estimated $17 is way too high for six miles.

We canŠ—Èt bus our way out of this. We can, however, stop the incessant advertising
for MORE, MORE, MORE. How about Š—“when is enough, enough???Š—

I prefer these alternatives if they have a greater effect on traffic. I prefer the train
because it is more reliable and more of a tourist attraction. However, I would want it to
be subsidized so that everyone could afford it use it. If we ever have a train running
downs parleys, it would be a nice link.
add HOV lanes during rush hour to promote ride sharing. This works throughout the
country. Look what happens in D.C. where ridesharing increased and there are
locations where people are picked up so they can use HOV lanes.
Are overpasses or other systems going to be added so northbound passengers can get
across 224 to the southbound side?

New transit center
(opposed), Route

Stop spending taxpayer money on all these studies and maps. We need more vehicular
capacity. Your solutions will never help the environment, because no one will use
anything other than our cars and bicycles, and we already have plenty of bicycle lanes,
so all we need are some more car lanes.

3

1

1

Street Car/LRT is difficult to justify costs, and any additional turns or route
adjustments require big investments. It is also more costly to operate and expensive for
riders, which will create barriers to ridership.

1

1

2

Preference, Road
narrowing,
Environment
Alignment, Cost,
Traffic pattern,
Recommendation
(additional vehicle
lanes)

3

3
2
1

This alignment would almost certainly require additional rights of way, doubling the
ROW, Cost, Alignment
cost and time of construction.
I have viewed and studied these alignments carefully based on my experience including
20 years engineering technical work, 20 years right of way work (including California
state certification and court qualification as an expert witness in eminent domain).

5

Alternative 3 is my favorite. Of course this is the only information I have on it. I would
like to see the car traffic go down to one lane only making the rail a more attractive
option, and lessoning the environmental impact.
Same comment as above. We need more car lanes. This isn't rocket science.

4
3
2

1

Why would anybody want to end at new Bonanza Transit center.... all options must go
to main st. Buses need to stop at all stops on 224 (meadows drive!!!). STUPID
CONFIGURATION... crossing 224 unnecessarily is no fun.

2

Traffic pattern

1

1

1

1
1

Could be okay by keeping a clearer separation of bus and car lanes.

1

1
1

1
5

5
1

5
5

1

1
1

2

1

1

4
1

2

1

1
1
1

Traffic pattern, Rider
usage, Parking
(Kimball), Resort
access

1
1
5

1
1

This is going to add to Kearns Blvd congestion - especially at peak AM and PM
times. Same question as above - who exactly is the supposed user of this system? Not
snow sport folks since it goes nowhere near the resorts. Need major parking along
route esp at Kimball right where the route starts. should allow stops at existing county
and city bus stops on 224.

Alignment

1
1

Cost (build), Traffic
impact, Environment
Parking, Growth,
Electric bus

Preference

This is the least expensive, low traffic impact and low environmental impact...no
brainer.
We havenŠ—Èt solved the park and ride situation or the incessant advertising for
MORE, MORE, MORE people to come here. When is enough, enough?

I am unable to determine which is better in regards to side running or center running. I
doubt any of us have the information necessary. Analyzing other cities and towns
throughout the world would probably provide an answer but my guess is they are
fairly comparable. I do know that rapid transit bus lanes are very successful. I
experienced them in Guadalajara.

2

1
1

And when are the electric busses that create no averse environmental issues (that is
HERE only - the issues are still created, just elsewhere so we donŠ—Èt have to deal
with it) going to actually have solar installed and operating?????

The best option presented in my opinion

4
1

5
4

Same comment as above. We need more car lanes.

Bus lanes running on both sides feels like best location in terms of cost (lowest of the
3 alternatives), and least impact to traffic flow (ie- if running in center, then all right
turns being made by busses will impact vehicle traffic flow, and left hand bus turns
can use center lane).
Street Car/LRT is difficult to justify costs, and any additional turns or route
adjustments require big investments. It is also more costly to operate and expensive for
riders, which will create barriers to ridership.

4

1

1

84060

Rider usage, Road
widening

4

Parking (Kimball), Rider
usage

2017-11-30T01:21:47+00:00

Both of these alternatives are ridiculous. The bus is underutilized now, and a streetcar
or light rail train would get even less use. Just add lanes for vehicular traffic and be
done with it. Enough with your social engineering.

84060

1

rgrstrand@hotmail.com

1

5

1

I would like to know what kinds of studies have been reviewed of other areas of the
country that have light rail systems like the one proposed. How successful have those
light rail systems been? What kind of ridership are they getting?

Alignment, Road
widening, Pedestrian
safety, ROW

I believe a light rail transit system will not only eliminate the "small town" feel that
Park City strives to retain. But, in addition, it will do little to reduce traffic congestion
and will be done at major expense to the taxpayers. This idea, while wonderful on the
surface, would be a major mistake. I'm sorry to say that I suspect that this idea, if
implemented, will fail miserably and will also completely change the feel of this town.
Thanks for your time.
Centerline alignment is the only practical option. The cost of acquiring new rights of
Alignment, Cost, ROW
way can exceed the cost of the project construction, Bus lanes would present problems
and delay traffic at every intersection and eliminate bi-directional access from the
adjacent properties. Central rail would create the same problems and "at-grade"
crossings with bells, sirens, and crossing arms. Elevated Maglev system would allow
all-weather travel from the Salt Lake Valley (and the airport) in less than thirty minutes
and would provide rapid response for highway emergencies.
Why would anybody want to end at new Bonanza Transit center.... all options must go Route, Alignment, Rider
to main st. Buses need to stop at all stops on 224 (meadows drive!!!). Buses in the
access
middle of 224.. how do you get on and off.... STUPID IDEA!

It's good to keep any buses on existing road as to not infringe on others' property.
Widening roads will only encourage more cars. Also, it would be more dangerous for
pedestrians to cross traffic at each stop.

Rider usage, Resort
access

Cost (to rider), Alignment

Community character
Cost (build)

Rider usage, Resort
access, Community
character

How can center-of-road transit vehicles access stops? Is there going to be major
Rider access, Rider usage,
parking access along the route at each stop? Who are the real target users and what do
Existing system (use),
they say they want? For me in Park Meadows, this is completely useless since it does
Cost (build),
not utilize any of the existing stops like The Peaks Hotel which would be a transfer
Recommendation
point with existing buses. What about allowing stops at the Temple and other public
(additional car lane)
use locations on 224? The existing county buses run so infrequently, is it possible that
a significant amount of car traffic on 224 could be reduced by more bus lines
overlapping with existing 30-min interval lines? The 10White bus is frustrating
because it doesnŠ—Èt stop along 224 (who actually uses the 10 bus and for what
purpose? I see tons of them and theyŠ—Ère pretty empty while there are huge swaths
of PC that get no bus service - all of Park Meadows besides the narrow strip the
2Green serves). I think this is just going to add more nearly empty vehicle traffic on
224 that serves very few people. The cost to set this up is so high (what exactly in this
project would cost over $60MM?) and the ongoing cost is absurd. Just do time-based
directional traffic lane changes! Or if youŠ—Ère really determined to spend so much
money, accept that an additional traffic lane really is needed and make it timedependent directional and carpool based.
LRT won't work for construction workers
Rider usage

1.Wait - if I go from my home in Silver Springs to PC, and am stopping at more than
one place, the bus just is too long, too cumbersome. I canŠ—Èt imagine all of the
county residents are suddenly going to want to drag 3 kids and go shopping on the
bus. 2. If IŠ—Èm a skier, parking a long way from any bus stop (the non-electric bus
stop at kimball - whereŠ—Ès the solar???) carrying my luggage, skiis, stuff along with
my spouse and 3 kids to the bus, then unloading it only to change busses, unload and
load again and maybe then getting to the place IŠ—Èm staying and unloading. The
entitled guests we seem to want here are NOT going to do that.
How about LESS advertising, REIN in the Chamber of Commerce, be happy with
where we are instead of measuring our worth by the increase in visitor days and skiing
days? LESS, LESS, LESS. It wonŠ—Èt solve our current Chamber-created mess, but
will at least help to stop the growth.
Stop building and we won't need any of this
LRT is a bad idea. Very expensive and then we are locked in to that technology.
Electric busses would be cheaper and more environmentally friendly

LRT is too expensive all around. An estimated $16 is way too high for six miles.

In my observation most days of heaviest traffic occur on days people are driving to the
resorts, most specifically Park City Mountain Resort. I believe most riders would find
having to pick up a second bus at the new transit center after passing right by PCMR
annoying and an unwanted delay to arrival at PCMR. It would seem seasonal separate
dedicated bus runs to Canyons and PCMR would have the most impact on traffic
because it would provide the most benefit to riders.

Recommendation
(variable lanes),
Neighborhood access,
Recommendation (toll)

It's not clear with the BRT option how access from the BRT lane to the sidewalk
would work.

We need to look at variable lanes. Just like almost every bridge in the east. Keep the 2
center lanes moving. This would make 224 a through way. Make an access road for
neighborhoods on the back of Swanner. Only allow access on 224 on 2 points. Or
make parleys a toll road

5
2
4

Pedestrian safety
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2017-11-25T19:05:23+00:00
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84060

91768

david@cedltd.com

calum_clark@hotmail.com
jfholland1@gmail.com
Sambuca15@yahoo.com

brianc.brooks17@gmail.com

kerrypacker14@gmail.com

1
3

1

I hold a Master's Degree in Civil and Environmental Engineering from Duke
Rider usage, Cost (build),
University. One of the projects that I completed during my time in this program was a
Community character,
light rail study for the Raleigh-Durham/Research Triangle Park area of North Carolina.
Study critique
The takeaway from that project was that in order to justify light rail infrastructure and
actually reduce traffic congestion, the area served by the light rail system needs to have
a SUBSTANTIAL population base (i.e. several million residents) who are also highly
motivated to use public transit. By highly motivated, I mean that these individuals use
the rail system primarily because the time and expense associated with travel by
personal vehicle is so significant, that they are literally better off using the rail system.
Most places in the northeast US have "highly motivated" rail users. While we may get
some of that, in large part because of the high level of tourism during certain times of
the year, we most certainly do not have nearly the population base required to justify
this project.

No matter what you do there will have to be adequate parking at Kimball junction and
transportation from the drop off site. Just remember this will only be used by the
middle class and poor, no rich person worth their support for Donald Trump would
sink this low.
Using center lanes for mass transit causes pedestrian issues since they will have to
cross lanes of traffic to get to the bus or train.

eluna@bonairfinancial.com

steve@deervalley.com

84121
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Name

Abbey Wallace

Steven Issowits

Shirin Spangenberg

eric

roger strand

David Ryan

Calum Clark
John Holland
Christy Abbruzzese

Brian C. Brooks

Kerry Packer
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84098

2
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betsybray2@gmail.com
Yoyoyoadrian@comcast.net

2017-11-24T05:57:48+00:00
2017-11-24T00:42:25+00:00

(435)649-9315

84060
84098

1

Betsy Bray
John Sullivan

andyb959@aol.com
lrb@lrbfamilylaw.com

2

435-649-3011
8015988218

5

Andrea Barros
Lauren barros

2

2
1
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2017-11-23T01:45:05+00:00
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1

84060
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2017-11-22T20:58:30+00:00

01sep09mc@gmail.com

2017-11-22T19:18:21+00:00

kdf999-localpc@yahoo.com
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84098
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2017-11-22T04:59:34+00:00
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washpark@xmission.com

pruitt@sisna.com
aufletcher@aol.com

jay@aamericanhousing.com

stefanmkirby@gmail.com

davidgreenholtz@gmail.com
84060
michele_devaney@yahoo.com

adamsdc@rcn.com
adamsdc@rcn.com
ivorallsop@gmail.com

sally.l.shaffer@icloud.com
shekirst@yahoo.com

Katherine Fagin

3105085176

4356458407
4356458407

435-640-8797
4355131069

Marianna Carnes

Sally Shaffer
sheila kirst
Jane Washington

John Adams
John Adams
Ivor Allsop

Bob Pruitt

Jay Cromwell

Stefan Kirby

David greenholtz
Michele Devaney

Andrew
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Phone Number

keith.helldog@gmail.com

Email Address

84098

Zip Code
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2017-11-20T20:09:37+00:00
2017-11-20T19:30:52+00:00

2017-11-20T21:26:28+00:00

2017-11-21T01:38:35+00:00
2017-11-20T22:19:46+00:00
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84098

84036

84098

84060
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5

If the cost is greater than one operating their vehicle, one is unlikely to take public
transport. Simply put, has transit is a failure in America because 1) gas is too
inexpensive 2) alternative transport neither saves time nor money.

Center-Running Option 01 Comments

2

Center Running Center Running
Scale (BRT)
Scale (LRT)

1

Cost (to rider), Rider
usage

Center-Running
Option 01 Category

Rider usage, Stops,
Hotel/resort access

Alignment, Lane marking

How would pedestrians be transported from the center lane to the outside at stops? Atgrade crosswalks would continue to slow car traffic, perhaps below/above grade to
keep cars moving
Parking (Kimball),
Mandatory usage

Rider access

Center running doesn't make sense. It blocks lanes of traffic, doesn't allow for
convenient and safe stops to pick up passengers, and makes it difficult to turn left into
neighborhoods along the way.

Alignment, Rider access,
Traffic pattern (left turn),
Neighborhood access

It's not clear why center-running and side running LRT have sugch different effects. It Alignment effects, Needs
would see to be the same transportation either way, correct?
information

I don't think you are thinking big enough. There should be a massive parking area at
Kimball Junction, and unless you are a resident or delivering something, you take a
train into a transit center in town. Like Zermattt, Switzerland. This will MANDATE
that the train be taken, it will not be voluntary. Then, there must be a dedicated lane or
lanes to get these folks out of town and onto I-80 when the ski day is over.

I clearly have a bias towards rail, as it is the most visible option and the fixed rails
Preference (rail), Rider
allow for development of the land surrounding the stops, as has been seen in many
usage
cities that put in light rail. Once built, the rail lines are efficient and have low impact.
My second best is the center-running bus, which again offers a highly visible transport
system that those sitting in the lines of traffic might consider using in the future. I
appreciate the flexibility that bus transit in the ability to change routes based solely on
what roads are available, and I hesitate over the cost of rail, but then I see cities that put
in light rail so successfully, and I wonder. And I recognize my own use of rail but nonuse of bus service. I'm not sure what the barrier is, aside from emotional, but rail
clearly gets better use. And that is what counts here.

I think that a well marked center line bus system will be park city's best option. I do
think marking the lanes clearly (maybe with curb or sidewalk) will be vital for the
amount it's used.

1

1
1

5
5

2

5
3

5

1
3

Let's address the obvious - NO ONE RIDES THE BUS!!! Putting in a dedicated bus
lane will not stop people from driving their cars and it will squeeze out the much
needed two lanes in existence. Second, the bus stops, other than the Canyons make no
sense. Park City gets crowded because people are driving to and from the ski resorts.
Put in a dedicated bus that goes from the transit center straight to Deer Valley and
another straight to PCMR and you might get some traction. Forget the other stops - we
already have a bus that goes to those stops and no one uses it.

3
5

4

5
4

1

4
5

5
1

I think this is a good idea, however, would parking be expanded at the Kimball
Junction Transit Center?

2017-11-20T12:10:02+00:00
2017-11-20T06:52:29+00:00
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84098

1

Cost (to rider), Rider
usage

Both-Side-Running
Option 02 Category

Cost per rider: 6$. Not likely to get any PC soccer moms interested.

Rider usage,
Hotel/Resort
partnership, Parking,
SLC connect

Both-Side-Running Option 02 Comments

2

These bus lines are useless!!! People want to get to their destination quickly - get
dedicated buses to the RESORTS!! Put in a gondola from Deer Valley to MainStreet
(similar to Telluride). Have more parking at transit center and buses that go straight to
the resorts. Get dedicated buses from Salt Lake City.

Both-SideRunning BRT
Scale

1

Recommendation
(additional vehicle
lanes)

Rider usage, Cost (to
rider)

Traffic pattern, Public
safety

Road widening, Rider
usage

Ok but I don't think tourists will stay out of bus lane, better to just add more lanes for
all and keep traffic moving.

How is the interface between turning cars and buses addressed to reduce
congestion/accidents? How much faster is a bus allowed to travel than congested
traffic? A car that decides to turn right while stopped at 0mph is a concern if buses are
traveling at 40+ in their dedicated lane
Really, no one likes busses. Just because you build a bus lane doesn't mean ridership
will magically increase. How do you intend to get folks out of their cars and onto the
bus? Why would someone park their car then pay 6 bucks to ride the bus when they
can just stay in their warm car and drive for cheaper?

I think this option' disadvantages far outweigh the advantages. The first few
disadvantages that come to mind are width of the road and the low visibility and
therefore usage.

1
2

4

3
3

2

4
5

4
3

Resort access

Thanks for looking in to this.

Map Feedback

My favorite, as long as there is access to Canyons ski resort and PCMR

West-Side Running
Option 03 Category

5

West-Side-Running Option 03 Comments

2

I hope the town did not pay money for this study. Do the same thing that Little and Big Parking, Resort access The team should seriously think about putting in a gondola from DV to town as well as
Cottonwood do - have a lot of parking and buses that go right to the resort.
new routes of egress through neighborhoods, like Solamere out to route 40. Eminent
Domain may have to play a part in this.

West-SideWest-SideRunning Scale Running Scale
(BRT)
(LRT)

1

Public safety, Traffic
pattern (turn lanes)

Alignment

1

I think that busses on one side is the next best option to center lane busses but I think
that a center lane will visible and easier to pull off.

1
2

Side running options that create an interface on the sides of the road are of a concern
due to cars and mass transit crossing paths. Turn lanes that yield to busses/lrt could
back up to a point where regular flow is impacted as well

Traffic impacts,
Environment,
Alignment
Rider usage,
Community character

Aesthetics, Alignment,
Road widening
(needed), Resort access

Neighborhood impacts, We are disappointed to see no alternative that reduces the number of car lanes to 2 or 3
Road widening,
(with a reversible lane). Current traffic, noise and pollution levels along the 223/248
Efficacy,
entry corridors is unacceptable and these plans do nothing to ameliorate those
Recommendation (new problems.
road into town)

No one likes to take the bus, period. Especially people headed to Park City. Being
Rider usage, Traffic
mixed with traffic, the bus is also more prone to slowdowns and delays; when it snows impact, Public safety,
people will not be able to see the lane lines, and will be mixed into and crashed in the
Parking
bus lane. The rail is the way to go. But again, think big! Large parking area at Kimball,
Employees and residents only are allowed to drive into town. This will pretty much
mandate ridership.
Widening the entry corridor reduces open space, impinges on neighborhoods on the
entry corridor (especially Thaynes Canyon) and, creates even more traffic in the entry
corridor. It's disappointing to see that none of the proposed options reduce the number
or car lanes -- but simply allow existing road traffic, noise, and pollution to continue.
There needs to be a way to reduce the number of cars and trucks.
We also see no alternative that requires Deer Valley/Empire Canyon to explore road
options either over Guardsman Pass to Midway or over Mayflower to US40. Bringing
more traffic in over existing 224/248 entryways does not seem feasible.

I hate the dedicated side bus lanes with median. 224 turns into a giant sea of concrete
that looks like a highway but with horrible traffic because cars are pinned in limited
traffic lanes and likely more people crossing the road to get to stops.

Light rail a bit better because more attractive - off to side behind median. Must stop at
Canyons Village. Must have some sort of tunnel or bridge so it doesn't block or
impede Canyons Village traffic.

I really don't get the rout in general. Why would you end on munchkin there is literally
no piont in that. Park city's main attractions are Park City Mountain Resort, Canyons
village and main street. The fact that this main rout doesn't even come near to 2 of those
attractions is ridiculous. This is another reason why I think busses are our best bet...
because of there flexibility you can easily create 2 or more branching busses one that
goes directly to Park City Mountain and one that goes to main street/Deer Valley.
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Rider usage,
Community character

Alignment

1

4

1

4

Additional Comments

Additional
Comments Category

Hotel/resort access,
SLC connect

The Swiss, Dutch and other countries with real transport systems use a narrow-gauge
Recommendation
Tram system. I think that would be most aesthetic and effective over the long run.
(aerial transport), Road
Whatever you do, don't build any more roads or lanes.
widening (opposed)

Hotel/resort access

Support

Map Feedback
Category

I think that your are really missing something with the rout not accessing PC or Main
street, making connections even when they are short is a pain in the ass. Another
suggestion is that if you want this to really be used often you need an all day ski bus
From salt lake to park city (preferably free) along with a very cheap or free airport-PC
connector because right now It cost $80 bucks per person on most private shuttles. If I
was a tourist I would just rent a car and use it.

Stop looking at buses. Start thinking outside the box. Put in a Walk over on 248 where Active transportation
the kids hit the cross button every other second - why can't they walk down to the
other cross walk that is actually an intersection. Get a dedicated Uber lot to attract more
Uber drivers.

I remain confused as to why none of these options extend the routes to go by the main
attractions in town, i.e. Park City Mountain Resort base and downtown (and Deer
Valley, eventually). Sure, there will be connections, but that is not the same as being
able to get on one bus or train and get directly to your destination. I have used the 10
White electric express and was blown away by how easy and fast it is to get from
Kimball Junction to downtown; I will certainly be using it much more. It is as fast or
faster than driving! But come ski season, I will want that route to swing by the PCMR
base. It just makes sense! I'm not sure I would chose to use rapid public transit if I had
to change buses at the new transit station at Bonanza to get to where I want to go.

Growth, Pedestrain
access

Recommendation
(additional vehicle
lanes),
Recommendation
(interchange)

This local would prefer that the parking lots at Deer Valley and PCMR be eliminated
and up-canyon traffic be restricted. Adding capacity along those corridors is a mistake.
We are also surprised to see no plans to restrict or limit medium and heavy truck traffic
along these roads-- the most polluting, noisiest and dangerous vehicles on the road.

Alternative
recommendation

Route, Hotel/resort
access

Car lane removal

Last-- none of these plans appear to address pedestrian access. Crossing 224 on foot
is already fraught with peril-- we would hope that large scale infrastructure like this
would address more directly improvement of pedestrian access throughout Park City.

Just add more lanes to 224 now for all to use. It is inevitable. A large portion of the
traffic is people visiting from other places on vacation, bringing skis, mountain bikes,
etc. Many of these people are used to much worse traffic than we have here and want
the convenience of having their cars to haul and store gear. The ones who aren't used
to it are comfortable putting up with our traffic in the same way people tolerate beach
traffic -- it is a socially acceptable part of a vacation. Adding lanes let's traffic flow
faster for everyone, including buses. Please don't take unnecessary space for more
medians, better to have more lanes.

Please change I-80 interchanges at 224, 40, and Jeremy Ranch/Pinebrook to
cloverleafs (not blocked by strange left hand turns and stop lights). Cloverleaf
entrance/exit ramps are much safer.

3

3

1

Parking (Kimball)

1

NO LOCALS USE THE MASS TRANSIT. NO LOCAL WANTS TO USE IT! WE
Rider usage,
LIVE HERE! If we wanted to live in a city we would have moved to a BIG city. Stop Community character
destroying the town. All we do is pay for ways to make it free for people that don't live
here and ignore the driving rights of the resident that pay the property taxes. Residents
are constantly overlooked and inconvenienced by ALL of these ideas. These transits
ideas are just so VAIL can squeeze MORE visitors into our once great town and make
MORE money while the locals get shoved out (AND PAY FOR IT).

2017-11-20T05:37:07+00:00

NO LOCALS USE THE MASS TRANSIT. NO LOCAL WANTS TO USE IT! WE
Rider usage,
LIVE HERE! If we wanted to live in a city we would have moved to a BIG city. Stop Community character
destroying the town. All we do is pay for ways to make it free for people that don't live
here and ignore the driving rights of the resident that pay the property taxes. Residents
are constantly overlooked and inconvenienced by ALL of these ideas. These transits
ideas are just so VAIL can squeeze MORE visitors into our once great town and make
MORE money while the locals get shoved out (AND PAY FOR IT).

Environment

Preference (rail), SLC
connect

Preference (rail), Route,
Rider access

Please don't copy the FAILURE of the new electric white buses that make no (ok,
what, two?) stops between KJ and Town thus not allowing it any usefulness to locals.
Thus, locals (and visitors not staying anywhere near a stop) continue driving as a first
manner of transport. FAILURE.

Consider flyovers at major intersections. Buses are not used. We need to face the
reality that people use cars. The bottom line is 224 is a highway and it should be
treated as such. Overpasses and exits are what is needed.
At a minimum, put more emphasis on synchronizing the lights to improve flow .
See comments above.

Electric bus (fail),
Stops

Rider usage,
Recommendation
(interchange), Signals
(timing)
Needs information

Thinking outside the box, and please don't laugh!, I would love to see a TRAX-like
Recommendation
system which runs from the airport to Kimball Junction to PCMR, through a tunnel to (tunnel), SLC connect
Brighton (eventually with a spur from Brighton to Alta/Snowbird), down BCC to SLC
and back to the airport. This would greatly reduce car traffic from SLC to Park City,
and would allow for Park City visitors to ski the higher altitude Wasatch Front resorts
without direct lift access over the crest or driving around. It would also protect the
pristine Cottonwood Canyons from more unsustainable hotel-type development and
road congestion. There are many more positive and sustainable aspects to this idea if
you are interested in hearing them! It could be done!

Growth

Really just making 224 a huge multilane road makes more sense. As long as people
can park at the resorts and downtown, nothing will stop Carmageddon.
IŠ—Èm not sure how I would feel about the traffic it could add on Kearns and also the
environmental impact of expanding 224 that much, but I really do like the idea of the
transit running on the side and separated from vehicle traffic.
NO LOCALS USE THE MASS TRANSIT. NO LOCAL WANTS TO USE IT! WE
LIVE HERE! If we wanted to live in a city we would have moved to a BIG city. Stop
destroying the town. All we do is pay for ways to make it free for people that don't live
here and ignore the driving rights of the resident that pay the property taxes. Residents
are constantly overlooked and inconvenienced by ALL of these ideas. These transits
ideas are just so VAIL can squeeze MORE visitors into our once great town and make
MORE money while the locals get shoved out (AND PAY FOR IT).

City,Midway,Oal;ey. Francis,

More environmental impact is noted with these two options and, therefore, it is not one
of my choices.

Stop Building more huge homes and condos,

While I like that this option keeps the Center lane, I think I might favor the Center
Running option because it would be easier to start with BRT and then already have the
space/infrastructure to move to LRT in the future.
NO LOCALS USE THE MASS TRANSIT. NO LOCAL WANTS TO USE IT! WE
LIVE HERE! If we wanted to live in a city we would have moved to a BIG city. Stop
destroying the town. All we do is pay for ways to make it free for people that don't
live here and ignore the driving rights of the resident that pay the property taxes.
Residents are constantly overlooked and inconvenienced by ALL of these ideas. These
transits ideas are just so VAIL can squeeze MORE visitors into our once great town
and make MORE money while the locals get shoved out (AND PAY FOR IT).

1

2
4
5

Again, I like the train idea because of the direct routing and ability to easily add stops
along the 224.

I am STRONGLY in favor of the LRT alternatives. I think LRT will (i) connect better
to an LRT system btw Kimball Junction and SLC; (ii) will be a huge tourist attraction
and amenity (think Swiss-like); (iii) will operate better in inclement weather; (iv) will
attract more local ridership; (v) will better accommodate skis and bikes; (vi) will be
more attractive and aesthetically appealing than a bus system; (vii) like TRAX, could
accommodate additional (transit) cars and more passengers.

Parking, Restricted
driving

We don't have a traffic problem, WE HAVE A GREEDY VAIL PROBLEM! WAKE
UP!
1

2
1
3

Park outside of city limits and buss in everyone who does not live or work in
PC,Kamas,Heber

We don't have a traffic problem, WE HAVE A GREEDY VAIL PROBLEM! WAKE
UP!
1

2
2
4

2

Needs information

Rider usage

None of these schematics will address my reasons for driving into Park City. I need to
get from Silver Creek to Redstone most often. If I go into Park City it is usually to the
Recycling Center or Sherwin Williams Paint. Obviously, given what I am dropping off
or picking up, I'm going to drive.
I am worried about the impact Alt 1 would have on the center turn lane needed in
various areas (i.e. getting in and out of Northshore. I also am confused why Alt 3 is so
much better on traffic reduction than 1 and 2. Alt 2 seems the easiest to understand, use
and build, while 3 seems a bit more confusing--however, I would vote for it due to the
benefits on reduction in traffic if I understood the reason for it.

Needs information,
Alignment

Needs information

See prior comment

Electric bus, Stops

Support

We don't have a traffic problem, WE HAVE A GREEDY VAIL PROBLEM! WAKE
UP!

Preference (rail),
Neighborhood access

Traffic pattern, Signals
(timing)

I am confused why this option has such a better impact on traffic than alternative 1 and
2?? I wish I knew the answer to that, as that would help me with the decision.

Needs information

Please don't copy the FAILURE of the new electric white buses that make no (ok,
what, two?) stops between KJ and Town thus not allowing it any usefulness to locals.
Thus, locals (and visitors not staying anywhere near a stop) continue driving as a first
manner of transport. FAILURE.
Ride widening,
Recommendation
(reduce vehicle lanes),
Parking (Kimball)

Electric bus, Stops,
Rider usage

Nothing additional at this time. Thank you for including public input in your decision
making process.

We don't have a traffic problem, WE HAVE A GREEDY VAIL PROBLEM! WAKE
UP!

Consideration should also be given to syncing traffic lights to move heavy traffic
through this area in the most timely fashion.

5
3
2

Given my own experiences with drivers in this area it is not uncommon for someone
to turn without using a turn signal. It is my thinking that with bus lanes on either side
perhaps more opportunities for accidents of this nature may have more likelihood of
happening.
I would prefer the buses in the middle creating a larger center divider keeping cars
separated from head on collisions.

We don't have a traffic problem, WE HAVE A GREEDY VAIL PROBLEM!
WAKE UP!

2017-11-20T05:20:17+00:00

2
3
5

1

84098

2
4
4

1

84060

2017-11-20T04:00:46+00:00
2017-11-20T03:54:43+00:00
2017-11-20T03:32:15+00:00

2017-11-20T04:59:37+00:00

dhyer12.vdm@gmail.com

84060

84098

84068

leaveourtownalone@parkcitybmw.com

terztoy@msn.com
tbreslin5@aol.com
skipjen@aol.com

jkyody@yahoo.com

NO LOCALS USE THE MASS TRANSIT. NO LOCAL WANTS TO USE IT! WE Rider usage, Community
LIVE HERE! If we wanted to live in a city we would have moved to a BIG city. Stop
character
destroying the town. All we do is pay for ways to make it free for people that don't live
here and ignore the driving rights of the resident that pay the property taxes. Residents
are constantly overlooked and inconvenienced by ALL of these ideas. These transits
ideas are just so VAIL can squeeze MORE visitors into our once great town and make
MORE money while the locals get shoved out (AND PAY FOR IT).

marvonium@gmail.com
capatrick@gmail.com

chod@grantcooper.com
jvandenorth@gmail.com

itsnowjoke@hotmail.com

garvschulz@yahoo.com
jonjahp@gmail.com

mkparadocs@gmail.com

Ekelly@businesslitigation.com
zevrosenfield@gmail.com
84098

altheafarm@yahoo.com

Keith

9727628162

435 901 2821

8015541118

8015502117

Name

Jamie Rubin

Eileen Kelly
Zev Rosenfield

Micah Rosenfield

Kristen Schulz
Jonathan James Jahp

David DuBois

Christi Patrick

Ronald Chod
John Van de North

Tim love

Bob

Daniel

Jody

3076906182
4352009901

5
5
1

Teri Hoenstine
Tschana Schiller
Frode Jensen

4

5
5
1

5
4
5

3

3

5
4
1

2017-11-20T01:54:14+00:00
2017-11-20T01:40:40+00:00
2017-11-19T21:46:59+00:00

1

2017-11-19T18:47:54+00:00

Alignment

84098
84036

Public safety

84098

5
1

eric_iverson_@hotmail.com

1

danielhomeoffice@cs.com
powdersurf@comcast.net
pamela.stone480@gmail.com

1
1

8019351762

1

I think these are both viable options. I like that a train would run virtually unaffected
by road conditions during snow, as opposed to buses. Also, a train would be able to
easily provide stops at the communities along the 224 such as Bear Hollow, Cove
Canyon, Canyons Village, etc. These communities have been left without convenient
transportation with the addition of the Express Buses. Since a train would not have to
pull over, and re-enter the traffic flow, it could make quick stops along the way.

5
5

See comment above.

1

2

2
1

1

1

1

2
4

1

4

1

Alignment

2

1

2017-11-19T02:05:03+00:00

84098

Electric bus, Stops

1

84098
2017-11-19T14:05:04+00:00
84098-5622 2017-11-19T12:54:16+00:00

18142806001

PCISURFER@AOL.COM
heidiirene1@gmail.com

Eric Iverson

joanneo2002@yahoo.com

Bus lanes in the center will make it very difficult to make left hand turns

4356595624

3

See prior comment

1

1

1

1

5

Alignment, Traffic pattern
(left turn)

2017-11-18T23:23:41+00:00

New transit center
(opposed)

2

2017-11-18T22:24:05+00:00

Rider usage, Stops

3

3

84060

5

2

84098

2017-11-18T21:12:04+00:00

ccdowd59@gmail.com

84098

2017-11-18T17:44:39+00:00

Please don't copy the FAILURE of the new electric white buses that make no (ok,
what, two?) stops between KJ and Town thus not allowing it any usefulness to locals.
Thus, locals (and visitors not staying anywhere near a stop) continue driving as a first
manner of transport. FAILURE.

colleenrayburke@gmail.com

sobeleo@yahoo.com

84098

5

Why a new transit center??? This just puts more congestion on Kearns blvd, crazy!
Why not run up to the existing transit center in town? It is where most folks want to go
eat, drink, shop or be entertained. Also transfers to Pc and DV bas areas for recreation.

4356157455

801-694-2255

3055318022

mccall.phil@gmail.com

Please don't copy the FAILURE of the new electric white buses that make no (ok,
what, two?) stops between KJ and Town thus not allowing it any usefulness to locals.
Thus, locals (and visitors not staying anywhere near a stop) continue driving as a first
manner of transport. FAILURE.

Dan
Gary Howard
pamela stone

arturo echarte
Heidi I Jaeger

Joanne OConnell

Colleen Burke

Curtis Dowd

LB

Phil

Please don't copy the FAILURE of the new electric white buses that make no (ok,
what, two?) transit line stops between KJ and Town thus not allowing it any
usefulness to locals. Thus, locals (and visitors not staying anywhere near a stop)
continue driving as a first manner of transport. FAILURE.
This option creates the widest configuration of all options presented. Road width
expansion should be minimized. How about considering the reduction of auto traffic
lanes to be a single lane in each direction with appropriate turn lanes where required?
We need to discourage auto use and encourage use of transit options in each case. No
mention is made of expansion of parking in the Kimball area to facilitate use of the
transit modes. This will be a fundamental requirement for either transit mode option.

Teresa Tackman

5

Center Running Center Running
Scale (BRT)
Scale (LRT)

5

Date

2017-11-18T15:24:29+00:00

5

Zip Code

1

teresa.tackman@q.com

5

Email Address

1

Center-Running Option 01 Comments

1. Less impact to entering businesses/side streets

I think that the alternate transportation lane should be in the middle for 2 reasons:

2. Less likely autos will use bus lane like is currently occurring on 224 near the
businesses at Kimball Junction
Bus always sounds like a good idea to keep people off the roads, I donŠ—Èt think it
will have any tangible short term impact. We need to fix kimball junction NOW.

Alignment

1

Both-SideRunning BRT
Scale

1

1

Center-Running
Option 01 Category

Traffic impact (no
improvement)

1

2017-11-18T14:47:36+00:00

4
1

2017-11-18T13:12:51+00:00

1
4

84098

2017-11-18T04:31:54+00:00
4

84098

84098
2017-11-18T03:18:43+00:00

kevinchaas@icloud.com

dwstice@gmail.com
84098

Both-Side-Running Option 02 Comments

Ugh! It does nothing! Please lengthen the turn lanes (left and right) northbound at
kimball junction. At least that will have an immediate impact for those going to the
junction.

It will be necessary to have a real parking area near the transit center.
To complete the system lifts from the Munchkin lot to Deer Valley,Park City
Mountain and the Downtown transit center Will be needed.

Best bus option.

Both-Side-Running
Option 02 Category

Recommendation
(lengthen turn lanes)

Parking,
Recommendation (aerial
transportation)

Preference (bus)

1

1

West-SideWest-SideRunning Scale Running Scale
(BRT)
(LRT)

1

1

2

1

1

1

2

1
1

1

2
1

1
1
1
1
1

1

1
3
1
1
1

1

2

Neighborhood access,
Rider usage,
Recommendation
(driverless vans)

1

None of these options extend beyond kimball junction into the neighborhoods from
where the traffic originates, need to extend public transportation into the
neighborhoods (not just the bottom of jeremy ranch, including places like silver creek
estates and the home depot area that have NO public transportation at all despite
paying taxes for such) to alleviate traffic, otherwise shouldn't be doing anything as the
customer will stay in their car. Why not use vans that are dynamically dispatched
(think how Uber dispatches dynamically) with dynamic routes to provide door to door
transport that would truly get people out of their cars of one and on public
transportation. This transportation corridor thing is not the solution of the future and
will not have the impact that is needed, need to think out of the box, get creative,
leverage uber type technology and understand the customer (if public transportation is
not convenient people will not use, getting to SR224 is half the effort, if it takes half
the effort to just get to public transportation people are not going to use, need to get
public transportation to the customer's door using today's technology). Why not
partner with Google or similar and put a fleet of dynamically routed, door to door,
driverless vans out there???? We are Park City, we should lead, innovate, take
advantage of our name and the countless tourists who come through to bring in
someone like Google and do something that is innovative, that will wow the guests
and make life in Park City better.

Traffic pattern, Transit
center, Growth

3
2

1
5
1
5
1

3
1

Neighborhood access,
Rider usage,
Recommendation
(driverless vans)

1
1

1
1
5
1
1

Traffic pattern, Signals
(timing)

2
1

None of these options extend beyond kimball junction into the neighborhoods from
where the traffic originates, need to extend public transportation into the
neighborhoods (not just the bottom of jeremy ranch, including places like silver creek
estates and the home depot area that have NO public transportation at all despite paying
taxes for such) to alleviate traffic, otherwise shouldn't be doing anything as the
customer will stay in their car. Why not use vans that are dynamically dispatched
(think how Uber dispatches dynamically) with dynamic routes to provide door to door
transport that would truly get people out of their cars of one and on public
transportation. This transportation corridor thing is not the solution of the future and
will not have the impact that is needed, need to think out of the box, get creative,
leverage uber type technology and understand the customer (if public transportation is
not convenient people will not use, getting to SR224 is half the effort, if it takes half
the effort to just get to public transportation people are not going to use, need to get
public transportation to the customer's door using today's technology). Why not
partner with Google or similar and put a fleet of dynamically routed, door to door,
driverless vans out there???? We are Park City, we should lead, innovate, take
advantage of our name and the countless tourists who come through to bring in
someone like Google and do something that is innovative, that will wow the guests
and make life in Park City better.

This whole thing is ridiculous. 224 and 248 were never designed to handle the type of
traffic that PRI and the other development corporations are trying to do to this town.

2017-11-18T02:25:03+00:00
2017-11-18T01:38:29+00:00

mjlindemann@hotmail.com

4357290115
bobmary1215@yahoo.com

4356555425

Phone Number

Valley to Mountain Phase 1 Alternatives Analysis
Alternatives Public Comment Report, Online Comments
Sep. 22 - Dec. 12, 2017

Name

Kevin Haas

Donna Wahoff-Stice
215-589-8303

Mark Lindemann

Robert Goldman

llaufer19@pcstudents.us
kidsrfundad@gmail.com

4356497465
Seth Lansky

Lexi

435-649-3690

1
5
5
1
1

1

2017-11-18T00:50:54+00:00
2017-11-18T00:49:55+00:00
2017-11-18T00:24:28+00:00
2017-11-17T23:30:25+00:00
2017-11-17T23:08:37+00:00

2

84032
84098
84098
84098

2017-11-17T22:56:27+00:00
2

mgo1125@aol.com
mgo1125@aol.com
suzmquz@gmail.com
range@albany.edu
brad@iverson.us

84098
1

224-622-1633

richard.lock98@gmail.com
2017-11-17T22:50:33+00:00

Martin Oscadal
Martin Oscadal
Suzy
Michael Range
bradford iverson

Richard Lock
84098

This could work - but they have to keep the buses out of Newpark. They block the
road through Newpark and screw up the flow on Ute Blvd. They nearly take out a car
every time they make the west turn by the Field House. They totally ignore they speed
limits to "keep on schedule". That new transit center above the library has created a
hazardous parking situation within the library parking. Growth is inevitable - but the
growth has been done in a completely illogical and irresponsible way. The unbridled
greed of PRI and Boyer Co has degraded the appeal for what was once a very special
mountain town.

1

Traffic signals were put up and stupid round-a-bouts built without any thought as to
their proper functionality. Round-a-bouts HAVE to have two lanes all the way around
with enough of a circumference to handle every sized vehicle. Left turn signals NEED
to be utilized - for a long enough period of time to make them effective - it's total BS to
have a flashing yellow arrow. Signals need to be synchronized for maximum traffic
flow. The lights around Kimball Junction/Newpark must be timed to minimize the
amount of automobile exhaust due to wait times that often exceed 3 traffic light cycles.
The number of cars that run the red lights impact the traffic flow and create major
hazards. If left turn signals were utilized at every intersection (as they are supposed to)
and timed to set after the straight ahead traffic flow has already turned red, there would
be a more efficient traffic flow, and reduce the potential for T-bone accidents.

1

2

1

1

2

4

2

1

Preffered, Aesthetics

3

3

1

This is the least intrusive and most flexible option we have on the table. This will not
interfere with current traffic patterns and intersections. Most of all, it doesn't obscure
our beautiful surroundings anymore than the existing roadway already does.

2017-11-17T22:09:42+00:00

3

1

5

84098

2017-11-17T21:41:52+00:00

5

Community character

cjshorke@gmail.com

84098

1

The center run means that any intermediate stops will become large sources of light
pollution for the existing neighbors. Elevated, or lighted crosswalks to loading
platforms would be far too urban for the pristine atmosphere we have all moved to
Park City for.

tom@fransen.us

1

2

Include studies of commuting times by shift workers, so the buses work for them.
Buses do no good if riding causes a person to arrive late to work. Many of the
workers we rely on are afraid to ride the cabriolet, so they stand out in the cold. Avoid
20 minute delays at Canyons between Lime & Pink bus.

It is difficult to board the bus with skis and ski boots & poles and to hold on to skis
when the buses drive fast. I regularly ride to the resorts, but don't know how much
longer I can physically handle it.
Less expensive alternative and has less environmental impact but traffic reduction is
not that high.
Who are you thinking this service would help? None of these seem like they will be
useful to commuting workers. I would also say use the buss lanes as HOV/
Employee/ pass lanes.

Road widening

Cost (build),
Environment
Rider usage,
HOV/employee pass
lanes

1

1

4

1

1

4

Buses need to be consistent year round in order to gain consistent ridership by
commuters. Westgate stairs are not shoveled in the early a.m., signed
access through the Grand Summit to the upper deck at the Canyons would help.

Where are we going to get all of those lanes? Expansion that far is not the answer!

Rider usage,
Hotel/Resort
partnership, Equipment
storage

1

Recommendation
(HOV/employee lane),
Recommendation
(variable lanes),
Resort/hotel partnership,
Traffic pattern

2

Alternative 2 seems the most bang for the buck. We need to establish regular bus
riding, by commuters, before more huge capital outlays.

1

I think this should be done on the 248 entrance couridor use the center lane as an
alternating HOV/ employee lane to get the bulk of traffic past the high school. It could
also just be an alternating lane ( AM two lanes into town at the bonanza light, and
afternoon switches to an out of town lane). If there would be any way to redirect high
school traffic though silver creek and to the back of the school would be helpful too.
I'm all for limiting cars into town but that would involve the hotels stepping up
shuttles, park and rides, and other steps that most wouldn't want to do. Working with
resort and their employees is also important. Maybe deer valley could allow its
employees to go over deer crest, or have a large lot at mayflower for them and a shuttle
or run the gondola earlier. And park city could do something similar with a lot by
hospital or wal mart. Doing what they can to keep cars out of the main part of town.
As much as I'd love a rail or other public transportation I think alternating lanes to
accommodate the traffic swings would be the most effective at this point while you
work with business and city to work out infrastructure and a more long term solution.

Traffic pattern, Trail
impact

4

2017-11-17T20:57:11+00:00

2

2017-11-17T20:41:24+00:00

1

84098

2017-11-17T19:56:11+00:00

84098

84098

runamuck3@aol.com

aversack@yahoo.com

2

4

2

4

2017-11-17T19:10:53+00:00

2017-11-17T18:38:47+00:00

84033

84098

skipcpow@hotmail.com

shelbyhladon@gmail.com

These are good ideas but there are other options that might serve the larger populations
of workers that cannot afford to live in town. You could use those center lanes as
HOV/employee/resident though lanes where there are "exits" at canyons and kerns.

roombythecanyons@gmail.com

jaffa85@msn.com

2484047364

619 459-2723

7274039109

K M Knutson

Cory J Shorkey

Tom Fransen

Becky

Larry J Hardebeck

Dennis miller

Nate S

Shelby Hladon

It would be nice if we had the option of making one of the bus lanes open for
cars/emergency vehicles during periods of HEAVY congestion (in either direction).
Maybe make it a bus/carpool lane during certain designated times or only on an "as
needed" basis. That would be tough to do with a LRT. If the two cost the same, I
would possibly make the argument for the LRT but I like the flexibility of keeping it as
open road. I'm not a fan of expanding the streets though. I really like the bike paths and
hope it doesn't impact them.

West-Side-Running Option 03 Comments

Busses are. It the problem or the answer! We need to move the cars. Longer term
busses help, but do little short term.

Least favorite bus option

West-Side Running
Option 03 Category

Traffic impact

Bus

SLC connect, Resort
access

Noise

Rail, SLC connect,
Efficacy

Route

Future efficacy

None of these options extend beyond kimball junction into the neighborhoods from
Neighborhood access,
where the traffic originates, need to extend public transportation into the neighborhoods
Rider usage,
(not just the bottom of jeremy ranch, including places like silver creek estates and the
Recommendation
home depot area that have NO public transportation at all despite paying taxes for such)
(driverless vans)
to alleviate traffic, otherwise shouldn't be doing anything as the customer will stay in
their car. Why not use vans that are dynamically dispatched (think how Uber
dispatches dynamically) with dynamic routes to provide door to door transport that
would truly get people out of their cars of one and on public transportation. This
transportation corridor thing is not the solution of the future and will not have the
impact that is needed, need to think out of the box, get creative, leverage uber type
technology and understand the customer (if public transportation is not convenient
people will not use, getting to SR224 is half the effort, if it takes half the effort to just
get to public transportation people are not going to use, need to get public
transportation to the customer's door using today's technology). Why not partner with
Google or similar and put a fleet of dynamically routed, door to door, driverless vans
out there???? We are Park City, we should lead, innovate, take advantage of our name
and the countless tourists who come through to bring in someone like Google and do
something that is innovative, that will wow the guests and make life in Park City better.

Self driving cars / driverless uber will make all these option redundant before they are
built
KEEP BUSES OUT OF NEWPARK/UTE BLVD!!!!!!!!!

Is there an eye to the future with regards to the LRT? Is this something that would
eventually extend to Salt Lake? If not, an isolated LRT system seems like a waste of
effort when the future tie in is unknown. There's a chance that the system would be
capped without the option for expansion if it ran to Kimball Junction and the adjacent
land wasn't already on reserve to connect to the I-80 ROW.
The biggest problem with 224 is the noise and the speed of traffic. If light rail was an
option would it be louder than the current traffic. Sound barriers should be part of any
proposal.
Needs to go from SLC to ski resorts.

Road widening

Recommendation
(lengthen turn lanes)

Map Feedback
Category

Lengthen the turn lanes northbound at kimball junction please!!

Transit time, Rider
usage

Map Feedback

Currently it takes 1:25 to ride the bus from Jeremy Ranch to Silver Lake in Deer
Valley. Transit sounds great until you realize it adds 2 hours to your workday. The
only people who ride it are the ones who have to.

Road widening

Alternating traffic
lanes, Hotel/resort
partnerships

Signals (timing),
Traffic pattern,
Recommendation
(roundabouts0

Future efficacy

None of these options extend beyond kimball junction into the neighborhoods from
Neighborhood access,
where the traffic originates, need to extend public transportation into the neighborhoods
Rider usage,
(not just the bottom of jeremy ranch, including places like silver creek estates and the
Recommendation
home depot area that have NO public transportation at all despite paying taxes for such)
(driverless vans)
to alleviate traffic, otherwise shouldn't be doing anything as the customer will stay in
their car. Why not use vans that are dynamically dispatched (think how Uber
dispatches dynamically) with dynamic routes to provide door to door transport that
would truly get people out of their cars of one and on public transportation. This
transportation corridor thing is not the solution of the future and will not have the
impact that is needed, need to think out of the box, get creative, leverage uber type
technology and understand the customer (if public transportation is not convenient
people will not use, getting to SR224 is half the effort, if it takes half the effort to just
get to public transportation people are not going to use, need to get public
transportation to the customer's door using today's technology). Why not partner with
Google or similar and put a fleet of dynamically routed, door to door, driverless vans
out there???? We are Park City, we should lead, innovate, take advantage of our name
and the countless tourists who come through to bring in someone like Google and do
something that is innovative, that will wow the guests and make life in Park City better.

Study needs to be expanded to include driverless cars and the impact of more traffic
lanes for private vehicles
Fix the traffic signals and utilize the left turn signals at ALL intersections. If a flashing
yellow light is to be used, utilize it ONLY after peak traffic. Make All traffic come to a
FULL stop before commencing with a left turn signal. If contemplating any more
round-a-bouts, make them fully double lane with enough turning radius to
accommodate all sizes of vehicle (and keep cars flowing instead of using yield signs as
stop signs). This would take next to NO money, and improve traffic flow immensely.

Dual - use of the street - figuring out how you can use the smallest amount of space to
run the roads. I am not in favor of expanding the streets to a bazillion lanes. But, traffic
must be addressed, particularly during certain times of the day (after ski is key).

More expensive than alternative 2 but does a lot more for traffic reduction which is
Cost, Traffic impact
very important.
(improvement)
The disruption in construction, minor help to traffic, and cost don't seem to be worth it Cost, Traffic impact (no Look at things beyond mass transit. Alternating traffic lanes, new ways to get people
improvement)
in/out of town. Working with hotels and resorts to find ways to provide service that
allows guest to not get a car and ways for resorts to allow employees other ways to get
to work that don't go though town (over deer crest) or to make their own lots outside of
town.

No way - that is a HUGE amount of space taken up by new expanded streets.

Additional Comments

Additional
Comments Category

Parking, Rider usage,
Gear transport,
Recommendation
(variable lanes)

This study is flawed from the start: no additional cars is not a possible reality; there
Study critique,
will be additional cars over time either way. 224 needs 3 lanes of traffic from Canyons additional vehicle lanes
Resort Drive to I-80. 224 also needs continuous flow intersections at the 2 lights in
Kimball and onto I-80.
Please do not choose an alternative that would make 224 any wider or sacrifice the
Road widening, Trail
bike paths along the sides of the road.
impact

- Are 40 new spaces at the junction transit center going to help during ski season?

- Where are they going to park?

The assumption being made with any of the options is that people are going to get out
cars at the junction transit center and hop on a bus.

- Why would skiers want to hustle to and on a bus with all their ski equipment?

- Where would skiers find enough locker space for their shoes and stuff?

- Why would they not just drive to a parking lot at the Canyons, PCMR or DV?

Ideally, we need to get people out of their vehicles BEFORE they get to the Kimball or
Quinn's Junction. Adding inbound capacity will only make travel in Park City even
worse for locals and visitors staying in town. Having lived in cities with reversible
lanes, I'd be a huge fan of adding outbound capacity in the afternoon with reversible
lanes. Unfortunately, the alternatives above will only make the traffic problem even
worse.

Recommendation
(carpool lane)

Recommendation
(reversible lanes)

Growth

Study critique
(technology advances)

None of these options extend beyond kimball junction into the neighborhoods from
Neighborhood access,
where the traffic originates, need to extend public transportation into the
Rider usage,
neighborhoods (not just the bottom of jeremy ranch, including places like silver creek
Recommendation
estates and the home depot area that have NO public transportation at all despite paying
(driverless vans)
taxes for such) to alleviate traffic, otherwise shouldn't be doing anything as the
customer will stay in their car. Why not use vans that are dynamically dispatched
(think how Uber dispatches dynamically) with dynamic routes to provide door to door
transport that would truly get people out of their cars of one and on public
transportation. This transportation corridor thing is not the solution of the future and
will not have the impact that is needed, need to think out of the box, get creative,
leverage uber type technology and understand the customer (if public transportation is
not convenient people will not use, getting to SR224 is half the effort, if it takes half
the effort to just get to public transportation people are not going to use, need to get
public transportation to the customer's door using today's technology). Why not
partner with Google or similar and put a fleet of dynamically routed, door to door,
driverless vans out there???? We are Park City, we should lead, innovate, take
advantage of our name and the countless tourists who come through to bring in
someone like Google and do something that is innovative, that will wow the guests
and make life in Park City better.

Current study is not considering advances in technology

I think the fact that the traffic will be increasing every year for quite some time that
alternative 3 should be more preferred even though it costs more.
alternating (am/ pm) lanes on 224, 248 and way to redirect high school traffic to
behind the school and off 248.

"Carpool" lanes considered?
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Center Running Center Running
Scale (BRT)
Scale (LRT)

5
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2
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5
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84098
84098

2017-11-17T17:28:52+00:00
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1

Zip Code

84098
2017-11-17T17:22:07+00:00

5
2

84098
84084

5
4

Email Address

rlivings226@gmail.com
amandamedes@yahoo.com

averyd123@gmail.com
todd@nerve.tv
don.ayer@hci.utah.edu

sydneehyer@yahoo.com
sperkes@canyonsvma.com

2017-11-17T17:12:03+00:00
2017-11-17T17:05:35+00:00

tiffthept@gmail.com
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Name

Tiffany Quilter

8019136404

Richard W Livingston
Amanda Medes

Avery
Todd Astill
Ay

4359388183

Don

Sydnee Marie Hyer
Scott Perkes

84098

2017-11-17T16:21:05+00:00

2017-11-17T16:27:26+00:00

4

5

5

1

1

84098

1

heather.aeder@gmail.com

84098-7915 2017-11-17T16:40:55+00:00

lilah.rosenfield@gmail.com

lemire_s@yahoo.com

4356476427

215-205-0179

435-729-9317

Heather Aeder

Sarah Lemire

Lilah Rosenfield

Center-Running Option 01 Comments

Needs to run from Summit Park to be effective.

Streetcar or LRT would be incredibly ugly in this mountain town

unless there is reasonable parking at Kimball Junction, no option will be viable.
How many people currently ride the electric bus? This simply has to be more
convenient
It would appear that this option would be safer for right turning vehicles that would
not have to turn right across a BRT lane. Bus cost is nice, but rail would add an
additional bit of glitz and glamor to PC. Rail could help our overall brand/image for
tourism.
I'm concerned that center-running lanes would cause access equity issues for our
disabled friends as stations/stops would have to be implimented in the median which
would require grade-seperated access into the median or addititional cross walks
across 224 (causing flow rate decreases for through traffic).
Guatemala City utilizes a center running BRT system. Works really well along a
congested corridor, but requires expensive median stops/stations and grade-separated
access into the median stations/stops.
Those 2 center lanes should become a trench to tunnel from Bear Hollow, skipping the
2 lights at Kimball Junction and feed in and out to and from Salt Lake City. The
outside lanes would remain for anyone wanting to go to the stores. Keep cross streets
(Newpark Blvd/Olympic Park and Ute Blvd/Landmark Dr) as overpasses - no
elevation necessary. Vehicles coming and going East would remain as now exists.
Those wanting to go to the stores or leaving the stores at Kimball Junction would
continue to use the existing ramps.
Americans love their cars and have no interest in stopping at Kimball Junction parking
their car, hauling their gear onto a bus and then going into Park City. It will never
happen. In SLC the TRAX is so underused. It's virtually empty all the time.

Summit Park connect

1

Both-SideRunning BRT
Scale
Both-Side-Running Option 02 Comments

2
1

4

1
1

1

West-SideWest-SideRunning Scale Running Scale
(BRT)
(LRT)

1
1

5

SLC connect

Both-Side-Running
Option 02 Category

1
2

No buses. Won't be used unless starts in Salt Lake.

1

4
2

1

2
5

Thinking long-term, we will all be riding in self-driving vehicles that will be able to
dramatically increase the efficiency of traffic flow and allow for greater capacity on
existing roadways.

Bike lane impact

1

not a good alternative given the amount of bike traffic in the outside lanes

2
3

1

1
1

1

2

Road widening

1

Road widening,
Alignment, Trail impact

Side running would appear to be the least invasive alternative. I like how a dedicated
BRT lane is shown on either side of the street in addition to shoulders. People are
crazy to think that they can get away without widening the road. I'm in favor of
widening the road for BRT opperations. If BRT turns out to be a failure, we will have
the additional lanes to better accomodate vehicular traffic.

2

1

1
3

Center-Running
Option 01 Category

Community character

Parking (Kimball), Rider
usage

Rider access, Public
safety

Recommendation
(tunnel), Rider usage

3

3

This alignment, while less objectionable than alternative 3, does the least to alleviate
the problems on SR-224. It does not reduce design speed, does not reduce individual
automotive traffic throughput, and it widens the road just enough to significantly
interrupt the bike paths that parallel 224, while maintaining the 'exurban sprawl
boulevard' feel of the current alignment. This alternative should only be considered if
the width of the center lane were to be reduced.

West-Side-Running Option 03 Comments

Needs to start in Summit Park to capture the HUGE amount of traffic coming from
Summit, Pinebrook, Jeremy. Else, it will be quite useless.

Ugly

Side running widens the road too much. Capital investment and cost per ride far to high
for streetcars or LRT

I do like how this option allows or additional BRT separation from vehicular traffic.
May help to boost BRT efficiency. This option may require that more pedestrians make
the long crossing of SR224 in order to access the other side of the road thereby
subjecting them to additional risk.

Routes

I-80 interchange,
Growth

Alignment,
Recommendation
(lengthen turn lanes)

1

1

1

1

1
3

1

1

1

1

1
2

This looks terrible. Our main way into PC would be such an eye sore.

Forget LRT completely, too expensive and poor ridership. BRT is cheaper and the
other alignments are better.

This plan takes up way too much space. We do not need the expense of a LRT or
streetcar.

This option would seem to require the most widening of the road. I don't think it's as
good as other options.

Cost (build),
Hotel/Resort
partnerships

West-Side Running
Option 03 Category

Map Feedback

Also, there has to be adequate parking at the initial station (which SHOULD be
expanded at least to Pinebrook) - there is tons of parking there and this would push
Salt Lake care traffic even further out of the valley (decrease pollution much?)

What about the transport pods/ gondola alternative? It puts the transit above the road
entirely! Or like the trains in Japan, put the trains on rails high above the roadway (=
no collisions ever between trains, cars, wildlife, and pedestrians etc.)

Summit Park connect Needs to start in Summit Park to capture the HUGE amount of traffic coming from
Summit, Pinebrook, Jeremy. Else, it will be quite useless. If people are driving from
Salt Lake, they will not ditch their cars at Kimball, they will keep driving into the city
from that point, even if LRT is faster. If the parking is at Pinebrook, they'd be more
likely to use it.

Aesthetics

Map Feedback
Category

Additional Comments

Allow driving in the shoulder lanes between the hours of 5-7pm to free up traffic. No
new infrastructure needed.

Summit Park connect, What about the transport pods/ gondola alternative? It puts the transit above the road
Alternative
entirely! Or like the trains in Japan, put the trains on rails high above the roadway (=
recommendation
no collisions ever between trains, cars, wildlife, and pedestrians etc.)
(aerial), Parking
Also, there has to be adequate parking at the initial station (which SHOULD be
expanded at least to Pinebrook) - there is tons of parking there and this would push
Salt Lake care traffic even further out of the valley (decrease pollution much?)

New transit center
(location)

Cost, Hotel/Resort
partnerships

Traffic pattern (turn
lane expansion)

Oh, and thank y'all for your hard work.

Despite the costs, I strongly feel that LRT would be a much better option for our
community, and I urge the project team to push for it over the less effective and less
place-making BRT.

Additional
Comments Category

Alternative
recommendation (aerial
transport)

Alternative
recommendation
(reversible lanes)

Rail (support)

Perhaps I am missing something, but the plans shown beg the question of how your
Hotel/resort access
going to induce folks to abandon their vehicles, and if they do, where they will park
them. None of the options shown are very appealing. Have limited access lanes (80 to
CV Base & PCMR Base) which increase traffic flow from/to key points been
thoroughly examined?
How about leaving the road alone? Provide more incentives for people to use mass
Road widening
transit, such as more bus shelters along 224, parking near I 80 with bus service into
(opposed), Rider usage
town and the ski areas. Coupons or other rewards for bus riders.
(incentives)

Alignment

Parking, Hotel/resort
partnerships

Currently, all buses going to KJ stop at Canyons. If that were to continue there isn't
any reason why you couldn't run center lanes between Canyons and KJ and side lanes
between Canyons and a Park City transit center or vice versa. They could be treated as
separate legs.

Cost, Hotel/Resort
partnerships

Hotel/resort access

Road widening, Cost,
Rail (opposed)

We should have more express buses that go directly to the resort. IŠ—Èm not taking
skis and having to transfer to another bus. If you make things convenient, people will
use it. You make it difficult and it will never be used.
The ski resorts- private companies- should figure out their own methods, costs,
resources to provide transportation to their patrons. I am not sure why the public gets
to foot the bill to help take clients to the resorts. Are there other examples of
government bringing clients to business front doors? I think not. Why don't the ski
resorts charter buses and provide the solution, they are flush with tourism dollars, and
should pay their own way. Utah does not need another transportation solution for
private enterprise, that cost structure should be covered by the resorts. Uber and other
solutions should pre-empt this costly proposal.

Please use as little space as possible and the least expensive alternative. Our buses our
great. Do not spend the money on a Light rail or street car. It would take away from
the "look" of Park City.

Like previous comment - the end location at bonanza equals low ridership. We live off
Transit center
Suggest free employee parking farther out then bonanza area (like kimball) with city
highland drive in Pc and we donŠ—Èt take the bus because it takes a full hour to get to
(location),
and resorts providing employee shuttles to quickly get workers back and forth.
pcmr. Find a way for the bus to get to/from where people actually want to go. If I could Neighborhood access
hop a bus to get to pcmr from kimball and it took 15-20 min IŠ—Èd do it. Express
people to the places during those time of year that makes sense. Needs to be flexible
and change for winter and summer.

Road widening,
Business impact

Future expansion
(rail), Hotel/resort
access

Looks like alternative #3 causes the most inequitable widening effects as many portions ROW, Road widening What increased ridership projections have been analyzed to determine to what degree
Study critique (need
of the widening are into the right-of-way on the west side of SR-224. Whereas
these improvements will have reduced traffic on SR224? What are the levels of service rider usage analysis),
alternative #1 allows for a more equitable widening to both the east and west sides of
before and after improvements? Is BRT really the solution? Or is the unpopular
Recommendation
SR224.
widening for additional lanes for vehicular traffic really the most efficient solution to
(additional vehicle
improve levels of service and congestion?
lanes)

Road widening, Cost Transit stop on Bonanza is not close enough to Main Street to attract riders to use this
option

Pedestrian safety

Preference (bus),
Alignment

Aesthetics

Cost, Hotel/Resort
partnerships

ItŠ—Ès not being considered where people go when they go into OC and what they
are doing. This is obviously done by someone who is not outdoor focused and
doesnŠ—Èt care about the entry into our town.
The ski resorts- private companies- should figure out their own methods, costs,
resources to provide transportation to their patrons. I am not sure why the public gets
to foot the bill to help take clients to the resorts. Are there other examples of
government bringing clients to business front doors? I think not. Why don't the ski
resorts charter buses and provide the solution, they are flush with tourism dollars, and
should pay their own way.

Road widening, Cost Turn lanes need to be extended so cars can take a right in many locations but clearly at
Kimball Junction.

Road widening

Widening 224 would hurt or ruin businesses along the sides.

Separate-alignment LRT would fit the aesthetic of the community, recalling the mining
Preference (rail),
Any alignment with LRT would need to include a second phase project to extend the
history of Park City, but other than that, there are no benefits to this proposed
Alignment, Aesthetics, tracks to main street. If possible, the park avenue transit stop should be placed in such a
alignment. It would make SR-224 and absolute monstrosity, impinge upon private
ROW, Traffic impact way that Vail and Park City Golf course might negotiate a cabriolet or gondola to the
property and bus lanes, and fail to reduce the design speed and throughput of SR-224.
(negative),
resort base area, if that is not possible, then it is vital that there be some other nearWith BRT, this alternative would entirely destroy any community links across SR-224, Neighborhood impact, instant and highly visible way to move from the rapid transit option to the resort base,
which would likely increase congestion on the route as more community members are
Public safety
or the alignment should be changed to access PCMR base. If there is no way to get to
forced to use cars to feel safe crossing the street. This is a bad plan, and I am baffled as
PCMR base without taking a second bus, then traffic and parking problems will
to why it is under consideration.
continue.

1

1

Road widening,
Environment

5

1

1

2017-11-17T15:54:46+00:00

Bite the bullet and spend the money on that trench/tunnel
In addition to this alternative, I think you would have higher adoption if we
Hotel/resort partnership
encouraged call resorts to have ski lockers at PC and canyons. Having to lug 4 pairs of
skis and two kids is what prevents us from riding the bus today.
These alignments are both good for the community in that they maintain the actual
Community character,
width of SR-224 for much of the alignment. Light rail is preferred to BRT because it
Preference (rail)
would shift perceptions of the road in several ways, primarily by shifting automotive
and pedestrian perception of the road from an exurban sprawl boulevard to one that I
suspect would signal the unusual blend of urban and rural that the greater Park City
community has embraced (In addition, depending on the trim of the LRT cars and the
styling of the median, they could powerfully recall the mining roots of the region).
This would have several positive secondary effects: it would reduce the design speed
of SR-224, which would, in turn make the T-2 and T-3 transect areas surrounding
Park City more walkable and bikeable. Further, the change in perceived road category
of 224 would make additional improvements to make the route a more complete street
more politically feasible. Finally, evidence shows that people are more likely to utilize
LRT than BRT, further reducing traffic on 224. This would provide benefits to the
community that would far outweigh the additional cost of LRT. I suspect the additional
ridership would also drive down the cost per rider below the initial estimate.

84060

4359010504

skibliss@gmail.com

Max Mendel

Widening the road, and removing the middle plantings which provide aesthetic
benefits are NOT low impact to the environment!

1

1

The side bus lanes would also work with a center lane for turning.
The shoulder turn lanes need to be extended in several areas but clearly at Kimball
Junction.

This alternative cost the least amount and disrupts traffic the least so it is my choice.
However unless you address the poorly designed intersections at Ute Blvd and
Olympic Parkway it will have minimal positive effect on congestion. Yes ski resort
traffic is a major problem along with winter storms. But so is dumping every
imaginable commercial entity at Kimball Junction: Smith's, Walmart, Whole Foods,
Transits Center, Library, McDonald's, etc. Then there is the problem of two traffic
lights in a row and the I-80 interchange. Lack of coordinated planning has created a
traffic nightmare at Kimball Junction and yet the county continues to approve even
more commercial activity.

The real solution to our traffic problems is fixing the I-80 interchange so that cars
coming off the freeway or getting on it do not have negotiate the two traffic lights.
Probably the only viable solutions would be a redesigned overpass or a complete
realignment and new location for the interchange.
Bus routes similar to what we have now are the only way to maintain normal for those
of us who live here especially in the shoulder seasons.

Preference (rail), Rider
usage

1

1

2

2017-11-17T14:41:46+00:00

Environment

84060

Widening the road, and removing the middle plantings which provide aesthetic benefits
are NOT low impact to the environment!

steveatparkcity@yahoo.ccom

Steve Caldwell

1
1

Future expansion, Rider
usage, Rail
Alignment

5

Either we add the trains now or in the future. And we need to charge for the service.
People will ride trains more than buses.
Separated bus lanes running next to each other out of travel lane or any type of train
line is a better option as cars stuck in traffic will not be inclined to "cheat".
prefer rail option as it is most likely to take people out of their cars

3
1

1
5

2

5

2017-11-17T14:12:24+00:00
2017-11-17T14:06:47+00:00

4

2017-11-17T14:03:01+00:00

2
1

84060
84098

4

84036

Ben Blitch

ANDREW WILLIAM WOOLFORD
Michelle Cummings

5
3

benblitch@gmail.com

andrew.woolford@gmail.com
michellehcummings@gmail.com

Rider usage,
Environment, Preference
(rail)

2

9704012902
8016410447

prefer rail as it is more likely to attract ridership and is most environmental

2

5

1

2

2

4

Traffic impact (no
improvement)

2

Rider usage, Resort
access

2017-11-17T13:40:04+00:00

Muller

tom fleeter

no positive impact on traffic

2017-11-17T05:57:13+00:00

5

2

84060

2

4

tfleeter@gmail.com

Route, Rider usage

Traffic pattern (left turn)

muller2355@yahoo.com

7034076909

The left hand turn for cars over tracks or buses could be an issue.

Traffic pattern, Public
safety
Public safety

3

Hard to turn left across bus lanes. Possible accident potential.

1

3

1

1

3

3

2017-11-17T04:24:33+00:00

2

2017-11-17T02:44:53+00:00

Public safety

84098

1
4

5

3

4

1

The ski resorts- private companies- should figure out their own methods, costs,
resources to provide transportation to their patrons. I am not sure why the public gets
to foot the bill to help take clients to the resorts. Are there other examples of
government bringing clients to business front doors? I think not. Why don't the ski
resorts charter buses and provide the solution, they are flush with tourism dollars, and
should pay their own way.

The ski resorts- private companies- should figure out their own methods, costs,
resources to provide transportation to their patrons. I am not sure why the public gets
to foot the bill to help take clients to the resorts. Are there other examples of
government bringing clients to business front doors? I think not. Why don't the ski
resorts charter buses and provide the solution, they are flush with tourism dollars, and
should pay their own way.

This option is workable only if there is a special bus light that allows the white bus to Recommendation (bus
turn left at Newpark from the north-bound bus lane. Otherwise, the north-bound white traffic signal), Traffic
bus would have to cut across traffic to turn left, which would interfere with its
pattern
schedule. I can't picture that with cars trying to turn right into Newpark at the same
time, though.

The only way people will start using public transportation on SR 224 is if there is a
time saving. During the ski season the service has to go directly to the ski areas.
People will not leave their car at a P&R if they don't have direct service to the ski area
and would have to switch buses. Too much gear to haul, especially with kids.
Less chance of accident when buses are in the right lanes

84098

Recommendation
(additional lanes 248)

This seems like accidents waiting to happen. There are too many turns for cars on 224
for this to seem to make sense to me - car interaction with the bus lanes would be high.

merileeriely@att.net

People will not park their cars out by kimball unless they know thereŠ—Ès no way
they can park at pcmr....there needs to be an incentive. Cost, speed (get there and back
as fast as if I drove) via express busses. If this is all for express busses then the center
lane makes sense. If they will stop then creating PassoverŠ—Ès and stops in the center
lane doesnŠ—Èt make sense.

rawilliamspc@hotmail.com

1

Whatever option you choose, I would prefer to have the line go to the OTTC rather
than to Bonanza, which is not where I would want to go if I went into town. I want to
take a single bus from the Kimball Junction transit center to the OTTC (currently, the
white bus). Otherwise, I'm driving or taking my money elsewhere. I can understand
that light or heavy rail couldn't go to the OTTC, but I don't favor rail anyway. I'd hate
to spend a whole bunch of money on the conjecture that the city council is going to
make the bonanza area a destination.
The widen lanes need to start on 248 where they currently go down to two lanes or
from Quinn's Junction. The diagrams here do not show that but starting at Bonanza. I
use this route as I live by exit 4 on 189/40. Traffic can be backed up all the way to
Quinn's Junction during school transition periods. An over the road or under the
ground walkway(s) are needed by the high school. The shoulder turn lanes need to be
extended in several areas but clearly at Kimball Junction.

1

No way I would use a light rail. ItŠ—Ès not an effective way to move people in with
the skis/bikes/dogs. Does not solve the problem.

Rider usage

1

1

Route, New transit center
(opposed)

4049641842

5

1

1

1

5
2

801-808-7986

2017-11-16T22:32:41+00:00

2017-11-16T22:26:27+00:00

2017-11-16T22:25:07+00:00

2017-11-16T22:09:39+00:00

3
3

Merilee Riely

84098

84098

murray@gardnergroupparkcity.com
rlfilion@gmail.com
84098

pattyschloesser@gmail.com

slo.pimentel@gmail.com

karen@mkward.com

markstewartallen@gmail.com

2017-11-17T00:42:57+00:00
2017-11-16T22:44:39+00:00

Rachel Williams

4355131756

The route doesnŠ—Èt make sense. Very few people go from Kimball to bonanza. So
the majority of riders would have to transfer which makes it a giant negative for most
people. The path should be to/from the busiest points. Pcmr/Main Street/maybe deer
valley to even beyond kimball - like i80 park and ride.

MURRAY gardner
Robin Filion

Patty Schloesser

Richard Pimentel

Karen

mark allen

The ski resorts- private companies- should figure out their own methods, costs,
Cost (build), Hotel/Resort
resources to provide transportation to their patrons. I am not sure why the public gets
partnerships
to foot the bill to help take clients to the resorts. Are there other examples of
government bringing clients to business front doors? I think not. Why don't the ski
resorts charter buses and provide the solution, they are flush with tourism dollars, and
should pay their own way.
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Date

84098

Zip Code

84060

Email Address

matgalvin@yahoo.com

Phone Number

doug@snowflowerparkcity.com

Name

3246404268

1
4
1

4356584091
1
4
4

2
2
3
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skierx2003@yahoo.com
84061-9201 2017-11-16T20:16:38+00:00
cvanderlinde10@gmail.com
2017-11-16T19:49:01+00:00
jessica_brannigan@yahoo.com
84060
2017-11-16T19:34:25+00:00

1

84060

3

jeffweissman@gmail.com

1

3
1

1

3
3
1

2017-11-16T01:17:25+00:00

1
5
1

2017-11-15T21:35:25+00:00

84060
84060
84105

84060

1skiingpc@gmail.com
cregan9@yahoo.com
connie.whitworth@gmail.com

84098

2
1
1

3
1

1
2
1
2
1

2017-11-15T16:17:37+00:00
2017-11-15T15:28:39+00:00
3

5
5
4
4
5

84098
84060
2017-11-15T15:19:30+00:00

2017-11-15T21:28:02+00:00
2017-11-15T21:26:57+00:00
2017-11-15T21:12:16+00:00
2017-11-15T20:52:08+00:00
2017-11-15T16:58:59+00:00

michael@skyrun.com

84098
84060
84060

kevinguywilliams@gmail.com
rich@parkcityvacationrentals.com
84098

84098

boxyra@yahoo.com

wojtelawicz@gmail.com
David@Gorrell.com
flygirljp@gmail.com
fuzzyfurr13@gmail.com
mattlindon@hotmail.com

joefeely1@verizon.net

2017-11-16T17:56:43+00:00
2017-11-16T15:26:33+00:00
2017-11-16T14:50:20+00:00

2017-11-16T19:17:05+00:00

thfj@gmail.com
marionklaus@comcast.net
paul.reddy@gmail.com

Doug Whitney

7032034685

435 659 1326

218-583-1014
435-513-3214

202 494 5762 cell

801-815-0715

435-602-9039

8458078413

435-604-0314

Matthew Galvin

my name
Marion Klaus
Paul Reddy

Brian Kurta
Chris Vanderlinde
Jessica Brannigan

jeff

Paul
Cal Regan
Connie Whitworth

Michael LeClerc
F. Joseph Feely III

Chuck Wally
David Gorrell
Jane Gorrell
Frank furr
Matthew Lindon

Kevin Williams
Rich Ford
Brenda Baca

1
5
2
3

2

1
1

2017-11-15T14:33:42+00:00
3
3
5

3

84060

1
1

nellelippo@hotmail.com
2017-11-14T05:15:25+00:00
2017-11-08T00:22:48+00:00
2017-11-07T15:53:09+00:00
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Ellen Sherk
84032
84060

2017-11-02T02:12:02+00:00
2017-10-31T19:36:50+00:00

1

1

Center-Running Option 01 Comments

Busses are inconvenient and slow. We need a park city, county approach that utilizes
rail that connects at Park City, Kimball, Silver Creek and QuinnŠ—Ès. Eventually
connect downtown Salt Lake and airport with high speed rail. Done over with get on
it!!! Spend the money now

Light rail is inconsistent with the character of the community, especially the residential
neighborhoods that line the northern half of highway 224. Light rail would create a
significant traffic hazard for those of us entering and exiting our neighborhoods.

Will this provide the fastest trip time??

I drive this corridor manyyy times daily, I see the electric & other buses on the same
route, NEVER during the day do I see anyone on the buses.

If the bus option is used, they should use the electric busses only.

How would you manage the left turn lanes for cars with the busses in dedicated center
lanes?

I am using white 10 already to get to work at PCMR, and have put away my car .

Center-Running
Option 01 Category

SLC connect, Preference
(rail)

5

2

Both-SideRunning BRT
Scale

2
5
3

2
3
5

Community character

Trip time

1

4
4
5

5

5

2
4

1
3
1
3
3

1

5

1
1
1

Rider usage

Electric bus

Traffic pattern (left turn)

Rider usage

Cost (build),
Neighborhood impact

Traffic pattern, Rider
access
Traffic pattern, Rider
access, Neighborhood
impact

Forget the streetcar too expensive and not flexible. Just run the electric bus down the Recommendation (restrict
middle. Do not go to Prospector. Go Express bus from satellite lots outside of Kimball access), Parking (paid),
Junction to Canyons, PCMR and the Transit center. Bus must be faster and cheaper
Hotel/resort partnerships
than cars or no one will ride.
No day skiers or visitors should be allowed past Kimball Junction or the park and ride
lots, only locals. Just have pay parking (disincentives) at the resorts and incentives for
people to use satellite lots. This is the Vail model in Colorado. Use it. It works.
Have paid parking pay for transit fix up. Vail causes the problem and wants us to fix
it. Get them on board with money!! This is a partnership.

Putting buses in the middle makes no sense at all. The bus will have to cross two lanes
of traffic to get to the stops to pick up and discharge passengers.
I do not like this option as it eliminates the turning lane that I often use to turn into my
neighborhood. I also think this would slow down the busses when people get into
those lanes to try to turn. One other thing I don't like would be having to crossing a
busy highway to get to the bus stop and I don't want to see a whole bunch of fly overs
to access bus platforms. If you kept the buses stops at the same spots, the buses will
have impact traffic by trying to get in and out of their lanes. The rail option doesn't buy
us any advantage in my opinion.

I think BRT makes more fiscal sense than Streetcar/LRT. Center lane uses less space,
so less disturbance of the property owners along the route

5
5

5
2

Both-Side-Running Option 02 Comments

Not great solution for long term

This alternative seems best overall.

Lowest impact and cheapest is good!! Only 96' across vs. 130' wide for side running
and 108' for center. Space, impact and time per trip are the biggest factors in my
opinion
I drive this corridor manyyy times daily, I see the electric & other buses on the same
route, NEVER during the day do I see anyone on the buses.

I do not like this option.

This seems like the best solution, we still need a center lane for people to turn left at
the different neighborhoods going in and out of town.

Minimize the need to widen 224. Wider roads bring more traffic.

Have paid parking everywhere in Park City or no parking in Park City.

This is counterintuitive. If you build roads and parking, traffic will get worse.

Nip it in the bud, NO DAY USERS OR EMPLOYEES PAST KIMBALL
JUNCTION. People will adapt.

Both-Side-Running
Option 02 Category

Planning

Preference

Preference, Cost
(build), Alignment
Rider usage

Opposed

Preference,
Neighborhood access

Road widening,
Parking, Restricted
access

5

3

I LIKE THIS IDEA VERY MUCH!

Like Light rail but need to connect with other parts of town and Salt Lake

West-Side-Running Option 03 Comments

1

1

5
5
3

1

3

2
1

1

1
3

5
1
2

1

1

1
1

West-Side Running
Option 03 Category

Preference

Cost (to rider)
Rider access, Route
(frequency)

Map Feedback

MINIMIZE HOW MUCH YOU WIDEN ROADS, IT WILL BACKFIRE AND
CAUSE MORE TRAFFIC AND MAKE THIS A FREEWAY TOWN. MAKE
THIS A BUS TOWN. NO MORE ROADS NO MORE PARKING. NO MORE
FESTIVALS OR EVENTS.
PEOPLE LIVE HERE, IT IS NOT JUST DISNEYLAND.

More stop options on 224. If you added more stops, maybe you could put a call for
service button on these additional stops so the buses don't need to stop at a bus location
unless there is a request for pick up or drop off.

self driving car lanes. Not putting bus stations where no one lives. Easy access.

I donŠ—Èt mind paying more for this. Also, you need to allocate money for an
education campaign to discourage so much driving. Today at the school bus, 4 different
kids were driven to the bus stop - some from only 4 houses away!!!!! ItŠ—Ès
ridiculous. We have to spend resources re-educating and changing the culture.

Traffic pattern
224 is a main cycling route. Any bussing along the shoulders will have to negotiate
(turning), Public safety cyclists. You should include a plan to address the cycling

Map Feedback
Category

Parking

SLC connect

Hotel/resort access,
Traffic pattern

Additional Comments

Short term we should use jersey barriers to create two lanes in and 2 lanes out at
designated times. Could be implement now!!

This study has not been publicized widely at all - for representative feedback, the study
team should send direct mail to affected residents along the corridor.

Creation of better transit alternatives without a significant increase in parking at the
periphery doesn't seem to make much sense to me.

None of the proposals make much sense. To improve the transit time work needs to be
done at the intersection of Route 224 and the exit to the Canyons ski area. I
recommend an overpass/underpass cloverleaf be built there. That would greatly help to
eliminate the delays on Route 224. The other important changes needed for Park City
are to rebuild Kearns Boulevard so that the road is 2 lanes both ways from Route 224
to Route 40 and to install an underground walkway in front of the high school.

Is there just an abundance of funds that has to be spent? Can't save money in current
budget, it has to be spent in order to get an increase in funding under the next budget? I
dare you to show #'s on current bus riders, because When I look inside the buses I see
NO ONE!

Speed limit (increase) This will only work if it is fast and convenient. I still don't understand where
people/commuters will park to ride? Where are we intercepting cars? Or will there be
lines running from airport and SLC, etc.
I dont see the urgency to increase bus capacity, when the current bus system is under
utilized. No common sense has been applied here. Common sense dictates increasing
bus capacity when there is an overcrowding occurrence. Currently most buses are
vacant the majority of the time. One exception is Sundance FF.

Traffic pattern

Map suggestion

INSTITUTE PAY PARKING AT RESORTS FOR NEEDY AND AS
DISINCENTIVE TO DRIVE IN. PROVIDE INCENTIVES TO USE PARK AND
RIDE LOTS FOR DAY USERS AND EMPLOYEES.

USE PAID PARKING FEES FOR TRANSIT AND PARKING AND LOW
INCOME HOUSING. LIKE THEY USE ROAD TOLLS IN NYC TO PAY FOR
SUBWAYS. PARTNER WITH VAIL FOR THESE SOLUTIONS FOR EPIC
PROBLEMS THEY CAUSED. LOOK AT THEIR MODELS IN COLORADO.
$25 DOLLAR PARKING CAN CHANGE A LOT OF HABITS AND SOLVE A
LOT OF PROBLEMS.

RAISE PC MINIMUM WAGE TO 10-15 BUCKS AN HOUR SO EMPLOYEES
CAN AFFORD TO LIVE HERE OR TAKE THE BUS HERE. RESORTS CAUSE
THE PROBLEM BY PAYING ONLY MINIMUM WAGE AND ASK US TO
PROVIDE HOUSING AND TRANSPORTATION AND PARKING

Alternative
recommendation
Education

The new issue that is already creating chaos is the Walmart / Whole Food area and
should be looked at.

this question is poorly written and makes no sense

I really think the biggest issue is not having a Park and Ride lot at the entry of 224 to
get people to use the public transit option. For us locals, we will use the service as
much as is practical, but we are not the majority of the population using the roads
during busy seasons. I also think the resorts should help by providing more free
shuttles from the airports to their facilities and promote the free transportation system.

Bike lane impact

Rider access
A light rail would be nice but I feel that it is just a candy coating. Let's maximize our
Existing system (use)
existing infrastructure and use real data to make it as efficient as possible.
Cost (rail), Alignment Much more parking at Kimball Junction transit center, or provide 10 minute service out
Parking, Jeremy
to Jeremy Ranch and add parking out there.
Ranch connect

Rider access,
Alternative
recommendation

Increase stops

RUN THE EXPRESS BUS ON 248 FROM SATELLITE LOTS OUTSIDE QUINN Traffic pattern, Road NO DAY USERS OR DAY SKIERS AND EMPLOYEES IN OLD TOWN.
JCT - TO UPTOWN AND PROSPECTOR TRANSIT CENTER. RUN 224
widening, Route
ONLY LOCAL TRAFFIC.
EXPRESS BUS FROM SATELLITE LOTS OUTSIDE KIMBALL JCT - TO
RESORTS AND UPTOWN TRANSIT CENTER - NO LEFT TURNS. STREAM
MAKE THIS NO - PARK CITY.
LINE.
REDUCE ACCESS AND PARKING AND MAKE THIS A BUS TOWN.

Keep using White 10

I think that the traffic patterns used during the Olympics should be implemented. It
looks like the study is focused on increasing bus ridership. I am not hopeful for any of
the proposed plans.

Narrow and fast please!

Traffic patterns around Parley's Park must be accommodated - especially pedestrian
traffic (kids) crossing 224, and the high volume of left-turning traffic off of
southbound 224 in the morning.

I was surprised to not see more connectivity to the Canyons Village base area - this is a
major driver of winter traffic. Nobody will get out of their car if the alternative is to
walk from 224/Canyons Resort Drive.

PARK AND RIDE LOTS TO ACCESS THE NEW TRANSPORTATION
SYSTEM.

Preference (rail), Route, Light rail or trolley County wide approach with coneections at Kimball, Silver Creek,
SLC connect
Canyons, old town and QuinnŠ—Ès Juction. Eventually connect High Soeed rail from
Salt Lake

Aesthetics, Public
safety (rail)

Road widening

Rider usage

Road widening

Road widening

Cost, Communitcy
character, Growth

Rider access

Cost (rail)
I don't like this option at all. People would have to cross the highway to get to their
stop.

Street car is too costly! A bus lane on the wrong side of the road creates a logistical
nightmare.

Preference (bus), Rail How people access these services is key. Reduction in cross overs and left turns for
critique
buses would be key. Tunneling or bridges to get to side only options would be key.

Road widening

keep it free to travel

LTR unless redesigned from current options is to restrictive in scalability and too
costly. Boarding and alighting stations become Š—“fixedŠ— require more safety
features and are less nimble to geolocation as unforeseen issues or changes in growth
patterns. Again if the design is more adaptable some of these points can be mitigated
and LTR could complete better with BRT
Could make accessing the buses from the opposite side of the street more difficult

These options are a waste of space. The BRT version is better from a cost standpoint,
but the road way is too wide on this version.

Skip the Streetcar or LRT as the costs are too high

THE TOWN IS BEING DEFINED BY OUR ACCESS. KEEP THIS TOWN
SMALL AND THE ACCESS LIMITED OR ELSE WE WILL BECOME VAIL

SELL MORE T SHIRTS.?? STOP ENOUGH IS ENOUGH. THIS IS CRAZY
ACCESS.

WHAT WILL YOU DO WITH ALL THESE PEOPLE IN OUR SMALL TOWN.

NO WAY TOO WIDE TOO EXPENSIVE TOO 2100

side running which looks to be at least 22' wider than alt 2, do we even have that much
space?

Terrible. Seems like a lot of road widening would have to occur.

I drive this corridor manyyy times daily, I see the electric & other buses on the same
route, NEVER during the day do I see anyone on the buses.

Way too much pavement! 130 feet wide is insane!! Other options are below 100'
across. The road is already too wide - space is a huge consideration.

Light rail is inconsistent with the character of the community, especially the residential
neighborhoods that line the northern half of highway 224. Light rail would create a
significant traffic hazard for those of us entering and exiting our neighborhoods.
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West-SideWest-SideRunning Scale Running Scale
(BRT)
(LRT)
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Preference

3

5

These still have issues of turning, in addition to the fact the extra lanes will be used
primarily by bikers dodging the busses.

4

1

5

2
1

2

1

Alignment

2
1

Cost (to rider)

Preference

A bit worried about getting people to get this - they canŠ—Èt even do round-abouts. In
any case, whichever plan you use, high frequency of bus/trains is key. Our biggest
issue is timing buses - itŠ—Ès a tricky thing to do so without taking a super long time.
ThatŠ—Ès the main reason we donŠ—Èt take bus even more.

Cost (build)

Preference, Route

This pattern seems to make sense. As long at the busses can get me where I am going
Traffic pattern
as quickly as a private car, I would consider riding such.
I think this would be the absolute best option that has been proposed. The only thing I Preffered, Stops, Rider
would like to see are more stop options along 224. I would take the bus more often if
access, Rider usage
there were a stop closer to me. I have to walk 1/2 mile in either direction to get to a bus
stop and I live right on 224 with the Millennium trail right in front of me. I would love
to take the bus to town or skiing. The thought of carrying all my ski equipment for 1/2
mile on a snow packed trail is why I don't use this more. During busy times when I
want to go into town, I drive to Canyons and hop on the Electric Express. If there
were a stop at the base of Cove Canyon Drive, you would get the residents of this
community to use the bus more often.
For this to work efficiently, it almost needs to be elevated. Busses will still have to
Recommendation
stop at lights, will still have to watch for cars and bikes turning right
(elevated lane)

I like the costs of this option best.

Now you're talking!

2017-10-31T15:22:01+00:00
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carloschido12311@gmail.com
gwright@summitcounty.org
soulcapn42@me.com

84098

2017-10-31T16:22:30+00:00

4353157733
435 640 9284

paulmjboyle@gmail.com

burlacuj@gmail.com
franklin.williams@gmail.com

carlos estudillo
Glenn Wright, Summit County Council
Scott Smith

Paul Boyle
84098

Johanna Burlacu
Franklin williams

bradkuhn@aol.com

5

Brad Kuhn

This is probably the best alternative. The electric bus should be routed to the right
through Kimball Junction rather than making a left turn at the traffic light to go to the
transportation center.

You already have the buses and they are successful. Pursue the optimization of this
Existing system (use)
system.
This is a BAD idea! Bus stops are are at the side of the road and if stops were
Public safety, Cost (build)
provided in the middle, it would be very dangerous for people, particularly in winter
time and bad weather. Lightrail is too expensive and not easily changed once installed.

keep it free to travel

keep it free to travel

I like it but prefer LTR. May be better than the Center lane when considering snow
removal?

5

5
4

4

5

Traffic pattern

Cost (to rider)
3

Unless you are going to have a special turn into Smiths...good luck trying to navigate
in high season.

2017-10-31T15:16:13+00:00
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2017-10-31T13:54:40+00:00

2
5

84098

1

84098

1
5

ed@tinycall.com

2017-10-30T23:14:12+00:00

ldiazmoore@gmail.com

2017-10-30T21:44:04+00:00
2017-10-30T20:51:34+00:00

4155251493

84098

4352147212

84050
84098

Laura Diaz Moore

islaofnewman@gmail.com

Edward Robertshaw

kent.wilkerson.7@gmail.com
galencmoore@hotmail.com

Best Idea!!!!!!!

6303352874

5

8018456481

I like this the best but my only fear is how pedestrians get to the sidewalk. Drivers go Pedestrian access, Public
too fast on 224 and regularly run red lights. I like to send my kids on the bus to their
safety
activities but this may make me nervous. Speed limits should drop on 224 anyway.
Too fast for a road with so many stop lights. ItŠ—Ès like putting lights on 80 - almost.

Kent Wilkerson
galen natt

Aaron Newman

Alternative
recommendation
(variable lanes)

Additional
Comments Category

Study critique (better
outreach), Parking

Parking

Rider usage, Cost

Alternative
recommendation
(interchange)

Traffic impact (restrict
use), Parking (pay),
Hotel/resort
partnerships, Growth

Parking (Kimball),
Hotel/resort
partnerships

Content

Retail congestion
(Kimball)

Email Address

84060

Zip Code

2017-10-26T19:36:17+00:00

Date

Valley to Mountain Phase 1 Alternatives Analysis
Alternatives Public Comment Report, Online Comments
Sep. 22 - Dec. 12, 2017

email.lkg@gmail.com
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Center Running Center Running
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2017-10-20T16:31:04+00:00

2017-10-23T16:02:29+00:00
2017-10-20T22:49:15+00:00

2017-10-23T16:34:23+00:00

2017-10-25T23:26:40+00:00

2017-10-26T01:54:46+00:00

2017-10-26T04:55:13+00:00

435-647-6177

84060
84060

84060
84098

84060

84098

84098

84098

Phone Number

XXX@yahoo.com

hollyerickson12@gmail.com
hollyerickson12@gmail.com
thorton3041@gmail.com

f16jethro@aol.com
mkerby7500@gmail.com

dorothydarrow@gmail.com

s.streamer@mac.com

bevhharrison@gmail.com

terrylarry1@gmail.com

scott2explore@gmail.com

Name

612-703-3320
612-703-3320
8017391499

8016781671
435-659-8779

8647840859

435-513-0709

435-659-4691

Linda George

Scott Steinberg

larry

steve streamer

Beverly Harrison

Dottie
Matt Dana
Michelle kerby

XXX XXX

Holly Erickson
Holly Erickson
Tom Horton
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84098
2017-10-19T17:03:15+00:00
2017-10-19T16:31:46+00:00

84060

washingtonjmg@gmail.com
84103
84068

shelbyjaye@gmail.com
derek_a_howard@yahoo.com

435 729-9095
dmboyle9@gmail.com
jcarterwells@fullerton.edu

435 659 5703

Mike Washington
4356555041
435-649-1292

shelby
Derek A Howard

Devin Boyle
Dr. JoAnn Carter-Wells
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2017-10-17T13:21:13+00:00
2017-10-16T15:41:59+00:00
2017-10-15T20:04:50+00:00
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2017-10-17T20:02:52+00:00

90802
84060
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blairtomten@hotmail.com

smiele@cmllc.net
wayfaringdeb@gmail.com
jgardnerpc@yahoo.com

2017-10-15T15:48:31+00:00
2017-10-15T03:00:57+00:00

Blair Tomten

Shawn Miele
Deborah Smith
Jennifer Gardner

84060
84098

6266956071

Kari Hensien

kari.hensien@hotmail.com
clarkkent@clarkkent.name

Clark Kent

Center-Running Option 01 Comments

I commuted via public transit for years in other towns and cities. Beyond the question
of dedicated lanes and lane or track alignment location, I much prefer the overall
experience of rail over bus.
In addition, I have seen far superior on-schedule performance for streetcar/light rail,
very important when commuting on a work schedule (though I don't know if some
towns have buses that perform as well as rail in terms of schedule).
In general, buses seem well suited for shorter distances between stops (e.g., local
neighborhoods), and rail for longer distances.

This alignment does away with the center turn lane for crossing opposite direction
traffic. This will cause large back-ups in the left lane by turning traffic or will cause a
stop in the bus lane by this turning traffic waiting to cross.
IT would be ridiculous to implement this plan. We need to fill our buses with those
who would otherwise be driving their car on 224. Once we decrease car traffic
sufficiently, we will not need to add bus-dedicated center lanes. Buses will be able to
run along with cars using the current 4-lanes.
FILL BUSES FIRST BEFORE MAKING DECISION RE: THE NEED FOR BUSDEDICATED LANES. IT IS RIDICULOUS TO HAVE DEDICATED LANES
FOR BUSES WHICH ARE NOT FILLED--OR NEARLY FILLED--TO
CAPACITY, ESP. DURING PEAK TIMES.

Americans will not stop driving and get into bus and/or trams.
The more you make it easier for cars the more they will stay in them. Keep the
congestion as is, free parking and bus service is all you need with only ONE dedicated
bus lane (switches directions as traffic demands). Traveling to Park City must be a
pain and ugly mess then people will use mass transit.
LRT wouldn't align at all with Park City's aesthetic and would cause problems for
people who need to cross lanes to/from a side street.

Preference (rail)

1

Both-SideRunning BRT
Scale

1

5

1

Center-Running
Option 01 Category

Alignment, Traffic pattern
(left turn)

1

Rider usage

Rider usage
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5
5

1

1
3
5

2
4

Community character

Alignment

This alignment passes through the Kearns - Bonanza intersection, which is already the Alignment, Traffic pattern
most congested and unsafe in Park City. This intersection must be improved. How will
this alignment accomplish that?
It is ridiculous for my tax dollars to pay for more lanes that I will not be able to use.
Recommendation
Build the extra lanes and open them to all traffic. The buses can sit like everybody else. (additional vehicle lanes)
We do not need to waste what could be traffic lanes on a train line.

Centre mandates turning across traffic.

Prefer Side Running to Centre.

Locks you in if an accident or someone blocks the centre lane when they pull over
with car problems.

Both-Side-Running Option 02 Comments

From a safety perspective, with homes and paved pedestrian/bike paths near 224 I'd
prefer to locate transit lanes for fast-moving, road-based buses in the middle of the
highway.

This keeps the center turn lane which is good.

IT would be ridiculous to implement side running bus lanes thereby widening 224 by
2 lanes (to a total of 6) + 2 shoulders. We need to fill our buses with people who
would otherwise be driving their cars on 224. Once we decrease car traffic
sufficiently, we may not need to add bus-dedicated center lanes. Buses will be able to
run along with cars using the current 4-lanes.
FILL BUSES FIRST BEFORE MAKING DECISION RE: THE NEED FOR BUSDEDICATED LANES. IT IS RIDICULOUS TO HAVE DEDICATED LANES
FOR BUSES WHICH EVEN AT PEAK TIMES, MAY BE CARRYING ONLY A
FEW OR SEVERAL RIDERS SOME OF WHOM DO NOT DRIVE CARS. I
UNDERSTAND THAT DEDICATED BUS LANES COULD INCENTIVIZE
PEOPLE TO RIDE BUSES; BUT WHAT IF THEY DONT? WE ARE STUCK
WITH--AND WILL HAVE PAID FOR--AN OVER-SIZED, EYESORE ENTRY
ROAD.
see comments above,

My concern with this is when BRT would have to make a left turn. Would there be
something to give it right of way to cross traffic to get to turn lane?

This alignment passes through the Kearns - Bonanza intersection, which is already the
most congested and unsafe in Park City. This intersection must be improved. How
will this alignment accomplish that?
It is ridiculous for my tax dollars to pay for more lanes that I will not be able to use.
Build the extra lanes and open them to all traffic. The buses can sit like everybody else.
We do not need to waste what could be traffic lanes on a train line.

My preference

Side Running Busses can use shoulder when required to get around traffic stall,
accidents or other issue.
Left turns no problems.
Can be implemented now.

None of the plans on this web site is going to help traffic flow. There is not any
volume of buses traveling to Park City to justify a separate lane for just buses. Light
rail makes even less sense. at least buses are more flexible routes with out laying down
more tracks. Light rail from SLC airport to PC might work, not just Kimball Jct to PC.
Putting a bus lane is not going to convince people to ride public transit.

I don't think that a direct, non stop mode of transportation should be on the sides. I
think the side lanes should be for buses that make stops.

Increased noise and pollution along the route for everyone impacted already by the
increased traffic to date...

Fingers crossed you can get Fed Money for LRT

Side Running Busses can use shoulder when required to get around.

3

4
1

3
4
1

5

5
1

Cost minimal for busses.

Rider usage

Traffic pattern,
Alternative
recommendation, Rider
usage

Alignment

Alignment,
Neighborhood impact

Left turns no problems.

Luv Light Rail but Centre Running requires moving people across traffic so adds
bridges to cost.
Not worth it ... stick to side running.
I like this alternative since it appears to have the smallest footprint. I think the BRT /
LRT decision should be made on the basis of capacity.
Best route to mitigate noise and potential increased pollution for residences and
businesses along the route-golf course, hotel, post office, etc...

I like the center running best.

None of the plans on this web site is going to help traffic flow. There is not any
volume of buses traveling to Park City to justify a separate lane for just buses. Light
rail makes even less sense. at least buses are more flexible routes with out laying down
more tracks. Light rail from SLC airport to PC might work, not just Kimball Jct to PC.
Putting a bus lane is not going to convince people to ride public transit.

Alignment, Public
safety

Both-Side-Running
Option 02 Category

Alignment

1

West-Side-Running Option 03 Comments

I have a strong preference for streetcar/LRT over buses, despite the larger expense.
I assume there would be safety barriers protecting nearby pedestrians/cyclists along
224.

West-Side Running
Option 03 Category

Preference (rail), Public no
safety

Map Feedback

Public safety, Traffic
pattern (turning)

After clicking on layers I was unable to move past alternative one on the interactive
map. Feel a one page simple comparison chart of the alternatives including a alternative
that use the existing shoulder with signing improvements etc is needed, ie "overall road
width", "Impact to existing bike and walking paths"quantify the improved times or
days dedicated lanes would actually perform better than the existing express bus
system in place now.

1

Road widening, Rider OVERALL, I AM NOT IN FAVOR OF WIDENING RT 224 while our buses are
usage
still running below capacity--sometimes significantly so. I am not in favor of turning
open space into paved lanes w/o bus ridership data being collected first re: numbers of
riders and whether or not they are car drivers.

1

5

West-SideWest-SideRunning Scale Running Scale
(BRT)
(LRT)

1

1

This will cause a danger to cars turning cross traffic because of the extra two lanes of
buses, one in the opposite direction.

FILL BUSES FIRST BEFORE MAKING DECISION RE: THE NEED FOR BUSDEDICATED LANES. IT IS RIDICULOUS TO HAVE DEDICATED LANES
FOR BUSES WHICH ARE NOT FILLED--OR NEARLY FILLED--TO
CAPACITY, EVEN DURING PEAK TIMES. DITTO EXPLANATION FOR
OPTION 2.

I don't like the idea of widening the road this much.

Rider access,
Implementation,
Maintenance

Expensive yes, but will remove potential bottlenecks and accidents.

Cross Roads , Cutter, Silver Springs, Old Ranch would be nice to elevate and get them
out of the way.

For Light Rail add station on 224 at Canyons entrance.

The map does not work on my IPad and I lost the comments I had entered.

Map Feedback
Category

Navigation issue

Additional Comments

- Park City is limited to two main entrances due to geographic constraints

Assumptions:

Thoughts:

- We have natural hubs/entry points, as with the Kimball transit center.

- We'll continue to experience substantial growth of transportation needs to and from
Park City, from other parts of Summit County and beyond.

- I believe that visitors and commuters would prefer light rail to buses.

- We seem well poised to implement a quality light rail system as part of an overall
tiered transit approach.

- Regardless of approach (rail or bus) we need dedicated tracks or lanes so that public
transit has a clear advantage (and schedule reliability) compared with private autos,
during high-traffic periods.

Preference (rail),
Incentivize transit

Additional
Comments Category

Speed limit (lower)

Road widening
(opposed)

Rider usage
(incentives)

Neighborhood impact

Thanks -Its not clear to me level of additional impacts (additional road width required) for lane
Needs information
needs that all the alternatives call for. For example which alternative requires the least
(road width), Trail
overall widening of the existing 224 footprint? As a resident in the vicinity of 224
impact, More surveys
adding for example two lanes of additional width to 224 impacts the bike and walking
(how to increase
paths adjacent to the roadway. I did not see any information regarding this potential
ridership)
impact. I attended some of the initial scoping meetings, increasing bus ridership was
commonly mentioned, using the existing shoulder with some reinforcement signing for
bus use was repeatedly identified, why was this not considered a alternative?

I have used the existing express buses over a dozen times through the spring, summer
and fall, I have yet to experience substantial delay on the existing 224 roadway,
additionally bus ridership I experienced was low. I feel additional data on the express
buses time between Kimball Junction and Old Town Transit center is needed to
properly determine the impact of traffic on the current bus system. Likewise I feel
some additional survey information from residents and visitors on what factors would
help increase bus ridership is needed one of these factors would be dedicated lanes
compared to improved parking and other possible conditions that would increase bus
ridership. How was it determined that additional dedicated lanes was the best factor to
build all the alternatives that are presented and how do we know that dedicated lanes
would actually increase bus ridership.

There are many residential areas along the highway that require traffic to cross lanes.
This is very important to consider for safety and traffic flow.

I also think the state should consider lowering the speeds on SR 224. The volume and
the speeds are way too high and the number of collisions are increasing vehicle to
vehicle: vehicle to animal

I prefer whatever works best without widening the roads.

Road widening, Rider Come up with effective incentives to increase the number of people who ride the bus
usage
instead of driving their cars.

Rail (opposed)

Hotel/resort
partnerships

Alignment, Traffic
impact (no
improvement)

This alignment passes through the Kearns - Bonanza intersection, which is already the
Traffic pattern
most congested and unsafe in Park City. This intersection must be improved. How will
(Kearns)
this alignment accomplish that?
Build more lanes as you are already proposing. Open up those lanes to all traffic.
Recommendation
Make the lanes toll lanes for all who are not Summit County residents. The outside
(additional vehicle
population is the cause of 95% of our traffic issues. Give the residents something to
lanes),
make it worth their while.
Recommendation (tolls
for non county
residents)

Don 't recommend any of these plans. It is a waste of tax dollars.

Electric buses would be the mode of transportation to implement the fastest and with
the least amount of road work or traffic disruption. Would there be raised cement walls
on each side to prevent cars from illegally entering the center lanes?

What does the preliminary traffic effect represent? Does this mean it will slow down
travel times for vehicles or does it mean that it will reduce the amount of traffic on the
road? Do the regular buses and event buses get to use the BRT lane for bypassing
backed up traffic?

Electric bus (use),
Needs information
(design)

Needs information
(clarify travel times)

Parking

Hotel/resort access

An Express Bus stop at Peaks Hotel would be nice.

I'm walking distance to the stop ...:-)

Alternative
recommendation

Not compatible with This project should be considered in conjunction with H248 improvements. Potential
iPad
parking structures are critical to the success of any transit project.

Road widening
(opposed)

Thank you for this opportunity!

Road widening
(opposed)

Neighborhood impact,
Public safety

I don't want any land/ space taken from the McPollen farm side of the highway .

Is it possible to have the bus stop/station at Thaynes Canyon moved to Iron Horse and
Alternative
then the bus would loop back towards Bonanza in the opposite direction? That Thaynes
recommendation,
Canyon stop is a long enough distance from downtown that I don't see people getting Display bus routes on
off there, unless they are confused. It also seems too far away for people to walk down
map
to for getting back to the Junction. Perhaps, you could provide the regular bus routes
that connect to that stop so we can understand why it is stopping there and not closer to
town. I understand that the ROW footprint for a BRT stop is large and putting it closer
into town is much more expensive and impacts traffic and BRT times much more, but it
doesn't make sense to have a stop over there.

Alignment, Shoulder
access

The only other opinion about the above plans is that the lanes will cause more problems
then help. In my job I am lucky to drive the streets of PC and the most of the people
driving on the road have a hard of enough time to drive. Let a lone adding more lanes
for them to deal with! It is a waste of tax dollars.

Is it possible to place a graphic at the location of the stops/stations. Like a stop sign or
something that would appear on the legend?

If it's non stop transportation, i think that the center lanes are the best design so that the
sides can still be used for bikes or car break downs or buses that stop for pick up/drop
off. I

Traffic impact (no
improvement), SLC
connect

Opposed to all

None of the plans on this web site is going to help traffic flow. There is not any
volume of buses traveling to Park City to justify a separate lane for just buses. Light
rail makes even less sense. at least buses are more flexible routes with out laying down
more tracks. Light rail from SLC airport to PC might work, not just Kimball Jct to PC.
Putting a bus lane is not going to convince people to ride public transit.

Huge impact on one side of road for residences , increase in potential for accidents, as
well-worst option!

Light Rail later.

Side running busses now.

I see this as a stage two goal.

If you can get some Fed money then all for it.

But ... more expense and maintenance in Winter, ice, could be an issue.

I'd luv Light Rail similar to what they have in SLC.

I'm an engineer "Make it simple" ... side running busses are easy to implement and for
the consumer, easy to understand.

It's counter intuitive.

Running both upstream and downstream busses on same side of road going to require
people movement across road.

This alignment passes through the Kearns - Bonanza intersection, which is already the
Alignment, Traffic This alignment passes through the Kearns - Bonanza intersection, which is already the
most congested and unsafe in Park City. This intersection must be improved. How will
impact (no
most congested and unsafe in Park City. This intersection must be improved. How will
this alignment accomplish that?
improvement)
this alignment accomplish that?
It is ridiculous for my tax dollars to pay for more lanes that I will not be able to use.
Cost, Recommendation
Build the extra lanes and open them to all traffic. The buses can sit like everybody else.
(additional vehicle
We do not need to waste what could be traffic lanes on a train line.
lanes)

I think there should be a direct communication to resorts and those who own lodging in
Summit County and park city. There needs a way to be to get these people up this
mountain without having them renting cars. There also needs to be employer to
employee incentives in place encouraging employees to carpool and or take mass transit
from Salt Lake valley. Though doing Lane adjustments, additions, modifications and
variations are all wonderful... if you donŠ—Èt quantify and try to reduce the amount of
vehicles and try to fix that youŠ—Ère always just putting a Band-Aid on an ever
growing problem.

LRT seems like a bad idea.

This is the most ridiculous option as it would widen 224 the most.

5
4
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Road widening

1

1

1

1

1

Rider usage

Rider usage

2

1
2
1

Traffic pattern (left turn)
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2
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1
2
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3
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1
1

1
1
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2
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Alignment, Traffic
impact (no
improvement)
Road widening

Preference

Aesthetics,
Neighborhood impact

Alignment

Traffic impact (no
improvement), SLC
connect

9708190809

9788575049

4153368460

435-649-4968

Phone Number

Zip Code

84098

Date

Center Running Center Running
Scale (BRT)
Scale (LRT)

3
3
3
2

2
1
1
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2017-10-14T01:10:28+00:00
2017-10-13T19:39:46+00:00
2017-10-13T19:38:25+00:00
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marissaferr7@gmail.com
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2017-10-13T15:27:27+00:00

2017-10-13T17:46:29+00:00

2017-10-13T18:30:22+00:00
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mproper9@gmail.com
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Center-Running Option 01 Comments

Center-Running
Option 01 Category

Rider access

Traffic pattern

New transit center
(location), Alignment,
SLC connect

Traffic pattern

Rather typical of the quality of the study is that the click-on sliders to input an opinion
Survey function,
above DON'T WORK. Don't you test your work?
Alignment, Traffic pattern
Center lane service would create problems when stopping to pick up/drop off
passengers en route - or turn into the canyons and could suffer delays when other
traffic wanted to turn left at intersections.
I see no significant advantage for using streetcars which would offset the additional
costs. The disadvantage is that if you choose this option you are stuck with it i.e if you
opt for center road you would not be able to switch to road side later.

How would buses pull into and out of traffic (e.g. side streets)?

Any solution that eliminates the middle turning lane should accommodate what we
already have in place, which is a FREE bus system. Also, why do we need a new
transit center when we have one on Main Street? I don't think adding a new transit
system on Kearns solves the problem of traffic on 224. But I do like the idea of using
the middle turning lane as a bus lane -- that makes sense to me. I just wouldn't add cost
by using light rail or adding a transit center. People coming to Park City from SLC or
Kimball want to go to Old Town and Main Street, not the Kearns area.

Any of this alternatives would not give a solution since all of them need to stop at the
same traffic light that is the bottle neck of the car flow. As long as the means of
transportation needs to stop at the traffic light the result would be the same. A tunnel
allowing constant flow
This would prevent stops along 224, I love the electric buses and their frequency but it
is a shame they don't stop where the brown express use to stop. Less places to get on
the bus.

Alignment, Cost

1

Both-SideRunning BRT
Scale

4
4
5
5
3
4

1

2

Both-Side-Running Option 02 Comments

Bus rapid transit in the right lane should be the easiest to implement and should suffer
the least delays from cars turning. Other than at the canyons and at the Kimball
Junction stores there is very little right turning traffic on 24.

This creates a better buffer for our many cyclists. Probably makes it easier for buses to
pull into and out of traffic.
Bus only lanes along with more roundabouts versus lights would significantly help the
traffic problems.

Both-Side-Running
Option 02 Category

Alignment

Public safety
Recommendations
(signal removal)

Road widening, Trail
impact

Signal (timing), Traffic
pattern

I like this idea if it has the lowest environmental impact, but it leaves the center lane in
Environment,
place which seems mostly superfluous (and everyone abuses it anyway). I think that Alignment, Rider access
center lane should be re-purposed for buses. I suppose the other good thing about this
option is that the bus lanes are closer to the bus stops.

Any of this alternatives would not give a solution since all of them need to stop at the
same traffic light that is the bottle neck of the car flow. As long as the means of
transportation needs to stop at the traffic light the result would be the same. A tunnel
allowing constant flow
I like this idea but I don't like the idea of making the road larger. The new bike path
along 224 has been great and I would find it a shame and waste of money to replace it
with a road.

Preference

1

2
1
1

1

2
3
3

1
1

1

West-SideWest-SideRunning Scale Running Scale
(BRT)
(LRT)

1

1

1

4
1

1

1

1
1
4
1
4
1
1

Easily adapts to pre-existing bus infrastructure and less confusing for drivers.

West-Side-Running Option 03 Comments

This alternative presumably means adding lanes. The biggest problem would be
allowing for breakdowns of other vehicles and the long blockages of at least one lane
in the case of the unfortunately frequent accidents at the Old Ranch Road and McPolin
school intersections.
I DON'T SEE WHERE YOU CONSIDER THE GORILLA IN THE ROOM I.E
PARKING FOR TRAFFIC FROM SLC. IF YOU DON'T SOLVE THAT
PROBLEM THIS STUDY IS PRACTICALLY WORTHLESS.

West-Side Running
Option 03 Category

Map Feedback

Map Feedback
Category

Additional Comments

Noise of solutions should be considered. Less cars = less noise, but in my experience
light rail is a little noisier than buses (?).

Additional
Comments Category

Noise impact

Hotel/resort access,
Cost (to rider), Traffic
impact (no
improvement),
Recommendation
(closed loop rail)

Parking (Kimball)

Cost

Signals,
Recommendation
(tunnel)

The best solution for locals will be one that makes the least amount of changes to the
Alignment (center
existing footprint and still gives the buses their own lane. I think the center turning lane lane), Transit center
is both under-utilized and abused right now, resulting in an inefficient system of lanes. (opposed), Electric bus
Giving the express buses that center lane would improve the existing system without
(use)
adding as much cost or lanes as other options. Also, I am against the new transit center
as I think it is unnecessary when most non-locals are headed to Main Street, not
Prospector or Kearns. It defeats the purpose of adding express buses if they have to
change buses at Kearns to get to Main Street. Also, what happens to the Electric
Express buses in this scenario? In my opinion, these have been a huge success. I think
if you put the Electric Express buses in the center lane, the entire problem would be
solved, without more buses, or added lanes, or a new transit center.

As long as the means of transportation needs to stop at the traffic light the result would
be the same. A tunnel allowing constant flow

Road widening, Trail
impact

Signals,
Recommendation
(tunnel)

I'm very happy that the city is looking at alternatives. I think this is a great start. I
would rather see the counties look in the direction of getting more cars off the road.
This is a great step in that directions, I don't want to see more land taken away for
roads or bike paths taken away.

Rider usage, Existing
system

see above

I use the bus system more now with express bus than ever

Recommenation
(monorail)

Traffic pattern, Rider Being unfamiliar with this process, I'm wondering who is going to pay for the
access
improvements/operation of the system? Is there money to begin construction on the
light rail, or is it conceptual at this stage? I would go for the cheapest option first, so
that SOMETHING is done to address the issue, rather than creating a solution that we
will have to wait 20 years + to see implemented (if at all). Who knows what conditions
will be like then (we may all drive around in AVs and traffic is no longer an issue).

Get the schools out of old town. Topography won't change. How about a monorail?
Would eliminate surface congestion and help with snow removal issues.

It is difficult to tell which alignment would be best without knowing how the station
areas/stops would be designed. I would say that running BRT down the center of 224
would be less desirable than on the shoulders because then passengers would have to
cross this busy roadway. However, if the design is such that safety would not be an
issue, then a center alignment may be less undesirable (in my mind should brt
alignments are the best option).

As long as the means of transportation needs to stop at the traffic light the result would
be the same. A tunnel allowing constant flow

Road widening, Public Where do you propose to get the traffic from SLC to park? That to me is the key issue. SLC connect, Parking What are the options being considered for Kimball Junction? i.e for the crossover from Interchange (Kimball)
safety, Parking
Without a solution to that this study is simply an example of your staff spinning wheels
the stores to the library/whole foods/schools and the junction with I80? If you don't
to make it look that they are actually planning for the future.
solve the queuing problems there once again this study is simply spinning wheels.

Traffic pattern

Growth

Stops

Cost, Rider access

Road widening

This looks like it impacts the rail trail and adds lanes, which gives it a big NO from me.
Trail impact,
Leave the lanes as they are, and just utilize the center turning lane for more than just
Alignment, Traffic
people abusing it to get into the turning lane early.
pattern, New transit
center (opposed)
I'm not sure how you solve the issue of buses and cars turning when they need to at
intersections when this center lane is bus-only, especially at intersections that have no
signals. But I am sure there is a plan in place to solve that. Bottom line is I think that
the center turning lane is a waste and should be adapted for the buses, rather than
adding lanes or cost. Also, again, I think the transit center at Kearns is an extra
expenses that isn't needed since that is not where most out-of-town traffic is headed.
Why put them on an express bus that then forces them to get on another bus to go such
a short distance? I am not in favor of the new transit center at all.
Any of this alternatives would not give a solution since all of them need to stop at the
Signals,
same traffic light that is the bottle neck of the car flow. As long as the means of
Recommendation
transportation needs to stop at the traffic light the result would be the same. A tunnel
(tunnel)
allowing constant flow
This alternative is too invasive of the 224 corridor. What land are you going to take
Road widening, ROW
over for this road?

Insanely wide roads needed for this. Low effect.

Again no need for the expense of light rail/street car

Running buses only on one side makes it difficult to get to from other side of road.
unnessesary.

Whatever is chosen it should stop along 224, like the buses used to before the electric
ones. Many residents live in between Kimball and PC and would benefit tremendously
from being able to use mass transport.

Streetcar or LRT is a STUPID idea!!! Seriously, Streetcar or LRT gets put in and I'M
MOVING OUT OF PARK CITY. This area is becoming a huge disaster that NO
ONE planned for years ago. Here's an idea to handle traffic: STOP BUILDING
MORE HOMES/CONDOS/HOTELS - but we know that is not going to happen. Park
City is going hell in a hand basket.

Same problems with congestion, but only half as bad on both alternatives. Now
blockage will only occur for cars turning east.

Trail impact, Bike lane
impact

Parking

It sure seems like these transit options were dreamed up in some boardroom by UTA
or UDOT executives who have no idea what the traffic is like going into and out of
Park City. They are going to spend 10's of millions of tax dollars on one of these
solutions which will not help the traffic problems in any significant manner.

There are several thousand workers at DV and PCM during the winter season. These
options are not helpful at all to decrease the impact that thousands of commuters create
in Park City.

These transit options do NOTHING to decrease Northbound traffic on Deer Valley
Dr, Park Ave, and Bonanza during evening rush hour. In fact, traffic will increase on
Bonanza because of the buses coming and going, and backup onto DV Dr, making
things worse!

3 - Taking the transit will actually cost more than driving their own private vehicle.

2 - Taking the transit will actually take longer than their own private vehicle, chiefly
because people will have to transfer to another public transit.

1 - The transit doesn't directly serve the two main attractions in Park City -- Deer
Valley and Park City Mountain. People do not want to have to transfer multiple times
to get to their destination, especially if they are carrying ski gear.

I don't believe that any of these options will significantly decrease traffic on SR-224
for the following reasons (in order of significance):

Display current stops Please help me with understanding why there is no designated place to park at the
Kimball Transit Station for all the people who live out in the county? Who do you
want to use all these buses?

I-80 interchange

Road widening,
The interactive map does not really show the pick up and drop off spots in any detail.
Existing system
(impact), Trail impact

Opposed

How many lanes will we have to build for this model? And how will the regular buses
access their bus stops? This does not look very well thought out. In order to get all
those lanes we would have to cut into the space where the new bike paths are. I guess
you needed to have something to eliminate.

Active transportation

Again terrible idea.
1
1

Seems a bit strange. I would rather see a layout like this for a bicycle boulevard then a
bus or train route.

Issue once again is why there is traffic in the first place. Neither plan will address
in/out of I80 and I suspect will make it even worse.
2
1

1

Existing system, Trail
impacts, Bike lane,
Active transportation

2

Transit hub needs to have ample parking at both terminal ends. Is there space on
Bonanza?

Do not remove bike infrastructure on the side of 224 or limit the ability to ride in the
shoulder.

Implementation

This option is 26' wider than option #1, but somehow less expensive?

Cost, Needs
information

2

5

2

1

Cost, Needs
information

Noice, Neighborhood
impact

1
1
3
1
5
1
1

Best choice

Why would you run buses in the middle of the road?

No need for the cost of light rail.

We have a great express bus running.

We already have easements for busses to use distress lanes.

5
2
5
4
4
5
5

84098

1
3
3
1
5
1
1

Noise would be a huge concern for all residents west of 224 in the hills.
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5
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2017-10-13T15:25:37+00:00
2017-10-13T14:55:53+00:00
2017-10-13T13:50:02+00:00
2017-10-13T11:23:29+00:00
2017-10-13T05:51:25+00:00
2017-10-13T02:50:19+00:00
2017-10-13T02:49:16+00:00
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laxmomma@yahoo.com
rinjin@mac.com
blondeinejordsn@yahoo.com
teambrickhouse@gmail.com
sarahseverson10@gmail.com
dianne.sublette@live.com
catchthespeed@gmail.com
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Jim Tedford
Brian feltovich
Maria Hayes
Kristen Lane
Sarah Severson
Dianne Sublette
Chris poeppin

2017-10-13T01:50:46+00:00
2017-10-13T01:37:10+00:00
2017-10-13T01:33:52+00:00
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84060

4
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b7w18@hotmail.com
haynesgallagher@gmail.com
jrubell@gmail.com

Bridget
Haynes Gallagher
Jeremy rubell
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2017-10-12T23:29:42+00:00
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84098

Cost, Alignment

charles.brennan88@gmail.com

Best use of road and least expensive. But leave it to Summit County and Park City to
go with the STUPIDEST and MOST EXPENSIVE idea.

4356459053

5
3
3

1

Charles Brennan

Community character,
Opposed (rail), Growth

1

3
1
4
3

1
5
1

Bus, Infrastructure,
Parking, SLC connect

3
4
1
2

3
4
1

Busses are great. Getting cars out of park city is great. But the infrastucture IS NOT
IN PLACE YET. People will still drive their cars. Cars still need to be parked
somewhere. Are there any parking options near any of the bus transfer stations? The
answer is NO. If you want people to take the bus it has to be a seamless circuit of
public transportation. If cars are coming from the airport or SLC or even the condos
and vrbos in PC YOU HAVE TO be able to get those people from where they are
coming from to the slopes, grocery stores and out to eat without a car. You need way
more infrastructure than just bus lanes on the 224.

Traffic impact (worse)

1

2017-10-12T22:49:12+00:00
2017-10-12T22:48:41+00:00
2017-10-12T21:56:21+00:00

This would create even worse congestion when cars want to turn off the road. No
way!!

1

84089
84036
84060

4

3
3
4
1

1

5

This option is 10' wider than option #1, but somehow less expensive? How and why?

5

3

5
4

Traffic impact (worse)

taylorwatkins97@gmail.com
marychristasmith@gmail.com
lisamillerpc@gmail.com

Rail, New transit center
(location)

Streetcar or LRT is a STUPID idea!!! As for having Bus Only lanes in the center,
what about turning onto 224 from Bear Hollow? It's already dangerous enough there
and the center median is needed in order to even get access in/out that area. But
seriously, Streetcar or LRT gets put in and I'M MOVING OUT OF PARK CITY.
This area is becoming a huge disaster that NO ONE planned for years ago. Here's an
idea to handle traffic: STOP BUILDING MORE HOMES/CONDOS/HOTELS - but
we know that is not going to happen. Park City is going hell in a hand basket.

Buses on streets will create even more congestion. Rail with overhead walkways and
central platforms would help reduce congestion.

Parking, Bus

Alignment

Alignment, Cost, Traffic
pattern, Public safety

Putting a transit center on Bonanza will create even more congestion on 248 which is
horrible given the decision to put all the schools on Kearns allowing all the princes and
princesses to be shuttled to school by their parents.
Both are not great ideas. Bus is better but issue is getting on/off I80 and parking.

Not really fond of buses/streetcars running in the middle of 224 and having to cut
across 2 lanes of traffic to turn into a side street. Suppose there will be special lights?
but I am only speculating. Or what, do they just stop in the middle of 224 and people
load there? Having a lack of information regarding how buses switch routes, etc if say
one goes out of service unexpectedly and another one has to jump into another route,
this center lane thing seems a bit much considering that other buses will be running
with regular traffic stopping at each bus stop on the side of 224/248. So we would
have special lanes for some buses and some buses that run on the car lanes? I think
that's confusing. Street cars down the middle could be a recipe for disaster. I don't
think our community is ready for streetcars down 224. They will be opposed by all
who have children who live on the west side of 224 who attend Parley's Park
Elementary. Back to crossing the street safely vs building a tunnel. Also, ever try to
cross tracks with a bicycle? However, trying buses first in the model of choice and
having good success can eventually lead to replacing the buses with street cars???
Starting with the least expensive model, least permanent (tracks), most familiar is my
vote.
Makes sense for rail setup, but more drivers are used to the buses occupying the
shoulder of 224 then the middle.

This options seems to have the least visual impact of the 3 options, still keeping the
Traffic pattern, Cost (to
small-town feel. I also believe this option will have the most positive impact on traffic
rider), Aesthetics
flow. Concerned about how traffic will turn left onto (or off of) SR-224? Also, $17 is
an outrageous price to pay for a short ride into town. VERY few people will be willing
to pay that, especially if it doesn't directly serve PCMR or DV. Even at $6, people will
choose to drive their own private vehicles rather than paying steep fares.

This is terrible idea. Way too much negative impact on normal traffic flow (ie turnig)
and recreation.

435-640-9189

1

5
1
4
5

1

5
3
4
1

2017-10-12T20:48:37+00:00

2017-10-12T20:39:06+00:00
2017-10-11T16:05:00+00:00
2017-10-10T16:25:11+00:00
2017-10-09T14:36:38+00:00

1

84098

84098
84060

2

terrys@thecomputer.com

jkturbev@att.net
sammythebull@gmail.com
itzsundance@gmail.com
skiesq@gmail.com

2017-10-09T00:05:33+00:00

949-683-7471

4356408373
435-659-8991

84098

3

2
3

2

3
2

2017-10-06T22:55:23+00:00

4

4

1

5

2017-10-05T13:01:38+00:00

2017-10-06T20:48:25+00:00

2017-10-08T04:02:58+00:00
2017-10-07T15:43:06+00:00

cfutch@yahoo.com

84098

84060

4156375979
dougwells@gmail.com
jamg57@msn.com

alexskier1097@aol.com

roycep@wjordan.com

mbernasconi@deervalley.com

I think this is the best model. It expands on what we already have started by having
seasonal shoulder bus operations. One concern is to make sure that the shoulder lane
is wide enough and in good enough shape for road bikes and commuter bikes. Even
though we have paved paths on parts of both sides of 224, road bikes (commuter
bikers) are not conducive to 10 ft paved paths that have runners, strollers, dogs,
recreational bikers, xc skiers, ebike first timers and walkers. I repeat, road bikes need
to have space on the shoulder lane of roads. Their speed (and sometimes their
competitive confident attitude) is too high to be compatible with paved path users. So
infrequent BRT on the sides gives a buffer lane to the shoulder lane that should/could
be used by road/commuter bikers. This model allows for growth of commuter bikers
as well.

Taylor Watkins
Mary Christa
Lisa

Jennifer Terry

Jeff Turbeville
Sam Rubin
Fatima Vianello
Steve Dougherty

Curt Futch
Doug Wells
Julie Guiney

Alex Stewart

Royce Parsons

Mary Bernasconi

Carl Rifkin

6026843838

Phone Number

Date

4

2

Center Running Center Running
Scale (BRT)
Scale (LRT)
Center-Running Option 01 Comments

Center-Running
Option 01 Category

It would reduce traffic congestion with bus lanes. However, I do not forsee any
significant reduction during the busy weekends or the very busy ski season. I do feel
one additional lane going North and South will be necessary.

2017-10-05T05:37:01+00:00

4
1

84060

3

Zip Code

2
5

Email Address

3

4
1
1
5
1
1
3

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4

The center bus lanes are a great option for the money invested. The only drawback
will be the delays that occur during bad weather.

Both designs increase side friction for drivers, which will encourage more alert
driving and reduce accidents as seen in many other settings with higher side friction.

Don't put train tracks in.
BRT preferred due to greater flexibility, lower capital costs and lower operating costs.
Catenary wires are expensive!

LRT is a) More attractive to a potential traveler, and b) Not nearly as subject to road
traffic that BRT is. This can be seen with UTA TRAX systems in the Salt Lake
Valley.
I believe the cost per rider for the streetcar or LRT option is higher than most people
will pay, so not sustainable.
I have been visualizing the for years, except running to Main Street instead of to the
Kearns/Bonanza.

None of the above. Leave 224 the way it is. I don't think every possible incentive to
use the current bus system has been explored or tested. Also, you also didn't mention
that new construction down the center of 224 would destroy the nice plantings
currently in the median. "Preliminary environmental effect" = High!

The cost of a streetcar is not justifiable when more frequent and clean bus service with
sheltered stops can be had for less money.

With buses in the middle lane I believe accidents are more likely as cars try to cross
over to do left or right hand turns. I don't enjoy waiting for a bus in the middle of a
busy road Will this not complicate plowing?

Alignment, Rail, Cost,
Public safety

Both-Side-Running Option 02 Comments

Both-Side-Running
Option 02 Category

4
1

2

1

4

West-SideWest-SideRunning Scale Running Scale
(BRT)
(LRT)

2
4

3

Both-SideRunning BRT
Scale

3

5

Let those who benefit pay. Mainly businesses but also some as a result of better traffic Cost, Traffic impact (no
flow to the extent traffic is reduced. But realistically traffic impacts will be small and
improvement)
not worth the cost.
It is like anything would help. Don't expect a big improvement.
Traffic impact (no
improvement)

2

4
3

1

3

2

1
4

Preference (rail), Rider
usage

1

Buses are for people without choices. Get rid of the buses and make rail a reality.

1

2
1
1
1
1
1
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West-Side-Running Option 03 Comments

Not sure if you need that many lanes or not. Remember that employers have to give
incentives for their employees to use public transit and the city, county, state has to give
employers incentives to get their employees to use it. More public transit between SLC
and PC at earlier and later times all through the year and at extreme discounts to people
working in PC yet living in SLC area. This would also help with the housing situation
in PC.

Rider usage, SLC
connect, Housing

West-Side Running
Option 03 Category

Map Feedback

The best option is either BRT or rail in the center lane. It increase flow, and make
boarding more attractive for pedestrians.

Please remember to keep the turn radius small at intersections, so that pedestrians feel
safe crossing the street. An intersection street bulb may also be a good option.

Stops
Decide if/where buses may stop to pick up or drop off riders along the route. This may
impact where the lanes are built.
Neighborhood impact This is long overdue, so I am pleased that it is being studied.

Ute Blvd interchange. It is too close to the I-80 intersection resulting in back-ups.
Perhaps consider traffic flow to go South and West only. Entry into Newpark only at
Newpark Blvd. Then, the pedestrian flow from the Kimball Junction transit stop needs
to be carefully considered (underground?).
Alignment (west)
Nope.
Traffic impact, Public
safety

Rider usage, Traffic
pattern, Alignment

I would have to know more. The key issue is getting people out of their vehicles who
Needs information, Kearns Blvd needs to be widened. Turn lanes added where possible. Underground
are coming into Park City for the day. It is not a major issue for those of us who live
Rider usage
passage for students. Eliminate their use of the flashing light to stop traffic.
here. No until there is a major accident and the roads are blocked! OR the miles of cars
lined up on entering the Kimball Junction Exits or returning home in the evenings from
skiing.
Buses are for people without choices. Get rid of the buses and make rail a reality.
Preference (rail), Rider
usage
Environment,
Aesthetics
The environmental impact is higher and visually feels that way....

3
1

1

3
5

Unless there is no option for riders to get on/off along 224 this would work.

1

1
1

1
5
5
5

I would anticipate a lot of driveway conflicts with side-running LRT.

1

Both rail and BRT on individual lanes are a good idea, however containing public
transit to one side of the street reduces ridership one an entire side of the street. A
center BRT or rail line cuts the street crossing distance in half, making it more
appealing to riders. This option also presents challenges for southbound right hand
turns.

3
5

5
2

Better because it gets the train and bus off the road.
Would greatly prefer any side-running alignment due to minimized conflicts with SR224 traffic. Provides for more frequent service and safer operation.

1
1
2
1

2

1
1

2
3

1
1

3

1

Transit time

Preference
Alignment,
Recommendation
(center lane reduction),
Public safety

Rider access

Existing system (use),
Traffic impact (worse),
Environment, Road
widening

5

1
2

1

3

1
3

3

This seems like the best option.

This will make snow plowing more difficult I believe for the bus lanes.

One concern I have is bikes in a bus lane. As a bike commuter it would be nice to have
a straight shot that is not a meandering path - but I don't want to impact bus speed
either.

I don't see the need for additional impact/street width if enforcement is used to keep
inappropriate users out of the bus lanes.

Preference

Lane enforcement, Bike
lane impact, Plowing

None of the above. Leave 224 the way it is. We have a good bus system -- I don't think Existing system (use), Stop wasting money on these studies and avoid wasting money on expensive and
every possible incentive to use the current system has been explored or tested.
Aesthetics,
destructive road projects. Incentivize the current bus system. If people refuse to use
Increasing capacity along 224 will simply add traffic until that becomes unbearable too.
Environment
public transit, let them sit in traffic.
What then? 8 lanes? Also, you didn't mention that new lanes constructed along 224
would destroy the land there and destroy the current buffer between the road and
existing businesses. "Preliminary environmental effect" = High!

3
1
2
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

5
5

This is better than no BRT, however it is the weakest option. This option will cause
the system to run slowly because the bus will have to stop for all turns off the road.

This is a better idea.
Could do without the 'suicide lane' in the middle. Dangerous for drivers and transit
vehicles.

This option allows for riders to get on/off at locations along 224 easier than if the
buses were in the middle of the road.
None.

None of the above. Leave 224 the way it is. We have a good bus system -- I don't
think every possible incentive to use the current system has been explored or tested.
Increasing capacity along 224 will simply add traffic until that becomes unbearable
too. What then? 8 lanes? Also, you didn't mention that new lanes constructed along
224 would destroy the land there and destroy the current buffer between the road and
existing businesses. "Preliminary environmental effect" = High!

Traffic impact

Transit time

I find this to be the best option. I feel there should be distinct traffic signaling for
Recommendation (bus
buses and sensors to detect buses and change the light for a short cycle specifically for
signals), Plowing
buses as or before they arrive at intersections.

Will bus stops not be plowed in during snow events?

Rapid transit should be faster than cars and not cause cars/lights to affect flow of
individual vehicles

It seems if we are going to be making extra lanes, we should do it in a way that doesn't
affect traffic as much.
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Opposed (rail)
Preference (bus)

Preference (rail)
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Cost (to rider)
New transit center
(location)

Existing system (use),
Environment

Cost (build), Alignment,
Public safety

Traffic pattern

Seems acceptable as an option. I'm unclear on the affect it will have on turning left off Traffic pattern (left turn)
of 224.
If Vail resorts would provide free ski/snowboard valet storage to their guests like Deer Hotel/resort partnership
Valley does many more people would take the bus or future light rail. In addition, the
bus wouldn't be as crowded or heavy, (fuel savings) with all the skis and snowboards.
Vail would make it up with more people staying for Apres-Ski. as these guests
wouldn't have the worry of driving home after a drink. Please consider asking Vail for
this.

Rapid transit can not stop at same lights that cars do and rapid transit can not cause
cars to stop moving. Rapid transit will have to have its own right of way

Recommendation
(additional car lane)

2017-10-05T04:44:50+00:00
2017-10-05T02:37:31+00:00
Hotel/resort partnership

2017-10-04T23:24:36+00:00

Let those who benefit pay. Mainly businesses.

84049

lwalton@deervalley.com
desisjeep@yahoo.com

jatkinson43@live.com

rifkincarl@yahoo.com

Valley to Mountain Phase 1 Alternatives Analysis
Alternatives Public Comment Report, Online Comments
Sep. 22 - Dec. 12, 2017

Name

louise walton
Vinc Simon

Jim Atkinson
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2017-10-04T02:37:00+00:00

2017-10-04T21:44:40+00:00

2017-10-04T02:14:32+00:00

2017-10-04T14:12:20+00:00

84098

84098

84098

84098

pcfyrfytr@yahoo.com

tracib.pc@gmail.com

pcfyrfytr@yahoo.com

tucker@uwalumni.com

4356555424

Kevin Tucker

4356555424

traci

Chris Pruyn

84120
84036

3

Although there is additional cost involved in LRT, it has the potential to run with
minor interruptions even during inclement weather. This will open the possibility for
the community and tourists to still access entertainment and dining during harsh
weather conditions. The only concern is the cost of ridership. If possible, it should be
lowered.

Buses are for people without choices. Get rid of the buses and make rail a reality.
Preference (rail), Rider
usage
It doesn't state this but I would assume the Bonanza center would move people very
Transit center, Rail, SLC
often and efficiently to the resorts directly vs. another transit stop. In order to be
connect, Hotel/resort
feasible in enticing ridership all options have to have a frequency and efficiency factor
partnership
that equal or better yet, save the workers time. Ideally a LRT would also connect with a
Parley's LRT and further reduce the amount of cars even coming up the canyon to PC.
The capacity on an LRT plans for longterm growth better and urban area visitors are
comfortable with the ideas of train travel and rapid transit. We would ideally also have
very frequent service running during peak staffing times for the resorts and other
employers so that it would actually encourage use. Also, it would hopefully tie in with
the efforts that the resorts run so that they could focus on connecting from the housing
efforts in bedroom communities to the transfer stations. This model would also be
ideal on the 248 side as that traffic is ridiculous during prime staff recruit times and
park and ride lots could be utilized.

Chris Pruyn
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2017-10-03T20:01:08+00:00
2017-10-03T18:35:35+00:00

2017-10-03T18:05:55+00:00
2017-10-03T14:48:33+00:00
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amisom@live.com
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2017-10-03T00:44:04+00:00
2017-10-03T00:03:13+00:00
2017-10-02T22:32:54+00:00
2017-10-02T22:02:44+00:00
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joshuathorn8@gmail.com
yordnoff.bailey@gmail.com

kickanwing@gmail.com
kemmerl16@gmail.com
84111
jennings.morgan2.71@gmail.com
thunderbirdgt@gmail.com
84020

5

2017-10-03T13:54:27+00:00
2017-10-03T00:48:56+00:00

5592841903

8017102924

3855289557

2483106476
2145989258
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84098
84070

Aaron
Manuel

Sean D Kosobud
keith

Josh Thorn
Bailey Yordnoff

Tyler
Lance Kemmer
Morgan Jennings
Cason D. Ehlert
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henrie.michael@gmail.com
crose@email.com
84116-3767 2017-10-02T21:48:54+00:00
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2017-10-02T09:43:44+00:00
2017-10-01T15:25:34+00:00

2017-10-02T13:09:51+00:00
2017-10-02T12:28:05+00:00
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2017-10-02T22:00:56+00:00
2017-10-02T21:55:06+00:00

8015542436

mrc@cascadepeak.com

lane243@gmail.com
swimshootski@toast.net

2017-10-01T03:40:47+00:00
2017-10-01T01:33:47+00:00
2017-10-01T01:27:56+00:00
2017-10-01T00:55:25+00:00
2017-10-01T00:32:55+00:00
2017-09-30T23:52:42+00:00
2017-09-30T23:01:04+00:00
2017-09-30T20:41:19+00:00
2017-09-30T20:09:59+00:00
2017-09-30T19:36:35+00:00
2017-09-30T18:46:20+00:00
2017-09-30T18:01:46+00:00
2017-09-30T15:35:11+00:00
2017-09-30T15:16:10+00:00
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84098

2017-09-30T14:50:23+00:00
2017-09-30T14:45:59+00:00
2017-09-30T14:15:29+00:00
2017-09-30T13:29:28+00:00
2017-09-30T09:56:18+00:00
2017-09-30T08:02:08+00:00
2017-09-30T04:40:10+00:00
84098

2017-09-30T03:33:56+00:00
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2017-09-29T23:17:13+00:00

84098

2

asage46@hotmail.com
sd@materiell.com

robhburg@gmail.com

2017-09-29T21:24:07+00:00

pcma3737@gmail.com
mdickensdc@gmail.com
dianalynnxk@gmail.com
lesli.t@gmail.com
tmpianko@gmail.com
miaoxi.fu@gmail.com
swimshootski@toast.net

struckjd@gmail.com
1traceysmith@gmail.com
1traceysmith@gmail.com
amanfam2002@yahoo.com
d.filpula@sbcglobal.net
sunrisemail41@yahoo.com
karyokia@gmail.com
dipak.chalakkal@gmail.com
c.pithoud@gmail.com
lespesjulien33@gmail.com
ronjoan2@verizon.net
taniaxo13@yahoo.com
chris.tching@gmail.com
bkahn1@gmail.com

2017-10-02T21:45:19+00:00
2017-10-02T21:24:48+00:00
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2017-10-02T20:49:32+00:00
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2017-10-02T19:29:29+00:00
2017-10-02T19:13:08+00:00
2017-10-02T19:11:41+00:00
2017-10-02T17:02:34+00:00
2017-10-02T16:42:55+00:00
2017-10-02T15:56:01+00:00
2017-10-02T15:44:15+00:00
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801-792-1521

Michael Henrie
Carolyn Rose

801-967-6029
4356598247

Mike Christensen
mitty1@q.com
mike@stokerarch.com
tanyaodenbach@gmail.com
brandon.wolf5396@gmail.com
cklavallee@comcast.net
madelpriore@yahoo.com
cm@kanzlei-mascher.com
wmuirhead@glenile.com
eddiewtanner78@gmail.com
sherrieevans@yahoo.com
okastrong@yahoo.com
sarah.sarns@yahoo.com
claystuard@gmail.com

4356400075

4356557082

7032439207

tmedrano69@yahoo.com
steveandamy2@gmail.com

Merrill Johnson
micahel stoker
Tanya Odenbach
Brandon Wolf
59d298e8afd20
59d294b779fb2
59d290e0ab790
59d2908532573
59d27243ba51b
59d26dab89107
59d262a9dbf7d
59d25fe1510bf
Clay Stuard

59d064d5113fb
59d04713827a2
59d045bb35815
59d03e14bc4ad
59d038d229fb9
59d02f627761e
59d02347aaeb6
59d0028a45780
59cffb32e8e3d
59cff35eacb6c
59cfe7980c160
59cfdd21d2f5a
59cfbac793adc

59d20b6b8cf3f
Konrad Thiel

59d23bb9f2420
A Mills

Brian
Marcy Abate
59cfaf404e394
59cfa81974cf4
Lesli Tomasini
59cf6b5ad7c88
59cf508bc884e
Konrad Thiel

Amy
Susan Daniero

Robert Burgener

Map Feedback
Category

Road widening, Turn
lanes

Alignment (center),
Public safety

Traffic pattern
(Kimball)

Stops

Study support

Additional Comments

Allowing local shuttles to use bus lanes should also be considered.

Definitely commend the efforts and feel like it has been way to long coming to our
community. The traffic situation has ruined the feeling of this town that i once really
liked and stayed here for over 20 years because of. The workforce cannot afford to live
in town and the inventory of affordable housing has moved many to the basin and
beyond. Having a workforce that feels part of a community is quintessential to the soul
of a town. Unfortunately, it is likely too late to save it but at least a transit plan that
makes an efficient and safe ingress and egress to the resorts and town will help them
maintain economic viability. Without happy staff for the resorts the biggest draw here
goes away. Efficiency in and out is everything so these people are not stuck taking
hours to get in and out of ~7 miles or less in both entry/exit points. Thanks and
hopefully this all comes to fruition sooner than later. The grumblings of the masses on
traffic and time in and out of town is growing louder and louder. There is a point many
will not continue to do it, especially for the wages.
How about roundabouts? It worked for this town:
http://www.carmel.in.gov/department-services/engineering/roundabouts
Have I mentioned this before? How about Roundabouts ? Here is another community's
success story: https://www.wsdot.wa.gov/Safety/roundabouts/benefits.htm

timeframe. Are we looking for a 10, 20 or 30 year solution?

Don't mess up local traffic.

Simply survey the efficiency and attractiveness of the UTA TRAX systems in the Salt
Lake Valley. It obtains much more ridership than the UTA bus system does. By using
LRT instead of BRT, the benefits will be reaped in so many ways.

Where are cars going to park at Kimball Junction and/or on Bonanza Dr. There is
currently not enough parking at the new Kimball Junction Transit station.
I would also like to see a solution that would take auto traffic off of Main Street and
put it on transit, so that Main Street could become more walkable and bikeable.

All of the alternatives will create more dangerous conditions for pedestrians, cyclists,
cars and trucks due to the complexity of modes, turning movements, speed
differentials, reduction in vehicle separation, lane widths and shoulders. Snow removal
will also be more difficult. All of these alternatives attempt to "put 10lbs in a 5lb bag"
and should be abandoned. Increasing the capacity of HWY 224 (with public
transportation or more lanes) beyond the current capacity is a fool's game, and will
only facilitate more growth in and around Park City...which will in turn create more
transportation demand. Don't waste my tax dollars on such ridiculousness. I'd rather
live with occasional (or even frequent) traffic jams. Maybe THAT will slow further
growth.

Study opposition, Stop wasting money on these studies and avoid wasting money on expensive and
Existing system (use) destructive road projects. Incentivize the current bus system. If people refuse to use
public transit, let them sit in traffic.

For left turns from the Canyons base for example into the bus specific lanes - I am
concerned cars will follow buses into the bus specific lanes - especially if centered on
the road - because signage will be hard to see.
I'm sure this is being considered, but where is the extra parking going to be in Kimball
Junction?

Bus lane access
(shuttles)

Additional
Comments Category

Growth

Preference (rail)

Growth

Study opposition,
Existing system (use)

Traffic pattern (left
turn), Traffic impact
(local)

Date

3

5
1

3

Center Running Center Running
Scale (BRT)
Scale (LRT)

4
3

2017-09-29T21:21:53+00:00

2017-09-29T17:55:20+00:00
2017-09-29T17:50:47+00:00

Zip Code

84098
86040

rkburg@msn.com

Email Address

4356550749

janeparkcity@gmail.com
sandking1940@yahoo.com

3

1

4

1

1
1

2017-09-29T13:19:32+00:00

2017-09-29T17:45:16+00:00

84098

84098

mvendetti@yahoo.com

1
1
2

1
1
1
5

1
1

1
5

1
1
1
3

2017-09-29T03:07:53+00:00
2017-09-29T02:05:43+00:00

1
1
4

1
1
5

1
3

1
1
2

2017-09-29T00:37:11+00:00
2017-09-28T23:00:49+00:00
2017-09-28T22:28:16+00:00

2017-09-28T18:37:29+00:00
2017-09-28T17:57:43+00:00
2017-09-28T17:31:13+00:00

2017-09-28T20:50:21+00:00
2017-09-28T19:36:24+00:00

84060

84098
84098

84060

blackhorse76stryker@yahoo.com
bruno.bonade@virgilio.it
llmimnaugh@comcast.net
greg.graham@octanner.com
84098

jaredjuhland@gmail.com
zego175@aol.com

xuebinliu1969@yahoo.com
mikey1013452@yahoo.com
jayoung@slco.org

kevingeddings1@gmail.com
sly@stevenyarmylaw.com
ryanwatts275@gmail.com

5

1
1

1
1
2

2

1
4

1
1
1

2017-09-28T15:04:55+00:00

2017-09-28T15:49:30+00:00
2017-09-28T15:37:29+00:00

2017-09-28T17:27:19+00:00
2017-09-28T17:06:27+00:00
2017-09-28T16:14:21+00:00

84060

84068

84068
84060

kdana@ou.edu

vwrightorr@gmail.com
brucemorra@gmail.com

hienthuckp@yahoo.com
brucemorra@gmail.com
joemoran1@comcast.net

hlmercier@gmail.com
billsalmonpc@gmail.com

2017-09-29T08:07:53+00:00
2017-09-29T05:24:31+00:00
2017-09-29T05:16:17+00:00
2017-09-29T03:28:43+00:00

palomakit@hotmail.com

8628123880

8628123880
901 3095

4356400991

847 508 0742

801-209-8026

435 655 5596

Phone Number

Valley to Mountain Phase 1 Alternatives Analysis
Alternatives Public Comment Report, Online Comments
Sep. 22 - Dec. 12, 2017

Name

Katherine Burgener

Jane Riley
Trumbull King

Ted Palomaki

Michael Vendetti
59ce007123d3d
59cdda25a1548
59cdd837dd35d
greg graham

59cdba14730d0
Ben Nitka

59cd96b857851
59cd802d3406c
Jake Young

59cd4280af1f7
59cd392e41d0e

Heather Mercier
Bill Salmon

Ryan

59cd31f9479f2
Bruce Morra
Joe Moran

59cd1b20ee603
Bruce Morra

4355650355

Center-Running Option 01 Comments

First, All the BRT in the world will not help the jams created by lack of ski storage,
day lodges, etc... thanks to Vail Corp.
Second, , none of these options help me or my family when we have to walk up and
down hills for two miles to even reach the current bus stop nearest to us. Some
integration of SAFE shuttle cars have to be implemented along with any plan. If people
don't have realistic access it won't matter what you implement because it won't get
used.
I've thought all along that light-rail transit is an excellent option.
How would passengers getting on and off the buses at the four stops between the
transit centers get to and from the bus waiting areas at those four stops?

I have the same comments on all alternatives. There is grossly inadequate parking at
the Kimball Junction Transit Center. If you want this to become some sort of Park and
Ride lot, then you need to re-think. Either add more parking right at the Transit Center,
or reconfigure things to a new transit center which has enough parking. If you don't
address this, you'll have much lower usage and/or people parking at the various retail
stores and centers in the area, which will not be supported by the businesses.

Center-Running
Option 01 Category

4
5

1

Both-SideRunning BRT
Scale

Preference (rail)
Rider access

5

Hotel/resort partnership,
Rider access

Parking, Alternative
recommendations, Bus

Both-Side-Running Option 02 Comments

Both-Side-Running
Option 02 Category

Rider access

BRT appears to have lowest initial cost, lowest traffic effect and lowest environmental Preference, ROW, Cost
effect!
(build), Route, Rider
access
Should one assume that property acquisition for side running proposals is included in
cost estimates?
Does one assume that the Northbound BRT returns to the Kimball Junction Transit
Center or leave passengers to navigate the crossing 224 on their own?
Not much different than Alternative 1. It's probably easier to access the buses if they
are adjacent to the shoulder than out in the middle lanes.

5
1

1

3
3

4

1

West-SideWest-SideRunning Scale Running Scale
(BRT)
(LRT)

3

ROW, Road widening

2

1

West-Side-Running Option 03 Comments

Given the work currently taking place on the southbound side of 224, would it all be
redone and wasted with this proposal?

If you insist on trains, this is the best way to do it.

Where is the additional land coming from? Is there room to put in additional lanes?

Better alternative
comparison map

Map Feedback
Category

Use of highlighting on Alts 2 and 3 would make comparison with Alt 1 much easier.

Map Feedback

Needs information

Parking (Kimball),
Stops, Bus

West-Side Running
Option 03 Category

Preference (rail)

Route

I have the same comments on all alternatives. There is grossly inadequate parking at the
Kimball Junction Transit Center. If you want this to become some sort of Park and
Ride lot, then you need to re-think. Either add more parking right at the Transit Center,
or reconfigure things to a new transit center which has enough parking. If you don't
address this, you'll have much lower usage and/or people parking at the various retail
stores and centers in the area, which will not be supported by the businesses.

ROW, Road widening Are the right end-points being considered? Not sure who would want to be dropped
off at Bonanza.

All of the alternatives should stop at the Blue Roof Market to serve the Sun Peak and
Silver Springs neighborhoods. Both of these have large populations, and are strong
users of the current transit systems.

Where is the additional land coming from? Is there room to put in additional lanes?

1
1
1
5

All of the alternatives should stop at the Blue Roof Market to serve the Sun Peak and
Silver Springs neighborhoods. Both of these have large populations, and are strong
users of the current transit systems.

1

1
1
1
3

Additional Comments

First, All the BRT in the world will not help the jams created by lack of ski storage,
day lodges, etc... thanks to Vail Corp.

Second, , none of these options help me or my family when we have to walk up and
down hills for two miles to even reach the current bus stop nearest to us. Some
integration of SAFE shuttle cars have to be implemented along with any plan. If people
don't have realistic access it won't matter what you implement because it won't get
used.

Hand in hand with suggested changes must be an increased education program on the
use of mass transportation for both locals, those coming up from the valley and
seasonal tourists. People will gravitate to what is easiest for them.

Hotel/resort access,
Rider access, Public
safety

Additional
Comments Category

Education

How do you persuade and/or encourage non-residents to park their vehicles and
Parking (non-resident),
where? How is the study addressing these issues and can you communicate the current
Education
thinking on the subject?

Route, Hotel/resort
access

Aesthetics

Muat terminate at Main Street or Park City Mountain/Canyons Base to make sense and
get rid of vehicular traffic in town.

Visually, it looks like a very wide runway, in addition to the bike/pedestrian path's
now on both sides of 224.

Parking (Kimball),
Parking fee

Need large parking lot at Kimball Junction. Charge to park. Use Vail,Co. parking lot as
an example. Encourage people to stay and eat. Free checkroom at stations to encourage
leaving car and staying for long day trips.

Community character

Hotel/resort access,
New transit center
(opposed)

The goal should be to limit cars and traffic in town. People don't come to Park City for
the traffic and car noise, the come for the slower more relaxed atmosphere.

People will only use this to get to a final destination. Get them to Park City Mountain
Resort or Main Street where they can get the Town Lift or go shopping / restaurants.
Going to Kearns Blvd is like going nowhere. Don't waste our money.
1
1
2

Parking,
Recommendation
(toll)

1
1

1
1

Parking,
Bring back the old olympic parking lots, put a toll on the road into town and incentive
Recommendation (toll) people to not bring cars into town. Have the train stop at the Canyons base, A Fresh
and the Main St Transit center.

Hotel/resort access

1
1

1
1
3

Bring back the old olympic parking lots, put a toll on the road into town and incentive
people to not bring cars into town.

Rider usage (rail), Cost In the Summer we need to get people downtown and the golf courses, the Winter the
ski areas. In the evenings Slummer and Winter to the activity centers. The problem
seem like making a square circle.

Neutral

Alignment

5
1

1
1
5

It seems people are more likely to ride light rail than buses but it is very expensive.

This simply looks out of balance.

1
1
1

1
1
2

I see no advantages of this over the other alternatives.

Hotel/resort access

Stops

1
1
1

1
1

Obvious stops are transit hubs at Kimball, Canyons, Bonanza, and Main. Consider
also Peaks Hotel, as MARC is under-served by transit. Once linked down 248, PCSD
campus is important stop, too.

We are not traffic engineers, how are we supposed to know what we like or need? Tell
us the pros and cons of each. Give us examples of where each of these solutions are in
place today and how they are working out.

Where are the stations/pickups? In the middle of the transit lane, on the sides of the
road?

Buses driving down the middle, do they come out of their lane to deal with people on
the side? Obviously the trains don't so will those platforms be in the 2' gap between rail
and road?

Will these stations be incorporated into the existing bikes paths?

How do people get to these stations/pickups - walking across the street?

Are stations/pickups at traffic lights or in between so you stop for the station and then
again stop at the light?

How does each of these options work at intersections?
Will there be fencing/barriers all along the corridor?
Which one works best with a fresh dump of 3' of snow?
no

Pros/cons list,
Display stops, More
design details

Must find a way to motivate people to use public transportation, including the ability to
easily park one's car at either end of the route.

Please keep aerial transit on the table for in-town transit, particularly as radial between
Bonanza/Resort/Old Town, where it makes more sense -- especially once DV link is
up and running.

Required transfers discourage use! Can we find a way to link LRT/Streetcar line all
the way to Old Town transit center? Skiers will likely exit at Canyons, but event
attendees need direct, no-transfer access to Main.

LRT/Streetcar/Trolley brings much potential for added character and tourist draw. Allweather use. Easy to connect line out 248 (and certainly a safer and more tolerable
option than cars running next to Rail Trail).

It's time to invest in LRT/Streetcar technology! We will get there eventually, so why
not jump in today and make a PC-signature, environmentally-sound investment? The
alternative is this: Slog along, adding more and more buses, until we look like a theme
park lot -- and then put in rail, at even greater expense.

Parking

Preference (rail),
Route, Hotel/resort
access

Is there a concern people won't pay for this transport as there are now free buses?
Cost (to rider)
Telluride has a cable car transportation system. Grindelwald has cog railway going up
Alternative
the mountain. What ever we do it has to be something the people will use and to be
recommendation (aerial
used it must be convenient
transport)

1
2

People will only use this to get to a final destination. Get them to Park City Mountain
Resort or Main Street where they can get the Town Lift or go shopping / restaurants.
Going to Kearns Blvd is like going nowhere. Don't waste our money.

Are there going to be any stops along the route? This alternative would only makes
sense if there were going to be stops.

Parking,
Recommendation (toll)

Shoulder access, Public
safety

Bring back the old olympic parking lots, put a toll on the road into town and incentive
people to not bring cars into town.

My only concern here would be the availability of cars to use the shoulder if they had
a problem, or for emergency use.

Cost, Environment

Opposed

Required width is a non-starter. (Seriously, 130 feet?!) Highest cost and greatest
negative environmental impact.

Opposed

Traffic pattern,
Recommendation
(route)

1

no

Preference (rail)

See strong comment above

No LRT/Streetcar option. We'll eventually put one in, so let's do it now. If we can't get
on board with LRT now, at least put the bus lanes where the LRT/Streetcar will
eventually go.

1

Instead of turning onto Kearns Blvd, then Bonanza Drive, considering turning the
LRT/Streetcar line directly into the Bonanza development. It will omit one turn and
avoid adding to the traffic mess that is Kearns and its intersections. Even better, this
would allow us to construct a "welcome moment" as visitors cross threshold into the
heart of Park City. The more we can separate visitors from traffic once in the center, the
more alt transport will seem the norm, and the less they'll miss their own cars.

1

Preference, Cost, Rider
access

Specific to Alternative 1, buses will be lower impact and lower cost than light rail. I
support buses.
Alignment, Road
Widening
1
1
1
2

1
1

1
1
5
1
3

1
1
2

1
1
3

1
5

1

2

1

1

1

2

Road widening

Growth
Would make for a huge street

STOP BUILDING. ENOUGH IS ENOUGH.

Opposed

1
1
1
1
1
5

Opposed

1
1
1
1
4
2

no

Traffic pattern

Same strong comment as above.

Would work but traffic turning could interfear

1

1
1
1
1
4
5

2

1

This one is the most logical due to cost, left turns, street crossing and implementation.

Specific to Alternative 1, buses will be lower impact and lower cost than light rail. I
support buses.
Where is the additional land coming from? Is there room to put in additional lanes?

Preference (rail), Cost (to
rider)

New transit center
(location), Resort access

If we are going to do this I believe a light rail alternative would add a very unique
mode of transportation that would be a plus for a major Western resort (think
European resort transportation) and may encourage more ridership vs.a bus. It would
add more character to the environment.
Is the cost per rider covered by federal, state and local gov't or is it anticipated that
passengers will pay some type of fare to help offset costs?
People will only use this to get to a final destination. Get them to Park City Mountain
Resort or Main Street where they can get the Town Lift or go shopping / restaurants.
Going to Kearns Blvd is like going nowhere. Don't waste our money. U

Alignment

Parking, Recommedation
(toll)

I think this alignment reduces the friction with each of the street intersections that are
not signaled. Visually it is also superior to have the larger buses/streetcars running
down the middle of the roadway than on the sides.

Bring back the old olympic parking lots, put a toll on the road into town and incentive
people to not bring cars into town.

SLC connect, Resort
access

Cost

Community character

Rider usage

Preference (rail),
Alignment

Cost (build), Alignment

I am confused as to what we are trying to accomplish. If I am a skier coming up from
Salt Lake City, what do I do? Take a car to a non-existing parking lot or ride transit to
Kimball Junction...transfer to a bus to Munchkin and then another to the ski area,
schlepping gear all the way. That to me does not seem very practical.
Speaking to 'what are we trying to accomplish' Is it to keep traffic out of Main Street
or transport to the Ski areas.
Summer and Winter brings different set of issues. A lot of gear needs to be
transported in the Winter
Rail is way to expensive to build and for rider cost.
The advantage of having shoulder access for cars in the bus alternative is positive, in
case of a car problem or another emergency.
It's time to invest in LRT/Streetcar. See below.

no

Alternative 1, Center-Running, is the way to go (in either case). This best fits norms:
Users are used to the fastest traffic running on the inside lanes, and regional users are
accustomed to TRAX running in center.

1

1

2

1

1

2017-09-28T14:21:01+00:00

2

turph@me.com

2017-09-28T13:46:14+00:00

Why pay so much more for the same benefit

Stop building.

2017-09-28T13:44:36+00:00

1
1
1
1
3
5

84098

1
1
1
1
5
5

84098

2017-09-28T13:34:05+00:00
2017-09-28T09:39:57+00:00
2017-09-28T06:47:12+00:00
2017-09-28T04:25:39+00:00
2017-09-28T04:25:18+00:00
2017-09-28T02:33:46+00:00

larryalleva@gmail.com

84068
84097
84098

larryalleva@gmail.com

the7jacks@gmail.com
daren.waugh@gmail.com
jkyody@yahoo.com
pollysamuelsmclean@gmail.com
pollysamuelsmclean@gmail.com
rmctish@gmail.com

Larry Alleva

4357143484

Larry Alleva

Polly mclean
Polly mclean
Ryan McTish

59ccfb664c408
59ccc48588bd1

We already have free bus service along the routes, which gets only minimal ridership.
Any solution must find a way for the public to travel to either end of the route, to park
their car if needed, and to feel motivated to utilize the proposed new transit. Failure to
solve this core issue is critical; otherwise, we simply are ending up with the same
under-utilized solution we currently have, under slightly different appearance/structure.

Tom Murphy

Krista Dana

Jody

Email Address

Zip Code

Date

Center Running Center Running
Scale (BRT)
Scale (LRT)

3

5
2
1

5

1

2017-09-28T01:41:04+00:00

1
4
1

84098

1

chahn07@comcast.net

2017-09-28T01:28:12+00:00
2017-09-28T01:19:57+00:00
2017-09-28T01:07:06+00:00

Center-Running Option 01 Comments

While streetcar or LRT would be unique, it's not worth three times the cost. The
shoulders should be bike lanes. If I'm going from Kimball Junction to Main Street, it
seems I'd have to take three different buses. This doesn't encourage ridership. Parking
needs to be added at the Kimball Junction Transit center. Can a BRT route be added
through Park Ave and onto Deer Valley Drive up to the Old Town Transit Center?

Center-Running
Option 01 Category

Cost (rail build), Parking
(Kimball), Rider usage,
Route

Cost (rail build)

Opposed (rail),
Neighborhood access

2017-09-28T00:22:24+00:00

I don't think streetcar or LRT have any place in this plan. The issue is mostly "how to
get from your home to the transit stop." Investing all our money in the rapid transit will
not leave us any dollars to spend on this last-mile problem.

Would BRT be able to offer connections to SLC downtown and airport? Would the
bus service Park City, Old Town, and Deer Valley if it terminates at Bonanza? Would
this service duplicate what the new electric bus does, and if so, why would it be
necessary?
I am 100% against widening 224 for additional auto traffic lanes, so these are good
alternatives. I just want to make sure that if its done, either BRT or LRT/Streetcar, it is
done correctly and does not repeat the mistakes of mixed traffic street cars and/or BRT
that is BRT in name only.
Costs for both options will minimize usage. If not cheap, traffic will continue to
increase into town

Who is paying for this? Is it partially funded by Udot?

How will passengers enter/exit the center rails/roads at stops?

Rider access, Needs
information (cost)

Cost (to rider)

My concerns are the same for all alignment scenarios. BRT is obviously the most costCost, SLC Connect,
effective way to go, but if BRT is to be implemented, it needs to be implemented
Duplicate services, Road
correctly, meaning MUST have dedicated right of way, signal priority, and proof of
widening
purchase ticketing.

1

84098
84098
84098

1

84098

2017-09-28T00:15:50+00:00

powdersurf@comcast.net
chris_and_dion@hotmail.com
chuck.mercier@gmail.com

84098

2
2
1

5

4
4
5

5

2017-09-27T21:46:02+00:00
2017-09-27T20:05:36+00:00
2017-09-27T19:38:14+00:00

2017-09-27T18:15:37+00:00

48036
84098

Light rail makes NO SENSE for Summit County. We'll drain our transportation
budget and get little to show for the expenditures. We are not Salt Lake City or Seattle.

dmaxfield@vitalsmarts.com

kathy.becker.email@gmail.com

chinookw@yahoo.com
ricrocket2003@yahoo.com
micahkagan@gmail.com

84060
4
5
1
1
3

mooseol@hotmail.com
84098
84098

4
5
3
1
3

84098
84098

2017-09-27T17:28:53+00:00
2017-09-27T17:05:06+00:00
2017-09-27T16:59:32+00:00
2017-09-27T16:58:33+00:00
2017-09-27T01:41:10+00:00

lampe.christopher@gmail.com
malexnatt@gmail.com
ieeepres@yahoo.com
chuck.mercier@gmail.com
lsmaligo@comcast.net

84098

4

Both-SideRunning BRT
Scale

1
5
1

5

5

5
5
5

1
5
2
4
1
5

1
1
1
1
5
1
1
5
1

Both-Side-Running Option 02 Comments

This actually improve a bike riders experience as only buses would be passing a rider.
Left turns across three lanes of oncoming traffic could be problematic at times. Looks
like an additional +/-20' of pavement is needed. See my other comments regarding
parking and extending into old town.

This option seems most compatible with our existing infrastructure. My only concern
is that we not implement this at the expense of the bike lanes that are currently on 224.
I know we have dedicated trails, but these will soon be inundated with pedestrian and
newbie cyclist traffic. We still need the bike lanes on 224 for those of us who cycle at
reasonable speeds.
This is the sensible option. We need to also maintain bike lanes and the bike trails.

My concerns are the same for all alignment scenarios. BRT is obviously the most costeffective way to go, but if BRT is to be implemented, it needs to be implemented
correctly, meaning MUST have dedicated right of way, signal priority, and proof of
purchase ticketing.

Both-Side-Running
Option 02 Category

Bike safety, Traffic
pattern, Parking, Route

Existing system, Bike
lane impact

Bike lane impact

Cost, SLC Connect,
Duplicate services,
Road widening

1

5
2
1

1

West-SideWest-SideRunning Scale Running Scale
(BRT)
(LRT)

1

1

1
2
1

1

2
1
1

1

2
3
5

1

West-Side-Running Option 03 Comments

West-Side Running
Option 03 Category

Traffic pattern,
Hotel/resort access
Neighborhood access,
Rider usage

Opposed (rail)

Cost, SLC Connect,
Duplicate services,
Road widening

Rider access, Cost

Map Feedback

A parking garage in the empty lot next to the Kimball Junction transit center would
improve ridership by making it convenient to locals at Kimball Junction and other
County residents. Perhaps a public/private partnership with Boyer where the parking
garage could help serve a building or two at the the Tech Center as well.

Find a way to extend the route up to the Old Town transit center. Requiring people to
make another transfer will increase the time it takes to get to Main Street and
discourage ridership.

Map Feedback
Category

SLC connect

Limit the number of stops. Kimball Junction, Canyons transit center, somewhere near
Park Ave and Homestake, Old Town transit center?

Project needs to have connections to SLC. Needs to serve tourists who come to ski and
enable them to have a car-free trip to PC.

Traffic impact

Additional Comments

Support (rail)

Public safety, Speed
limit (decrease)

Additional
Comments Category

I'm in favor of a fixed light rail system.

Stops (none)

Electric bus, Route
(frequency)

Aesthetics

Study critique (more
detail)

Unless there are additional parking areas and smaller buses/vans going into
Neighborhood access,
neighborhoods there will still be many of us that won't use the bus or train. I suggest
Hotel/resort
(yet again!) a small bus coming to areas such as Willow Creek Park so that residents
partnerships,
can park their cars and hop on a bus. These small busses could take people directly to
Equipment storage
the resorts or to a bigger bus stop along 224. The small busses could also operate like
an "uber" and pick up people along the semi-main roads that go through most park city
neighborhoods. ALSO - we need day lodges and lockers (most of us would be willing
to pay to rent for season!) at the base areas of Canyons and PCMR. This way, we can
leave equipment there thus making bus ridership more attractive. Locals, especially
those who don't live on a bus line certainly don't want to have to lug skis/boots/etc to a
bus stop every time they go out. Even if you live on a bus line it would increase
ridership if more lockers and a great day lodge were available. Make the resorts help
pay!

Study is inadequate, need more detail

Look at how the electric bus is doing, very well I think, because of it being very
frequent, people will use it, mas transit has to be easy, get you where you want to go,
close to the samr timing as driving or people will sit in their cars.

Again, 224 is already a visual scar on the entryway to Park City, in particular where it
traverses the McPolin open space, any additional widening is going to make it look
even more unappealing. Please consider alternatives that blend transit better into
existing infrastructure. This comes from someone that lives just 2 blocks from 224 in
Park City.

New transit center
(opposed),
Hotel/resort acces

Parking (Kimball),
Rider access, Stops

Cost (to riders),
Hotel/resort
partnerships, Route
(frequency), Signage

With such limited parking at the Kimball Junction transit center, and parking spaces
almost full daily on the east/Newpark side, I don't see how we are going to get many
skiers and other drivers on the bus. I live in Bear Hollow Village and used to have 3-4
busses per hour come by my stop. Now it's only the Pink non-express bus. I love the
electric express but it's a mile from my house. With my walking disability, I'd need to
drive to the junction and take up a parking space to access the transit center. Or wait
for the Pink bus at the Cutter Lane bus stop which has no shelter and poor snow
removal in the winter. With six electric busses per hour, I don't see how it would slow
them down much to pick up or let off a person here and there.

Put $ into improved service not inflexible fixed assets even if they are fashionable to
urban progressives - we are not urban, we are a fast growing village that is running out
of space. Extend regular service (not two commuter runs) to outlying communities.
Affordable housing in PC is a pipe dream as it would be in Manhattan. In NYC,
however, there is good regular reliable frequent public transit to Brooklyn, Bronx,
Long island, NJ, CT etc. where people can afford to live. Use the same model and
people will get out of cars, but service must be free, frequent, on time, convenient;
spend fixed assets $ in that direction.

Public safety, Cost

Stops

Keep it free or ridership will decline. Free also speeds up loading through multiple
doors. Create incentives to ski resorts to offer free ski valet storage to ease bus use to
go skiing. Invest in any system that maximizes bus schedule reliability (the Swiss can
do it, find out how). Frequency of buses is more important than speed (waiting feels
like forever, riding time while texting goes unnoticed). Heat bus stops in winter? Now
that would be PC level service. Even adding sliding barn doors to bus stop huts would
go a long way (animal heat helps). Add countdown message boards of the type "The
bus is arriving in x minutes".

More detail (stops,
traffic pattern)

Road widening
(opposed)

More detail

Concerns with traffic from DV Drive to Bonanza.

Need to see much more detail

Keep 224 improvements limited to the already significant footprint that it covers.

Run the buses to the existing transit center in downtown PC, that is where people want
to go!! Closer to shopping, restaurants and resorts!!

If BRT is the way, make sure it is true BRT not BRT lite.

This option adds and additional +/- 45' of pavement which for me is too excessive.
Road widening, Needs Bike lanes, bike boxes at intersections!!! The county just spent a lot of money on
Active transportation, Consider lowering the speed limit along 224 to 45 or 50mph (never thought I'd be
Why is the median necessary when there is a 10' shoulder separating the the travel lane information (design), ebikes, we need to be providing safe facilities for people who aren't used to riding on a Parking (Kimball), saying this). This would make the bus more attractive if they are faster than a car. Safer
and the bus lane? How would this option impact the existing trails along 224?
Trail impact
road with fast cars. Road cycling has skyrocketed here over the past 5 years and there
Route, Stops (limit) for bikes too.
are no signs of it slowing down.
Keep up the good work, keep making decisions and keep moving forward!

This would preserve the center/turn lane for the subdivisions on the east side of 224.
Also makes sense due to all of the resorts being on the west side of 224 so there is
only one left turn at Kearns.
Again, I only see this alternative as a prelude to LRT--and I think LRT puts money
towards solving the wrong problem. The key problem is getting people from their
homes to a transit stop. We have to invest in solving this one.

Once again, light rail is a misguided transportation option for Summit County.

My concerns are the same for all alignment scenarios. BRT is obviously the most costeffective way to go, but if BRT is to be implemented, it needs to be implemented
correctly, meaning MUST have dedicated right of way, signal priority, and proof of
purchase ticketing.

Who is paying for this? Is it partially funded by Udot?

having both directions on the same side of the road could cause passengers to have a
difficult time entering and exiting the trains or buses. This works in urban areas but
here we are talking about people crossing streets and tracks with ski equipment and
such.

Would BRT be able to offer connections to SLC downtown and airport? Would the
bus service Park City, Old Town, and Deer Valley if it terminates at Bonanza? Would
this service duplicate what the new electric bus does, and if so, why would it be
necessary?

1

5
2
1
1
3

Would BRT be able to offer connections to SLC downtown and airport? Would the
bus service Park City, Old Town, and Deer Valley if it terminates at Bonanza? Would
this service duplicate what the new electric bus does, and if so, why would it be
necessary?

4
2
4
5
3

I am 100% against widening 224 for additional auto traffic lanes, so these are good
alternatives. I just want to make sure that if its done, either BRT or LRT/Streetcar, it is
done correctly and does not repeat the mistakes of mixed traffic street cars and/or BRT
that is BRT in name only.

Future expansion, Cost

I am 100% against widening 224 for additional auto traffic lanes, so these are good
alternatives. I just want to make sure that if its done, either BRT or LRT/Streetcar, it is
done correctly and does not repeat the mistakes of mixed traffic street cars and/or BRT
that is BRT in name only.

Who is paying for this? Is it partially funded by Udot?

this version offers the most flexibility for adding more bus stops in the future.

Preference (rail),
Community character

Cost, Traffic pattern,
Public safety, Design

Stops at Park City nursery (Bear Hollow Dr.) and Blue Roof Market (Silver Springs
Dr.).

In a community fast changing as PC stick with 1 most flexible, 2 cheapest to test and
implement, 3 fastest to adapt to seasonal and event-related demand changes. Because of
predictable continuing traffic congestion, prioritize options where emergency vehicles
can easily and safely use bus lanes

Road widening
For any of this to make sense, you need to provide some glimmer of information about
how these would flow at the two transit stations and at the intermediate stops. Quite
frankly, most of them seemed impossible without tearing down buildings and taking
quite a bit of land. Even just simple things, like how does a stop work when you are
using the middle lanes for mass transit? Where do people get off? Where do they go?
Are there tunnels? Bridges?
New transit center
Why another transit station at Munchkin/bonanza, putting more traffic on Kearns???
(opposed), Hotel/resort
acces

Aesthetics, Road
widening

I would be more likely to ride a train than a bus (yes, even BRT) - more enjoyable ride
all the way around. Rubber-wheeled vehicles will always have a disadvantage in
mountainous climates. Also...I believe trains have a certain "romance" to them...which
fits well with Park City's community character.
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Stops

3

84060

2017-09-26T22:06:27+00:00
2017-09-26T21:50:56+00:00
2017-09-26T20:37:39+00:00
2017-09-26T17:01:42+00:00
2017-09-26T16:52:29+00:00
2017-09-26T16:08:30+00:00
2017-09-26T15:22:26+00:00
2017-09-26T13:31:12+00:00
2017-09-25T20:50:11+00:00

eebragg@gmail.com

A 12' median would also be required to be added making the space requirement higher
than other options for no discernible advantage

In this configuration, buses lose most of their least cost and most-flexible advantage
and it would be next to impossible for emergency vehicles to use the bus lanes

Light rail is a fashionable nonsense. It costs a fortune to implement, it interferes with
traffic 10x worse than buses, cannot be rerouted once in place, its "lanes" cannot be
used by emergency vehicles. In this configuration, it further complicates traffic by
being harder for private drivers to contend with.

Run the buses to the existing transit center in downtown PC, that is where people want
to go!! Closer to shopping, restaurants and resorts!!

This proposal is amazingly impactful to view corridor, feels like it would need the Post
office and Hotel Park City to get moved back to accommodate it's so wide.

Needs more
information (stops)

2

1

1

1

1.96

5

1

1

1.94

need intermediate stop detail

3

on the outside would make it easier for these busses to stop at the few spots along the
route.
need more info on intermediate stops and why traffic impact is less than 1

Needs information
(stops)
5
3
2

2

2017-09-25T18:41:28+00:00

bryanpauley@yahoo.com
thea.ermalovich@gmail.com
berta.moreira@gmail.com
huisman952@gmail.com
jvanaxen@gmail.com
chasemalone@gmail.com
rubychi3n@gmail.com
thenneypc@gmail.com
nathan@skiutah.com

Stops

2

Can't fully evaluate without seeing intermediate stop detail. That could improve or
reduce effectiveness

2

1
5
1

2017-09-25T17:24:49+00:00

1
2
1

124 feet wide? What are you people smoking? Have you ever actually visited the area
around the two ends? Did you notice all the other roads? buildings? crowded
intersections?

Road widening, Bike
lane, Alignment

Preference, Future
expansion, Cost, Public
safety, Traffic impact

Traffic impact, Needs
information (size)

Road widening

1

Looks even wider than the first proposal as it keeps a median lane and adds more
width to the shoulders.

1

84060

Cost (to rider), Parking
(Kimball), Aesthetics,
New transit center
(location)

It isn't clear at all why having bus lanes on the sides has less traffic effect than having
the same lanes down the middle.

gwright@summitcounty.org

This comment applies to all of these options.Seems quite expensive per rider,
particularly since a bonanza area transit station makes no sense to me. There's a major
transit center in old town and the resort is where a secondary station should be in place
of Bonanza, unless this is what the bonanza arts center is going to turn out to be. Also,
the Kimball Junction transit center area has minimal parking currently, without
improvements this will turn out to be a boondoggle that won't see use to match the
investment made.

In addition, 224 already feels and looks like an airport runway slapped down in a
mountain meadow, either of these proposals look to make that seem even worse
visually. I would much prefer to meld transit into existing traffic, as the express electric
has as opposed to a massive infrastructure project such as this.
How in the world would you merge tracks with the existing road system? Straight
Alignment, Traffic pattern
down 224 I can imagine, but what about all the intersections and stops?

New transit center
(location), Route

4

4356551610

1

Why another transit station at Munchkin/bonanza, putting more traffic on Kearns???

The only common sense alternative for any location like PC with limited space, short
distances and high seasonal swings in public transit user demand
Least cost, most flexible for future modifications, emergency vehicles can use the bus
lane, easy to electrify with overhead wires if desired, least interference with auto
traffic, stops can be moved at minimal cost, minimizes drivers learning to, and having
to cope with public transit

As much as I'd hate to see 224 widened, I like this option better than center lane
transit. Maybe it could be a shared bike/bus lane like some cities have.

Public safety, Cost,
Environment

5
1

Why another transit station at Munchkin/bonanza, putting more traffic on Kearns???

435 640 9284

3

1

1
5

5
3

Buses and cars each would have their own lanes, without potential hazard of vehicle
crossover. Most effiecient, economic, and environmentally effective Traffic alternative
of all the choices.

1
1

1

1
5
1

2017-09-24T22:30:07+00:00

2

Cost (rail), Electric bus

1

1
4
2

84060

2017-09-24T22:18:44+00:00

Run the buses to the existing transit center in downtown PC, that is where people
want to go!! Closer to shopping, restaurants and resorts!!

Alignment, Rider access

Why another transit station at Munchkin/bonanza, putting more traffic on Kearns???
New transit center
Run the buses to the existing transit center in downtown PC, that is where people want (opposed), Hotel/resort
to go!! Closer to shopping, restaurants and resorts!!
acces

2017-09-25T13:23:34+00:00
2017-09-25T07:09:59+00:00
2017-09-24T23:32:54+00:00

sjoyce@gmail.com

84098

4
1

jonburke31@gmail.com

2
1

Light rail is a fashionable nonsense. It costs a fortune to implement, it interferes with
traffic 10x worse than buses, cannot be rerouted once in place, its "lanes" cannot be
used by emergency vehicles. If the plus is that it is electric, use electric buses like in
Europe (cheaper and easier to manage than battery by powered) from overhead wires
just like light rail. BTW wire powered is ugly, that goes also for light rail

Center running would preclude ever making extra pickups along the way, even as an
option during special events.

1

84098
84060
84060

5082434712

pwwozniak@hotmail.com
vermontkevin@mac.com
sphrrt@gmail.com

8479895288

4359013528

2534320191
2029971024

801-318-8947

Phone Number

Valley to Mountain Phase 1 Alternatives Analysis
Alternatives Public Comment Report, Online Comments
Sep. 22 - Dec. 12, 2017

Name

Craig Hahn

Gary Howard
Chris Quinlivan
Chuck Mercier

David Maxfield

Kathy Becker

Jeff
Richard Peeler
micah kagan

Brian o'Loughlin
Chris Lampe
Alex Natt
Rob Hansen
Chuck Mercier
Linda Smaligo

Glenn Wright, Summit County Council

Erin

59cad07c966ff
59caccda9f065
59cabb9206b2c
59ca892b04108
John Van Axen
59ca7c948ea05
59ca71e65a810
Tim Henney
Nathan Rafferty

Paul Wozniak
Kevin rapf
Eric Hoffman

Steve Joyce

Jon Burke

2017-09-24T12:32:03+00:00
2017-09-23T23:22:59+00:00

2

buzz@shunpikeinvestments.com
mm@marcomessina.com
84098

2

602-677-1306

3

Buzz Waterhouse
Marco Messina

2

5

2017-09-23T23:11:49+00:00

2.65

2017-09-23T20:19:23+00:00

1

84098

2.21

84098

1

roon12@mac.com

2.43

bnbyih@gmail.com

2017-09-23T20:12:30+00:00

Becky Yih

inspired@howadesign.us

Todd Rooney

Leslie Howa

Date

Kathy Sonzoni

Name

Phone

ksonzoni@comcast.net

Email

1573 Village Round Dr

Address

84098

Zip Code

Yes

Recieve
email
updates
#2 we have some familiarity with and would be least invasive
to neighborhoods along 224.

Q1: In your opinion, how well would each alignment
alternative fit with the needs of the community? (CenterRunning)

Neighborhood impact

Q1 Center-Running
Category

Did not see

Q2: After seeing the interactive online map, do you
have any issues the project team should consider?
(Both-Side Running)

Q2 Both-Side Running
Category

Trail impact

Stops

Focus on maintaining the interest of the bike and walking
paths along 224.

Future expansion

Support (bus)

Public safety, Bike lane
impact

Alternative 3 (side running northern half) causes the 2
additional lanes to run quite a bit closer to the Canyons golf
course hole #15 than other alternatives. Not sure if road
ROW
alignment could share the ROW adjustments
proportionately with the Park West side of 224.
Continuity of transit from SLC to Park City is important-People do not like to switch mid trip. Best solution: LRT
SLC connect, Support (rail)
from SLC to Park City

Bicycle an other traffic conflict on along shoulders of 224
and conflict at intersections where bicycles must ride
through the turning lanes (becomes dangerous as traffic
increases)

Alignment

Alignment, Route, Traffic
impact

Have electric bus stop at Bobsled/Cutter Lane as
suggested on one chart. We are orphaned out of an
express bus now. Put a shelter on Cutter Lane side

435-6549-1257

Valley to Mountain Phase 1 Alternatives Analysis
Alternatives Public Comment Report
Dec. 5, 2017 Open House Comments

12/5/2017

Feel at this time fully utilizing the bus rapid transit makes
sense. Light rail would be costly and require most
environmental disturbance. I would support quick
implementability of alternative # 2 (bus side running)

I like the outer lane in both directions. Easier to add extra
stops if the road need arises, even if temporary

Yes

Yes

84098

84098

1669 Redstone Unit B

Bear Hollow Village

scott2explore@gmail.com

bnbyih@gmail.com

435-639-4691

Becky Yih

Scott Steinberg

12/5/2017

12/5/2017

n/a

Side running LRT or bus is best.

Yes

n/a

Yes

84098

n/a

84098

2669 Canyons Resort Dr #307

n/a

1161 Cutter Ln

alexskier1097@aol.com

n/a

gmilssfaia@me.com

561-400-6839

n/a

563-663-5445

Alex Stewart

n/a

Gordy MIlls

Alignment #2: Easiest way for pedestrians to get on/off bus
(stops that are on side of road, best for non-express routes.
Alignment #1: least amount of car conflict on route, but only
works if buses pull into a transit center (no accessible
roadside stops), best for express routes. Alignment #3: Don't
see a benefit

12/5/2017

Q3: Please provide any additional comments the
project team should consider before
recommending a locally preferred alternative
(West-Side Running)
Make sure SBPC is on board to limit commercial
expansions on HWY 224 with Colby School proposing
more uses, concerns with safety of left turns on/off
224 to/from commericial, churches, etc.

Look into possibly expanding a study component to
include Kimball Junction. This location is a log jam of
traffic that backs up in to your study area and impacts
all you alternatives.
Parking at Kimball Transit Center; On-road bike lane
expansion; Express vs non-express (but more
accessible) routes along 224; Improvement to the
Canyons Transit Hub!! This hub gets extensive usage
during the winter and lacks adequate facilities
compared to Kimball/Old Town. There is a lot of open
surrounding space (parking lot) that could be utilized
to expand and add an indoor heated facility.

Q3 West-Side Running
Category

Growth, Traffic pattern
(left turn), Public safety

Study critque

Parking (Kimball), Bike
lane, Transit center
(improvements)

bennyiyih@ieee.org
markbrown392@gmail.com
ksonzini@comcast.net
jbertagnole@msn.com

scott2explore@gmail.com
ron.hunt@jrhunt.net
todd@YouInParkCity.com
qdjs@yahoo.com
steve@deervalley.com
claystuar@gmail.com

Email
jonburke31@gmail.com
two3rd@gmail.com
dadams@steinlodge.com
jacob@buddys.ski
janet.vanhartesvelt@gmail.com
sperkes@canyonsvanA.com
bevharrison@gmail.com
dione.foster@parkcity.org
gmillsfaia@me.com
samuelstapp@gmail.com
alexskier1097@aol.com
kdf999.localpc@yahoo.com

Zip Code
84060
84060
84060
84060

2424 Holiday Ranch
3335 Mountain Lane
1669 Redstone
555 Deer Valley Drive

84098
84060
84060
84098
84098
84060
84098
84060

84098
84060
84124
84098
84060

84084
84098
84060
84098

Deer Valley Resort
2892 American Saddler Drive
125 Aspen Terrace
5457 Biathlon Loop
2904 American Saddler Drive
1573 Village Round Drive
1600 Lucky John Drive

Address
1776 Park Ave, S4
Prospector area
7700 Stein Way
PO Box 3925
PO Box 680014
7104 S Kristilyn Ln
1669 Redstone Ave, B1
1983 Cooke Drive
1161 Cutter Ln

Valley to Mountain Phase 1 Alternatives Analysis
Alternatives Public Comment Report
Dec. 5, 2017 Open House Sign-In Sheet
Name
Jon Burke
Tom Oliver
G. David Adams
Jacob Baunes
Janet vanHartesvelt
Scott Perkes
Bev Harrison
Dione Foster
Gordy Mills
Sam Stapp
Alex Stewart
Katherine Fagin
Phil Thompson
Scott Steinberg
Ron Hunt
Todd Anderson
Duncan Silver
Steve Issowifs
Clay Stuard
Wanda Silver
Becky & Benny Yih
Mark Brown
Kathy Sonzini
Julie Bertagnole

Phone Number
508-243-4712

801-330-6818
435-200-4896
435-731-0345
435-938-8183
864-784-0859
435-901-2802
563-663-5445
801-358-3721
561-400-6839

801-209-3700
435-659-4691
801-809-5548
435-901-1417
435-649-9559
435-645-2630
435-640-0075
435-649-9559
435-940-1152
435-901-7155
435-649-1257
435-649-8538

Final Report Focus Group
April 5, 2018
During the Valley to Mountain Phase I Alternatives Analysis (AA), Summit County and Park City
studied the benefits, costs, and impacts of implementing a transit way along SR-224 between
Kimball Junction and Park City. The purpose of the AA is to evaluate options to increase
multimodal transportation choices and sustainability and to promote better efficiency on SR224 and Park City roads in general. Park City’s existing bus service on SR-224 has become even
more successful with the introduction of the Electric Xpress bus service. Now Summit County
and Park City would like to strengthen their commitment to transit on SR-224.
Following Phase I of the Valley to Mountain Alternatives Analysis, Park City and Summit County
held a small group discussion with community members. The discussion was meant to help the
City and County better understand public sentiment toward the AA, help plan for Phase 2 and
for long-term transportation in the community.
Participants
o Chris Neville, a resident of Jeremy Ranch and transit rider. He teleworks and uses
SR-224 to commute and for recreational purposes. He uses the electric bus to
get into Old Town regularly. He represented transit riders.
o John Kenworthy owns Flannigan’s in Old Town. He also lives in Old Town. He uses
SR-224 for personal purposes and to get supplies for restaurant. He represented
the perspective of families who live in Park City.
o Bill Malone lives in the basin. He is President and CEO of the Park City
Convention and Visitors Bureau. His office is in Prospector and he commutes on
SR-224. He is not a transit rider but uses it for events. He represented businesses
in the Park City area.
o Andy Garland lives in Jeremy Ranch and works for Summit Water Distribution Co.
He uses SR-224 for work constantly, but never uses transit. He represented the
non-transit riders’ perspectives.
o Mike Lewis is the operations manager for Park City Mountain Resort. He
commutes every day from Salt Lake City, riding transit occasionally to get the
experience of the guest. He represented area employees and visitors.
o Ryan Dickey is real estate agent and member of the planning commission. He is
not a transit rider and has never ridden the bus. He represented the land use
perspective.
Awareness of the AA
The focus group participants were fairly aware of the AA.
Growth and Changes in the Area of SR-224
Participants had mixed feelings about development, growth and changes in Park City. Some feel
that the growth is making Park City unaffordable for some populations, including for family

businesses. People who have been here for a long time may not like the change; they want to
preserve the small-town character of the community. Others feel that the growth has had a
positive economic impact, creating more jobs with better wages. Visitors appear to enjoy the
changes, based on guest surveys. However, success can bring other problems, like the labor
shortage prevalent throughout Utah now.
Attitudes about SR-224
The focus group had neutral to negative feelings about SR-224 itself. Traffic mobility was not a
large concern for this group, although they acknowledged that it frustrates other drivers and
transit users. Parking came up as a “pain point.”
Transit Attitudes and Perceptions
Although not all participants are transit riders, they were all fairly aware of Park City’s transit
service, and felt that it was well-used by others, including Park City visitors. Like the public who
commented during Phase I of the AA, participants have positive perceptions of the Electric
Express. The focus group felt that the frequency (10 minutes) was the most important point to
transit riders, although the community also likes the sustainability of using electric buses.
Participants felt that non-riders are persuaded to use public transportation by trying transit and
experiencing the benefits of lower stress and health benefits. They also noted that,
generationally, the older population is more invested in driving personal vehicles, but younger
generations seem to be more open to transit and less attached to cars. Practicality is also an
issue; such as the time required to ride or the convenience of transit stop locations.
Transit has a role in the community, working in harmony with other modes such as walking,
biking, and driving. It serves as a nice visitor amenity. During special events, it serves a very
important role in handling the influx of people. Participants said but it will become even more
important in the future, as the area regionalizes and continues to grow. We need to begin
planning for more transit now, but also keep an eye on transportation innovations, like
autonomous vehicles. The group feels that it’s important to consider transit options that will be
flexible and provide for optionality in the future.
Some residents may resist transit because they came to Park City to get away from density.
They see Park City as a small, rural town where people can drive their own vehicles to get
around, but they agree that “we have to accommodate traffic.”
Perceptions of the Community’s Transit Needs
Focus group participants feel that the current transit system is terrific, and that frequency of
service is key. The system needs to accommodate both visitors and residents conveniently. The
community supported the local option sales tax for transportation recently. Participants feel
that community members still support transportation.

Phase I AA Alignments
Focus group participants had many of the same questions that the general public had about the
alignments presented during Phase I of the AA:
§ Is it safe to cross SR-224 with the center-running alignment?
§ How will bike lanes be impacted?
§ Will the center turn lane be removed?
§ Where will riders park? (Similar to public comments during Phase I of the AA, parking
came up as a transportation issue a few times during the discussion).
§ Do the alignments require widening SR-224?
§ Could a BRT-lane be repurposed if BRT doesn’t work out, or if transportation needs
change?
§ Are the City and County looking at the transportation system regionally, or just focusing
on SR-224?
Participants also recommended making the alignments and future study information easier to
understand.
Recommendations Moving Forward
After comparing public input during Phase I of the AA and the comments made by focus group
participants, the AA study team recommends the following strategies for public engagement in
the next phase of the project.
1. Tap into local option supporters. Several businesses, community groups and opinion
leaders supported the recent local option sales tax ballot initiative for transportation.
These groups may serve as trusted liaisons between the City, County and residents. Ask
to use their facilities and communication channels for public engagement purposes.
Involve some of these individuals in a citizens’ review committee. Host an open panel
discussion with some of these individuals as panelists.
2. Engage area employees. Make an effort to reach out to businesses that have many
employees, especially those with many transit-riding employees. Area employees,
including resort employees, may offer a different perspective and identify different
needs and issues than the average Park City resident who has been previously engaged
in the study.
3. Address parking. Community members have many questions about parking, and may
not be aware of how the City and County’s transportation plans address parking issues.
Proactively providing information about parking will anticipate many questions and
concerns.

4. Educate about regional transportation plans. Provide context and link study
information to master plans, regional transportation plans, and other area studies and
projects. Anticipate questions from the public about how the Valley to Mountain AA ties
into broader regional transportation plans.

